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PERSPECTIVES

Coffee Houses and Reading Rooms
X M. Castillo, Editor-in-Chief

The famous Austrian writer Stephan Zweig is again very popu-

lar thanks to the reprinting of many of his books. Just a few

days before committing suicide (together with his wife) in Rio de

Janeiro (1942), he finished The World of Yesterday.* A little over a

year later, Viking Press published it in English. In it, Zweig extolls

the role that cafés played in Vienna before, during, and just after

the First World War. In this book, cafés are said to have been

places of culture and the exchange of ideas. For the price of a cup

of coffee, one could read an unlimited number of newspapers and

journals, engage in conversation with others (no matter how fa-

mous, thus the “democratic” feel of these places), write, listen to

literary readings, and, overall, learn about what was going on and

express one’s own ideas and points of view.

Because I live in a small university town with many cafés, it is

quite obvious to me that this has changed dramatically. Although

the “gaining information” part is still probably true, most indi-

viduals in cafés sit by themselves, with their computers and other

electronic personal devices in front of them, and do not talk to

anyone: Silence reigns. Folks are actually afraid to talk in these

places and even order in whispers! When there, I know that I feel

as if I just entered a library and not a café. In many, the price of a

cup of coffee will buy only a limited time to be on-line, which,

once reached, results in customers leaving for the next café for

another hour of Internet, solitude, and silence. One can safely

assume that this occurs all over the United States and that except

for information being exchanged on-line, cafés have become

fairly isolating places. A few years ago, while in Buenos Aires, I

found myself in café where people were talking, arguing, playing

chess, and smoking. What a miracle that was, and how unfortu-

nate that our dysfunctional coffee house model has now extended

to other parts of our lives.

Isn’t this what has also happened to our radiology reading

rooms? Before the PACS, referring physicians would come to the

reading room, often carrying articles, journals, or books to show

and share with us and to talk about patients. They would get the

benefit of listening to us while we obtained information that

helped us interpret the findings, making us better radiologists.

Ideas for many new projects arose from these interactions. Now-

adays, our referring physicians almost never come to the reading

room, and they look at the images themselves. When they disagree

with our reports, they tend to ignore them and place their own

thoughts in the patient’s record.

RedRick Technologies is a company that prides itself in creat-

ing the “reading room of the future.”1 One look at their work-

zone solutions reveals large rooms partitioned into smaller spaces

by all sorts of acoustic treatments effectively isolating radiologists

from their surroundings, which probably makes consultations

with clinical teams impossible. In these spaces, noise abatement

is imperative so that voice recognition systems will function op-

timally. In a 12-page white paper entitled “Designing the Perfect

Reading Room for Digital Mammography,” not one mention is

made of space for interaction with referring physicians, but a lot

of content is dedicated to eliminating noise, the correct ambient

lightning, soothing wall colors, interpreting a large number of

studies per year, low time per study, and fast turnaround times.2

Placing reading rooms away from heavy foot traffic is advised, but

again, it results in remoteness that makes it inconvenient for re-

ferring physicians. Conversely, another article states that because

information can be moved anywhere, having our reading rooms

close to where patient care is occurring enables our involvement

with specialists and patients and promotes collaboration and

communication.3 This article also recommends a minimum of

125 square feet per reading station, which is larger than that found

in traditional reading rooms and makes for better and more pleas-

ant consultations. Their design plans even have spaces for book-

shelves! Architects know that sound control is more difficult in

small partitioned spaces than in larger ones. Partitions in parallel

arrangements also make noise more difficult to control.

Both articles here cited are older than 10 years. Fast forward to

2012, and the ideas expressed in them seem not to have changed as

seen in an article “Building a New Radiology Reading Room: Les-

sons Learned” published in Diagnostic Imaging.4 The “reading

room of the future” strives to be a “low stress” environment.

When asked, radiologists perceive extraneous noise as one of the

most stressful issues in reading rooms. When adding acoustic in-

sulating paneling is not enough, some have tried noise-cancella-

tion technology (similar to that used in some newer cars to block

the noise produced by engines and tire-road contact). In reading

rooms, these systems emit a noise that is related to the frequency

of background human voices to help diminish them and help

voice-recognition work optimally. Music apparently also helps

improve the radiologist’s working environment. In one small ex-

periment, radiologists listened to Baroque music via the Pandora

music streaming service (http://www.pandora.com/). Five of 8

indicated that music made them more relaxed, 3 said it improved

concentration, 2 noticed increased productivity and greater diag-

nostic accuracy, and half felt that overall it improved work

satisfaction.5

In the past, our reading rooms needed to be dark, but as our

displays got brighter, many current reading rooms now have win-

dows. Nicely lit rooms are inviting to our colleagues. Plans for

future reading rooms include intelligent ambient lighting that

changes in color and intensity throughout the day (similar to that

found in the new commercial airplanes such as the Boeing 787).

Having lots of glass around the radiologists may help bring in

light, and this concept was taken to the extreme when the Univer-

* The (great) movie, The Grand Budapest Hotel, written and directed by Wes An-
derson, pays homage to this book by Zweig.
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sity of Pennsylvania had plans to place its radiologists in what was

called the “fishbowl.” In it, patients would have been able to see

them work, but the plan was eventually dropped as patients ap-

parently were not interested in watching radiologists work (pretty

boring to watch if you ask me).6 As the luminosity of our monitors

improves, background lighting of higher intensity is sometimes

allowed. Ambient lighting, particularly of the fluorescent type,

results in fatigue, so it must be carefully used.7 Conversely, higher

luminosity screens result in less fatigue. Ambient light color

should match the images displayed on the screens so that inter-

pretation of studies becomes easier. Bones are easier to examine

with yellow background light; gray-scale images, with blue light;

colored renderings of blood flow, with red light; and so forth.8

Overall, 90% of the light should come from indirect fixtures,

while 10% should arise from direct sources. Reflection on screens

is basically negligible for flat panel monitors, but radiologists still

seem to prefer dark spaces with only task lighting when needed.

There are 2 tendencies with respect to reading room designs:

to consolidate into 1 or 2 large “ballrooms” or to split these larger

rooms into smaller enclosures. Obviously, consolidation is

cheaper, the help of others may expedite interpretations, and

hopefully, there will be some cross-pollination of ideas. These

larger rooms can be furnished in 2 ways: peripheral or central

spine approaches.7 In the latter, a long central axis of reading

stations is placed in the middle of a room, while in the former, the

PACS stations are located on the periphery of the room, a dispo-

sition that most radiologists prefer as do administrators because

more radiologists can be crammed into 1 room. In my own read-

ing room, we opted for both arrangements (luckily we have a lot

of space; to view a similar idea, watch “UCLA—Designing Radi-

ology Reading Rooms for the Next Millennium” on YouTube).

One side has the usual peripheral arrangement, and the other side

has a round carrel housing 3 reading stations (wires come into its

central portion through the ceiling, resulting in a cleaner, orga-

nized look). On the square side, there is space to seat about 20

individuals, and with the help of a large-screen television on the

wall, we have most of our conferences and consultations with

referring physicians there. This sort of mixed arrangement leaves

space for 1 view box (remember them?) on 1 wall.

Because the need for view boxes has nearly gone away, reading

rooms with hybrid (electronic and conventional) arrangements

are few. Some institutions have remodeled their ballrooms into

smaller, individualized spaces. This is typically the case in some

private practices or when radiologists interpret studies from

home. The compromise is to create medium-sized reading rooms

that house 3– 4 radiologists, hopefully all with similar interests

and expertise. By locating these reading rooms in the central part

of an older ballroom, the periphery is free and can be used for

collaborations and consultations. While most of us still interpret

sitting, others like to stand when working. Most radiologists pre-

fer their electronic medical record (or clinical information sys-

tem) display to the right of the imaging monitors. Some years ago,

we had a fellow who had carpal tunnel syndrome, and though I

will not discuss ergonomics of equipment and furniture here, we

got him a gaming mouse that exasperated me with its ridiculous

high sensitivity but helped ease his pain. We do not have cup

holders in our reading room, but I agree that they prevent spills

and accidents and help keep work surfaces cleaner.

In 2007, at the Radiological Society of North America annual

meeting, Philips Healthcare exhibited what they called “Reading

Room 2020.” One continuous acoustic wall surrounded the radi-

ologist, and its flattest portion served as a huge screen. Its PACS

was keyboard- and mouseless with all of these interfaces projected

onto the flat surface of the working table, and all of this was comple-

mented by ambient color-changing lighting. You can still watch a

video of it on YouTube. Watching it reminds me of the command

deck on the Enterprise on one of the more recent Star Trek movies,

and though conceptually it was a beautiful idea, today it seems im-

practical and too expensive. A few years before (2004), GE Heathcare

also showed its version of its reading room of the future, which now

looks like a cross between an inexpensive spaceship and one of those

portable self-cleaning toilets found in the streets of Paris.

The best place for our reading rooms of the future is where

patients will be cared for. One recent article describes an initial expe-

rience with integrating a reading room with a clinic. A radiologist was

present in the area for a 3-hour shift each day, and not surprising, the

referring physicians stated that more than 90% of consultations ben-

efited patient care and most affected management.9 The radiologist’s

presence was critical when reviewing external images brought in by

patients. The authors of that article clearly stated, “As radiologists go

from high volume interpretations to adding value by guiding and

counseling clinicians, a shift to the integrated radiology reading room

makes sense.” This type of arrangement would bring back the “café”

spirit to our reading rooms by making us work closer, talk more, and

exchange ideas with our referring physicians and allow us to work

while they are not present. It would also expose our trainees to the

patients and their immediate problems.

At home, with my family, we often talk about how much better

everything is today compared with the past, but once a week, I like

going into the past. Every Thursday, a friend of mine and I get

together at a local watering hole that we like because it has no

televisions, no Internet, just music coming out of an old Bose

system (http://www.bose.com) with a tube amplifier, and other

people doing nothing but talking, exchanging ideas, and main-

taining their friendships over coffee and drinks.
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EDITORIAL

Teaching Lessons by MR CLEAN
L. Pierot, V. Mendes Pereira, C. Cognard, and R. von Kummer

After centuries of therapeutic nihilism for patients with isch-

emic stroke and 2 decades of systemic thrombolytic therapy

with modest effects, there is hope that increasing arterial recana-

lization rates with endovascular treatment (EVT) can improve

clinical and functional outcomes. Given that data from 3 previous

randomized trials (SYNTHESIS Expansion, Interventional Manage-

ment of Stroke III [IMS III], and Mechanical Retrieval and Recana-

lization of Stroke Clots Using Embolectomy [MR-RESCUE]) failed

to demonstrate a beneficial clinical effect, the positive outcomes from

the Multicenter Randomized Clinical trial of Endovascular treat-

ment for Acute ischemic stroke in the Netherlands (MR CLEAN)

have renewed the enthusiasm and hope among physicians treating

stroke.1-4 Initial data from additional trials (Endovascular Treatment

for Small Core and Proximal Occlusion Ischemic Stroke [ESCAPE],

Extending the Time for Thrombolysis in Emergency Neurological

Deficits-Intra-Arterial [EXTEND-IA], and Solitaire FR With the In-

tention For Thrombectomy as Primary Endovascular Treatment for

Acute Ischemic Stroke [SWIFT PRIME]) provide further evidence

supporting the MR CLEAN results.5,6 It appears that the new-gener-

ation interventional devices could enable highly effective stroke treat-

ment in a time window broader than before, making restrictions of

IV therapy alone either clinically irrelevant or applying to a very de-

fined patient population.

Why Is the MR CLEAN Outcome Positive?
MR CLEAN was designed to compare EVT plus usual stroke care

(intervention) versus usual stroke care alone (control) in 500 pa-

tients with proved occlusions of proximal major arteries of the

anterior cerebral circulation. Usual stroke care included treat-

ment with IV-rtPA in 90.6% of the control patients and 87.1% in

intervention patients. All primary and secondary end point results

statistically favored EVT, especially in a population in which poor

prognosis is seen with usual stroke care alone. On the basis of the

imaging data, the absence of arterial occlusion at the target site on

24-hour CTA was significantly higher with EVT compared with

usual stroke care alone (75.4% versus 32.9%; OR, 6.27). Com-

pared with another large prospective EVT/stent retriever series

such as the Solitaire Thrombectomy for Acute Revascularization

(STAR) (79.2%), the successful reperfusion rate on DSA (TICI 2b

or 3) was lower in MR CLEAN (58.7%).7 In both trials, TICI was

independently evaluated by a core laboratory, but as mentioned

by the MR CLEAN authors, the differentiation between 2a and 2b

was not always easy, particularly in the absence of a lateral DSA

view. In such cases, a conservative approach was taken and recan-

alization was graded as TICI 2a. In addition, center experience

may be an important factor to consider. STAR was conducted in

highly experienced neurointerventional centers, whereas MR

CLEAN was conducted in 16 Dutch centers with at least 1 member

of the intervention team having completed at least 5 procedures

with a particular type of device.

Most important, MR CLEAN results demonstrated an in-

creased rate of functional independence in the EVT group

(32.6%) compared with the usual care group (19.1%), with an

absolute difference of 13.5%. Compared with previous random-

ized trials, the percentage of patients with favorable clinical out-

comes in MR CLEAN is relatively low (40.8% in IMS III and

42.0% in SYNTHESIS) and even lower than that in the placebo

group in the European Cooperative Acute Stroke Study (ECASS

III) (45%).8 It can be presumed that some patients who were

enrolled into previous trials such as ECASS-III, IMS-III, and

SYNTHESIS had spontaneous good clinical outcomes because

they did not require confirmation of large-vessel occlusion (LVO)

with baseline imaging. However, compared with EVT/stent-re-

triever studies requiring baseline vessel imaging, the rate of func-

tional independence reported in MR CLEAN is low (SWIFT,

37%; STAR, 57.9%; Thrombectomy Revascularization of Large

Vessel Occlusions in Acute Ischemic Stroke 2 [TREVO 2], 40%;

North American Solitaire Stent-Retriever Acute Stroke Registry

[NASA Registry], 42%).7,9-11

The MR CLEAN patient population primarily comprised pa-

tients who had failed IV-rtPA (ie, IV-rtPA–treated patients with-

out clinical improvement after receiving only the full dose admin-

istered during 1 hour). Most of the centers initiated rtPA after

plain CT and subsequently performed CTA only when it had been

determined that the patient was not clinically improving. Given

that close to 90% of patients in both arms received IV-rtPA, the

treatment response of this particular patient population can per se

explain the poor outcome of the usual treatment arm. The MR

CLEAN population is different in comparison with those in pre-

vious and upcoming trials. In terms of workflow metrics, there

was a long delay between symptom onset and groin puncture in

MR CLEAN (260 minutes compared with 208 minutes in IMS III

and 225 minutes in SYNTHESIS). Initiation of IV treatment was

not delayed in MR CLEAN (87 minutes) compared with IMS III

(121 minutes) and SYNTHESIS (165 minutes).

Another contributing factor is the screening of consecutive

eligible patients into the MR CLEAN trial. The Dutch health sys-

tem allowed EVT for ischemic stroke only inside the MR CLEAN

trial. This factor enabled high recruitment rates and avoided the

“cherry picking” of presumably easy-to-treat patients. MR

CLEAN was thus a “real life” study in a small country with shorthttp://dx.doi.org/10.3174/ajnr.A4316
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distances, including all centers irrespective of their experience

with ischemic stroke treatment.

The MR CLEAN investigators did not put their patients at

additional risk. Safety results demonstrated that new ischemic

strokes in different vascular territories occurred in the EVT treat-

ment group; however, mortality did not increase, while functional

outcome at 3 months improved.

In summary, data from the MR CLEAN trial significantly fa-

vored the EVT treatment arm in achieving a significant decrease

of the median modified Rankin Scale score from 4 (severe disabil-

ity) to 3 (moderate disability) due to several factors: 1) the inclu-

sion of patients who failed IV-rtPA treatment, 2) excellent trial

execution without allowing EVT outside the trial setting, and 3)

safe implementation of EVT by the participating centers. MR

CLEAN probably gives us a more realistic picture of clinical out-

come after medical treatment in patients with large-vessel occlu-

sion and failed IV treatment.

Role of the EVT Technique in MR CLEAN
Since the implementation of EVT in ischemic stroke by Zeumer et

al,12 several techniques have been developed, from intra-arterial

(IA) administration of thrombolytics to mechanical thrombec-

tomy with stent retrievers and aspiration devices.13 Data from

previous randomized studies demonstrate that stent retrievers are

superior to other clot-retriever devices (eg, Merci retriever; Con-

centric Medical, Mountain View, California) in terms of recana-

lization, mortality, and clinical outcome.9,10 IMS III, MR-

RESCUE, and SYNTHESIS included heterogeneous EVT techniques

that significantly impacted procedure times and revascularization

results.14,15 MR CLEAN allowed only devices that had received

US Food and Drug Administration approval or a Conformité Eu-

ropéenne marking. In contrast to the IMS III, MR RESCUE, and

SYNTHESIS trials, 190 of the 196 (96.9%) patients who actually

received EVT were treated with stent retrievers. Twenty-four percent

received IA thrombolytics in addition. Additional information on

procedural techniques such as the use of distal access catheters or

guide catheters with balloon occlusion of the internal carotid artery

was not reported. In contrast to other trial protocols, patients with

internal carotid artery occlusion were included and treated with cer-

vical carotid stent placement (n � 30, 12.9%). The results suggest

that the use of stent retrievers was the main component of the success

of the trial. MR CLEAN, however, was not a trial testing the efficacy of

stent retrievers in the treatment of ischemic stroke, but of EVT in

general. The therapeutic impact of other components (anesthesia,

proximal-versus-distal access, aspiration, IA thrombolytics before or

after EVT) needs to be assessed.

What Can We Learn from Subgroup Analyses?
Several subgroup analyses have been presented in the initial

publication of the MR CLEAN results. Data suggest that endo-

vascular treatment with stent retrievers has a relatively similar

efficacy regardless of initial NIHSS values, suggesting that the

severity of acute ischemic stroke need not be taken into ac-

count when considering EVT. However, it is not logical to

perform EVT in patients with initial low NIHSS scores and

spontaneous good prognosis. Indeed, the median NIHSS score

was 17 in the interventional arm of MR CLEAN and 18 in the

medical arm, making it unlikely that many patients with low

NIHSS scores were included. A detailed analysis of the out-

comes from patients with very low baseline NIHSS scores and

extended ischemic lesions on brain imaging is required and

would be interesting.

The question of revascularization in patients older than 80

years is still controversial. Subgroup analysis in the NASA registry

showed that being older than 80 years of age is predictive of poor

clinical outcomes (mRS 0 –2 in 27.3%) and greater mortality

(43.9%) compared with younger patients (mRS 0 –2, 45.4%;

mortality, 27.3%).16 In MR CLEAN, the patient age range was

23–96 years, and 81/500 patients were older than 80 years

(16.2%). In this subgroup of elderly patients, there is clearly a

great benefit of EVT (odds ratio, 3.24 versus 1.60 in patients

younger than 80).

As previously demonstrated, there is a very limited benefit of

EVT in patients with a low ASPECTS (OR, 1.09 in patients with

ASPECTS 0 – 4, but 1.97 and 1.61 with ASPECTS 5–7 and 8 –10,

respectively); this criterion should probably be a contraindication

to EVT.17

The data also reveal a benefit of EVT when there is an associ-

ated extracranial ICA occlusion (OR, 1.43 versus 1.85 when ab-

sent). A precise analysis of the strategy of treatment in tandem

lesions is important to determine the best approach. Finally, the

data also established a high benefit of EVT in case of ICA terminus

occlusion (OR, 2.43 versus 1.61 when absent).

How to Improve the EVT Results?
Numerous analyses have shown that reducing the delay for

recanalization is essential if we want to improve the clinical

outcome of patients with ischemic stroke.18 In MR CLEAN, the

median time from stroke onset to groin puncture (not to re-

canalization) was relatively long, exceeding the 260-minute

time window for which IV-rtPA is approved. This suggests that

ischemic stroke can be effectively treated beyond 3 or 4.5

hours; a subgroup analysis on the impact of time to interven-

tion on clinical outcomes would be of value. Intervention with

EVT should be based on clinical examination and brain and

vessel imaging. Every management step has to be carefully an-

alyzed to reduce the time from stroke onset to EVT. Delaying

endovascular intervention until IV thrombolysis fails does not

make sense and should not be part of the decision-making

process; further studies should clarify whether IV-rtPA im-

proves the efficacy of EVT. Several technical questions con-

cerning the use of EVT also need to be answered, including

how to reduce the rate of procedural complications (11.2% in

MR CLEAN), such as embolization to new territories (8.6%)

and vessel dissection or perforation (2.6%); determining the

type of anesthesia (general anesthesia or conscious sedation) to

be used; the systemic use of balloon-guide catheters; distal clot

aspiration; and so forth.19 Finally, considerations to modify

the design of the stent retrievers to reduce the risk of arterial

dissection or rupture should also be evaluated.

Continuous work is also needed to improve the selection of

patients to be treated with mechanical thrombectomy. A precise

analysis should be conducted to determine the severity of the

stroke to be treated. Should patients with mild or moderate symp-
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toms be treated? On the contrary, is mechanical thrombectomy

indicated in patients with severe stroke? It will also be important

to determine whether mechanical thrombectomy is indicated re-

gardless of the patient’s age (see above). The role of imaging in

patient selection will have also to be carefully evaluated.

Will MR CLEAN Results Affect the Management of
Patients with Ischemic Stroke?
A single trial with a positive outcome is certainly not sufficient to

claim that EVT is now the first-line treatment for ischemic stroke.

Positive data from 3 additional trials (ESCAPE, EXTEND-IA, and

SWIFT PRIME) are now available. On the basis of this evidence, it is

likely that EVT will rapidly become the first-line treatment in patients

with ischemic stroke with LVO. This will tremendously impact the

health care system, because it will be necessary to offer this demand-

ing treatment by well-trained interventional neuroradiologists to all

patients without delay.20 This means early identification of patients

with ischemic stroke who will benefit from EVT, the establishment of

stroke centers offering this service 24 hours/7 days, and enabling

training in the EVT of cerebral arteries.

MR CLEAN has shown the value of EVT initiated within 6 hours

of ischemic stroke onset caused by LVO of the anterior circulation.

According to the clinical severity of ischemic stroke of the posterior

circulation and recent data from a registry showing high recanaliza-

tion rates in patients with basilar artery occlusion, continued evalu-

ation in this group of patients seems important.21 Indeed further

trials will be necessary to precisely define the arterial occlusion type,

brain pathology, and finally the time window in which EVT is indi-

cated for patients with anterior or posterior circulation stroke and the

management of patients with wake-up stroke.
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EDITORIAL

Comeback Victory
V. Mendes Pereira and T. Krings

The International Stroke Conference (ISC) 2015, in Nashville,

Tennessee, was a memorable meeting. During a crowded ple-

nary session, we witnessed the presentation of 4 randomized con-
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trolled trials (RCTs) that will change acute ischemic stroke (AIS)

treatment, favoring an endovascular approach: Multicenter Ran-

domized Clinical trial of Endovascular treatment for Acute isch-

emic stroke in the Netherlands (MR CLEAN), Endovascular

Treatment for Small Core and Proximal Occlusion Ischemic

Stroke (ESCAPE), Extending the Time for Thrombolysis in Emer-

gency Neurological Deficits–Intra-Arterial (EXTEND-IA), and

Solitaire FR With the Intention For Thrombectomy as Primary

Endovascular Treatment for Acute Ischemic Stroke (SWIFT

PRIME).1-4 It was maybe even more memorable, given that

only 2 years ago, in a similarly crowded session at the same

conference, the presentation and simultaneous publication of

3 other RCTs, Interventional Management of Stroke III (IMS

III),5 SYNTHESIS,6 and Mechanical Retrieval and Recanalization

of Stroke Clots Using Embolectomy (MR RESCUE),7 led to com-

pletely different results, despite handling seemingly the same

problem: whether the addition of intra-arterial therapies to the

established intravenous treatment leads to improved patient out-

come. Two years ago, these 3 studies were a serious blow at a time

of huge excitement in the interventional/endovascular commu-

nity because we had started to experience the beneficial effects of

the new-generation devices, the stent retrievers, and were finally

able to move away from the kitchen sink approach to stroke

treatment.

However at the ISC 2013, in Honolulu, Hawaii, there was also

a silver lining: the Solitaire FR Thrombectomy for Acute Revas-

cularization (STAR) trial, which was subsequently published in

Stroke, demonstrated positive results for mechanical thrombec-

tomy.8 That study pooled data from high-volume stroke centers

that had documented experience with stent retrievers. Moreover,

this study focused on patient selection (including documentation

of the vascular occlusion), procedure standardization, and revas-

cularization results (successful recanalization reported in the

modified TICI score). In this study, good clinical outcomes at 3

months (mRS 0 –2) were obtained in 57.9%, final revasculariza-

tion rates were 88.1% (modified TICI 2b or 3), mortality was

6.9%, and the symptomatic hemorrhagic rate was 1.5%. Some

critiques remarked that these results were “too good to be true,”

though 2 previous studies, Solitaire FR With the Intention for

Thrombectomy (SWIFT)9 and Thrombectomy Revascularization

of Large Vessel Occlusions in Acute Ischemic Stroke (TREVO

2),10 had demonstrated that stent retrievers do represent a break-

through in the endovascular treatment of AIS. For most interven-

tionalists, these studies showed the potential of this new genera-

tion of mechanical thrombectomy, which was the technology

used in the recently presented RCTs.

Despite the negative results of the 2013 RCTs, it took only little

more than 2 years to overcome the skepticism around the endo-

vascular treatment of AIS. This change was made possible due to

the personal effort of leaders in the field of stroke; organized effort

of professional societies; trial designs, execution, and center and

patient selection; and standardized outcome measures. The les-

sons learned from previous trials with negative results were un-

derstood, and effort was made not to replicate them. Patient in-

clusion was based on well-defined parenchymal and angiographic

imaging criteria and was consecutive rather than sporadic. In ad-

dition, center/team/operator selection was based on experience

and workflow capacity, and the use of next-generation technology

was a common criterion among all those new trials. Some of

them, targeted to select the best possible potential population for

an AIS study, used advanced mismatch perfusion imaging. How-

ever, their results presented some variances, and they should be

analyzed from different perspectives to get the right message from

each one.

The first of the 4 published trials was the MR CLEAN study,2 a

Dutch trial that, despite all uncertainty from the stroke commu-

nity, demonstrated that intra-arterial treatment for AIS caused by

an anterior circulation occlusion up to 6 hours after stroke onset

is safe and clinically effective. They enrolled 500 patients in 2

randomized and controlled arms: intervention and control. The

release of the MR CLEAN results generated an “on hold” response

in all other trials as recommended by their leadership or data and

safety monitoring boards until an unplanned interim analysis was

conducted on their own populations. MR CLEAN had a major

impact not only because it was the first study with positive find-

ings but also because the authors had wisely chosen the best pop-

ulation for the question at hand and answered it in a “real world”

scenario. In the favor of the trial, they had a structured health

system, confined geography, and committed centers and health

policy makers (allowing reimbursement only under the auspices

of the trial). Thus, they enrolled patients fast, including patients

with salvageable brain (median ASPECTS scores of 9 in both

arms) with a proved arterial occlusion. Additionally, they used

stent retrievers in 97% of patients. However, their final recanali-

zation results (58.7%) were not that impressive, and neither were

the clinical outcomes in both arms (32.6%, interventional; 19.1%,

control). They also reported 9% of emboli to new territories on

DSA following stent thrombectomy, a rate not reported in any

previous study using these new devices, to our knowledge.

The endovascular results suggest that a learning curve effect

might have been present because the study started in 2010, at the

beginning of the use of stent retrievers in Europe.11 The advantage

of this study becomes apparent when looking at the trial execu-

tion: When MR CLEAN was designed and executed, the consen-

sus was not to consider a patient a potential candidate for endo-

vascular treatment of AIS without full IV rtPA treatment. Thus,

patients included in this trial were the “failed IV rtPA” popula-

tion, with a proximal occlusion detected after intravenous treat-

ment. This explains the rather poor clinical outcomes in the con-

trol arm along with the fact that they had long needle-to-puncture

times in the interventional arm as well. This workflow is reflected

on the reported times of the study: The authors were extremely

fast at initiating the IV rtPA (85– 87 minutes from stroke onset)

but performed randomization only at a median time of 111–119

minutes after IV therapy started. This aspect does not disparage

the study; it just explains why the outcome results are different (at

a superficial sight) compared with other trials. For future meta-

analyses and subset studies, note that this patient population was

different from the ones evaluated in IMS III, SYNTHESIS,

ESCAPE, or SWIFT PRIME.

The second recently published trial, ESCAPE,1 was a well-de-

signed and executed trial focused on sequential (or consecutive)

patient randomization, stringent imaging-selection criteria

(ASPECTS score, leptomeningeal collateral evaluation, and site
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occlusion imaging), quick workflow with targeted times after

stroke onset, and next-generation technology. The authors ran-

domized 316 patients in 2 arms (endovascular intervention versus

standard of care control) in a therapeutic window of 12 hours.

The trial was stopped following interim analysis because of the

overwhelming benefit of endovascular treatment. Due to the op-

timized workflow, the mean time between CT and the onset of

endovascular treatment was 51 minutes and the mean time from

CT to recanalization was 84 minutes. Reperfusion (TICI 2b or 3)

was achieved in 72.4%. Good clinical outcomes (mRS 0 –2) were

achieved in 53% of patients treated by endovascular means com-

pared with 29.6% in the control arm. Absolute reduction in mor-

tality was 8.6 (R � 0.4), and the number of treated patients needed

to achieve independence was 4. Despite inclusion being permitted

for up to 12 hours, �75.3% of included patients were IV-rtPA

candidates (also �4.5 hours).

SWIFT PRIME was the third trial (in order of the number of

patients reported) and was also put on hold for unplanned in-

terim analysis on release of the MR CLEAN results and was sub-

sequently stopped. This study included 196 patients in 2 arms: IV

rtPA alone versus IV rtPA associated with the Solitaire stent re-

triever (Covidien, Irvine, California). The focus of this trial was

workflow performance targets and patient selection based on im-

aging. The latter was initially based on perfusion mismatch crite-

ria, but after one-third of patients were included, the steering

committee decided to change to parenchymal and site occlusion

imaging criteria. Good clinical outcomes (mRS 0 –2) were

achieved in 60.2% of patients treated in the interventional arm

compared with 35.5% in the control arm. In the endovascular

arm, successful reperfusion rates were 88%, with a substantial

amount being TICI 3 (68.7%). This outcome probably reflects the

experience of the selected centers and a standard endovascular

protocol at all participating sites. The symptomatic hemorrhagic

rate was 1%, and mortality was 9.2% (intra-arterial) versus 12.4%

(controls). The STAR trial, which had very similar patient and

center inclusion criteria, arrived at very similar results for intra-

arterial treatment.8

The Australian/New Zealand EXTEND-IA trial3 included 70

patients until October 2014. The authors selected candidate pa-

tients by using mismatch perfusion imaging randomized into

medical therapy alone versus a combined intravenous/intra-arte-

rial approach with mechanical thrombectomy using a stent re-

triever. They reported reperfusion (TICI 2b/3) rates of 86% in the

intra-arterial treatment arm that were associated with a good clin-

ical outcome in 72%, compared with good clinical outcome rates

of 39% in the control arm. Despite the small number of selected

patients, this difference was statistically significant and justified

stopping the trial. Mortality and symptomatic hemorrhagic rates

were 3% and 0% in the interventional arm compared with 7% and

2% in the control arm.

These trials have the following in common: efficient trial exe-

cution, patient selection based on imaging, and results that over-

whelmingly favored intra-arterial treatment, which led to the

early end of the trials with �50% of the initially planned patients

included. The higher estimated number of patients stems pre-

sumably from pessimism about endovascular treatment for AIS

that prevailed during the design of these studies following the

2013 initial results, leading to more conservative expectations.

With increasing imaging complexity (from ESCAPE to SWIFT

PRIME and EXTEND-IA) and thus more granular patient selec-

tion, the rate of good clinical outcomes increased. This result may

suggest the value of selection criteria based on advanced imaging

for patients with AIS. However, the more we “cherry pick” our

patients in a real-world scenario, the fewer patients overall will be

treated by endovascular means and more patients with potentially

treatable strokes may remain untreated. Future studies and guide-

lines will determine how to innovate for imaging to determine

acute stroke treatment.

Determination of imaging criteria is only one of the unan-

swered questions related to the extent of the investigation: Is there

an age limit? How far can we stretch the time limit? How do we

treat associated vascular lesions (such as carotid stenosis)? In ad-

dition to the pure procedural questions, we must answer system-

wide questions: How can we ensure standards of training? How

do we change prehospital care guidelines concerning patient

transfer? What is the cost per quality-adjusted life year or treat-

ment that society can pay? Should this treatment become “more

available” to the detriment of quality? Obviously a number of

discussions are needed.

Regarding the latter question, one can envision 2 antithetical

scenarios: first, with a nonstroke clinician seeing the patient and a

general nonspecialized radiologist reading a basic head CT, thus

making treatment decisions performed by a non-neurointerven-

tionally trained team. In the other, the stroke-specialized neurol-

ogy team and the diagnostic neuroradiology team make a decision

based on advanced imaging for a neurointerventionally trained

group in an institution prepared to welcome patients with AIS

and offer each patient the workflow, revascularization rates, clin-

ical outcomes, and safety targets described by the most recent

RCTs. The questions to ask ourselves, our professional societies,

the policy makers, and our health system are related to these 2

scenarios: What are the minimum requirements we are willing to

accept? How many centers do we need? What are the available

resources, and how can we best reach our goal of offering the best

care to as many patients as possible?

Disclosures: V. Mendes Pereira—RELATED: Principal Investigator for the STAR trial
and Co-Principal Investigator for SWIFT PRIME, sponsored trials by Covidien.
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REVIEW ARTICLE

Spinal Cord Ischemia: Practical Imaging Tips, Pearls, and Pitfalls
M.I. Vargas, J. Gariani, R. Sztajzel, I. Barnaure-Nachbar, B.M. Delattre, K.O. Lovblad, and J.-L. Dietemann

ABSTRACT

SUMMARY: Ischemia of the spinal cord is a rare entity with a poor prognosis. Brain ischemia is no longer a diagnostic challenge; on the
contrary, ischemia of the spinal cord remains difficult, particularly in children. In this article, we illustrate the principal causes in children and
adults, clinical presentation, different techniques for the diagnosis by MR imaging (diffusion, spinal MR angiography, and 1.5 versus 3T),
pathophysiology, and differential diagnosis. We will discuss current knowledge, perspectives, and pitfalls.

Ischemia of the spinal cord is rare, its prevalence is not well-

known, and it has a poor prognosis. It accounts for approxi-

mately 6% of all acute myelopathies and approximately 1%–2%

of all vascular neurologic pathologies.1

Several causes are implicated in ischemia of the spinal cord,

which differ in the pediatric and adult populations. In children,

the most common causes are cardiac malformations and trauma.

In adults, atheromatosis is one the principal causes, but thoraco-

abdominal aneurysms, aortic surgery,2 embolic disease, dissec-

tion, systemic hypotension, spinal arteriovenous malformations,

diving,3 coagulopathies, cocaine,4 sickle cell disease,5 and idio-

pathic causes are also implicated.

In the past decade, new methods such as diffusion imaging of

the spinal cord6,7 allow a better analysis in the acute setting.

In this article, we describe the technical protocols, differential

diagnosis, pitfalls, and solutions.

Clinical Presentation
Clinical presentation depends mainly on the location and extent

of the infarction. As with cerebral infarction, the onset of spinal

cord infarction is typically abrupt. Most patients develop symptoms

quickly, with a maximal symptomatology reached within 12 hours

for �50% of patients and within 72 hours for most patients.8 The

neurologic presentation of spinal cord infarction is largely defined by

the vascular territory involved. The severity of the impairments can

vary widely, from paraplegia to minor weakness. The involved cord

level can be anywhere along the length of the cord. Back pain often

accompanies spinal cord ischemia and has been reported in as many

as 70% of patients, typically at the level of the lesion.8

Different Clinical Manifestations

Anterior Spinal Artery Syndrome. The most common clinical

presentation of a spinal cord infarction is anterior spinal artery

syndrome. Anterior spinal artery infarct typically presents as a

bilateral loss of motor function and pain/temperature sensation,

with relative sparing of proprioception and vibratory senses be-

low the level of the lesion. The acute stages are characterized by

flaccidity and loss of deep tendon reflexes; spasticity and hyper-

reflexia develop during ensuing days and weeks. Autonomic dys-

function may be present and can manifest as hypotension (either

orthostatic or frank hypotension), sexual dysfunction, and/or

bowel and bladder dysfunction. If the lesion is in the rostral cer-

vical cord, respiration is compromised.

Incomplete Syndrome of the Spinal Artery Syndrome. Ischemia

may be localized at the level of the anterior horns; in this case,

clinical presentations may be the following:

1) Acute paraplegia (pseudopoliomyelitic form) without sensory

abnormalities and without sphincter dysfunction

2) Painful bilateral brachial diplegia in the case of a cervical lesion

(the man-in-the-barrel syndrome)9

3) Progressive distal amyotrophy due to chronic lesions of the

anterior horns; this form may be misdiagnosed as lateral

amyotrophic sclerosis.

Posterior Spinal Artery Syndrome. Posterior spinal artery infarc-

tion produces loss of proprioception and vibratory senses below

the level of the injury and total anesthesia at the level of the injury.
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Weakness has been described but is typically mild and transient.

Unilateral involvement is more common, but bilateral presenta-

tions have also been described.8

Other Less Typical Presentations.

1) Sulcocommissural syndrome presents as a partial Brown-Se-

quard syndrome clinical picture with sparing of postural sen-

sibility. The syndrome consists of hemiparesis with a con-

tralateral spinothalamic sensory deficit.

2) Infarction at the level of conus medullaris may be misdiag-

nosed as a cauda equina syndrome.

3) Central spinal infarct occurs after cardiac arrest or prolonged

hypotension; its clinical presentation includes bilateral spi-

nothalamic sensory deficit with sparing of the posterior col-

umns. Motor deficit and sphincter dysfunction are usually

absent.

4) Transverse medullary infarction (full transverse lesions) pres-

ents with sudden and severe inability to walk due to paraplegia

or paraparesis or, in cases of higher cord lesions, tetraplegia or

tetraparesis. There may be complete sensory loss involving all

modalities. Pain is reported as tightness radiating circumfer-

entially. Sphincter dysfunction is present with loss of bladder

and bowel control. It is often of embolic origin.

Spinal Transient Ischemic Attacks. Transient symptoms lasting a

few minutes to several hours, so-called spinal transient ischemic

attacks, have also been described in a variety of clinical settings,

but these are unusual.8

Vascularization of the Spinal Cord
The vascularization of the spinal cord is supplied principally by

the anterior spinal artery, 0.2– 0.8 mm; posterolateral spinal ar-

tery, 0.1– 0.4 mm; and arteria radicularis magna or artery of Ad-

amkiewicz, 0.5–1.2 mm.

The anterior spinal artery supplies the anterior two-thirds of

the spinal cord, situated in the pia mater along the anterior me-

dian fissure and descending vertically. It is formed by 2 small

branches arising from the fourth segment of the vertebral arteries

with fusion at the level of the foramen magnum and branches

arising from the vertebral artery, the ascending cervical artery, the

inferior thyroid artery, the intercostal arteries, the lumbar artery,

FIG 1. Localization of the artery of Adamkiewicz in a patient with
aortic thrombus. MR angiography shows the thrombus in the abdom-
inal aorta below the renal arteries (arrows, A). No ischemia is visible in
the conus medullaris (B). The artery of Adamkiewicz is permeable
(arrows, C).

FIG 2. Ischemia provoked by an atheroma. Note the important atheromatosis of the abdominal aorta nicely shown by the volume-rendering
reconstruction of CT angiography (A). Ischemia of the conus medullaris shown by MR imaging is hyperintense on T2 with a restriction of diffusion
(arrows, B–E).
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the iliolumbar artery and lateral sacral arteries, and principally by

the artery of Adamkiewicz.

The artery of Adamkiewicz or the arteria radicularis magna

has a particular “hairpin turn” form and must be differentiated

from the anterior radiculomedullary vein, which has the same

form but is larger and more tortuous.10 It arises on the left side

of the aorta between the T8 and L1 segments, to anastomose

with the anterior spinal artery and supply the lower two-thirds

of the spinal cord (conus medullaris). Lesions of this artery

produce motor deficits of the legs and

fecal and urinary incontinence.

The 2 posterolateral spinal arteries

arise from the posteroinferior cerebellar

arteries and supply the posterior third

(posterior columns, posterior roots, and

dorsal horns) of the spinal cord.

Venous System of the Spinal Cord
The venous system is divided into intrin-

sic and extrinsic systems. The intrinsic

veins are divided into sulcal and radial

veins, and the extrinsic veins are com-

posed of the anterior and posterior spinal

veins. The anterior median spinal vein11

runs with the anterior spinal artery and

continues to the filum terminale vein.

One posterior median, the greatest spinal

vein, is accompanied by 2 posterolateral

veins.

The extrinsic system is in contact with

the spinal pia matter and includes the pial

venous network, the longitudinal collec-

tors, and the radicular veins. This config-

uration produces large lateral and dorso-

ventral anastomotic systems.12

Spinal veins drain into the anterior

and posterior radiculomedullary veins,

which in turn drain into the paravertebral and intervertebral plex-

uses.13 These venous plexuses drain into the segmental veins,

draining into the ascending lumbar veins, azygos system, and pel-

vic venous plexuses.

The radiculomedullary veins communicate with the epidural

venous system. There are 3 levels of intercommunicating veins14:

1) The internal vertebral venous plexus, formed by intradural

and epidural veins, communicating with the intracranial

FIG 3. Evolution of ischemia. The first MR image shows the subtle signal anomaly on T2 and diffusion sequences (arrows, A–C). Follow-up 48
hours later shows an important tumefaction and high signal on T2WI associated with a restriction of diffusion of the cervical spinal cord at the
C4 –C7 levels (arrows, D–G).

FIG 4. Venous infarction in a patient with epidural and paraspinal abscesses. Note
large intramedullary high signal on T2 of the cervical spinal cord (A). T1WI with contrast
medium demonstrates an intramedullary enhancement (B and C), the anterior (arrows,
B) and posterior epidural (white arrowhead, B), and paraspinal abscesses (black arrowhead,
B). Note enhancement on axial T1 of both sides of the median line, reflecting venous
ischemia.
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venous system and draining into the external vertebral

veins

2) The external vertebral venous plexus, located around the vertebra

3) The basivertebral veins, within the vertebra.

Pathophysiologic Mechanisms
The origin of ischemia in adults is primarily an embolus (Fig 1) or

plaque (Fig 2) that leads to the occlusion of an artery. When sys-

temic hypotension is the cause, the mechanism is the same as that

in ischemia resulting from an overdose of � blockers (Fig 3), with

the lesion appearing in the watershed areas.

Other sources are also implicated such as the following:

● Cardiac surgery and minimally invasive procedures

● Compression of the radicular artery by a disk15,16

● Cervical degenerative canal associated with minor trauma.

Venous origin is also involved in cases of the following:

1) Arteriovenous fistulas leading to an increased venous pressure

with, first, a vasogenic edema appearing as a hyperintensity on

T2, which may enhance. This persistence can lead to ischemia

if the malformation is not treated and can mimic a subacute

arterial ischemic lesion

2) Coagulopathies

3) Epidural infection leading to epidural venous thrombosis with

secondary spinal cord infarction (Fig 4)

4) Myelopathy related to cervical stenosis, in most cases, related

to chronic venous infarction responsible for the classic “snake-

eye” sign (Fig 5).

Last, anatomy can play an important role in the origin of isch-

emia as illustrated by Gailloud et al.17 Their article shows proxi-

mal non-ostial intersegmental artery stenosis at the upper tho-

racic level, resulting from the leftward deviation of the descending

aorta and the existence of a fixed point along the course of the

intersegmental arteries.

In children, minor trauma is a cause of ischemia related to

fibrocartilage emboli18 and also spasm. Other origins include

complications of cardiac surgery or traction for scoliosis after or-

thopedic surgery,19 sickle cell anemia, and umbilical artery cath-

eter in the neonate. Few series in the literature exist concerning

ischemia in children.20,21 Stettler et al20 found that the most af-

fected territory is the spinal anterior artery. The differential diag-

nosis includes idiopathic myelopathy and infectious and inflam-

matory myelitis.

Imaging
Diffusion revolutionized the diagnosis of brain ischemia in

the early 90s; however, it has only been used for the spine in the

past decade6,22 and remains a technical challenge because of

the need for strong gradients, the size of the spinal cord, flow

artifacts, and so forth. A few series in the literature concern

the use of this technique in ischemia.22,23 CT and conventional

angiography are not useful for the diagnosis; however in older

patients, the visualization of atheromatosis or vascular lesions

(aorta, lumbar arteries) after surgery can orient the diagnosis.

MR imaging is the examination of choice for the diagnosis

of ischemia and for the differential diagnosis; the following

technical protocol is recommended at 1.5T and 3T (see Tables

1 and 2 for details of parameters): sagittal spin-echo T2 or T2

STIR, sagittal spin-echo T1, axial gradient-echo T2 at the cer-

vical and dorsal levels, spin-echo T2 at the medullary conus,

and diffusion-weighted images in the sagittal or axial planes.

The advantage of the sagittal plane is the larger coverage with a

shorter acquisition time. However, the axial plane is useful to

FIG 5. Cervical spinal canal stenosis and venous infarction. Note the
cervical spinal canal stenosis from C4 to C6 due to cervical spondy-
losis (asterisks, A) and the intramedullary high signal on T2WI (arrow,
B) at the same level with the “snake eye” appearance on axial T2WI
(arrows, C).

Table 1: Technical MR imaging parameters of the spinal cord
protocol at 3T

Sequences TR (ms) TE (ms)
Section

Thickness (mm) B0
SE T1 670 10 3
SE T2 4000 128 3
STIR 5860 108 3
Axial GE T2 450 17 3
Axial SE T2 4000 124 3
Diffusion 2600 68 3 b�500–700
DTI 2600 73 2 b�500–800,

20–25 directions

Note:—SE indicates spin-echo; GE, gradient-echo.

Table 2: Technical MR imaging parameters of the spinal cord
protocol at 1.5T

Sequences TR (ms) TE (ms)
Section

Thickness (mm) B0
SE T1 590 10 3
SE T2 3270 71 3
STIR 3000 38 3
Axial GE T2 590 24 3
Axial SE T2 4640 79 3
Diffusion 6000 67 3 b�500–700
DTI 3200 67 3 b�500–800,

20–25 directions

Note:—SE indicates spin-echo; GE, gradient-echo.
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visualize hypersignal on both sides of the median line in cases

of ischemia of the spinal anterior artery.23,24 This axial plane

can be useful to differentiate ischemia from other entities. DTI

is primarily used in research, and a few centers use it in clinical

practice. Its contribution in this disease is minor.

Contrast media can aid in the diagnosis in the acute stage (Fig

3) because enhancement is absent at this stage and can differenti-

ate it from inflammatory, tumoral, or infectious diseases. The

choice of 1.5T and 3T is controversial for the visualization of

ischemia. Imaging of the cervical spine is of higher quality at 3T;

however, artifacts remain at the thoracic level.25 In clinical rou-

tine, an adaptation of the FOV and resolution of MR images in

children by age is recommended.

In case of suspicion of a thrombus in the abdominal aorta, the

visualization of the artery of Adamkiewicz by MR angiography

can help in the diagnosis.

Patterns of Ischemia of the Spinal Cord
In the acute stage, ischemia presents as a restriction in diffusion-

weighted imaging of the spinal cord, hyperintense signal on T2

and STIR, and isointense on T1 and may be associated with a

slight enlargement of the cord, without enhancement, which ap-

pears in the subacute phase (Figs 3 and 6).

Depending on the affected artery, the territory touching

the white or gray matter will vary and the shape will be

different.

Kumral et al26 and Novy et al8 illustrated the different patterns

of spinal cord ischemia; the anterior spinal artery territory is lim-

ited to the anterior horns bilaterally or unilaterally and the adja-

cent white matter. The posterior spinal artery infarct is limited to

the posterior columns alone or to the surrounding white matter

and can be unilateral or bilateral. In the chronic stages, localized

atrophy is possible.

In adults, infarction of the vertebral body has been associ-

ated with spinal cord ischemia8,27,28 associated with high

signal and enhancement of the adjacent disk,29 which can be

explained by the common vascularization of the vertebral

body, disk, and spinal cord. Hemor-

rhagic transformation may occur.

Key Points
Diffusion imaging is recommended in all

acute myelopathies of the spinal cord. The

analysis of vessels, such as the aorta and

lumbar arteries, can guide the diagnosis.

In the acute stage, there is no enhance-

ment in ischemia, which is generally pres-

ent in inflammatory, tumoral, and infec-

tious pathologies. Major involvement

(hyperintensity on T2) of the spinal cord

in an acute epidural infection can be re-

lated to venous infarcts.
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REVIEW ARTICLE

CSF Flow in the Brain in the Context of Normal Pressure
Hydrocephalus

W.G. Bradley Jr

ABSTRACT

SUMMARY: CSF normally flows back and forth through the aqueduct during the cardiac cycle. During systole, the brain and
intracranial vasculature expand and compress the lateral and third ventricles, forcing CSF craniocaudad. During diastole, they
contract and flow through the aqueduct reverses. Hyperdynamic CSF flow through the aqueduct is seen when there is ventricular
enlargement without cerebral atrophy. Therefore, patients presenting with clinical normal pressure hydrocephalus who have
hyperdynamic CSF flow have been found to respond better to ventriculoperitoneal shunting than those with normal or decreased
CSF flow. Patients with normal pressure hydrocephalus have also been found to have larger intracranial volumes than sex-matched
controls, suggesting that they may have had benign external hydrocephalus as infants. While their arachnoidal granulations clearly
have decreased CSF resorptive capacity, it now appears that this is fixed and that the arachnoidal granulations are not merely
immature. Such patients appear to develop a parallel pathway for CSF to exit the ventricles through the extracellular space of the
brain and the venous side of the glymphatic system. This pathway remains functional until late adulthood when the patient develops
deep white matter ischemia, which is characterized histologically by myelin pallor (ie, loss of lipid). The attraction between the bare
myelin protein and the CSF increases resistance to the extracellular outflow of CSF, causing it to back up, resulting in hydrocephalus.
Thus idiopathic normal pressure hydrocephalus appears to be a “2 hit” disease: benign external hydrocephalus in infancy followed
by deep white matter ischemia in late adulthood.

ABBREVIATIONS: ACSV � aqueductal CSF stroke volume; DESH � disproportionately enlarged subarachnoid space hydrocephalus; DWMI � deep white matter
ischemia; ISP � interstitial space; NPH � normal pressure hydrocephalus; PC � phase-contrast; SAS � subarachnoid space

The classic teaching is that cerebrospinal fluid is formed pri-

marily in the choroid plexus within the ventricles at a rate of

500 mL/day. It flows primarily out of the ventricular system via

the foramina of Lushka and Magendie into the subarachnoid

space (SAS). Once in the SAS, the CSF flows either down

around the spinal cord or up over the cerebral convexities,

eventually being primarily absorbed by the arachnoid granu-

lations (macroscopic) and arachnoidal villi (microscopic) on

either side of the superior sagittal sinus. This CSF resorption

pattern was based on tracer studies performed many years ago

by using large molecules.

Recently, a microscopic flow of CSF has been described that func-

tions like the lymphatic system in other parts of the body.1 It has been

shown, by using gadolinium and small fluorescent tracers in mice,

that CSF enters the perivascular Virchow-Robin spaces surrounding

the arteries from the SAS.2 Lining these arteries and arterioles are

continuous astrocytic endfeet—the glia limitans—which have high

concentrations of aquaporin-4 water channels, which transport CSF

from the Virchow-Robin spaces into the interstitial space (ISP) of the

brain. This microscopic CSF flux picks up waste products, (eg, sol-

utes and � amyloid) and exits the ISP via the aquaporin-4 channels

lining the Virchow-Robin spaces surrounding the exiting veins.

Given the lymphatic-like function and involvement of the astroglia,

this fluid flow has been dubbed the “glymphatic system.”

The movement of CSF into the brain via the Virchow-Robin

spaces is powered by arterial pulsations.3 Given that these are re-

duced in some elderly patients, the glymphatic flux is decreased; this

decrease may lead to the accumulation of � amyloid and potentially

contribute to Alzheimer disease. Water moves freely into the

ISP from the SAS but not from the ventricular compartment

into the ISP, unless there is increased intraventricular pressure.

From there, the CSF can drain via the aquaporin-4 channels

into any venous structure, (eg, the vein of Galen, straight sinus,

or superficial cortical veins; ie, not necessarily the arachnoidal

villi).
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Normal Macroscopic CSF Flow
Superimposed on the slow egress of CSF from the ventricles to the

SAS is a more prominent pulsatile motion due to the beating of

the heart. During systole, blood flows into the brain causing it to

expand inward, compressing the ventricles, and outward, com-

pressing the cortical veins and SAS. The inward expansion leads to

pulsatile outflow of CSF through the aqueduct and the rest of the

ventricular system. This outflow results in a normal MR imaging

CSF flow void in the aqueduct.4 The systolic expansion forces CSF

and venous blood out of the fixed volume of the skull by the

Monro-Kellie hypothesis.5 This process results in the systolic out-

flow of CSF at the foramen magnum and from there down the SAS

of the spinal canal. During diastole, the volume of the brain de-

creases and CSF flows in a reverse direction through the aqueduct

and the foramen magnum.

While most CSF is produced by the choroid plexus, recent

evidence suggests that a portion of the CSF is made by the capil-

laries in the brain parenchyma. Similarly, it has been estimated

that up to 20% of the CSF uptake occurs in the brain parenchyma

or via the lymphatics near the cribriform plate or covering the

cranial nerves in the basal cisterns. Re-

gardless of the exact percentage of CSF

produced by the brain versus the choroid

plexus, the bulk flow of CSF is out of the

lateral ventricles via the foramen of

Monro through the third ventricle and

aqueduct and then through the fourth

ventricle.

Obstruction of the outflow of CSF

proximal to the outlet foramina of the

fourth ventricle was termed “obstructive

hydrocephalus,” while obstruction distal

to the foramina of Lushka and Magendie

was termed “communicating hydroceph-

alus” by Dandy �100 years ago. Most ob-

structive hydrocephalus in adults is due to

tumors obstructing the outflow of CSF

upstream of the outlet foramina of the

fourth ventricle. Most cases of communi-

cating hydrocephalus are due to sub-

arachnoid hemorrhage or meningitis, the

former obstructing the arachnoidal villi

and the latter often obstructing more

proximally at the level of basal cisterns,

particularly with viscous fungal, tubercu-

lar, or other granulomatous meningiti-

des. A subset of communicating hydro-

cephalus seen in the elderly is termed

“normal pressure hydrocephalus” (NPH)

(Fig 1) and is defined by the clinical triad

of gait disturbance, dementia, and

incontinence.

A subset of communicating hydro-

cephalus seen in infants 6 –12 months of

age is termed “benign external hydro-

cephalus”6 or “benign enlargement of the

subarachnoid spaces of infancy,”7 sup-

posedly due to decreased uptake of CSF

by “immature” arachnoidal granulations (Fig 2). Because their

sutures are still open, such children present with a percentile head

circumference growing at a faster rate than the percentile of body

weight or body length and are referred for imaging to exclude a

brain tumor. CSF accumulates over the frontal convexities as the

head enlarges; this accumulation leads to a characteristic imaging

appearance (Fig 2). Because this condition has been considered

the result of immature arachnoidal granulations, which will even-

tually catch up to the production of CSF, these children do not

need to be shunted—though recent findings suggest that this con-

dition may not be as benign as previously thought (see below).

MR imaging is generally considered the best technique to eval-

uate hydrocephalus, partly because of its ability to image directly

in the midsagittal plane and partly due to the various pulse se-

quences available. The best MR imaging technique to evaluate

hydrocephalus is FLAIR, which is sensitive to the presence of in-

terstitial edema (Fig 3). Immediately following obstruction, CSF

production continues unabated and the amount of interstitial

edema surrounding the lateral ventricles is at its greatest. While

FIG 1. NPH on T2-weighted fast spin-echo, axial images. A, A section through the centrum
semiovale demonstrates deep white matter ischemia. B, A section through third ventricle shows
loss of the waist due to slight enlargement with minimal CSF flow void. C and D, Sections
through the aqueduct and upper fourth ventricle show CSF flow void. Although less conspicu-
ous than in the past by using conventional spin-echo, the CSF flow void sign is now more specific
for hyperdynamic flow, albeit less sensitive.
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this feature is usually thought to be due to the pressure gradient

across the ventricular wall forcing the CSF out transependymally,

interstitial edema may also be due to CSF produced by the brain,

which cannot get into the higher pressure ventricles. With time,

the ventricles will enlarge to accommodate the increased intra-

ventricular pressure and the pressure gradient will decrease, de-

creasing the amount of interstitial edema. Eventually the lateral

ventricles will enlarge to the point at which the mean intraventric-

ular pressure is normal and the interstitial edema resolves. At this

point, the hydrocephalus is said to be “compensated” or “ar-

rested.” While the mean intraventricular pressure may be normal,

the pulse pressure is often 6 – 8 times normal and is referred to as

a “waterhammer pulse.” The pounding of the lateral ventricles on

the paracentral fibers of the corticospinal tracts, which supply the

legs, may contribute to the gait disturbance in NPH.

NPH
Normal pressure hydrocephalus was first described by Hakim and

Adams8 and Adams et al9 in 1965. At that time, the cause was not

known—that is, the disease was considered “idiopathic.” Since

that time, patients with known causes of chronic communicating

hydrocephalus have also been included as NPH. These known

patients tend to be younger and respond better to shunting than

those with the idiopathic variety, possibly because of poor histor-

ical selection criteria for the idiopathic form.

To be diagnosed with NPH, patients must first have enlarged

ventricles and at least a portion of the clinical triad. The gait dis-

turbance is usually the first symptom to appear, followed by de-

mentia and last by urinary incontinence. The best response to

shunting occurs earlier in the disease when gait is the primary

symptom. In the first decade following the description of NPH in

the literature, some patients who had only dementia were

shunted, with obvious poor results, which led some to question

the very existence of NPH. Today, up to 10%10 of patients with

dementia may have NPH and therefore may be treatable by shunt-

ing. Of course such patients will also have a gait disturbance.

When an elderly patient presents with a gait disturbance sug-

gestive of NPH, the first diagnostic test is usually MR imaging

looking for ventricular dilation out of proportion to any sulcal

enlargement (ie, the pattern of communicating hydrocephalus

rather than atrophy). The amount of interstitial edema surround-

ing the lateral ventricles should be minimal to absent (which goes

along with the normal mean intraventricular pressure). There is

frequently associated evidence of deep white matter ischemia also

known as small-vessel ischemia or leukoaraiosis (Fig 1A).11 The

third ventricle walls, which generally bow inward (producing a

waist), become parallel or even bowed out and may have a prom-

inent CSF flow void that extends down through the aqueduct to

the obex of the fourth ventricle (Fig 1).

The CSF flow void is indicative of hyperdynamic CSF flow

similar to the flow voids seen in arteries on MR imaging. The

extent of the CSF flow void on conventional spin-echo images in

the past was found to correlate with a successful response to ven-

triculoperitoneal shunting.12 Unfortunately, the more modern

MR imaging techniques such as fast/turbo spin-echo are much

more intrinsically flow-compensated and do not have the same

FIG 2. Benign external hydrocephalus in a 7-month-old infant with
mild ventriculomegaly and increased CSF in the frontal subarachnoid
space.

FIG 3. Interstitial edema shown on an axial FLAIR image from an ob-
structing juvenile pilocytic astrocytoma.
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flow void as seen in the early days of MR imaging. These features

led to the development of more sophisticated phase-contrast (PC)

MR imaging techniques to evaluate CSF flow for the selection of

appropriately symptomatic patients for possible ventriculoperi-

toneal shunting for NPH.13

With PC-MR imaging, the slice is positioned in an angled axial

plane so that it is perpendicular to the aqueduct (Fig 4). Higher

resolution is better because the aqueduct is such a small structure.

We use a 512 � 512 matrix over a 16-cm FOV, achieving a spatial

resolution of 312 �m (0.312 mm) (Fig 5), though some use lower

spatial resolution to save time. Like phase-contrast MR angiogra-

FIG 6. Volumetric, almost sinusoidal, CSF flow through the aqueduct
during 1 cardiac cycle. Integrating the areas under and over the hori-
zontal zero flow line yields the volumes of CSF going caudad in sys-
tole and cephalad in diastole, respectively, as shown in the chart.
These should be within 5%, and their average is the CSF stroke
volume.

FIG 7. Midsagittal FIESTA image showing a web in the distal aqueduct.

FIG 4. Slice positioning perpendicular to the midaqueduct for a
phase-contrast CSF flow study.

FIG 5. Phase-contrast images showing aqueductal flow up during di-
astole (black) and down during systole (white).
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phy, the encoding velocity needs to be specified before the study
being performed or aliasing will occur. Because most of these
studies are performed by the MR imaging technologists without
physician supervision, we use encoding velocities of 10, 20, and 30
cm/s to balance aliasing versus sensitivity. We also use retrospec-
tive cardiac gating with either chest (electrocardiogram) leads or
finger plethysmography. Most MR imaging systems today have
automated software that calculates the volume of CSF flowing
craniocaudad during systole and caudocraniad during diastole.
Because the flow down and the flow up are within 5% of each
other (with a small net forward motion), we take the average and
call it the “aqueductal CSF stroke volume” (ACSV). While our
early phase-contrast CSF flow studies took 14 minutes to per-
form,14 modern techniques that have multiple views per TR (eg,

NOVA; VasSol, River Forest, Illinois) take 1–2 minutes for each

encoding velocity.

We have found that patients who respond to shunting for

NPH have at least twice the ACSV of healthy elderly patients. This

is because they have enlarged ventricles and minimal, if any, atro-

phy. As noted above, when the brain expands during systole in

healthy elderly patients, it expands outward toward the SAS and

inward toward the ventricles. In patients with early NPH, the

brain is already expanded out against the inner table of the calvar-

ium, so all systolic expansion is directed inward against the en-

larged ventricles. This larger drumhead of the enlarged ventricles

leads to hyperdynamic CSF flow through the aqueduct, which we

measure as an elevated ACSV. If these patients are not shunted,

they will eventually develop atrophy and the amount of systolic

expansion and the ACSV will be reduced. Thus, hyperdynamic

CSF flow indicates that atrophy has not yet taken place.

While different investigators have used different values for the

ACSV appropriate for shunting, it is highly machine- and tech-

nique-dependent. Therefore, it is recommended that anyone

wishing to use PC-MR imaging to diagnose shunt-responsive

NPH first perform CSF flow studies on a number of healthy el-

derly patients without dilated ventricles to determine what is nor-

mal on that scanner. Then when a patient with suspected NPH is

evaluated, an ACSV at least twice that value should be sought

before recommending shunting.

While this last sentence suggests that a single number might be

used to recommend shunting, this is obviously never the case in

medicine. First the quality of the PC CSF flow technique must be

evaluated. Lower encoding velocities tend to be more accurate but

are more susceptible to velocity aliasing, while higher encoding

velocities are less sensitive to aliasing but are noisier. The sinusoi-
FIG 8. DESH pattern of NPH with ventriculomegaly, prominent Syl-
vian cisterns, and tight superior convexities.

FIG 9. Time-SLIP in a healthy individual (A–C) with lateral ventricular reflux and in a patient with NPH (D–F) without reflux. Images courtesy of
Shinya Yamada, MD.
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dal volumetric CSF flow curve (Fig 6) should be evaluated for
aliasing and to be certain that the area under the curve above the
zero flow line (diastole) equals the area below the line (systole). If
systolic flow is greater than diastolic flow, it is possible that the
retrospective cardiac gating is not adequately sampling diastole.

If the ACSV is not twice normal in a patient with symptomatic

NPH, it is most likely that the patient has
already developed atrophy and will be less
likely (but not impossible) to improve
with a shunt. It has been shown that pa-
tients very early in their disease may not
have developed hyperdynamic CSF flow
yet and may benefit from a repeat study in
6 months.15

When we perform MR imaging for
possible NPH, we perform routine MR
imaging of the brain, a PC-MR imaging
CSF flow study, and bright CSF, thin-
section sagittal imaging to evaluate possi-
ble aqueductal stenosis. Depending on
the MR imaging vendor, this could be
FIESTA (GE Healthcare, Milwaukee,
Wisconsin) (Fig 7), TrueFISP (Siemens,
Erlangen, Germany), or balanced fast-
field echo (Philips Healthcare, Best, the
Netherlands), but it is important to get a
section thickness of �1 mm. Because aq-
ueductal stenosis presents with the same
clinical triad as NPH, plus chronic head-
aches, these patients are often referred for
imaging to exclude NPH. As part of the
routine MR imaging, we also perform a
midcoronal sequence (either T1- or T2-
weighted) looking for the disproportion-
ately enlarged subarachnoid space hydro-
cephalus (DESH) pattern,16 which is
qualitatively large Sylvian cisterns and a
tight superior convexity SAS (Fig 8),
though we have not found this sign to be
as useful as the ACSV in predicting shunt-
responsive NPH.

In the United States, PC-MR imaging
is often combined with a high-volume
CSF tap test or the more invasive external
lumbar drainage to evaluate a suitably
symptomatic patient with NPH for ven-
triculoperitoneal shunting. In Europe, sa-
line infusion is commonly used. In Japan,
it has been reported that the tap test does
not add any diagnostic value if there is a
DESH pattern.17

While most experience demonstrating
hyperdynamic CSF flow in NPH was with
PC-MR imaging, there is a new technique
called time-spatial labeling inversion
pulse (Time-SLIP), which clearly has
some utility.18 Time-SLIP is a CSF tagging
technique similar to arterial spin-label-

ing, which can show increased CSF displacement through the aq-
ueduct in NPH or no displacement in aqueductal stenosis. When
it is applied in the coronal plane through the foramen of Monro,
CSF regurgitation into the lateral ventricles can be seen in healthy
patients during diastole (Fig 9, A–C); however, there is very little
regurgitant flow in NPH (Fig 9, D–F).

FIG 10. Future patient with NPH with 19 years of earlier imaging showing ventriculomegaly before
symptoms of NPH. A, CT scan from 19 years earlier obtained for suspected giant cell arteritis shows mild
ventriculomegaly. He was 67 years of age at this point and was walking 20 miles per day. B, At age 70, he
clearly has ventriculomegaly but no symptoms of NPH. C–E, Now at 76 years of age, MR imaging shows
ventriculomegaly, DWMI, and an aqueductal CSF flow void. He will not develop symptoms of NPH for
another 10 years. Reprinted with permission from Bradley et al.20 Copyright 2006 Wiley-Liss, Inc.
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Possible Etiology of Idiopathic NPH
Because I have used various MR imaging indicators of hyperdy-

namic CSF flow for �30 years now, it is tempting to speculate on

the etiology of “idiopathic” NPH. We know that patients with

shunt-responsive NPH have both hyperdynamic CSF flow and

deep white matter ischemia (DWMI) (Fig 1). We also know that

patients with NPH have significantly (P � .003) larger intracra-

nial volumes than age- and sex-matched controls and have had

dilated ventricles for years before becoming symptomatic (Fig

10).19 The increased intracranial volume raises the possibility that

perhaps these patients had benign external hydrocephalus as

infants.20

With decreased uptake of CSF by the arachnoidal granulations

after passing through the usual pathway (ie, the fourth ventricle

outlet foramina), such patients might have developed a parallel

pathway for CSF resorption, similar to a parallel electrical circuit

with a fixed voltage drop that can now

conduct twice as much current. A poten-

tial parallel pathway for CSF resorption

would be the extracellular space of the

brain. Thus CSF would cross the

ependyma into the ISP and be trans-

ported out the venous Virchow-Robin

spaces via the aquaporin-4 water chan-

nels. These patients would continue with

this dual pattern of CSF resorption, with

some of the CSF gliding over the myelin

lipid, until their elderly years when they

develop DWMI, which might be consid-

ered the second “hit” in this disease.20

The histopathologic hallmark of

DWMI is myelin pallor.21 With less lipid,

there is more water and high signal on T2-

weighted and FLAIR images (Fig 1). The

outward-flowing CSF in the ISP of the

brain is no longer gliding over the myelin

lipid but is now attracted to the myelin

protein. This attraction between the polar

water molecules of the CSF and the

charged side groups of the myelin protein

increases the resistance to CSF outflow via

the extracellular or interstitial space of the

brain. The outflowing CSF is essentially dammed up by the

DWMI and backs up; this process leads to hydrocephalus. Ac-

cording to Hakim’s hypothesis,8,9 the tangential shearing forces

near the ventricles lead to gait disturbance and the subsequent

radial shearing forces compress the cortex against the inner table

of the calvarium leads to dementia.

In support of the above hypothesis is the finding that there is

more water in the extracellular space of the brain in patients with

NPH than in age-matched controls.20 This finding is because the

apparent diffusion coefficient from diffusion-weighted imag-

ing is elevated compared with that in healthy individuals.

While DWMI has a higher water content than normal brain as

noted above, the ADC is statistically higher for a given degree

of DWMI in patients with NPH than in healthy elderly patients

(Fig 11). It is also highest in the periventricular region, sup-

porting the concept that the DWMI is damming up the out-

flowing CSF (Fig 12).

Note that the right-hand columns in Fig 11 are labeled “pre-

NPH.” These patients were considered healthy elderly controls

without symptoms of NPH. They may fall into the same cate-

gory as the patient illustrated in Fig 10, who had enlarged

ventricles 19 years before he developed symptoms of NPH. The

Japanese call this AVIM (asymptomatic ventriculomegaly with

features of idiopathic NPH on MR imaging). It is important to

observe these patients for the potential development of a future

gait disturbance.
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FIG 11. Apparent diffusion coefficient versus the degree of DWMI in NPH and age-matched controls,
showingsignificantlyhigherADC(indicatinghigherwatercontent) inpatientswithNPHversuscontrolsfor
agivendegreeofDWMI.ReprintedwithpermissionfromBradley et al.20 Copyright 2006 Wiley-Liss, Inc.

FIG 12. ADC profile in the mid-coronal plane in healthy individuals
(red) and patients with NPH (blue). The central double peak is the
lateral ventricles. Note the higher water content in the extracellular
space next to the ventricles in the NPH group, possibly due to im-
paired centrifugal flow from DWMI. Reprinted with permission from
Bradley et al.20 Copyright 2006 Wiley-Liss, Inc.
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RESEARCH PERSPECTIVES
BRAIN

Imaging Biomarkers in Acute Ischemic Stroke Trials:
A Systematic Review

G.W.J. Harston, N. Rane, G. Shaya, S. Thandeswaran, M. Cellerini, F. Sheerin, and J. Kennedy

ABSTRACT

BACKGROUND AND PURPOSE: Imaging biomarkers are increasingly used to provide a better understanding of the pathophysiology
of acute ischemic stroke. However, this approach of routinely using imaging biomarkers to inform treatment decisions has yet to be
translated into successful randomized trials. The aim of this study was to systematically review the use of imaging biomarkers in
randomized controlled trials in patients with acute ischemic stroke, exploring the purposes for which the imaging biomarkers were
used.

MATERIALS AND METHODS: We performed a systematic review of imaging biomarkers used in randomized controlled trials of acute
ischemic stroke, in which a therapeutic intervention was trialed within 48 hours of symptom onset. Data bases searched included MEDLINE,
EMBASE, strokecenter.org, and the Virtual International Stroke Trials Archive (1995–2014).

RESULTS: Eighty-four studies met the criteria, of which 49 used imaging to select patients; 31, for subgroup analysis; and 49, as an outcome
measure. Imaging biomarkers were broadly used for 8 purposes. There was marked heterogeneity in the definitions and uses of imaging
biomarkers and significant publication bias among post hoc analyses.

CONCLUSIONS: Imaging biomarkers offer the opportunity to refine the trial cohort by minimizing participant variation, to decrease
sample size, and to personalize treatment approaches for those who stand to benefit most. However, within imaging modalities, there has
been little consistency between stroke trials. Greater effort to prospectively use consistent imaging biomarkers should help improve the
development of novel treatment strategies in acute stroke and improve comparison between studies.

ABBREVIATIONS: RCT � randomized controlled trial; TCD � transcranial Doppler

Treatment options for patients with acute ischemic stroke are

limited. Despite attempts to develop novel neuroprotectants

and strategies for reperfusion, very few have made it into routine

practice. This failure of progress is multifactorial in origin but

includes failure to properly account for patient heterogeneity and

a lack of proved surrogate outcomes.1

Imaging has been widely embraced, both in clinical practice and

research studies, to achieve various aims, including the following:

reducing the heterogeneity of participants in a trial; stratifying pa-

tients into those who may or may not benefit from treatments; and

assessing intervention efficacy and/or safety.2,3 The Acute Stroke Im-

aging Research Roadmap II was developed on the background of

recent null acute stroke trials incorporating selection by using pen-

umbral imaging.2 It reinforced the need for a rigorous definition of

regions of interest, defined a framework for using imaging biomark-

ers in imaging studies (with the specific example of revasculariza-

tion), and called for coordinated imaging data collection.

The aim of this study was to systematically review randomized

intervention trials in patients with acute ischemic stroke, using the

groupings developed in the Acute Stroke Imaging Research Road-

map II and detailing the purposes for which they were used.
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MATERIALS AND METHODS
Eligibility Criteria
This systematic review selected studies analyzing data from ran-

domized controlled trials (RCTs) of acute ischemic stroke thera-

pies (eg, intravenous thrombolysis, glycemic control, and hypo-

thermia). Subject enrollment was required within 48 hours of

symptom onset, and imaging biomarkers were used to select pa-

tients, measure outcome, or define subgroups (preplanned or

post hoc). Any form of imaging including CT, MRI, SPECT, or

transcranial Doppler (TCD) was allowed. Studies that used imag-

ing solely to exclude patients with intracranial hemorrhage at trial

enrollment were not included in the analysis. Other exclusion

criteria were the following: studies of hemorrhagic stroke or tran-

sient ischemic attack, cluster trials, studies in children, those not

comparing treatment and control groups, and those using histor-

ical controls. When �2 articles described the same populations,

both studies were included, provided different imaging biomark-

ers were used in each.

Search Strategy
MEDLINE and EMBASE (1995 to March 2014) were searched by

using a combination of terms, their derivatives, and related terms:

RCTs, acute stroke, and imaging (On-line Appendix). Searches

were limited to English language articles

with adult human subjects. Additional

searches were made of strokecenter.org

and the Virtual International Stroke Tri-

als Archive (www.vista.gla.ac.uk). Two

of the 3 reviewers screened each title

and abstract independently (G.W.J.H.,

N.R., G.S.). The same reviewers inde-

pendently reviewed the full texts of all

potentially relevant studies, and those

included were accepted by consensus

(Fig 1).

Data Extraction
Data extracted included year, number of

patients enrolled, details of the imaging

biomarker, and the results of the trial.

The imaging biomarkers were classified

into the groups identified in the Acute

Stroke Imaging Research Roadmap II

with particular attention to Treatment-

Relevant Acute Imaging Targets.2 The

purpose for which each group was

used (trial eligibility, outcome mea-

sure, or subgroup analyses [preplanned or post hoc]) was

recorded.

RESULTS
Search Results
The electronic search yielded 10,212 titles, of which 1180 were

duplicates. Screening of the remaining studies and additional

manual searching produced 370 to be appraised. Two hundred

eighty-six were excluded following review of the article, leaving 84

to be included in the final analysis (Fig 1, On-line References). We

identified 8 groups of imaging biomarkers: infarct volume,

edema, diagnosis/territory of infarction, vessel status, ischemic

penumbra, perfusion status, collaterals, and composite/other

(Table 1).2 Forty-nine studies used imaging for trial eligibility, 49

studies used �1 imaging outcome (eg, infarct volume or recana-

lization), and 31 studies used imaging criteria to define �1 sub-

group (eg, stratification by infarct volume). Eighty-five different

imaging-defined subgroups were identified in these 31 studies, 17

of which were preplanned and the remaining 68 subgroups were

defined post hoc.

Imaging Biomarkers
Infarct volume was extensively used as an exclusion criterion

from trial recruitment and subgroup eligibility assessment (Table

1). The most consistent definition used was an infarct volume on

noncontrast CT of greater than one-third of the MCA territory

(16/29 studies) (On-line Table 1). Other definitions used ranged

from any evidence of ischemia on noncontrast CT to greater than

two-thirds of the MCA territory demonstrating restricted diffu-

sion on DWI. One trial of hemicraniectomy for malignant MCA

syndrome excluded patients with an infarct volume of less than a

predefined level (145 mL on DWI).4

Imaging was used in a variety of other ways to establish trial

FIG 1. Schema of systematic review.

Table 1: Use of imaging in stroke trials
Trial

Eligibility
Outcome
Measure

Subgroup
Analysis

Infarct volume 29 62 34
Edema 5 NA 0
Diagnosis/territory of infarction 9 NA 5
Vessel status 16 17 23
Ischemic penumbra 10 7 22
Perfusion status only 2 27 1
Collaterals 0 0 2
Composite/other 0 4 2

Note:—NA indicates not applicable.
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eligibility: DWI to confirm the diagnosis before enrollment, the

presence of edema on CT to exclude patients, and location of

infarction within a specific vascular territory for either inclusion

or exclusion (On-line Table 1).

Vessel occlusion by using angiography (CTA, MRA, or DSA)

and TCD was commonly identified before enrollment in a trial.

Of the 16 trials that selected according to vessel-occlusion status,

12 used imaging to identify a target for the intervention and the

remaining 4 excluded patients with carotid occlusions on the basis

of the futility of the intervention (On-line Table 1).

Perfusion deficit alone was used in only 2 studies to select

patients for inclusion (Table 1), whereas 13 studies used reperfu-

sion as an outcome criterion in 27 different efficacy analyses.

There was considerable heterogeneity in the timing of the assess-

ment of reperfusion (4 hours to 3 months), which was made using

a variety of modalities (MRI perfusion, CTP, SPECT) (On-line

Table 2).

Identification of the ischemic penumbra, as a means of either

patient selection or outcome assessment, was common (Table 1).

On-line Table 3 demonstrates the variety of ways in which pen-

umbra has been defined. All except 1 study defined penumbra

using MRI perfusion measures, such as mean transit time or time-

to-maximum, to identify hypoperfused tissue that extended be-

yond the DWI lesion, and most used a threshold of 20% mismatch

to define ischemic penumbra to select patients. No trial using

MRI perfusion resulted in a positive outcome. However, this

threshold (20% mismatch to define the ischemic penumbra) was

used with success in an evaluation of tenecteplase by using CTP

(On-line Table 3).5 In addition to trials of reperfusion therapies,

several neuroprotective trials also used penumbral imaging for

inclusion.

Subgroup Analyses
The comparison of the results of studies with preplanned imag-

ing-defined subgroups or imaging-based outcomes compared

with post hoc analyses can be seen in Table 2. There are signifi-

cantly more positive results in studies using post hoc analyses. For

instance, no preplanned subgroup analysis of mismatch eligibility

criteria has demonstrated a positive effect of what otherwise had

been a null trial by primary analysis, whereas 2 post hoc– defined

subgroup analyses have demonstrated a positive effect (On-line

Table 3): those patients with very large perfusion deficits and

small DWI lesions6; and patients with a 20% mismatch profile

only once images were properly coregistered.7 More generally, the

definitions used for subgroup selection were less consistent than

those used for trial eligibility criteria (On-line Table 4). Using the

example of quantification of cerebral infarction, we found that

definitions ranged from strata of absolute volumes to scoring sys-

tems such as the Alberta Stroke Programme Early CT Score.8

DISCUSSION
This review reinforces the framework outlined in the Acute Stroke

Imaging Research Roadmap II.2 It identifies groupings of imaging

biomarkers that have been used across RCTs, reflecting the indi-

vidual needs of those trials. However, there is marked heteroge-

neity in the definition of these imaging biomarkers among trials,

with a large number of post hoc subgroup analyses exploring fur-

ther imaging biomarker definitions.

In general terms, the use of imaging biomarkers is intended to

produce a more homogeneous population within a trial, with the

hope of limiting patient selection to those for whom the interven-

tion is most likely to be of benefit. This should allow smaller trials

to be conducted over shorter periods. We identified 8 groupings

of imaging biomarkers used in acute stroke trials: infarct volume,

edema, diagnosis/territory of infarction, vessel status, ischemic

penumbra, perfusion status, collaterals, and composite/other. All

were used to evaluate trial eligibility or outcome assessment, or

for subgroup analysis.

This review highlights the variability of imaging biomarker

definitions and acquisitions in RCTs. Taking infarct volume as an

example, one-third of the MCA territory as a threshold on non-

contrast CT was the most consistent imaging biomarker used for

trial eligibility. Less consistency was seen when infarct volume was

used to assess outcome. Timing of measurements, technique

used, and measurement technique were all highly variable among

trials (On-line Table 2). When an imaging biomarker becomes

more complex, the epitome being ischemic penumbra, even more

heterogeneity exists (On-line Table 3).

The impact of the inconsistent measurement of imaging bio-

markers is important. For example, if infarct volume is used as an

outcome assessment, edema and atrophy can affect the infarct

volume at different times.9 Within the same patients the blinded

adjudication of FLAIR and T2 images by neuroradiologists results

in different infarct volume estimates and discrepant interrater

agreements.10 The reliability and repeatability of a biomarker in

defining a pathologic process will be affected by the contrast-to-

noise ratio afforded by the imaging technique.11 For example,

DWI has a greater contrast-to-noise ratio than T2-weighted MR

imaging, CT, and CTP, allowing a clearer definition of the extent

of a lesion,11,12 thus reducing measurement error and improving

interrater agreement.13 Even when there is excellent interrater

agreement among neuroradiologists, substantial measurement

errors can still exist that affect sample-size calculation for a RCT,

particularly when the infarct volumes are small or moderate.14

Automated approaches to volume measurement offer the pros-

pect of limiting human measurement error but introduce chal-

lenges of their own in the accommodation of thresholds that vary

among individuals and that are also influenced by timing from

stroke onset.14

The relationship between patients, imaging biomarkers, treat-

ments, and eventual clinical outcomes is complex. Failure to ac-

curately understand these relationships and, thus, selecting an

inappropriate biomarker have contributed to the criticisms of re-

cent RCTs. Defining a treatment-responsive group by using an

Table 2: Proportion of analyses showing a positive outcome using
imaging biomarkers for inclusion/exclusion or outcome
assessment

Preplanned Post Hoc P Value
Inclusion/exclusion

Subgroup studies 3/17 28/68
RCTs 10/49
Total 13/66 28/68 .009a

Outcome 13/84 19/42 .0005a

a Fisher exact test.
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imaging biomarker is an entirely different task to selecting those

who are destined to do well, independent of treatment, as was seen

in the Mechanical Retrieval and Recanalization of Stroke Clots

Using Embolectomy study.15,16 The only positive RCT of intrave-

nous thrombolysis used within 3 hours of stroke onset is not in-

cluded in this review because patients were not excluded by infarct

volume criterion.17 Of note, post hoc analysis demonstrated that

infarct volume was not a treatment modifier within 3 hours.18

The optimal threshold of infarct volume used to exclude patients

from trial enrollment remains unclear.6,19

Several prospective observational studies have explored alter-

nate definitions of the ischemic core using DWI to select patients

for endovascular therapy (Diffusion and Perfusion Imaging Eval-

uation for Understanding Stroke Evolution Study 2 used a thresh-

old of �70 mL on DWI to exclude patients).19-22 These data sug-

gest that patients selected by using lower infarct volume

thresholds than used previously have a greater capacity to benefit

from endovascular treatment. This promising approach from ob-

servational studies now needs to be translated into RCTs.

Expected treatment effects on a biomarker used as an imaging

outcome and its relationship with clinical outcomes also need to

be understood when designing a RCT. For example, the recanali-

zation rate with intravenous tPA in the Interventional Manage-

ment of Stroke III trial was twice what was predicted, and the

highly significant increase in revascularization was not associated

with improvement in clinical outcomes.23

The Acute Stroke Imaging Research Roadmap II outlines a

framework for use within a RCT, advocating the use of a consis-

tent Treatment-Relevant Acute Imaging Target within all arms.

This would allow secondary analyses to address the additional

value of imaging while the primary focus remains on the thera-

peutic intervention. This area deserves further methodologic con-

sideration; this review highlights the large number of subgroup

analyses, typically post hoc, performed using data from the RCTs.

We found an excess of positive post hoc subgroup analyses, sug-

gesting that any apparently useful subgroups should be viewed

with caution, given the risk of publication bias.1,24 This may give

a false sense of promise from apparently successful post hoc at-

tempts to stratify patients (Table 2), meaning that these positive

results should be used only for hypothesis generation and valida-

tion in separate patient research cohorts, and before widespread

clinical adoption.25

Successful meta-analyses of pooled data of RCTs of intrave-

nous thrombolysis and hemicraniectomy have contributed to

their wide adoption into national stroke clinical guidelines and

practice.15,16 The inconsistent use of imaging biomarkers high-

lighted in this review markedly hampers such meta-analyses. For

instance, it would be inappropriate to combine cohorts in whom

mismatch was defined using different modalities and thresholds.

It is equally challenging to interpret results from individual stud-

ies in which different imaging modalities are used to define en-

rollment criteria: for instance, the Mechanical Retrieval and Re-

canalization of Stroke Clots Using Embolectomy study used

either MRI or CT to assess the favorability of the penumbral pat-

tern.15 The advantage of this approach is to maximize the number

of sites that may take part in a RCT, hopefully reducing study

duration and broadening the generalizability of the results. How-

ever, unless the equivalence of the biomarkers is robustly estab-

lished, the reliability of data interpretation is potentially compro-

mised. The Acute Stroke Imaging Research Roadmap II begins to

address these difficulties with the example of the clarification of

revascularization status and associated concepts.2,26

There remains an unmet need for a robust pathway for stroke

imaging biomarker development from the preclinical studies

through translational and observational studies ready for use in

RCTs and clinical settings. This pathway needs to accommodate

the possibility that the imaging that drives scientific discovery

may or may not be available for clinical use in acute stroke. For

example, diffusion MRI is a widely used and validated method for

identifying core infarct in animal model studies and has been used

in several RCTs. On the other hand, perfusion CT has almost no

preclinical validation but is commonly used in RCTs. The rela-

tionship between how and whether different imaging modalities

measure the same pathophysiology must be established. Existing

initiatives developed from expert consensus may expedite this

process and ensure a more homogeneous use of biomarkers in

RCTs.27,28

CONCLUSIONS
Imaging biomarkers offer the opportunity to refine the trial co-

hort by minimizing participant variation, to decrease sample size,

and to personalize treatment approaches for those who stand to

benefit most. However, within imaging modalities, there has been

little consistency among stroke trials. Greater effort to prospec-

tively use consistent imaging biomarkers should help improve the

development of novel treatment strategies in acute stroke and

improve comparison between studies.
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COMMENTARY

Imaging Biomarkers in Ischemic Stroke Clinical Trials:
An Opportunity for Rigor

The effective treatment of major strokes due to major cerebral

artery occlusion is a great opportunity for diagnostic and in-

terventional neuroradiology. These represent approximately one-

third of all strokes and result in the most deaths and poor out-

comes. The relevant physiology (occlusion site, infarct core, and

penumbra) is revealed by neuroimaging, and many patients, per-

haps most, are effectively and safely treatable by neurointerven-

tional methods. After an early success, there were many clinical

trial failures. However, there are indications of a major break-

through with the positive results reported by the completed A

Randomized Trial of Intraarterial Treatment for Acute Ischemic

Stroke1 and in early interim analyses of other trials. While

highly encouraging, the good outcome rate of �33% suggests

that there are opportunities for improvement. The role of im-

aging biomarkers in enhancing this opportunity looms large.

However, optimal patient outcomes will only be achieved if the

neuroradiology community uses rigor in the application of

stroke imaging biomarkers.

There are several possible reasons for prior clinical trial failures.

One factor was poorly effective devices for vessel recanalization. Re-

cently introduced devices appear to have largely resolved this prob-

lem. The remaining major obstacle is patient selection. In a review

published in this issue of the American Journal of Neuroradiology,

Harston et al2 provide a timely and valuable service by documenting

the problem of heterogeneity in the types of imaging biomarkers

heretofore used in stroke trials. They suggested that this is an impor-

tant reason for the failure of many of these trials. They further suggest

that more homogeneity in the use of imaging biomarkers would be

better. While the article covers much important ground, it does fully

explore why such heterogeneity has resulted in repeated, though not

uniform, failures in clinical trials.

There are at least 3 reasons why imaging biomarkers fail:

1) The wrong measurement has been chosen

2) The measurement criterion is mistaken

3) There are significant errors in making the measurement.

To illuminate these 3 factors, one should consider what the

authors identify as the most common biomarker used in stroke

trials: the measurement of the core infarct volume to exclude pa-

tients who are unlikely to benefit from a treatment or interven-

tion. There is strong evidence that this is an appropriate measure.

If a large infarct is already present, arterial recanalization may be

futile and possibly harmful by risking hemorrhage, reperfusion

injury, or malignant edema. Nevertheless, many trials have failed

despite the use of this measure. This brings up reason 2: Was the

wrong infarct size selected? To help explore this possibility, one

should consider an absurd example— exclusion of only those pa-

tients who have an identifiable infarct that is the size of the entire

MCA territory or larger. Clearly, it would be difficult to show that

a treatment is beneficial because so many patients would be ad-

mitted into the trial who would have no possibility of benefiting.

What is the best measurement criterion for infarct size to use as a

threshold? As noted in the article, a core infarct involving one-third

of the MCA territory (�100 mL) has been the most commonly used

threshold, but there is now substantial evidence that this volume

threshold is probably too high. The multicenter Diffusion and Per-

fusion Imaging Evaluation for Understanding Stroke Evolution 2

trial3 demonstrated that patients presenting with DWI lesion vol-

umes of �70 mL had better outcomes when undergoing endovascu-

lar treatment. This lower volume threshold was also found to lead to

better outcomes in 3 single-center studies.4-6 Evidence that one-third

of the MCA territory is too large also comes from the failed Mechan-

ical Retrieval and Recanalization of Stroke Clots Using Embolectomy

trial,7 which used a threshold of 90 mL. Thus, perhaps an infarct

involving “one-third of the MCA territory” is wrong.

The final possible reason for poor patient selection is that the

imaging method produces errors that are too large to be adequate

for the task. Again consider core infarct size. Does the chosen

imaging biomarker measure the core infarct with sufficient pre-

cision to be useful? There is general agreement with much evi-

dence that unenhanced CT is inadequate for this purpose. There is

also general agreement with strong animal and human evidence

that DWI does, in fact, reliably measure the core infarct. On the

other hand, no animal studies have shown that a single hemody-

namic measurement corresponds to infarcted tissue. Moreover,

CTP-derived images have inherently poor signal-to-noise ratios,

which result in large measurement errors.8 Perhaps it would be

wise to hold off on the use of perfusion CT (PCT) in stroke trials
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until it has been rigorously validated in animal stroke models and

measurement errors are reduced.

Against this logic is the clear preference for the use of PCT over

DWI as is evident in the review by Harston et al.2 The principal

justification is that PCT is widely available and readily accessible

to patients with stroke, while MR imaging is much less so. Thus, it

appears that this decision is based on “practicality” rather than

scientific evidence. This possibility raises important ethical ques-

tions. Should we use a less effective tool because it is practical, or

should we make the necessary effort to make available to our

patients with stroke the tool that clearly benefits them?

Rigorous standards for validation of imaging biomarkers are

missing, and they are unlikely to be forthcoming without a demand

for them by the stroke clinical research community. Such rigor would

likely result in the abandonment of imaging biomarkers that perform

poorly. However, the other result would be progress toward more

homogeneity in the use of imaging biomarkers, and ultimately better

outcomes in patients with acute stroke whom we treat.
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FUNCTIONAL VIGNETTE

Memory Part 2: The Role of the Medial Temporal Lobe
F.D. Raslau, I.T. Mark, A.P. Klein, J.L. Ulmer, V. Mathews, and X L.P. Mark

The medial temporal lobe plays a central role in memory

processing and is more than just the hippocampus.1 The

hippocampal formation, which forms the upper segment of the

medial temporal lobe, is a heterogeneous structure consisting

of the Ammon horn or Cornus Ammonis (Cornus Ammonis

area 1 to Cornus Ammonis area 4) and the dentate gyrus ap-

pearing as 2 interlocking U’s on a coronal image. The collapsed

portion of the temporal horn of the lateral ventricle forms the

superior border of the hippocampal formation. The slightly

more dilated lateral aspect of the temporal horn forms the

lateral margin, while the ambient cistern is at the medial

border.2

The parahippocampal gyrus, positioned just inferior to the

hippocampus, forms the other major component of the medial

temporal lobe (Fig 1). The parahippocampal gyrus is the most

medial of the group of 3 gyri that form the inferior surface of

the temporal lobe. The collateral sulcus forms the lateral bor-

der of the parahippocampal gyrus, while the ambient cistern is

at the medial margin. The parahippocampal gyrus can be sub-

divided into anterior and posterior components. The anterior

portion, sometimes referred as the rhinal cortex,3-5 consists of

medial and lateral parts, the entorhinal (Brodmann area 28)

and perirhinal (Brodmann area 35) cortices, respectively. The

border between the entorhinal and perirhinal cortices is lo-

cated at the junction between the inferior surface of the para-

hippocampal gyrus and the inferior aspect of the collateral

sulcus (Fig 2).6,7 The superior aspect of the collateral sulcus

demarcates the position of the lateral margin of the perirhinal

cortex. In other words, the perirhinal cortex forms the medial

bank of the collateral sulcus.8 The posterior component of the

parahippocampal gyrus consists of the parahippocampal cor-

tex, which is not synonymous with the parahippocampal gyrus.

The entorhinal, perirhinal, and parahippocampal cortices to-

gether, therefore, make up the parahippocampal gyrus. The

subiculum is transitional cortex that bridges the Ammon horn

of the hippocampal formation (allocortex) with the parahip-

pocampal gyrus (isocortex).2 The subiculum can be further

subdivided into the subiculum proper, presubiculum, and

parasubiculum.

The organization of the medial temporal lobe suggests a

hierarchic format in which information is initially collected

through the perirhinal and parahippocampal cortices, passes

to the entorhinal cortex, and ultimately reaches the hippocam-
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FIG 1. The medial temporal lobe consists of the hippocampal formation
(blue-green) superiorly and the parahippocampal gyrus inferiorly. The
entorhinal (brown) and perirhinal (yellow) cortices form the medial and
lateral components, respectively, of the anterior portion of the parahip-
pocampal gyrus, while the parahippocampal cortex (off-white) forms the
posterior portion. Adapted with permission from Purves D, Brannon E,
Cabeza R, et al. Principles of Cognitive Neuroscience. Sunderland, MA:
Sinauer Associates; 2008.
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pal formation, which forms major output projections via the

fornix (Fig 3).9 The parahippocampal gyrus, however, does not

merely funnel information to the hippocampus.10 A large net-

work of connections both within and among the subregions of

the parahippocampal gyrus performs extensive information

processing on its own and among subregions before any of the

information reaches the hippocampus. Exteroceptive (external

to the organism) information is processed by the parahip-

pocampal gyrus via the ventral and dorsal streams (Fig 4). The

ventral stream from the occipital lobe consists of visual infor-

mation in terms of object recognition, while the dorsal stream

from the parietal lobe carries spatial context information to the

parahippocampal gyrus. Interoceptive (internal to the organ-

ism) signals carrying information such as emotions and moti-

vation from the medial prefrontal cortex, nucleus accumbens,

and amygdala project to the rostral hippocampal formation

and rhinal cortex regions. This information from multiple

sources is combined and ultimately output via the fornix from

the hippocampal formation.

Closer inspection of the medial temporal subregions has

revealed additional layers of complexity and organization. The

entorhinal cortex, for example, can be seen to have distinctive

medial and lateral regions that differ histologically and physi-

ologically.11 The medial entorhinal cortex (Brodmann area

28b) is actively involved in the processing of spatial informa-

tion from the dorsal stream, whereas the lateral entorhinal

cortex (Brodmann area 28a) does so with the object-recogni-

tion information from the ventral stream. Furthermore, the

rhinal cortex functionally differentiates familiar and novel in-

formation input, where more familiar items are given fewer

resources for encoding compared with new items. The rhinal

cortex, therefore, functions as a gatekeeper of the declarative

memory system by optimizing memory-encoding resources to

novel information.12

In recent years, investigators have also postulated 2 cortical

systems (anterior and posterior temporal) for memory-guided

behavior involving the perirhinal and parahippocampal corti-

ces.13 The anterior temporal system consists of the perirhinal

cortex, temporopolar cortex, lateral orbital frontal cortex, and

amygdala, while the posterior temporal system includes the

parahippocampal cortex, retrosplenial cortex (Brodmann ar-

eas 29 and 30), anterior thalamic nuclei, mammillary bodies,

pre- and parasubiculum, and components of the so-called de-

fault network, of which the retrosplenial cortex is a part, in-

cluding the posterior cingulate gyrus, precuneus, angular

gyrus, and ventral medial prefrontal cortex. The anterior sys-

tem is more involved in object and face recognition, concep-

tual identity, and salience, while the posterior system focuses

on scene recognition, location, trajectory, temporal context

and order, and situations.

Semantic dementia involves more of the anterior temporal

system, and patients often show the deficits in fine-grain object

recognition. Alzheimer disease often involves more of the poste-

rior temporal system and is frequently associated with deficits in

FIG 2. Coronal T2-weighted MR image of the right medial temporal
lobe. The Ammon horn (Am) is blue, interlocking with the dentate
gyrus (dg) in lavender. The perirhinal cortex (peri) in green is lateral to
the entorhinal cortex (ento) in pink. The subiculum (sub) in yellow links
the Ammon horn with the entorhinal cortex. Note that the sulcus just
lateral to the perirhinal cortex is the collateral sulcus (cs) and the apex
or superior most portion of the collateral sulcus marks the position of
the lateral margin of the perirhinal cortex, while the inferior aspect of
the sulcus marks the border between the perirhinal and entorhinal
cortices. The parahippocampal gyus (pg) consists of the perirhinal,
entorhinal, and parahippocampal (para) cortices.

FIG 3. The net flow of information is from the perirhinal and parahip-
pocampal cortices to the entorhinal cortex and then to the hip-
pocampal formation, but considerable information processing occurs
within and among the subregions of the parahippocampal gyrus be-
fore hippocampal formation involvement. Adapted with permission
from Lavenex P, Amaral DG. Hippocampal-neocortical interaction: a
hierarchy of associativity. Hippocampus 2000;10:420 –30, John Wiley
and Sons.
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scene discrimination. In this same fashion, detailed evaluation

reveals that the parahippocampal cortex functions are much more

complex than just the processing of spatial layout information.

The parahippocampal cortex is part of a larger network that con-

nects regions of the frontal, parietal, and temporal lobes. This

includes auditory association areas of the superior temporal

gyrus, the polymodal association areas (such as the retrosplenial

cortex, lateral inferior parietal lobule, dorsal bank of the superior

temporal sulcus), temporal pole, perirhinal cortex, parahip-

pocampal cortex itself, entorhinal cortex, medial prefrontal cor-

tex, dorsal lateral prefrontal cortex, orbital prefrontal cortex, in-

sula, and so forth. It is best to think of the major role of the

parahippocampal cortex as facilitating contextual associations,

which are the principal elements underlying many higher level

cognitive processes (Fig 5).14

In summary, the medial temporal lobe occupies a central po-

sition in the intersection of multiple neuronal networks. Its ana-

tomic complexity within its subregions and with other cerebral

structures reflects the multifaceted nature of memory. Its func-

tions, however, are more than those associated with declarative

memory and are now known to be wide-ranging and include

higher level cognitive functions, especially with the connections

FIG 4. Medial temporal lobe processing of exteroceptive and interceptive signals for memory formation. The ventral stream from the occipital
lobe projects information about object recognition, while the dorsal stream from the parietal lobe conveys spatial information. The rostral
interceptive signals convey emotions and motivations.

FIG 5. The parahippocampal cortex functions involve more than just spatial processing. The connections with the different areas of the frontal,
parietal, and temporal lobes, including the default network, position the parahippocampal cortex as a critical component in processing
contextual associations, which are fundamental aspects of higher cognitive functions. Adapted with permission from Aminoff EM, Kveraga K, Bar
M. The role of the parahippocampal cortex in cognition. Trends Cogn Sci 2013;17:379 –90, Elsevier.
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with the retrosplenial cortex and default network as demonstrated

by resting-state fMRI studies.

The next Functional Vignette will be the last installment on

memory and will showcase clinical cases in which memory is af-

fected when key anatomic structures are involved.
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BRAIN

Evaluating Blood-Brain Barrier Permeability in Delayed
Cerebral Infarction after Aneurysmal Subarachnoid

Hemorrhage
J. Ivanidze, K. Kesavabhotla, O.N. Kallas, D. Mir, H. Baradaran, A. Gupta, A.Z. Segal, J. Claassen, and P.C. Sanelli

EBM
1

ABSTRACT

BACKGROUND AND PURPOSE: Patients with SAH are at increased risk of delayed infarction. Early detection and treatment of delayed
infarction remain challenging. We assessed blood-brain barrier permeability, measured as permeability surface area product, by using CTP
in patients with SAH with delayed infarction.

MATERIALS AND METHODS: We performed a retrospective study of patients with SAH with delayed infarction on follow-up NCCT. CTP
was performed before the development of delayed infarction. CTP data were postprocessed into permeability surface area product, CBF,
and MTT maps. Coregistration was performed to align the infarcted region on the follow-up NCCT with the corresponding location on the CTP
maps obtained before infarction. Permeability surface area product, CBF, and MTT values were then obtained in the location of the subsequent
infarction. The contralateral noninfarcted region was compared with the affected side in each patient. Wilcoxon signed rank tests were per-
formed to determine statistical significance. Clinical data were collected at the time of CTP and at the time of follow-up NCCT.

RESULTS: Twenty-one patients with SAH were included in the study. There was a statistically significant increase in permeability surface
area product in the regions of subsequent infarction compared with the contralateral control regions (P � .0001). However, CBF and MTT
values were not significantly different in these 2 regions. Subsequent follow-up NCCT demonstrated new delayed infarction in all 21
patients, at which time 38% of patients had new focal neurologic deficits.

CONCLUSIONS: Our study reveals a statistically significant increase in permeability surface area product preceding delayed infarction in
patients with SAH. Further investigation of early permeability changes in SAH may provide new insights into the prediction of delayed infarction.

ABBREVIATIONS: BBBP � blood-brain barrier permeability; DCI � delayed cerebral ischemia; PS � permeability surface-area product

Aneurysmal subarachnoid hemorrhage is a devastating illness

with an average case fatality rate of 51% and approximately

one-third of survivors needing life-long care.1 Patients who sur-

vive are at high risk for developing sequelae of cerebral vasospasm

and delayed cerebral ischemia (DCI), leading to delayed infarc-

tion, which occurs in 40%–70% of patients with SAH, represent-

ing the leading cause of post-SAH morbidity and mortality.2 Re-

cent studies reported a dissociation of angiographic vasospasm

and poor neurologic outcome, supporting the assumption that

infarction rather than vasospasm might reflect the ultimate end

point of different proischemic pathomechanisms, including mi-

crovascular and neuronal dysfunction.3

Early and delayed microcirculatory dysfunction after SAH is

increasingly thought to be associated with DCI resulting in de-

layed infarction, in the absence of proximal vasospasm.4 Micro-

vascular dysfunction can be assessed by using CTP. CTP param-

eters currently used in clinical practice are MTT, CBF, and CBV,5

which provide useful findings regarding the presence and extent

of DCI.5-10 However, screening tools are lacking for earlier detec-

tion of patients at particularly high risk of developing delayed

infarction from DCI to prompt therapeutic pre-emptive mea-

sures to minimize the impending morbidity and mortality. Cur-

rently, the assessment of patients with SAH for DCI relies primar-
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ily on clinical examination, transcranial Doppler sonography, and

NCCT. Clinical examination is limited because symptoms can be

variable and difficult to detect,11 while transcranial Doppler

sonography is limited by poor sensitivity and specificity.12-14 Al-

though NCCT can detect delayed infarction, the management

and treatment goals in patients with SAH are to prevent these

sequelae of DCI.

Blood-brain barrier permeability (BBBP) is known to increase

in certain conditions such as ischemia, malignancy, infection, and

autoimmune disease.15 On the molecular level, the BBB is com-

posed of the neurovascular unit, comprising tight junctions be-

tween astrocytes and vascular endothelial cells. Permeability

surface-area product (PS), derived from CTP, measures the

diffusion of contrast from the vascular into the interstitial space,

thus providing an indirect measure of BBBP.16 Although several

reports describe the high sensitivity and specificity of the CTP-

derived CBF and/or MTT to detect perfusion abnormalities in

DCI,5,7-10,17,18 alterations of the BBBP have not yet been studied

in this context.

We hypothesized that BBBP increases before delayed infarc-

tion in patients with SAH. The purpose of this study was to assess

whether alterations in BBBP, measured as PS by using CTP, pre-

cede development of infarction related to DCI after SAH.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Study Population
A retrospective analysis was performed on consecutive patients

with SAH enrolled in a prospective diagnostic accuracy trial at our

institution. SAH was determined by a combination of NCCT,

CTA, DSA, and/or CSF analysis. In this prospective study design,

CTP was performed during the baseline period on days 0 –3 fol-

lowing aneurysmal rupture with day zero defined as the day of the

initial hemorrhagic event, to assess baseline cerebral perfusion

and to compare it with later perfusion examinations for interval

change. A follow-up CTP was performed on the day of new focal

neurologic deficits or on days 6 – 8 in asymptomatic patients. In-

stitutional review board approval was obtained.

In our study, inclusion criteria were the following: 1) patients

with delayed infarction related to DCI detected on NCCT, and 2)

CTP, including assessment of PS performed before infarction.

Follow-up NCCT was obtained as a standard of care at our insti-

tution to assess complications of SAH, including repeat hemor-

rhage, hydrocephalus, and new infarction.

Patients with SAH were classified as having DCI according to

published criteria from recent expert consensus,19 consisting of a

radiologic and clinical component. These criteria included either

a new infarction on CT or MR imaging within 6 weeks after SAH

or clinical manifestations of new focal neurologic impairment or

a decrease of at least 2 points on the Glasgow Coma Scale. Regions

of delayed infarction were defined as new areas of ischemia not

present on imaging up to 48 hours after aneurysm occlusion and

not attributable to other causes such as surgical clipping, endo-

vascular treatment, ventricular catheter placement, and intrapa-

renchymal hematoma.19 This definition has been used to effec-

tively exclude primary brain damage from SAH and/or surgical

interventions.19 Delayed infarction was dictated in the clinical

reports of the NCCT by board-certified neuroradiologists on ser-

vice at our institution. A second independent board-certified neu-

roradiologist blinded to all clinical and imaging data confirmed

the presence and exact location of the infarcted region in each case

for inclusion in this study.

Exclusion criteria were the following: 1) patients with an in-

fratentorial infarction, given that the posterior fossa is not ade-

quately imaged on CTP; and 2) severe motion degradation limit-

ing CTP postprocessing.

Data collection included detailed review of each patient’s clin-

ical chart and recording of each patient’s demographic character-

istics, clinical symptoms at presentation, aneurysm location, clin-

ical symptoms at the time of CTP and NCCT, infarction location,

and modified Rankin Scale clinical outcome score. Subsequently,

these clinical data were grouped and analyzed across all 21

patients.

CTP Image Acquisition, Postprocessing, and Analysis
Routine NCCT was performed from the foramen magnum to the

vertex by using the following parameters: 120 kV(peak), 250 mAs,

1.0 rotation time, and 5.0-mm collimation. Extended CTP to

measure PS was performed on a LightSpeed Discovery 750 64-

section scanner (GE Healthcare, Milwaukee, Wisconsin) by using

axial shuttle mode with the following parameters: 80 kVp, 400

mAs, 0.4 rotation time, 5.0-mm collimation with 17 cine cycles

and 2.8-second interscan delay for the first pass. The second-pass

technique included 10 cine cycles with a 10-second interscan de-

lay. A total of 90 mL of nonionic contrast was intravenously ad-

ministered at 4.0 mL/s followed by a 30-mL saline bolus.

All CTP data were postprocessed by using CT Perfusion 4D

software (GE Healthcare) for generation of PS, CBF, and MTT

maps. PS represents the flow across the blood vessel wall, from the

intravascular space to the extravascular extracellular space, and

thus constitutes a measure of BBBP. Its units are milliliter � mil-

liliter�1 � minute�1 (volume of liquid per volume of tissue per

minute). PS measurements are derived from the tail of the tissue

attenuation curve obtained after the first pass of contrast. In nor-

mal cerebral vasculature, PS is negligible.20

The follow-up NCCT showing the delayed infarction was used

for ROI placement within the exact infarct location. Using the

symmetry tool in AW2 software (GE Healthcare), we generated a

“mirror ROI” in the corresponding location on the contralateral

side of the brain to serve as the control for each patient. Figure 1A

illustrates the ROI placement in a representative patient.

Using the integrated registration tool in the AW2 software, we

performed coregistration of the preinfarction CTP, and corre-

sponding follow-up NCCT was performed in 3 planes for each

patient. Integrated registration enabled propagation of the ROIs

in the regions of subsequent infarction and the contralateral con-

trol from each follow-up NCCT onto the respective CTP maps

obtained before infarction. Figure 1B illustrates coregistration of

the NCCT from Fig 1A with the preinfarction CTP. CBF, MTT,

and PS values were then measured within the ROI in the regions of

subsequent infarction and the contralateral control. Statistical

analysis included Wilcoxon signed rank tests for each CTP pa-

rameter to determine whether statistically significant differences

in CTP parameter means (with 95% confidence intervals) were
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present between the regions of subsequent infarction and con-

tralateral controls.

RESULTS
Clinical Characteristics of the Study Population
Twenty-one patients with SAH with 23 delayed infarctions in the

anterior circulation were included in the analysis. Patients were

excluded if they had infratentorial infarctions (n � 1) or if severe

motion artifacts impeded CTP postprocessing (n � 2). The mean

age was 50 years (range, 35– 88 years) with 76% (16/21) women

and 76% (16/21) with anterior circulation aneurysms. The mean

Hunt and Hess score at presentation was 3. NCCT performed at

the time of the CTP examination did not demonstrate infarction

in any of the patients included in this

study. The median day for performing

CTP after aneurysmal rupture was day

zero (range, 0 –3 days, with 71% [15/21]

of patients undergoing their CTP on day

0 of admission). At the time of the pre-

infarction CTP, only 10% (2/21) of pa-

tients had developed new focal neuro-

logic deficits not present on their

admission clinical examination, while

the remaining 90% (19/21) of patients

had an unchanged clinical examination

compared with their admission status.

Follow-up NCCT demonstrated a new

infarction at 4 days after CTP (range,

1–7 days) with 91% (21/23) MCA in-

farctions and 9% (2/23) anterior cere-

bral artery infarctions. By the time the

NCCT showed the infarction, 38% (8/

21) of patients exhibited new focal neu-

rologic deficits. The median modified

Rankin Scale score at the time of dis-

charge was 3 (range, 0 – 6), indicating

moderate disability.

CTP Analysis
There was a statistically significant in-

crease in PS in the region of subsequent

infarction on the preinfarction CTP,

compared with the contralateral control

region (Table) in 96% of infarctions (22/

23). Figure 2 demonstrates the consis-

tency of elevated PS before infarction

across the entire study population.

However, no significant difference was

seen for CBF and MTT between the re-

gions of subsequent infarction and con-

tralateral controls (Table). Figure 3

demonstrates PS elevation preceding the

development of subsequent delayed in-

farction in a representative patient. In

addition, the tissue attenuation curves

representing the region of subsequent

infarction and the contralateral control

region demonstrate an elevation of the

tail of the tissue attenuation curve (extended pass) in the region of

subsequent infarction (Fig 3D).

DISCUSSION
Currently, the assessment of patients with SAH for DCI and de-

layed infarction is challenging, given the need to rely on clinical

examination, transcranial Doppler sonography, and NCCT data

to initiate early treatment and prognosticate patient outcomes.

The value of clinical examination is limited due to the potential

subjectivity of symptom assessment, low specificity of symptoms,

and the frequent incidence of a depressed level of consciousness in

patients in the intensive care unit, which can limit the perfor-

FIG 1. ROI placement and coregistration in a representative patient. A, NCCT of a representative
patient with SAH demonstrates ROI placement in the region of a new left frontal infarction,
which was not present on admission (red) and the contralateral control ROI (green). B, Coregis-
tration of the NCCT from A with the preinfarction CTP yields matched ROI placement on the PS
map and the CBF and MTT maps (not shown).

FIG 2. PS values in the regions of subsequent infarction versus respective contralateral control
regions for each individual patient.

Quantitative results of PS, CBF, and MTT in the region of subsequent infarction and
contralateral control regiona

Subsequent
Infarction

Contralateral
Control P Value

PS (mL � mL�1 � min�1) 0.56 (0.45–0.68) 0.35 (0.25–0.45) �.0001
CBF (mL � 100 g�1 � min�1) 17.22 (14.00–20.43) 17.39 (14.78–20.00) .7048
MTT (sec) 10.85 (8.78–12.92) 10.06 (7.42–12.70) .128

a Mean values are shown with 95% confidence intervals (in parentheses).
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mance of reliable neurologic examinations.11 Transcranial Dopp-

ler sonography is also limited by poor sensitivity and specific-

ity.12-14 Thus, there is a strong need for the development and

validation of novel imaging strategies allowing identification of

patients with SAH at high risk for delayed infarction.

In this study, we have shown that increased PS assessed by CTP

precedes the development of delayed infarction seen on NCCT in

patients with SAH. These findings were present in 91% (21/23) of

regions of subsequent infarction and were statistically significant

across the entire study population. Most important, at the time of

the preinfarction CTP, the perfusion parameters of CBF and MTT

(the most sensitive parameters currently available to clinically as-

sess perfusion deficits17) were not statistically different in the re-

gion of subsequent infarction compared with the contralateral

control region. Furthermore, only 10% of patients manifested

new focal neurologic deficits at the time of the preinfarction CTP,

suggesting that an elevation in PS values could represent an early

indicator of subsequent infarction. Thus, the detection of BBBP

changes may prove a more sensitive method to detect delayed

infarction related to DCI compared with conventional NCCT and

CTP parameters of CBF and MTT, and

before clinical symptoms. Furthermore,

at the time of follow-up NCCT demon-

strating the subsequent infarction, more

patients (38%) had developed new focal

neurologic deficits. Our findings are

similar to those in prior studies report-

ing the development of neurologic defi-

cits in up to 40% of patients with

DCI.21,22 Moreover, patients with DCI

have been shown to have a statistically
increased rate of permanent deficits and
worse clinical outcomes compared with
patients without DCI.21,22

The BBB is composed of endothelial
cells connected by tight junctions, pro-
viding an effective barrier against para-
cellular permeability. Transient or per-
manent cerebral injury can lead to
alteration in molecular signaling path-
ways, such as the ubiquitin-proteasome
pathway, leading to BBB disruption and
degradation of the extracellular matrix,
resulting in vasogenic edema.23 Experi-
mental data have demonstrated in-
creased BBBP and dysfunction of the en-
dothelium and vascular components of
the brain associated with the develop-
ment of DCI and poor outcomes in ani-
mal models.15 Moreover, a decrease in
BBB disruption and an associated de-
crease in the effects of cerebral ischemia
were seen in animal models treated with
novel pharmaceutical agents that stabi-
lize the BBB.24,25 BBBP increase and ce-
rebral ischemia thus appear to be closely
intertwined; however, understanding
the temporal resolution of these 2

pathophysiologic processes remains challenging. In human sub-
jects, perfusion CT and MR imaging have been introduced as
tools to measure BBBP.16,26

Although significant differences existed in PS values in the
regions of subsequent infarction versus respective contralateral
control regions, our study is limited by its small size and retro-
spective nature. Future studies are needed to establish the clinical
value of monitoring PS as a predictor of delayed infarction related
to DCI and poor outcomes and to compare PS values in patients
with and without DCI, thus expanding our understanding of the
utility of PS for prognostication in patients with SAH.

CONCLUSIONS
Our data indicate that the measurement of BBBP using CTP-

derived PS has the potential to become a significant marker for the

prediction of delayed infarction related to DCI before the onset of

clinical symptoms and before alterations seen in MTT and CBF.

Our results emphasize the need for continued prospective inves-

tigation of BBBP alteration in DCI to develop a clinical indicator

for prediction and prognosis of SAH-related morbidity and mor-

FIG 3. CTP performed on day zero of admission in a representative patient with SAH (same
patient as shown in Fig 1). A, Elevated PS is demonstrated in the left frontal region (circled in red)
compared with the contralateral side. B, CBF is not significantly different in the same region
compared with the contralateral side. Follow-up NCCT (C) reveals an infarction in the exact
location of the increased PS seen 2 days prior in this patient. D, Tissue attenuation curves repre-
senting the region of subsequent infarction (red) and the contralateral control region (green)
obtained in this patient, demonstrating an elevation of the tail of the tissue attenuation curve
(extended pass) in the region of subsequent infarction.
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tality. Large prospective studies are needed to further validate

these initial findings and to provide insight into the underlying

pathomechanisms leading to delayed infarction related to DCI

after SAH. More important, such future investigations could aid

in the development of new strategies targeting the prevention of

delayed infarction after SAH.
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ORIGINAL RESEARCH
BRAIN

Evaluation of Virtual Noncontrast Images Obtained from Dual-
Energy CTA for Diagnosing Subarachnoid Hemorrhage

X.Y. Jiang, S.H. Zhang, Q.Z. Xie, Z.J. Yin, Q.Y. Liu, M.D. Zhao, X.L. Li, and X.J. Mao

ABSTRACT

BACKGROUND AND PURPOSE: The virtual noncontrast images generated with iodine subtraction from dual-energy CTA images are
expected to replace the true noncontrast images for radiation-dose reduction. This study assessed the feasibility of virtual noncontrast
images for diagnosing SAH.

MATERIALS AND METHODS: Eighty-four patients with or without SAH underwent true noncontrast brain CT (the criterion standard for
diagnosing SAH). Among them, 37 patients underwent an additional head dual-energy angiography, and the other patients underwent head
and neck dual-energy angiography. Virtual noncontrast images were produced on a dedicated dual-energy postprocessing worksta-
tion and reconstructed in orientation and section width identical to those in true noncontrast images. The findings on the virtual
noncontrast and true noncontrast images were compared at both the individual level and the lesion level. Image noise of the virtual
noncontrast and true noncontrast images was also measured and compared. The volume CT dose index and dose-length product were
recorded for the radiation-dose analysis.

RESULTS: The sensitivity, specificity, positive predictive value, and negative predictive value of virtual noncontrast images at the individ-
ual level and the lesion level were 94.5%, 100%, 100%, 90.6% and 86.7%, 96.9%, 91.8%, 94.8%, respectively. The agreement in the diagnosis
of SAH on true noncontrast and virtual noncontrast images reached 92.3% at the individual level and 85.1% at the lesion level. The virtual
noncontrast images showed a higher image noise level. The volume CT dose index and dose-length product were obviously reduced
without the true noncontrast brain CT scan.

CONCLUSIONS: Virtual noncontrast images are a reliable tool for diagnosing SAH, with the advantage of reducing the radiation dose.

ABBREVIATIONS: TNC � true noncontrast; VNC � virtual noncontrast

Subarachnoid hemorrhage is defined as the extravasation of

blood into the spaces filled with CSF in the central nervous

system.1 The characteristic appearance of extravasated blood on

CT is hyperattenuated, which is markedly different from the CT

attenuation of brain tissue, CSF, and bone.1,2 Therefore noncon-

trast CT is the criterion standard for diagnosing SAH. Rupture of

an intracranial aneurysm is the major cause of SAH and accounts

for approximately 80% of nontraumatic SAH cases.3 CTA is a fast,

noninvasive, and readily available method to screen for the pres-

ence of an aneurysm.4 As a result, patients with suspected SAH

should undergo a noncontrast CT scan of the brain for the diag-

nosis of SAH, followed by CTA to look for the underlying cause of

the SAH. Both examinations are considered necessary. A recent

article comparing diagnostic strategies for patients in the emer-

gency department with suspected SAH showed that CT along with

CTA was considered the most sensitive and rapid test for diagnos-

ing aneurysm, but had the highest radiation exposure.5 However,

the limitation of a large amount of radiation exposure to patients

might be overcome by the advent of dual-energy. Dual-energy

simultaneously acquires datasets at 2 different photon spectra in a

single acquisition.6 Images postprocessed with 3-material decom-

position can be used to differentiate iodine from other materials,7

and virtual noncontrast (VNC) images can be created by remov-

ing the iodine-containing voxels of dual-energy CTA images. If

VNC images can replace true noncontrast (TNC) images, the ra-

diation dose can potentially be reduced. To our knowledge, few

studies have compared VNC and TNC images in SAH.8 The pur-

pose of our study was to assess the utility of VNC images obtained
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from dual-energy CTA for diagnosing SAH compared with TNC

images.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Patients
Between May 2012 and January 2013, 55 patients with SAH and

29 patients who were suspected of having head disease but were

diagnosed as not having SAH were included in the study. The

group with SAH (case group) included 29 men and 26 women

with an age range of 23–79 years; mean age, 57 � 12 years; median

age, 58 years. The non-SAH group (control group) included 22

men and 7 women with an age range of 14 –76 years; mean age,

51 � 12 years; median age, 50 years. All patients underwent TNC

brain CT with either additional head dual-energy CTA (nSAH �

27, nnon-SAH � 10) or head and neck dual-energy CTA (nSAH �

28, nnon-SAH � 19) with available datasets.

In the case group (n � 55), 25 patients had SAH only and the

rest had other intracranial changes in addition to SAH as follows:

cerebral hemorrhage (n � 15), lacunar infarction or cerebral in-

farction (n � 8), lacunar infarction and cerebral hemorrhage (n �

2), epidural hematoma (n � 1), cerebral hemorrhage and sub-

dural hematomas (n � 1), arachnoid cyst (n � 1), hydrocephalus

(n � 1), and subdural collection of fluid (n � 1). The causes for

SAH included aneurysm (33 cases were diagnosed or suspected by

CTA and 26 were confirmed by surgery or DSA), definite history

of head injury (n � 6), vascular malformation (n � 1), and un-

clear causes (n � 15). The interval between the onset of SAH and

the CT examination was in the range of 4 –391 hours, with a mean

of 57.57 � 89.43 hours and a median of 19.50 hours; 67.27% of

patients had a time interval of �24 hours, and 72.73% of patients

had a time interval of �48 hours.

In the control group (n � 29), there were 9 patients with es-

sentially normal findings, 17 with lacunar infarction, 1 with sub-

dural collection of fluid, 1 with a history of a cerebral hemorrhage

operation 16 months previously, and 1 with a vascular malforma-

tion of the cerebellar hemisphere (but without SAH). The CTA

findings in the control group included the following: normal find-

ings (n � 4), atherosclerosis (n � 19), suspicious aneurysm (n �

5, without confirmation by an operation or DSA), and vascular

malformation (n � 1).

This study was approved by our institutional review board,

and all patients or their relatives provided written informed con-

sent before the CT examination.

CT Data Acquisition and Postprocessing
All examinations were performed by using a second-generation

dual-source CT scanner (Somatom Definition Flash; Siemens, Er-

langen, Germany). TNC scans were obtained in a single-energy

mode, and CTA was performed in a dual-energy mode.

The TNC brain CT was performed in all patients by using an

axial scan technique with a collimation of 128 � 0.6 mm and a

tube voltage of 120 kV. The current flow-dose modulation (CARE

Dose4D; Siemens) was enabled with a range of 256 – 436 mAs.

For CTA scans, we used 2 different tube voltages and currents

simultaneously: tube A at 140 kV and tube B at 100 kV. Dose

modulation (CARE Dose4D, Siemens) was enabled with a range

of 110 –140 and 107–157 mAs for tube A and tube B, respectively;

a rotation time of 0.28 seconds per rotation; 128 � 0.6 mm colli-

mation with a z-flying focal spot; and a pitch of 0.9. An automated

power injector (Stellant D; MedRad, Indianola, Pennsylvania)

was used to administer 60 mL of contrast material (ioversol, 320 g

I/100 mL) at a rate of 4 mL/s and followed by 20 mL of saline

solution into the antecubital vein via an 18-ga catheter. The CT

scan was triggered by a bolus-tracking technique with the ROI

placed in the common carotid artery at the level of C4 and the

image acquisition started 4 seconds after the attenuation reached

the predefined threshold (100 Hounsfield units). Scan direction

was cranial-caudal. The examination region of head dual-energy

CTA and head and neck dual-energy CTA was from the cranial

end of the skull to the inferior margin of the mandible and from

the cranial end of the skull to the arcus aortae, respectively.

TNC images were reconstructed with a 5-mm thickness/inter-

val in the main console and were transferred to the PACS. For

each dual-energy CTA examination, we reconstructed 2 image

datasets with one at 140 kV and another at 100 kV with a 0.75-mm

thickness/0.5-mm interval and transferred them to the worksta-

tion (syngo MultiModality; Siemens) for further processing. Im-

ages were loaded onto a dedicated dual-energy postprocessing

workstation (syngo MultiModality Workplace, Version 2010A;

Siemens). The VNC images were produced with a dual-energy-

analysis material-decomposition software (syngo Dual Energy

Brain Hemorrhage; Siemens) and were reconstructed with orien-

tation and section width identical to those of the TNC images. The

findings on VNC images were compared with those on the TNC

images.

CT Image Analysis

Diagnosis of SAH. Two experienced radiologists (X.Y.J., X.J.M.,

with 19 and 12 years’ experience in neuroradiology, respectively)

who were blinded to the patient clinical data were asked to analyze

the performance of the TNC and VNC images in consensus, re-

spectively (including case group and control group; note the cases

were mixed and labeled by patient identification). There was an

interval of 2 months between the evaluation of TNC and VNC

images. The evaluations were recorded in a table. We divided the

subarachnoid space into 27 sections, including symmetric frame-

work (cistern of the pontocerebellar angle, pontine cistern, ambi-

ence cistern, tentorium of the cerebellum, suprasellar cistern, cis-

tern of the lateral fossa of the cerebrum, and lateral ventricle),

asymmetric framework (cistern of the cerebral longitudinal fis-

sure, third ventricle, fourth ventricle), and cortical sulci (in units

of lobes: frontal lobe, parietal lobe, occipital lobe, temporal lobe,

and insula). For the symmetric framework and lobe, each side was

counted as an individual section. The TNC images were used as

the criterion standard for diagnosing SAH, and the sensitivity,

specificity, positive predictive value, negative predictive value,

and � value were calculated accordingly. Statistical analyses were

performed at the individual (patient) and lesion levels (each

bleeding section representing a lesion).

Objective Evaluation of Image Quality. For objective evaluation

of image quality, image noise9 of the TNC images and VNC

images was measured as the SD of a 1-cm2 ROI placed in ho-

mogeneous and normal regions of white matter on the left
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centrum ovale. For the same patient, the ROI would be placed

in the same region of the same section on the TNC and VNC

images. For all measurements, the size and shape of the ROIs

were kept constant.

Subjective Evaluation of Image Quality. The image quality was

rated by a radiologist (M.D.Z, with 27 years’ experience in neuro-

radiology) blinded to the patient clinical data by using a 3-point

scale: 1 � excellent, when the VNC images were comparable with

TNC images; 2 � sufficient, when VNC images were usable in the

detection of SAH; and 3 � insufficient, when the VNC images

were insufficient for the detection of SAH.

Radiation Dose. The CT dose index and dose-length product

displayed on the CT system were used to calculate the radiation

dose.

Statistical Analyses
The McNemar test was used to compare TNC and VNC images at

the individual level, whereas at the lesion level, the Wilcoxon

matched-pairs signed rank sum test was used. The Cohen �

statistic was used to assess the agreement of the diagnostic

results between the TNC and VNC images. The guidelines of

Landis and Koch10 were followed to interpret � values, and the

scale is listed as the following: 0.00 – 0.20 indicated slight agree-

ment; 0.21– 0.40, fair agreement; 0.41– 0.60, moderate agree-

ment; 0.6 – 0.80, substantial agreement; and 0.80 –1.00, almost

perfect agreement.

Image noise of the TNC and VNC images was calculated and

expressed as mean � SD. Results were tested for statistical signif-

icance by using the paired t test.

The radiation dose of head dual-energy CTA, head and neck

dual-energy CTA, and TNC CT was calculated and expressed as

mean � SD.

P values � .05 were statistically significant. All statistics were

performed with a statistical software program (SPSS, Version

16.0; IBM, Armonk, New York).

RESULTS
Diagnosis of the SAH

At the Individual Level. The number of cases with SAH diagnosed

on TNC and VNC images is presented in Table 1.

As reported in Table 1, VNC images failed to show SAH in 3

patients (false-negative results), whereas no patient was misdiag-

nosed with SAH. No statistical difference was found in diagnosing

SAH between the TNC and VNC images (P � .250). An almost

perfect agreement in the diagnosis of SAH on TNC and VNC

images was demonstrated (� value � 0.923, P � .001).

We studied the 3 patients (who had false-negative results) ret-

rospectively and found that they had a long interval of 8, 11, and

12 days between the onset of SAH and CTA examinations. At the

same time, each of the 3 patients had just 1, 2, or 4 lesions, respec-

tively. All patients had been confirmed to have SAH by CT in

another hospital and then were transferred to our hospital for

further evaluation and management when their conditions were

stabilized. The increased time interval between the onset of SAH

and the CTA examination allowed most of the SAH to be ab-

sorbed. The attenuation of the bleeding became very low, and

there were only a few remaining lesions, which made it difficult

for VNC images to detect these lesions. Compared with TNC

images, some of the lesions could be found on VNC images (Fig

1A, -B); but some of the lesions could not be found on VNC

images, even after comparing them with those on TNC images

retrospectively (Fig 1C, -D). Of the 3 patients, 1 patient was found

to have an aneurysm of the anterior communicating artery and

the other 2 patients had negative findings on CTA examinations.

At the Lesion Level. The number of lesions with SAH detected on

TNC and VNC images is presented in Table 2.

There were 648 lesions detected on TNC images, and 612 le-

sions on VNC images. There was no statistical difference in de-

tecting lesions between TNC and VNC images (P � .121). VNC

images missed 86 lesions in total (false-negative results) and mis-

diagnosed 50 sections with SAH in total (false-positive results).

FIG 1. A 71-year-old woman with SAH missed on VNC images. The onset time of SAH was 12 days prior. CTA shows an aneurysm of the left MCA.
A and C, VNC image; B and D, TNC image; E, CTA image.

Table 1: Cases of SAH detected on TNC and VNC images at the
individual level

VNC

TNC

TotalPositive Negative
Positive 52 0 52
Negative 3 29 32
Total 55 29 84

Table 2: Number of SAH lesions detected on TNC and VNC
images at the lesion level

VNC

TNC

TotalPositive Negative
Positive 562 50 612
Negative 86 1570 1656
Total 648 1620 2268
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The diagnosis of SAH on TNC and VNC images reached an al-

most perfect agreement of 85.1% (� value � 0.851, P � .001).

We divided the patients (case group) into 3 groups according

to the number of lesions: group 1 with �3 lesions (n � 5), group

2 with �5 lesions (n � 8), and group 3 with �5 lesions (n � 42).

In group 1, there were 2 patients in whom the diagnosis of SAH

was missed on VNC images; in group 2, there was 1 patient in

whom the diagnosis of SAH was missed. No patient was misdiag-

nosed in group 3.

Evaluation of VNC Images for Diagnosing SAH
As shown in Table 3, the sensitivity, specificity, positive predictive

value, and negative predictive value of VNC images were high at

both the individual level and the lesion level, with the individual

level higher than the lesion level, except in regard to the negative

predictive value.

Objective Evaluation of Image Quality. The VNC images showed

a higher image noise level and markedly reduced contrast between

gray and white matter. The mean image noise of TNC and VNC

images was 2.98 � 0.41 and 3.35 � 0.59, respectively, and a sig-

nificant difference was observed (t � �5.286, P � .001).

Subjective Evaluation of Image Quality. As for the image quality,

56 sets of VNC images were of excellent quality, 28 were sufficient,

and no set was insufficient. The average rating was 1.33, indicating

limited image quality noted on VNC images.

Radiation Dose. The radiation doses of head dual-energy CTA,

head and neck dual-energy CTA, and the TNC CT scan are pre-

sented in Table 4.

The volume CT dose index and dose-length product were sig-

nificantly lower by using the dual-energy protocol and replacing

TNC brain CT with VNC, leading to a radiation-dose reduction of

80.31%– 89.92% and 58.98%– 83.13%, respectively.

DISCUSSION
The analysis of dual-energy data enables material decomposition,

which is the process of separating the materials within each image

voxel.11 Material decomposition typically entails a selection of 3

materials of interest with the software available with dual-source

dual-energy scanners. As such, VNC images can be generated by

extracting iodine from other materials.6

VNC images had been studied primarily in the abdominal

aorta and in patients after endovascular repair.12 To date, many

studies of the clinical application of VNC images have been per-

formed, mainly in the abdomen for characterizing renal masses,13

applications in pancreatic CT,14 and detecting urinary or biliary

stones.15,16 Most of those studies proved that VNC images were

useful and feasible, though the imaging quality was inferior to that

in the TNC images. Very few studies were performed on the de-

tection of intracranial bleeding.8 Our study focused on evaluating

the value of VNC images in diagnosing SAH. Compared with the

previous studies, the present study had the following advantages:

First, only SAH was studied and discussed in this study, while the

previous studies discussed SAH, combining intracerebral and

subdural bleeding, which was easier to detect on VNC images.

Second, the subarachnoid space was divided into 27 sections, en-

abling the quantification of lesions of SAH. In our study, we found

that there was some difficulty in using VNC images to correctly

diagnose SAH when the number of lesions was �3, because in 2 of

5 patients (40%) in group 1, SAHs were missed. It was easy for

VNC images to diagnose SAH when the number of lesions was �5

because all of the patients in group 3 were correctly diagnosed.

Third, patients with negative findings were included; therefore,

the results were more convincing.

In our study, although VNC images showed a higher image

noise level and markedly reduced contrast between gray and white

matter compared with the TNC images, VNC images detected

SAH in almost all patients and most of the lesions. There was no

significant difference between VNC and TNC images in detecting

SAH at both individual and lesion levels, proving the diagnostic

value of VNC images in SAH. The high negative predictive value

of VNC images indicated that the absence of SAH in a patient

could be stated confidently, while the higher positive predictive

value indicated that the diagnosis of the

existence of SAH should be certain. An

almost perfect agreement for the diag-

nosis of SAH between TNC and VNC

images was achieved, especially at the in-

dividual level. Compared with the TNC

images, almost identical locations, ex-

tent, and sizes of subarachnoid bleeding

were displayed on the VNC images, and

only the margin of hemorrhagic focus

was not as clear as that seen in the TNC
images (Fig 2), probably due to the rela-
tively high noise in VNC images.

In addition, we found that the VNC
images showed better conspicuity of

FIG 2. A 78-year-old woman. The onset time of SAH was 17 hours prior. CTA shows an aneurysm
in the right MCA. A, VNC image; B, TNC image; C, CTA image.

Table 3: Evaluation of VNC images for diagnosing SAH

VNC Images
Sensitivity

(%)
Specificity

(%)

Positive
Predictive
Value (%)

Negative
Predictive
Value (%)

At the individual level 94.5 100 100 90.6
At the lesion level 86.7 96.9 91.8 94.8

Table 4: Radiation dose
Dual-Energy CTA

TNC Brain CTHead Head and Neck
CTDIvol (mGy) 9.06 � 0.52 10.43 � 0.38 55.71 � 7.28
DLP (mGy � cm) 229.11 � 41.50 398.44 � 21.71 773.49 � 104.06

Note:—CTDIvol indicates volume CT dose index; DLP, dose-length product.
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hemorrhagic focus than the TNC images in a few patients, espe-
cially on the surface of the brain. This may be explained by the
overall markedly reduced contrast between gray and white matter
on the VNC images. The attenuation of gray matter was decreased
at the same time, so the hemorrhagic focus in the cortical sulci and
schizencephaly was more clearly depicted in the VNC images (Fig
3). In a study of assessment of VNC images in patients with gall-
stones or bile duct stones also found that the VNC images showed
better stone conspicuity than the TNC images in some patients.16

At the individual level, there was no false-positive diagnosis for
SAH, while SAH in 3 patients was missed on the VNC images. In
a retrospective study, we compared the TNC and VNC images of
the 3 patients and found that the missed diagnoses were mainly
due to the rather small size of bleeding and the relatively low
number of bleeding sites on the VNC images. Of course, the
higher image noise level could also be one of the reasons. As men-
tioned above, all 3 patients had a long interval between the onset
of SAH and the CTA examination. At the time of CTA, most of
the SAH was absorbed with very low residual attenuation of the
bleeding and very few remaining lesions. Therefore when the
hemorrhagic focus of SAH was very small with very low attenua-
tion, it was difficult to differentiate a small lesion from artifacts on
the VNC images. However, in general, VNC images could satisfy
the clinical requirements for diagnosing SAH with high sensitivity
and specificity because most patients usually had enough lesions
and clear enough signal on VNC images, especially during the
acute stage when most SAHs were diagnosed.

At the lesion level, there were 50 false-positive lesions and 86
false-negative lesions. The most frequent sites for false-positive
lesions were the occipital lobe (18%), suprasellar cistern (16%),
tentorium of the cerebellum, and the frontal lobe (both were
12%), while the frequent false-negative lesions were in the lateral
ventricle (15%), parietal lobe, and ambient cistern (both ac-
counted for 13%). The VNC images tended to have decreased
attenuation and amount of blood in the lateral ventricle (Fig 2).
Although the ambient cistern is a common place for aneurysmal
SAH and also a frequent site for the false-negative lesions, in our
study, there were no patients with SAH in the ambient cistern that
was missed. The reason may be that when aneurysmal SAH oc-
curred, the bleeding was not only in the ambient cistern but also in
the interhemispheric cistern, the cistern of the lateral sulcus, and
so forth, which were easy to observe on VNC images.

As described above, the sensitivity
and specificity for the diagnosis of SAH
on VNC at the lesion level were not as
good as at the individual level. However,
the study also indicated positional and
quantitative differences in the “lesions”
between TNC and VNC images, and
these might be due to the following rea-
sons: First, higher image noise level and
more artifacts on VNC images might af-
fect the images and cause a false appear-
ance. Second, in some patients, the level
of the section on the VNC images was
not exactly the same as that on the TNC
images, which resulted in positional dif-
ferences, especially for the cortical sulci.

Finally, the subjective error of observers

could also influence the diagnostic results. Nevertheless, the dif-

ference at the lesion level between VNC and TNC images did not

have a significant effect on the diagnosis of SAH at the individual

level for most patients.

In terms of radiation dose, this study indicated an obvious

reduction of volume CT dose index and dose-length product

when replacing TNC with VNC images. Compared with subtrac-

tion CTA, which is required to provide noncontrast CT as a mask,

dual-energy CTA has the advantage that images from 1 single CT

acquisition can be used to remove bone structures. This advan-

tage reduced the radiation dose to the patients and eliminated

misregistration caused by patient movement during 2 scans.

Morhard et al17 and Zhang et al18 compared both the bone re-

moval results of conventional and dual-energy-based techniques

and the diagnostic value for intracranial aneurysms and ulti-

mately concluded that dual-energy-based bone removal led to a

significant reduction of radiation dose and that dual-energy CTA

had a comparable diagnostic accuracy for the detection of intra-

cranial aneurysms.

There were some limitations to this study. First, SAH was di-

agnosed solely on the basis of the imaging manifestation without

combining the medical history and clinical symptoms, which

might affect the diagnostic accuracy. Second, in some cases, the

interval of the onset of SAH and CT was too long to show hem-

orrhage clearly; this interval might affect the sensitivity. Third, the

same radiologist reviewed the TNC and VNC images with a

2-month interval, which may have led to bias in the study.

CONCLUSIONS
Despite the higher image noise level, the VNC images were a reli-

able tool to diagnose SAH, with the advantage of reducing the

radiation dose. However, we should be aware of the possible false-

negative results when the ictus is not acute. Regardless of the lim-

itations, VNC has the potential to become a valid clinical tool in

diagnosing patients with possible SAH.
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COMMENTARY

Dual-Energy CTA to Diagnose Subarachnoid Hemorrhage:
Ready for Prime Time?

In the article published in this issue of the American Journal of

Neuroradiology, “Evaluation of Virtual Noncontrast Images

Obtained from Dual-Energy CTA for Diagnosing Subarachnoid

Hemorrhage,”1 the authors studied 84 patients, including 55 with

subarachnoid hemorrhages (SAHs), by using standard (true)

noncontrast head CT (TNC), dual-energy CT (DECT) angiogra-

phy, and a virtual noncontrast CT (VNC) derived from the DECT

angiography. The goal was to compare the ability of VNC to detect

SAH by using TNC as the criterion standard (100% presumed

sensitivity). Comparisons were made at the “individual level” (ie,

based on the CT as a whole for a given patient) and on the “lesion

level” on the basis of 27 different subarachnoid-designated re-

gions on the CT scan. Image noise between the 2 modalities was

also compared as was radiation dosage. The authors found no

statistical difference in SAH detection between VNC and TNC,

with VNC having very high sensitivity and specificity. There were,

however, 3 patients with subarachnoid hemorrhages on TNC that

were missed on VNC, and there were 86 “lesion level” misses.

Image noise was higher for VNC, and radiation dosage was higher

for TNC. The authors concluded that VNC is an effective tech-

nique to detect SAH with less radiation.

This publication is important in that it focuses attention on the

radiation dosage as part of diagnostic neuroradiologic imaging. It

is important for clinicians to be aware of the radiation dosages of

tests we order or at the least to be aware of the comparative doses

of tests that might yield similar sensitivities and specificities.

DECT angiography has been used for other disease entities out-

side the central nervous system, and only very few publications

have touched on its use within the central nervous system, includ-

ing 1 article on unruptured aneurysms2 and another on a hetero-

geneous collection of intracranial bleeds.3 The effort here to use

DECT as the initial evaluation tool to diagnose SAH is creative

and unique. Radiation is potentially detrimental, particularly for

younger patients. The carcinogenic effect of even 1 CT scan has

been documented and is the subject of considerable research at-

tention.4 With the average age of 55 years for SAH from aneurys-

mal rupture in this country, radiation exposure is very relevant.

Any effort at reducing the dose is welcome.

Nevertheless, one must very carefully perform a risk/benefit

analysis for any dose reduction in terms of potential compromise

in missed diagnoses and the ultimate harm to patients of such

misses. This is the crux of interpreting the use of VNC as opposed

to TNC as the initial test of choice in the work-up of suspected

SAH. An estimated 80%– 85% of atraumatic SAH is caused by a

ruptured cerebral aneurysm. However, not all are.5,6 The morbid-

ity and mortality of aneurysmal SAH are still quite high despite

advances in neurocritical care and endovascular and microsurgi-

cal aneurysm repair techniques. The missed diagnosis of even 1

aneurysmal rupture could lead to rerupture, with a significant

possibility of neurologic devastation or death and might outweigh

any potential benefit from radiation spared.

Thus, the missed diagnoses of 3 patients with SAH by using

VNC in this study bear some discussion. First, the clinical impor-

tance lies in the ability of VNC to detect SAH at the “individual”

and not the “lesion” level. We are in the business of treating pa-

tients, not CT scans. The authors used 2 statistical techniques to

demonstrate the utility of VNC in assessing SAH: 1) the McNemar

test with a � statistic, which measures agreement or reliability; and

2) sensitivity and specificity with their associated positive predic-

tive and negative predictive values, which measure validity. If we

accept noncontrast CT as the criterion standard for evaluating

SAH, then we only need to report sensitivity and specificity to

make this point.

The finding of 94.5% sensitivity at the “individual” level is

quite high. However, is it adequate for detection of SAH when the

consequence for a missed diagnosis is potentially dire and the

risks of the additional radiation possibly quite acceptable in this

setting? Confidence intervals would have been helpful here to

emphasize the point that this statistic is associated with sampling

variation and that the true value of sensitivity can conceivably be

lower. Of course, one could debate whether a noncontrast CT

scan, which itself has a certain sensitivity and specificity for de-

tecting SAH, is, in fact, the criterion standard for diagnosing SAH.

Is MR imaging better? How about a spinal tap? The question is, of

course, controversial. The McNemar test showed an “almost per-

fect” agreement between the 2 tests, documenting that much of

the time, the 2 tests agree. However again, much of the time may

not be good enough if missing a cerebral aneurysm rupture is one
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of these times. A significant time lag between the ictus and the 3

missed SAHs on CT attests to the notion that the sensitivity of CT

for SAH drops with time and that a low threshold for timely CT

when SAH is suspected is justified. Using VNC to detect SAH with

reduced radiation bears future investigation.

Part of the methodology of this study is a clinical algorithm

whereby DECT angiography is obtained as a first technique to

work-up a potential SAH, looking for both cerebral aneurysms

and SAH. This approach is somewhat contrary to that used by

many for the evaluation of suspected aneurysmal SAH.5,7 Typi-

cally, the effort is to diagnose SAH first and only secondarily to

determine the etiology. Therefore, if the CT finding is negative,

for example, typically a spinal tap is performed to try to determine

whether there has been a hemorrhage.8 Obtaining a CTA first puts

the cart before the horse in that incidental vascular lesions may be

encountered. Alternatively, often either no imaging or MR imag-

ing, which avoids radiation altogether, would suffice. The utility

of finding incidental vascular lesions is ambiguous, and such find-

ings may open Pandora’s box because the management of such

lesions is very controversial. The management of SAH is less con-

troversial; therefore, an effort to establish this diagnosis, neutral-

izing a vascular cause by using endovascular or surgical means to

prevent rebleeding, should be paramount. Therefore, in deciding

whether the reduction in radiation risk associated with the use of

DECT angiography is worthwhile, one must also weigh in the

following: 1) the risk associated with a possible missed SAH diag-

nosis; 2) the risk associated with increased radiation accompany-

ing a potentially lower imaging threshold for performing CTA in

the evaluation of potential SAH (assuming that clinicians view the

DECT angiography as affording 2 diagnostic tests for the radia-

tion cost of 1); 3) the risk associated with uncovering incidental

vascular lesions; and 4) nephrotoxic and allergic risks associated

with DECT angiography. This risk/benefit analysis is beyond the

scope of this study and this “Commentary” but would be a wel-

come addition to future work on this topic.
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ORIGINAL RESEARCH
BRAIN

Neurovascular Manifestations in Hereditary Hemorrhagic
Telangiectasia: Imaging Features and Genotype-

Phenotype Correlations
T. Krings, H. Kim, S. Power, J. Nelson, M.E. Faughnan, W.L. Young, K.G. terBrugge,

and the Brain Vascular Malformation Consortium HHT Investigator Group

ABSTRACT

BACKGROUND AND PURPOSE: Hereditary hemorrhagic telangiectasia is an autosomal dominant disease that presents in 10%–20% of
patients with various brain vascular malformations. We aimed to report the radiologic features (phenotype) and the genotype-phenotype
correlations of brain vascular malformations in hereditary hemorrhagic telangiectasia.

MATERIALS AND METHODS: Demographic, clinical, genotypic, and imaging information of 75 patients with hereditary hemorrhagic telangi-
ectasia with brain arteriovenous malformations enrolled in the Brain Vascular Malformation Consortium from 2010 to 2012 were reviewed.

RESULTS: Nonshunting, small, superficially located conglomerates of enhancing vessels without enlarged feeding arteries or draining veins
called “capillary vascular malformations” were the most commonly observed lesion (46 of 75 patients; 61%), followed by shunting
“nidus-type” brain AVMs that were typically located superficially with a low Spetzler-Martin Grade and a small size (32 of 75 patients; 43%).
Direct high-flow fistulous arteriovenous shunts were present in 9 patients (12%). Other types of vascular malformations (dural AVF and
developmental venous anomalies) were present in 1 patient each. Multiplicity of vascular malformations was seen in 33 cases (44%). No
statistically significant correlation was observed between hereditary hemorrhagic telangiectasia gene mutation and lesion type or lesion
multiplicity.

CONCLUSIONS: Depending on their imaging features, brain vascular malformations in hereditary hemorrhagic telangiectasia can be
subdivided into brain AVF, nidus-type AVM, and capillary vascular malformations, with the latter being the most common phenotype in
hereditary hemorrhagic telangiectasia. No genotype-phenotype correlation was observed among patients with this condition.

ABBREVIATIONS: CVM � capillary vascular malformation; HHT � hereditary hemorrhagic telangiectasia

Hereditary hemorrhagic telangiectasia (HHT) or Rendu-We-

ber-Osler disease is a familial disorder that occurs with a

prevalence of approximately 1/10,000.1-3 The diagnostic certainty

of HHT is determined by the number of characteristic clinical

findings present in an individual patient. These clinical findings

are the following: 1) nosebleeds, 2) mucocutaneous telangiecta-

sias (of the lips, oral cavity, nose, or fingers), 3) AVMs (of the

lungs, the gastrointestinal system, or the CNS), and 4) an affected

first-degree relative. In “definite” HHT, 3 of these clinical criteria

are present, while “suspected” or “unlikely” HHT diagnoses con-

sist of 2 or 1 item present, respectively. It is estimated that 10%–

20% of patients with HHT have brain vascular malformations4

with additional neurovascular complications from pulmonary

AVMs (stroke and cerebral abscess).5

HHT is inherited as an autosomal dominant disorder, caused

by mutation in 1 of 3 genes identified to date: endoglin (HHT1) on

chromosome 9q34; activin receptor-like kinase 1 or ALK1 (HHT2)

on chromosome 12q13; and SMAD4 on chromosome 18q21 (ju-

venile polyposis, HHT overlap syndrome).6-10 The associated
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gene products are expressed in endothelial cells and are part of the

transforming growth factor-� signaling pathway, thus involved in

angiogenesis and vascular remodeling. Endothelial cells lacking

functioning endoglin or ALK1 form abnormal vessels and abnor-

mal connections between vessels.6 Early HHT genotype-pheno-

type correlation studies demonstrated an association between en-

doglin mutation and brain AVMs,11-13 though more recent

studies have demonstrated that brain AVMs can be present with

all HHT genotypes.14,15 No studies to date have addressed HHT

brain AVM phenotypes and their correlation with genotype, to

our knowledge.

To date, in the 2 largest single-center series of brain AVMs in

HHT with 52 and 14 patients, respectively, 3 different distinct

phenotypes of brain vascular malformations were described inde-

pendently: 1) high-flow “single-hole” pial fistulas, 2) “classic” ni-

dus-type brain AVMs, and 3) “micro-AVM” or “capillary vascu-

lar malformations,” defined as small lesions without clear

evidence of a shunt.5,16

The aim of the present series was 2-fold: 1) to identify the

different radiologic and, in particular angiographic features of

brain vascular malformations in HHT, and to subclassify them

into different types, and 2) to determine whether there is a geno-

type-phenotype correlation between the HHT gene mutation and

the type of vascular malformation.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Study Population
We analyzed data from patients recruited to the HHT Project of

the Brain Vascular Malformation Consortium. Patients with

HHT with a confirmed clinical HHT diagnosis by the Curaçao

criteria17 or a confirmed genetic diagnosis were enrolled as part of

the Brain Vascular Malformation Consortium HHT Project as

previously described (http://rarediseasesnetwork.epi.usf.edu/

BVMC).18 All patients provided written, informed consent, in-

cluding consent for genetic studies. The study protocol was ap-

proved by each institutional review board. Data collected

included age, sex, family relationships, genetic testing results

(mutated gene: ACVRL1, ENG, SMAD4, and unknown), clinical

presentation, and symptoms. Patients were screened for AVM

and other HHT clinical features according to standard clinical

practice and international HHT guidelines.19 The Brain Vascular

Malformation Consortium HHT cohort targets patients positive

for brain AVM but enrolls all HHT cases in a 1:4 ratio, respec-

tively. Cohort characteristics are otherwise similar to those in

other cohorts.12,14

Between 2010 and 2012, comprehensive data were available

for 384 recruited patients with HHT, 125 of whom had brain

AVMs, with sufficient diagnostic imaging available for review in

75 of these patients with brain AVMs. All patients provided writ-

ten, informed consent, and the study protocol was approved by

each institutional review board.

Data Collection
Epidemiologic data collected included age at enrollment and di-

agnosis, sex, and HHT mutation type. Radiologic data included

MR imaging (with contrast-enhanced sequences in at least 2

planes on 1.5T or 3T scanners) and angiography with multiphase

biplanar selective 4-vessel angiography. The angiographic param-

eters that were identified for every patient who was identified with

a brain vascular malformation are listed in the On-line Table. In

addition to location, size in the largest dimension, and eloquence

(as determined by the Spetzler-Martin classification), specific in-

formation about feeding arteries (such as the degree of dilation,

number, type [choroidal versus pial], associated aneurysms, and

so forth), the nidus (glomus versus fistula, diffuse versus sharp,

perinidal angiogenesis, and so forth), and the draining veins (as-

sociated pouches, degree of dilation, associated stenosis, number,

deep versus superficial, and so forth) was noted. Images were

reviewed by 2 of the authors (T.K. and S.P.) in consensus; in cases

of disagreement, a third neuroradiologist (K.G.t.B.) reviewed the

case.

On the basis of previous work and our observations in the

present study, we were able to subclassify 3 types of vascular mal-

formations: the pial arteriovenous fistula (defined by the absence

of an intervening nidus between the feeding artery and draining

vein in the presence of a shunt), the nidus-type AVM (defined by

the presence of a shunt with early filling of a vein through a dilated

network of abnormal vessels), and a “capillary malformation,” in

which no shunt was visible on angiography and no dilated feeding

arteries or veins were identified; just a blush of abnormal vessels

was seen in the capillary phase. Vascular malformations that did

not fit into any of these categories (developmental venous anom-

alies, dural arteriovenous fistulas, pontine capillary telangiecta-

sias, cavernomas, and so forth) were specifically sought and, if

present, were recorded.

Statistical Tests
We tested for differences of age at diagnosis, sex, and HHT gene

mutation (ALK1 versus endoglin) between patients with AVFs and

those without AVFs. Similarly, we tested for differences in char-

acteristics between patients with capillary vascular malformations

(CVMs) and those without and for patients with AVMs and those

without. Additionally, we checked whether age, sex, or HHT gene

mutation was associated with lesion multiplicity (�2 lesions of

any type). Comparisons involving age were tested with 2-sample t

tests, allowing for unequal variances, while comparisons involv-

ing sex or mutation differences were tested by using Fisher exact

tests. We considered P values � .05 to be statistically significant.

All analyses were performed using STATA/SE 13.1 (StataCorp,

College Station, Texas).

RESULTS
A summary of demographic and clinical features of the 75 HHT

subjects with brain AVMs is presented in Table 1. The average age

at enrollment for these subjects was 37 years, and the average age

at brain malformation diagnosis was 30 years. Women were

slightly more prevalent in the sample (55%). HHT gene mutation

status was available for 60% of participants, and among those,

60% had an endoglin mutation.

On the basis of the criteria described in the “Materials and

Methods” section, we identified 3 different types of vascular mal-

formations: capillary vascular malformations, AVMs, and AVFs.

Table 2 details the distribution of these lesions across subjects.

Capillary vascular malformations were the most commonly
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observed lesion, with 61% of subjects having �1 CVM. Forty-

three percent of subjects had �1 AVM, and 12% had �1 AVF.

One subject had a dural arteriovenous fistula, and 1 subject

had a developmental venous anomaly. Multiplicity of lesions

was common: Thirty-three (44%) subjects had �2 brain

malformations.

Tables 3–5 present the typical imaging features of the different

vascular malformations: CVMs were identified as lesions that had

no dilated feeder and no dilated draining veins (Figs 1–3). Eighty

of these lesions were identified in 46 patients. All of these lesions

were �1 cm; most were located in the superficial supratentorial

brain. On MR imaging, they appeared as small foci of “fluffy”

enhancement without abnormal vascular dilation. There was no

edema surrounding these vascular malformations. Thirty-four

Table 1: Overview of 75 subjects with HHT and brain vascular
malformations

Characteristic Summarya

Demographics
Female sex 41/75 (55%)
Age at enrollment (yr) (n � 75) 36.6 � 19.9
Age at brain malformation diagnosis (yr) (n � 68) 30.1 � 19.7

HHT-related symptoms
Epistaxis 66/73 (90%)
Anemia 20/72 (28%)
GI bleeding 5/67 (7%)
Pulmonary AVM 45/69 (65%)
Liver VM 4/66 (6%)

HHT-causing mutation
ALK1 13/45 (29%)
Endoglin 27/45 (60%)
SMAD4 1/45 (2%)
All test findings negative 4/45 (9%)

Note:—GI indicates gastrointestinal; VM, vascular malformations.
a Summary is the No. of observations with specified value over the total No. (and the
percentage) or the mean � SD.

Table 2: Brain vascular malformation phenotypes of 75 subjects
with HHT

Capillary Vascular Malformation

0 1 2+
0 AVMs/AVFs 1 (1%)a 17 (23%) 18 (24%)b

1 AVM 20 (27%) 5 (7%) 3 (4%)
2 AVMs 1 (1%) 0 (0%) 1 (1%)
1 AVF 4 (5%) 1 (1%) 0 (0%)
2 AVFs 1 (1%) 1 (1%) 0 (0%)
1 AVM and 1 AVF 2 (3%) 0 (0%) 0 (0%)

a This individual had 1 dural arteriovenous fistula only.
b One individual in this group had a developmental venous anomaly.

Table 3: Characteristics of 80 capillary vascular malformations
Characteristic Summarya

Size of maximal dimension (mm) (n � 80) 4.8 � 2.1
Lobe

Frontal 30/80 (38%)
Parietal 16/80 (20%)
Occipital 14/80 (18%)
Temporal 10/80 (13%)
Cerebellum 7/80 (9%)
Brain stem 2/80 (3%)
Thalamus/basal ganglia 1/80 (1%)

Location
Deep 3/80 (4%)
Subcortical 14/80 (18%)
Superficial 63/80 (79%)

MRI visible 66/71 (93%)
a Summary is the No. of observations with specified value over the total No. (and the
percentage) or the mean � SD.

Table 4: Characteristics of 34 AVMs
Characteristic Summarya

Size of maximal dimension (mm) (n � 34) 18.3 � 5.3
Eloquent 13/34 (38%)
Deep venous drainage 5/31 (16%)
Spetzler-Martin score

1 16/31 (52%)
2 12/31 (39%)
3 2/31 (6%)
4 1/31 (3%)
5 0/31 (0%)

Lobe
Frontal 14/34 (41%)
Parietal 5/34 (15%)
Occipital 4/34 (12%)
Temporal 5/34 (15%)
Cerebellum 2/34 (6%)
Brain stem 2/34 (6%)
Thalamus/basal ganglia 2/34 (6%)

Location
Deep 4/34 (12%)
Subcortical 5/34 (15%)
Superficial 25/34 (74%)

Nidus en passage (vs terminal) 2/20 (10%)
Diffuse nidus (vs sharp) 6/34 (18%)
Pial-to-pial collateralization 5/31 (16%)
Moyamoya-type changes 0/33 (0%)
Stenoses on arteries 0/31 (0%)
Type, pial (vs choroidal) 33/34 (97%)
Associated aneurysms 0/30 (0%)
Multiple draining veins 3/29 (10%)
Venous ectasia 8/31 (26%)
Venous reflux 1/29 (3%)
Pseudophlebitic pattern 0/29 (0%)

a Summary is the No. of observations with specified value over the total No. (and the
percentage) or the mean � SD.

Table 5: Characteristics of 11 AVFs
Characteristic Summarya

Single hole with pouch 10/11 (91%)
Lobe

Frontal 4/11 (36%)
Parietal 0/11 (0%)
Occipital 3/11 (27%)
Temporal 3/11 (27%)
Cerebellum 0/11 (0%)
Brain stem 0/11 (0%)
Thalamus/basal ganglia 1/11 (9%)

Location
Deep 1/11 (9%)
Subcortical 0/11 (0%)
Superficial 10/11 (91%)

Pial-to-pial collateralization 3/11 (27%)
Moyamoya-type changes 1/11 (9%)
Stenoses on arteries 1/11 (9%)
Type, pial (vs choroidal) 2/11 (18%)
Associated aneurysms 2/11 (18%)
Multiple draining veins 5/11 (45%)
Venous ectasia 11/11 (100%)
Venous reflux 0/11 (0%)
Pseudophlebitic pattern 3/11 (27%)

a Summary is the No. of observations with specified value over the total No. (and the
percentage).
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AVMs were present in 32 patients (Figs 4 and 5). As the major

differentiating factor from CVMs, the AVMs had enlarged feeding

arteries and draining veins and a shunt was visible on angiogra-

phy. In all, an intervening nidus of abnormal vessels was identi-

fied. Lesions were almost always �3 cm and rarely (in 2 cases) �1

cm. They had a compact, well-defined nidus and were mainly

FIG 1. Left ICA angiogram, lateral view, depicts typical features of a capillary vascular malformation in the left frontal opercular region, with a
subcentimeter vascular blush identified in the arterial (A) persisting into early venous phase (B, arrow), without evidence of arteriovenous
shunting. On MR imaging, this appears as a focal region of hyperintensity on axial T2 FLAIR imaging (C, arrow), with fluffy enhancement on
coronal gadolinium-enhanced T1-weighted imaging (D, arrow). No dilated arterial feeder or dilated draining vein is seen.

FIG 2. Lateral projection of right ICA angiogram (A–C) and axial T1-weighted gadolinium-enhanced MR imaging (D) demonstrate the typical imaging
features of a capillary vascular malformation in a 17-year-old male patient with HHT. A focal subcentimeter blush (arrows) is identified on the arterial
phase of a right carotid angiogram, in the frontal, temporal, and parietal regions, in keeping with multiple capillary telangiectasia. Magnified view of the
right parietal lesion shows typical angiographic features, with vascular blush identified in the arterial (B) persisting into early venous phase (C); no
arteriovenous shunting, dilated arterial feeder, or dilated draining vein are seen. MR imaging appearance of the right parietal lesion demonstrates the
typical features of fluffy contrast enhancement in a superficial cortical/subcortical location, without abnormal vascular dilation (D, arrow).
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located supratentorially and superficially. Given the superficial

location and the small size, their Spetzler-Martin grade was typi-

cally 1–2, with the higher grades mainly driven by their potential

location in eloquent cortex. Feeding arteries were almost always

pial vessels (we encountered only 1 choroidal AVM in this series)

and were classically fed by terminal-type feeders. Associated

aneurysms or other signs for high flow (pial-to-pial collaterals,

venous ectasias, and so forth) were uncommon. On the venous

side, venous reflux or corkscrew-like dilated veins as signs of

long-standing venous hypertension were typically absent.

Eleven AVFs were present in 9 patients; these were typically

high-flow single-hole macrofistulas that were located in the

supratentorial superficial brain with significant venous ectasia

and signs of high flow with consecutive perilesional hypoxemia

(Figs 6 and 7).

We found that patients with AVFs tended to be diagnosed at

younger ages than those without AVFs (P � .028); the average age

at diagnosis for patients with AVFs was 15 years compared with an

average age of 32 years for patients without AVFs. There was no

significant association between the presence of AVFs and sex (P �

.723) or HHT gene mutation (P � 1.000). No significant differ-

ence was observed with age, sex, or HHT gene mutation in those

patients with capillary vascular malformations versus no CVMs

or in patients with AVMs versus those without AVMs. Lesion

multiplicity was also not significantly associated with age (P �

.736), sex (P � .484), or HHT gene mutation (P � 1.000).

DISCUSSION
We report herein the largest series and

most comprehensive description of

brain AVM phenotype among patients

with HHT.

On the basis of radiologic and angio-

graphic information, we were able to

subclassify 3 different brain vascular

malformations in patients with HHT

that had some common and distinctive

imaging features: The common finding

was that brain vascular malformations

in HHT tended to be located in supra-

tentorial and superficial compartments.

Deep or infratentorial locations were

FIG 3. Lateral view of a right ICA angiogram in a 43-year-old male patient with HHT demonstrates
a capillary vascular malformation in the right anterior parietal region. A subcentimeter blush is
seen in the arterial phase (A, arrow), which persists in the late arterial phase (B) without evidence
of arteriovenous shunting.

FIG 4. Left ICA catheter angiogram (A and B), microcatheter injection (C and D), axial T2-weighted (E), and contrast-enhanced T1-weighted MR
imaging (F) demonstrate imaging findings of a typical arteriovenous malformation. Anteroposterior projection of a left ICA injection demon-
strates filling of the AVM nidus through an enlarged anterior temporal branch of the left MCA in the early arterial phase (A, arrow). There is
arteriovenous shunting with early venous drainage through an enlarged left inferior temporal vein (B, arrows). Microcatheter injection in frontal
(C) and lateral (D) projections demonstrates a typical glomerular well-defined compact nidus supplied by a single terminal arterial feeder with
shunting into a dilated vein. MR imaging shows the superficial location of the AVM, with vascular flow voids seen on T2-weighted imaging (E,
arrow) and enhancement on postgadolinium T1-weighted imaging (F, arrow). Evidence of previous hemorrhage related to AVM rupture, with a
slit-like hematoma cavity in the left inferior frontal lobe, and surrounding hemosiderin staining (E, black arrow).
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atypical. This finding corresponds well with the literature: In the
Bicêtre series, 61 of 68 brain vascular malformations (90%) were
located superficially and 45 of 68 lesions (66%) were supratento-
rial.16 Lesion identification by MR imaging was always possible
for the AVMs and AVFs; however, a few capillary vascular mal-
formations could not be detected by MR imaging alone. Distin-
guishing features among the 3 subtypes were the presence or ab-
sence of a shunt and, if a shunt was present, whether the abnormal
arteriovenous communication was direct (ie, fistulous) or
through a network (or nidus).

Pial AVFs typically had a high shunt volume and therefore
often led to massive enlargement of the feeding arteries, signifi-
cant venous ectasia, and, due to locoregional hypoxemia, second-
ary changes such as perinidal angiogenesis. We presume that the
relatively higher proportion of direct fistulas in the Bicêtre series
was related to a referral bias because these lesions tend to be more
commonly found in children.16 Brain AVMs in our series tended
to be small (typically �3 cm in their largest diameter and, in 2
cases, �1 cm), and because their location was typically superficial,

their Spetzler-Martin grade tended to be
low. Again, this is in keeping with the
findings in previous literature. The so-
called capillary vascular malformations
did not present with dilated vessels (nei-
ther on the feeding artery nor the drain-
ing venous side) and demonstrated a fo-
cal area of fluffy enhancement on MR
imaging.

In this article, we introduce the term
“capillary vascular malformation” for
those vascular malformations that do
not exhibit enlarged arteries or veins on
MR imaging and in which no true shunt
is present on angiography. These vascu-
lar malformations have been previously
coined “micro-AVMs,” which may lead
to the assumption that they behave in a
manner similar to true brain AVMs.
However, because these vascular lesions
differ from “AVMs” in their angioarchi-
tecture, one may hypothesize that they
also behave differently in their clinical
presentation, an assumption that is
founded on the combined experience of
the Toronto5 and the Bicêtre16 articles,
in which no hemorrhages were encoun-
tered for these types of malformations.
While in AVMs an arteriovenous shunt
is present due to lack of a true capillary
bed, the term “capillary malformation”
tries to highlight the absence of a shunt
and the presence of a capillary bed that is
abnormally dilated (and thus visible as a
blush within the capillary phase of the
angiography and faint enhancement on
MR imaging).

We found, similar to findings in pre-

vious series,20 no significant sex predi-

lection, a rather young overall age at presentation, and a high

propensity for multiplicity of brain lesions if present. Our propor-

tion of multiplicity (33 in 75 patients � 44%) was very similar to

numbers reported previously (23 of 56 patients � 39% in the

series of Bharatha et al20; 16 of 44 � 36% in the Bicêtre series,

when taking into account only the cerebral manifestations16).

Given a rate of approximately 1% multiplicity of brain vascular

malformations in the non-HHT population, our data support the

previously described high predictive value of AVM multiplicity

for the diagnosis of HHT.

Our observations are in keeping with previous reports on the

neurovascular manifestations in HHT, but we think that proof of

findings of these single-center studies from a multicenter consor-

tium is still necessary and worthwhile reporting. To date, most

studies on brain vascular malformations in HHT do not subclas-

sify the different types of vascular malformations. However, it is quite

conceivable that the various types will have different natural histories

and therefore warrant different treatments. In neither of the 2 larger

FIG 5. Typical MR imaging features of an arteriovenous malformation in a 50-year-old male
patient with HHT. Axial T2-weighted imaging demonstrates a cluster of flow voids in the left
occipital lobe, in keeping with a vascular nidus (A). A linear flow void of the dilated draining vein
is seen inferior to the nidus on axial T2 (B) and coronal postcontrast T1-weighted imaging (C). Axial
MRA MIP demonstrates a compact glomerular-type nidus in the left occipital lobe (D).
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series that reported clinical data of the various types of brain vascular
malformations in HHT were there any hemorrhages reported for
patients with capillary vascular malformations.21

Whether the rate of hemorrhage of vascular malformations
associated with HHT is different from that of sporadic brain

AVMs in the non-HHT population re-
mains a matter of debate22: In Dutch
and American HHT populations, a
hemorrhagic risk of �1% was re-
ported,22,23 a risk that was deemed sig-
nificantly smaller than the presumed
risk of hemorrhage in the population
with sporadic AVM. However, in a ret-
rospective study of 22,061 patient-years,
similar hemorrhage rates between both
groups (approximately 2.0% per pa-
tient-year) were found.24 Finally, Mor-
gan et al25 stated that, in particular, in-
fants and children are at high risk of
sudden intracranial hemorrhage, which
was further supported by the Bicêtre se-
ries,16 in which only 13 of the 50 patients
had no symptoms attributable to their

neurovascular manifestations. How-

ever, because these 2 latter studies are single-center studies, data

may be biased due to referral base.

A potential problem of the large-scale population-based studies is

that the type of vascular malformation was not further evaluated. It

was assumed that all HHT-related brain vascular malformations be-

FIG 6. Right ICA catheter angiogram in lateral (A) and frontal (B) projections demonstrates 2 separate high-flow single-hole pial arteriovenous
fistulas, 1 in the right frontal lobe and 1 in the right temporal lobe. Arterial supply to each fistula is through a single enlarged right MCA branch,
which empties directly into a large venous pouch. Venous drainage is superficial, with both fistulas draining through enlarged cortical veins to
the superior sagittal sinus. On axial T2-weighted MR imaging (C and D) venous pouches appear as flow voids and exert mass effect on the
adjacent right temporal lobe. Evidence of venous congestion with venous reflux through dilated transdmedullary veins to the deep venous
system is demonstrated on a coronal reconstruction of CTA (arrows).

FIG 7. Lateral view of a left ICA angiogram in an 8-year-old male patient with HHT. Angiography
in early arterial (A) and venous (B) phases demonstrates a high-flow single-hole pial arteriovenous
fistula in the left frontal lobe. Arterial supply is through a single enlarged prefrontal branch of the
left MCA, which empties directly into a large venous pouch. Venous drainage is superficial
through an enlarged cortical vein to the superior sagittal sinus.
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have similarly. However, one may argue that the difference in overall
bleeding rates in HHT vascular malformations compared with spo-
radic AVMs observed in some studies may be driven mainly by the
capillary vascular malformations (ie, the most often encountered and
most benign type of vascular malformation in HHT), thus biasing
the results to false low rates of hemorrhage. Thus, if the presented
subclassification of brain vascular malformation in HHT proves to
be reflected in clinical manifestations, treatment strategies will have
to be altered and individualized to the type of vascular malformation,
with a more aggressive treatment in arteriovenous fistulas and/or
nidus-type AVMs compared with CVMs.

HHT gene mutation information was available for 60% of our
patients, and we did not observe a statistically significant association
with HHT gene mutation and the type of vascular malformation or
the occurrence of multiplicity. This finding fits with the clinical ob-
servation that members of the same family can present with different
HHT phenotypes, though they have the same type of mutation. An
important caveat of our study is that we do not have genetic infor-
mation for all patients included. However, our results are also in
accordance with previous reports that found brain vascular malfor-
mations to be present in all types of mutations.14

CONCLUSIONS
Our study identified several different types of brain vascular mal-

formations in patients with HHT, which may have different nat-

ural history and treatment risks. Future studies should focus on

describing the hemorrhage risks associated with these different

HHT brain vascular malformations.

APPENDIX
The Brain Vascular Malformation Consortium HHT Investigator
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Kim, Timo Krings, Michael T. Lawton, Doris Lin, Johannes Jur-

gen Mager, Justin McWilliams, Jamie McDonald, Ludmila Paw-

likowska, Jeffrey Pollak, Felix Ratjen, Karen Swanson, Karel G. ter

Brugge, Dilini Vethanayagam, Andrew White, Robert I. White Jr,

Pearce Wilcox, and William L. Young (†).
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ORIGINAL RESEARCH
BRAIN

Pixel-by-Pixel Comparison of Volume Transfer Constant and
Estimates of Cerebral Blood Volume from Dynamic Contrast-
Enhanced and Dynamic Susceptibility Contrast-Enhanced MR

Imaging in High-Grade Gliomas
P. Alcaide-Leon, D. Pareto, E. Martinez-Saez, C. Auger, A. Bharatha, and A. Rovira

ABSTRACT

BACKGROUND AND PURPOSE: Estimates of blood volume and volume transfer constant are parameters commonly used to characterize
hemodynamic properties of brain lesions. The purposes of this study were to compare values of volume transfer constant and estimates
of blood volume in high-grade gliomas on a pixel-by-pixel basis to comprehend whether they provide different information and to
compare estimates of blood volume obtained by dynamic contrast-enhanced MR imaging and dynamic susceptibility contrast-enhanced
MR imaging.

MATERIALS AND METHODS: Thirty-two patients with biopsy-proved grade IV gliomas underwent dynamic contrast-enhanced MR
imaging and dynamic susceptibility contrast-enhanced MR imaging, and parametric maps of volume transfer constant, plasma volume, and
CBV maps were calculated. The Spearman rank correlation coefficients among matching values of CBV, volume transfer constant, and
plasma volume were calculated on a pixel-by-pixel basis. Comparison of median values of normalized CBV and plasma volume was
performed.

RESULTS: Weak-but-significant correlation (P � .001) was noted for all comparisons. Spearman rank correlation coefficients were as
follows: volume transfer constant versus CBV, � � 0.113; volume transfer constant versus plasma volume, � � 0.256; CBV versus plasma
volume, � � 0.382. We found a statistically significant difference (P � .001) for the estimates of blood volume obtained by using dynamic
contrast-enhanced MR imaging (mean normalized plasma volume, 13.89 � 11.25) and dynamic susceptibility contrast-enhanced MR imaging
(mean normalized CBV, 4.37 � 4.04).

CONCLUSIONS: The finding of a very weak correlation between estimates of microvascular density and volume transfer constant
suggests that they provide different information. Estimates of blood volume obtained by using dynamic contrast-enhanced MR imaging
are significantly higher than those obtained by dynamic susceptibility contrast-enhanced MR imaging in human gliomas, most likely due to
the effect of contrast leakage.

ABBREVIATIONS: DCE–MR imaging � dynamic contrast-enhanced MR imaging; DSC–MR imaging � dynamic susceptibility contrast-enhanced MR imaging; Ktrans �
volume transfer constant; Vp � plasma volume; � � Spearman rank correlation coefficient

Characterization of the hemodynamics of glial tumors by MR

perfusion is very relevant because tumor aggressiveness and

growth are associated with both endothelial hyperplasia and

neovascularization.1

The 2 most common MR perfusion techniques used in clinical

practice are dynamic susceptibility contrast-enhanced MR imag-

ing (DSC–MR imaging) and dynamic contrast-enhanced MR im-

aging (DCE–MR imaging).2 CBV is usually calculated from

DSC–MR imaging data, while the volume transfer constant

(Ktrans) is usually obtained by using DCE–MR imaging. Both CBV

and the volume transfer constant have demonstrated good dis-

criminative power in distinguishing low- and high-grade tumors3

and utility in predicting prognosis.4-6

Ktrans is defined as the volume transfer constant between

plasma and interstitial space. It is often used as a synonym for

permeability, but, as defined by Tofts et al,7 “the measured

transfer constant is a potentially intractable combination of

flow, permeability, and surface area.” The physiologic signifi-

cance of Ktrans depends on the balance between capillary perme-

ability and blood flow in the tissue of interest. When permeability
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is very high, the amount of contrast that leaks out of the vessels

depends on the amount of contrast that gets to the capillaries per

unit of time. In this situation, Ktrans is equal to the blood plasma

flow per unit volume of tissue (Fig 1). In cases of low permea-

bility, the transfer constant equals the permeability surface

area product between blood plasma and the extravascular-ex-

tracellular space, per unit volume of tissue.

In the brain, most cases are surface area product–limited,7 so

Ktrans depends on both the leakiness of the vessels and the total

surface of leaky capillaries. The problem is that the contribution

of each factor to the measured Ktrans is a priori unknown. The

transfer constant measured in a voxel may be high due to very

leaky vessels, a high number of leaky capillaries within the voxel,

or a combination of both (Fig 2).

We suggest that within-voxel comparison of blood volume

estimates and Ktrans would provide valuable information about

physiologic meaning of Ktrans in high-grade gliomas. The corre-

lation between Ktrans and CBV has been previously assessed in

gliomas by Law et al.8 Regions with maximal CBV and maximal

Ktrans were compared in each tumor to obtain a weak-but-positive

correlation. However, they did not compare parameters of the

same tumor region because their main goal was to correlate max-

imal values of the parameters with tumor grade. A similar ap-

proach was followed by Provenzale et al.9 They reported a high

correlation between CBV and the degree of contrast enhance-

ment, which was defined by the authors as a relative measure of

permeability. Again the CBV and Ktrans values used for compari-

son were obtained from different tumor regions. Results about

the correlation between Ktrans and CBV are, therefore, based on

indirect methods and are controversial.

The purpose of this study was to compare values of Ktrans and

CBV in high-grade gliomas on a pixel-by-pixel basis to determine

whether they provide different physiologic information. The sec-

ond aim was to compare estimates of blood volume obtained by

DCE–MR imaging and DSC–MR imaging.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Subjects
We retrospectively reviewed data obtained from 35 consecutive

patients with a histopathologic diagnosis of intracranial diffuse

astrocytoma with necrosis and/or vascular proliferation (grade

IV)10 who underwent surgery with biopsy or surgical resection at

our institution between April 2010 and April 2013 and had pre-

operative DSC–MR imaging and DCE–MR imaging data suitable

for evaluation obtained in the same setting. None of the patients

included in the study had undergone surgery or biopsy of their

brain tumor. Some were on steroids, but information about ste-

roid treatment was not always available for this retrospective co-

hort of patients. Significant displacement of the patient’s head

between DCE–MR imaging and DSC–MR imaging acquisitions

leading to inaccurate coregistration of both sets of images was an

exclusion criterion; 3 patients were excluded for this reason (final,

n � 32). Histopathologic evaluation was performed by 2 experi-

enced neuropathologists and was based on the World Health Or-

ganization 200710 criteria. Approval was obtained from the ethics

committee of Vall d’Hebron Hospital, which waived patient con-

sent for this retrospective study.

MR Imaging
MR imaging studies were performed on a 3T MR imaging system

(Magnetom Trio; Siemens, Erlangen, Germany) by using a 32-

FIG 1. Schematic illustrating flow-limited contrast extravasation. Due
to high permeability, the rate of leakage within the voxel depends on
the amount of plasma reaching the voxel per unit of time (plasma
flow). The venous blood would be “clean” of contrast.

FIG 2. Schematic illustrating 2 voxels with similar Ktrans values: the first one showing high permeability and low surface area and the second one
with low permeability and high surface area.
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channel head coil. In a few patients, an 8-channel head coil had to

be used instead due to large head size or claustrophobia.

Routine anatomic TSE T2 was performed in all patients before

dynamic series (TR/TE, 6100/91 ms; in-plane voxel size, 0.5 �

0.4 � 0.4 mm; section thickness, 5 mm). Ten sections were se-

lected for DCE–MR imaging to cover the tumor on the basis of

T2-weighted images. Sixty consecutive volumes were acquired in

3 minutes 40 seconds (temporal resolution, 6 seconds) by using a

T1-weighted sequence (TR/TE, 7.19/2.55 ms; flip angle, 12°; sec-

tion thickness, 3.0 mm; matrix, 320 � 320; in-plane voxel size,

1.8 � 0.7 � 3.0 mm). After the first phase was acquired, an intra-

venous bolus of gadobutrol (Gadovist, 1 mmol/mL; Bayer Scher-

ing Pharma, Berlin, Germany) was injected at a dose of 5 mL by

using an autoinjector (Spectris Solaris MR injector; MedRad, In-

dianola, Pennsylvania) at a rate of 5 mL/s followed immediately

by a 20-mL continuous saline flush injected at a rate of 5 mL/s.

DSC–MR imaging was performed in the transverse plane by

using a gradient-echo echo-planar sequence (TR/TE, 1450/45 ms;

flip angle, 90°; FOV, 230 mm; section thickness, 5.0 mm; matrix,

128 � 128; in-plane voxel size, 1.8 � 1.8 � 5 mm). The imaging

was performed during the first pass of 5 mL of gadobutrol (Gado-

vist, 1 mmol/mL), and a series of 60 multisection acquisitions was

acquired at 2.9-second intervals during the first pass of contrast

agent by using the same autoinjector used for DCE–MR imaging.

Administration of contrast material before DSC is known to min-

imize T1 effects on CBV measurements.11

Image Analysis
DSC and DCE perfusion MR imaging data were transferred to an

independent workstation and processed by using the software

nordicICE (Version 2.3; NordicNeuroLab, Bergen, Norway). Im-

age processing was performed by 1 of the authors (P.A.-L., with 2

years’ experience in neuroradiology). DSC perfusion MR images

were used in the production of CBV maps on a voxel-by-voxel

basis by use of established tracer kinetic models applied to the

first-pass data. To reduce the recirculation effects, the �R2*

curves were fitted to a �-variate function, which is an approxima-

tion of the first-pass response as it would appear in the absence of

recirculation or leakage. The dynamic curves were mathemati-

cally corrected to reduce contrast-agent leakage effects.12 The be-

ginning and the end of the first-pass bolus were determined

through inspection of the time–signal intensity curve, and care

was taken to exclude any recirculation-related signal intensity.

Manual arterial input function detection was used for calculation.

DCE perfusion MR images were used for the steady-state T1

kinetic analysis. This analysis was based on the extended model of

Tofts et al,7 which yields estimates of plasma volume (Vp) and

Ktrans. Semiautomated arterial input function detection was used

for calculation. The native T1 was not measured, but a fixed value

of 1000 ms was assumed. CBV, Ktrans, and Vp maps were auto-

matically coregistered by using nordicICE. This software per-

forms rigid transformation of the datasets by maximization of

mutual information.13

For each tumor, ROIs were manually drawn on Ktrans maps,

including the entire contrast-enhanced region. ROIs were copied

to corresponding CBV and Vp maps, and a list of pixel values of

the ROIs organized by spatial coordinates was obtained for each

map (Ktrans, CBV, and Vp) by using the software package Jim

(Version 3.0; Xinapse Systems, West Bergholt, United Kingdom).

A 20- to 50-mm2 ROI was manually drawn on the contralateral

normal-appearing white matter for each tumor used to normalize

CBV and Vp (normalized CBV � CBV / CBV of normal-appear-

ing white matter; and normalized VP � VP / VP of normal-ap-

pearing white matter). Figure 3 illustrates an example of manually

drawn ROIs around enhancing tumor in Ktrans (Fig 3A), posteri-

orly copied to CBV (Fig 3B) and Vp (Fig 3C) maps. Values of

pixels in the same tumor location were compared in the correla-

tion study.

Visual inspection of coregistered maps was performed, and 3

patients were excluded from the study because adequate coregis-

tration was impossible to achieve (final, n � 32). Sections includ-

ing susceptibility artifacts due to bone, air, or calcification on CBV

maps were excluded. In enhancing tumors, pixels with Ktrans val-

ues �0.01 were also excluded from the analysis. This threshold

was used to avoid nonenhancing regions that had been previously

included in the manually drawn ROIs by mistake. Pixels with

normalized CBV and/or Vp � 0.5 (half of contralateral normal-

appearing white matter) were also excluded because they most

likely represented nonenhancing necrotic or edematous areas.

FIG 3. Ktrans (A), CBV (B), and Vp (C) maps through the center of a grade IV glioma. The white line connects corresponding pixels for the
correlation study.
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Statistical Analysis
Statistical analysis was performed by using SPSS (IBM, Armonk,

New York). Mean values of Vp, CBV, and Ktrans of enhancing

voxels were calculated for each patient. Values of Vp, CBV, and

Ktrans were tested for normality and were found to be non-nor-

mally distributed. The Kolmogorov-Smirnov test was used for

assessing normality. The Spearman � test was used to calculate

rank correlation coefficients between corresponding values of

Ktrans and CBV, Ktrans and Vp, and CBV and Vp in each pixel. The

Spearman rank correlation coefficient can take values from �1 to

�1. A Spearman coefficient of �1 indicates a perfect association.

A Spearman coefficient of zero indicates no association between

ranks, and a coefficient of �1 indicates a perfect negative associ-

ation of ranks. The closer the Spearman coefficient is to zero, the

weaker the association is between the ranks. Due to large sample

size (260,610 pixels), the correlation study was performed for a

randomly selected sample of 40%. Comparison between median

values of CBV and Vp was made by using the Wilcoxon signed-

rank test.

RESULTS
The mean age of the 32 patients (20 men, 12 women) was 54 years

(range, 36 –78 years). Total number of enhancing pixels selected

was 260,610. The number of pixels selected in each tumor ranged

between 489 and 36,385, with an average of 6377.5.

Mean values of normalized CBV, normalized Vp, and Ktrans

were obtained for each tumor. The distribution of these resulting

values was non-Gaussian. Median, maximum, and minimum val-

ues and the interquartile ranges of normalized CBV, normalized

Vp, and Ktrans values are shown in Table 1. The difference between

the median values of the normalized estimates of cerebral blood

volume and plasma blood volume obtained from DSC–MR im-

aging and DCE–MR imaging, respectively, was statistically signif-

icant (P � .001). Results of the correlation study between the

parameters CBV, Ktrans, and Vp are listed in Table 2.

DISCUSSION
Values of Ktrans, Vp, and CBV obtained in our study have to be

interpreted on the basis of all enhancing regions of tumors being

included. Most studies in the field of perfusion in human gliomas

select small ROIs including maximal CBV values. This difference

may explain the presence of low mean CBV compared with those

reported in the literature for grade IV tumors.14

When we compared Vp and CBV means, a difference between

the T1 and T2* perfusion approaches was evident with blood

volume estimates obtained from DSC-T2 sequences much lower

than those obtained from DCE-T1 acquisitions. This difference

has been shown by several groups.15,16 Our results are, therefore,

consistent with their hypothesis of blood volume overestimation

when the DCE-T1 approach is used and underestimation when

the DSC-T2 method is used. This mismatch is thought to be

caused by contrast leakage. On DSC-T2, extravascular contrast

causes T1 shortening competing with signal drop caused by intra-

vascular contrast. As a result, blood volume is underestimated. In

our case, this effect of leakage has been minimized by preloading

with contrast before DSC–MR imaging acquisition and perform-

ing mathematic corrections to reduce contrast-agent leakage ef-

fects. In the case of the DCE-T1 method, extravascular contrast

increases the signal of tissue, leading to artificially elevated blood

volume values.

We found a very weak positive correlation between Vp and

Ktrans. Both parameters were obtained from the same sequence, so

alignment between both maps was perfect. This low correlation

suggests that VP and Ktrans are providing different information.

A very weak positive correlation between CBV and Ktrans was

found. The correlation was weaker than that between Vp and

Ktrans, most likely due to the lack of perfect alignment between

CBV and Ktrans maps. CBV values were obtained from DSC–MR

imaging, whereas Ktrans and Vp were calculated from the same set

of dynamic series. In the case of CBV and Ktrans, automated inter-

polation and coregistration of maps had to be performed before

the analysis. Visual inspection revealed coregistration not com-

pletely accurate between Ktrans and CBV maps, mostly due to

spatial distortions resulting from susceptibility effects in the

T2*WI acquisition. Haroon et al16 reported the same problem

when trying to correlate CBV derived from T1 and T2* sequences

in brain tumors.

Correlation between the 2 estimates of microvascular density

(CBV and VP) is also significant and stronger than that between

Ktrans and CBV and Ktrans and VP. Figure 4 shows an area in the

posterior aspect of the tumor showing high CBV and VP values

but not particularly elevated Ktrans values. Such a low correlation

(� � 0.382) for 2 parameters, Vp and CBV, which are supposed to

provide the same physiologic information (microvessel density),

is somewhat surprising. This may be partially explained by slight

spatial misregistration as discussed above. Another phenomenon

that can account for this low correlation is microscopic hemosid-

erin deposition, which is known to be present in high-grade glio-

mas and cause signal loss in T2* sequences. Although areas of

blooming and voxels with very low values were excluded, small

effects from microscopic hemosiderin would still be present. An-

other difference inherent in the techniques that could account for

the low correlation is blooming on DSC–MR imaging. The T2*

approach relies on dephasing of the protons within a voxel caused

by the intravascular contrast, but the dephasing effect extends to

surrounding voxels as well. T1 shortening caused by intravascular

contrast on DCE–MR imaging does not extend to surrounding

voxels to the same extent.

Few studies correlating Ktrans and blood volume in brain tu-

mors have been published, and most take for granted that Ktrans

represents permeability. Tofts et al7 argue that in the brain, Ktrans

depends on both the leakiness of the vessels and the total surface

Table 1: Median, maximum, minimum, and interquartile range of
nCBV, nVp, and Ktrans values

nCBV nVp Ktrans (min−1)
Median 3.787 13.2 0.1841
Interquartile range 2.887–5.187 7.806–18.755 0.127–0.3125
Range 1.420–11.271 4.769–62.293 0.0471–0.987

Note:—nCBV indicates normalized CBV; nVp, normalized Vp.

Table 2: Results of the correlation study performed in a
randomly selected sample of 40% (104,171 pixels)

CBV and Ktrans Vp and Ktrans Vp and CBV

Spearman rank correlation
coefficients

0.113 (P � .001) 0.256 (P � .001) 0.382 (P � .001)
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of leaky capillaries, but the contribution of each factor to the Ktrans

value is unknown. Estimates of blood volume cannot be used

directly as surrogate markers for the surface area of the vessels

because it also depends on the diameter of the vessels, which is

unknown. Two different tissues may have the same blood volume

but different endothelial surface area, depending on the size of the

vessels. Thinner but more numerous vessels have higher surface

than a smaller number of larger vessels even if the blood vol-

ume is the same. Therefore, we cannot reliably conclude that

Ktrans is entirely reflecting permeability, but at least we can tell that

it is providing different information than estimates of microvessel

density.

Correlation studies between Ktrans and CBV have been per-

formed before but never, to our knowledge, on a pixel-by-pixel

basis. In a small study including 12 patients with high-grade glio-

mas, Provenzale et al9 reported a high correlation between CBV

obtained from DSC–MR imaging and maximal enhancement

from DCE–MR imaging (� � 0.794, P � .001). They did not assess

Ktrans but instead measured an indirect expression of Ktrans, the

degree of contrast enhancement using the maximum signal-in-

tensity algorithm. They did not compare parameters from the

same tumor region but compared the region with the highest CBV

values and the region with the highest “maximal enhancement”

values. Patankar et al3 compared maximal values of CBV and

Ktrans obtained from a DCE–MR imaging study in 39 patients and

found a high correlation (� � 0.688, P � .001). In a larger study

including 73 subjects, Law et al8 found a weak-but-positive cor-

relation between Ktrans and CBV with a � of 0.266. In this case,

both parameters were obtained from the same DSC sequence by

using a first-pass pharmacokinetic model. Again parameters were

not extracted from the same tumor region. They actually pointed

out that the regions of maximal CBV elevation did not directly

correspond to the regions of maximal Ktrans. In our study Ktrans,

Vp, and CBV values used for comparison were extracted from the

same tumor areas.

Our results provide important information regarding imaging

biomarkers of angiogenesis in high-grade gliomas. A deep under-

standing of the physiologic significance of the parameters ob-

tained with DCE and DSC perfusion is very important because

both techniques are used in the assessment of antiangiogenic ther-

apies17,18 and in the differentiation between posttreatment

changes and recurrent tumor.19-22 The assessment of the blood-

brain barrier has also gained importance because it provides valu-

able information regarding brain drug penetration. New thera-

pies have emerged, such as focused sonography, that cause a

temporary increase of blood-brain barrier permeability to maxi-

mize the delivery of chemotherapy within the brain tumor.23 Our

results confirm that Ktrans and CBV provide very different infor-

mation, suggesting that it would be worthwhile to perform both

DSC– and DCE–MR imaging studies in the setting of gliomas on

a routine basis.

One of the main limitations of this study is the lack of T1

mapping for the calculation of contrast concentration in tissue.

Our protocol did not include precontrast T1 sequences for T1

mapping calculation, so a fixed baseline T1 value had to be used

for Ktrans calculation. Some studies have shown Ktrans estimates to

vary on the basis of native T1 values24; however, others have used

assumptions similar to those used in this study (fixed T1 value),

assuming that this is a minor limitation.25 Another limitation is

the inaccurate alignment of maps obtained from DCE–MR imag-

ing (Vp and Ktrans) and DSC–MR imaging (CBV). This misalign-

ment problem leads to an artifactual decrease in the correlation

between CBV and Ktrans values and between CBV and Vp. Mis-

registration may be causing a decrease in the values of the corre-

lation coefficients but not in all cases because Vp and Ktrans maps

are obtained from the same sequence, so alignment is perfect be-

tween these maps. A fact that is proving the reliability of the re-

sults is that the correlation between CBV and Vp is higher than

that between Ktrans and the estimates of microvessel attenuation

(CBV and Vp), even though CBV and Vp are obtained from dif-

ferent sequences and therefore subject to misregistration. The

correlation between CBV and Vp is higher as expected because

both parameters have the same physiologic meaning. The tempo-

ral resolution used in our DSC–MR imaging studies (2.9 seconds)

is lower than the recommended �1.5 seconds.26 This difference

may cause a decrease in the accuracy of the CBV estimation.

CONCLUSIONS
The finding of only weak correlation between estimates of blood

volume (Vp and CBV) and Ktrans suggests that they provide dif-

FIG 4. Ktrans (A), CBV (B), and Vp (C) maps through the center of a grade IV glioma. The arrow points toward an area in the posterior aspect of
the tumor showing high CBV and Vp values but only mildly elevated Ktrans values.
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ferent physiologic information and that a protocol combining

DCE– and DSC–MR imaging may provide complementary infor-

mation in the imaging work-up of high-grade tumors. Estimates

of microvascular attenuation derived from DCE–MR imaging

tend to be higher than values of CBV obtained by using DSC–MR

imaging, most likely due to overestimation caused by leakage.
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Diffusion and Perfusion MRI to Differentiate Treatment-
Related Changes Including Pseudoprogression from Recurrent
Tumors in High-Grade Gliomas with Histopathologic Evidence

A.J. Prager, N. Martinez, K. Beal, A. Omuro, Z. Zhang, and R.J. Young

ABSTRACT

BACKGROUND AND PURPOSE: Treatment-related changes and recurrent tumors often have overlapping features on conventional MR
imaging. The purpose of this study was to assess the utility of DWI and DSC perfusion imaging alone and in combination to differentiate
treatment-related effects and recurrent high-grade gliomas.

MATERIALS AND METHODS: We retrospectively identified 68 consecutive patients with high-grade gliomas treated by surgical resection
followed by radiation therapy and temozolomide, who then developed increasing enhancing mass lesions indeterminate for treatment-
related changes versus recurrent tumor. All lesions were diagnosed by histopathology at repeat surgical resection. ROI analysis was
performed of the enhancing lesion on the ADC and DSC maps. Measurements made by a 2D ROI of the enhancing lesion on a single
slice were recorded as ADCLesion and rCBVLesion, and measurements made by the most abnormal small fixed diameter ROI as ADCROI

and rCBVROI. Statistical analysis was performed with Wilcoxon rank sum tests with P � .05.

RESULTS: Ten of the 68 patients (14.7%) had treatment-related changes, while 58 patients (85.3%) had recurrent tumor only (n � 19) or
recurrent tumor mixed with treatment effect (n � 39). DWI analysis showed higher ADCLesion in treatment-related changes than in
recurrent tumor (P � .003). DSC analysis revealed lower relative cerebral blood volume (rCBV)Lesion and rCBVROI in treatment-related
changes (P � .003 and P � .011, respectively). Subanalysis of patients with suspected pseudoprogression also revealed higher ADCLesion (P �

.001) and lower rCBVLesion (P � .028) and rCBVROI (P � .032) in treatment-related changes. Applying a combined ADCLesion and rCBVLesion

model did not outperform either the ADC or rCBV metric alone.

CONCLUSIONS: Treatment-related changes showed higher diffusion and lower perfusion than recurrent tumor. Similar correlations were
found for patients with suspected pseudoprogression.

ABBREVIATIONS: AUC � area under the curve; HGG � high-grade glioma; HR � hazard ratio; NL � normal contralateral white matter; MGMT � O6-methylguanine-DNA
methyltransferase; PSR � percentage signal recovery; rCBV � relative cerebral blood volume; ROC � receiver operating characteristic; RT � radiation therapy

Differentiating treatment-related changes from recurrent tu-

mor in treated patients with high-grade glioma (HGG) re-

mains challenging due to overlapping clinical and radiologic fea-

tures. Both may present with new and/or increasing enhancing mass

lesions and fulfill standard response criteria for progression.1 Radia-

tion therapy (RT) and chemotherapy can increase capillary permea-

bility and alter the blood-brain barrier, leading to increased leakiness

of contrast agent and increased contrast enhancement in the absence

of tumor.2,3 At histopathology, these treatment-related changes are

characterized by vascular dilation, fibrinoid necrosis, and endothelial

damage of normal cerebral vasculature.4 In contrast, recurrent tu-

mors are characterized by the presence of tumor cells, increased cel-

lularity, and vascular proliferation.5-7

Treatment-related changes may be clinically separated into

early pseudoprogression and late radiation necrosis on the basis of

timing. Pseudoprogression usually develops �6 months after RT

with self-limited enhancing lesions that spontaneously stabilize

and resolve without any new treatment. Patients who develop

pseudoprogression have been described as having improved sur-

vival,3,8-10 due to favorable correlation with methylated O6-

methylguanine-DNA methyltransferase (MGMT) promoter sta-
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tus.11 In contrast, radiation necrosis usually occurs �12–18

months after RT, with progressive enhancing lesions that are as-

sociated with worsened morbidity. Although pseudoprogression

and radiation necrosis are thought to represent distinct clinical

and pathophysiologic mechanisms,11 they share many histologic

similarities such as inflammatory infiltrates and necrosis, which

translate into similar imaging characteristics.9

Diffusion and perfusion MR imaging provide physiologic in-

formation that is not available with conventional MR imaging.

DWI measures the motility of water molecules and alterations in

the balance of intracellular and extracellular water restricted by cell

membranes and other structures.12 Areas of diffusion restriction in

tumors are correlated with increased tumor cellularity and/or in-

flammatory processes. DSC MR imaging perfusion is a complemen-

tary technique that provides independent information on neoangio-

genesis, vascular attenuation, and microvascular leakiness.2,13 While

both techniques have been examined individually in patients with

suspected treatment-related changes, few studies have examined the

utility of combining these 2 techniques. The purpose of this study was

to assess the utility of DWI and DSC perfusion imaging in differen-

tiating treatment-related changes and recurrent tumor. We hypoth-

esized that the combination of DWI and DSC predictors would im-

prove diagnostic accuracy over either alone.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Patients
This retrospective study was granted a waiver of informed consent

by the hospital institutional review board. In compliance with all

Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act regulations,

we queried a hospital data base for patients with histopathologic

evidence of HGG according to revised World Health Organiza-

tion criteria. As summarized in Fig 1, the final patient cohort

consisted of 68 consecutive patients with

HGG according to the following inclu-

sion criteria: 1) diagnosis of primary gli-

oblastoma or anaplastic astrocytoma, 2)
treatment with RT and temozolomide
(Temodar), 3) new and/or increasing
enhancing mass lesions at follow-up MR
imaging suspicious for treatment-re-
lated changes versus recurrent tumor,
and 4) brain MR imaging, including
contrast T1-weighted imaging with
DWI and/or DSC perfusion, �35 days
before subsequent resection of the en-
hancing mass lesion.

The 68 patients consisted of 51 men
(75%) and 17 women (25%) with a
median age of 54.9 years (range, 22.6 –
79.4 years). Chart review was per-
formed by an experienced neuro-oncol-
ogist blinded to the DWI and DSC
results. At initial diagnosis, patients un-
derwent gross total resection of all en-
hancing tumors (n � 41, 60.3%), subto-
tal resection of the enhancing tumors
(n � 24, 35.3%), or biopsy (n � 3,
4.4%). When available, MGMT pro-

moter status was determined by review of results from real-time
polymerase chain reaction amplification. Most patients (n � 66,
97.1%) received partial brain RT to 5940 – 6000 cGy in 30 –33
fractions during 6 weeks. In 2 patients (2.9%), partial brain RT
was administered to 4005 cGy in 15 fractions during 3 weeks,
which is an equivalent alternative for the elderly or patients with
deconditioning.14 All patients except 1 received concomitant te-
mozolomide, and all patients received adjuvant temozolomide at
standard (n � 62, 91.2%) or alternative doses according to an
ongoing clinical trial (n � 6, 8.8%).15 Patients were followed to
determine overall survival.

Lesion Diagnosis
In each case, the lesion diagnosis was determined by histopathol-

ogy at repeat surgical resection. Treatment-related changes were

defined as necrotizing treatment effects with the complete ab-

sence of tumor. Recurrent tumor was defined as any amount of

tumor (ie, pure tumor and tumor admixed with necrotizing treat-

ment effects).

MR Imaging Parameters
MR images were obtained by using 1.5T and 3T magnets (Signa

Excite and Discovery 750; GE Healthcare, Milwaukee, Wiscon-

sin). In addition to the DWI and DSC parameters described

below, standard T1-weighted, T2-weighted, FLAIR, and tripla-

nar contrast T1-weighted images were obtained. A trained oper-

ator (with 2 years’ experience in MR imaging postprocessing)

blinded to clinical status (eg, symptomatic or asymptomatic) and

lesion diagnosis performed DWI and DSC analysis under the di-

rect supervision of a board-certified radiologist with a Certificate

of Added Qualification in neuroradiology (with 14 years’

experience).

FIG 1. Description of patient cohort.
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DWI
DWI was performed by using single-shot echo-planar imaging

with b-values � 0 and 1000 s/mm2. The DWI data were trans-

ferred along with the anatomic data to an off-line workstation

(Advantage Workstation; GE Healthcare) and were analyzed by

using commercial software (FuncTool 4.6; GE Healthcare). ADC

maps were calculated, coregistered with the axial contrast T1-

weighted images, and then displayed as overlays. The contrast

images were inspected, and the section containing the maximum

diameter of the enhancing lesion was selected for subsequent ROI

analysis. We manually drew a 2D-ROI around the entire enhanc-

ing lesion on a single section, while excluding blood vessels and

areas of hemorrhagic, cystic, and/or necrotic-appearing change.

The ROI was transferred to the ADC map, and the mean value was

recorded as ADCLesion. In addition, up to 4 small circular ROIs

(approximately 0.5 mm2) were manually drawn in the enhancing

lesion on the same contrast section, transferred to the ADC map,

and adjusted as necessary to target areas with visually low ADC

values; the single minimum ADC measurement was recorded

as ADCROI. This technique has been described as the most accu-

rate and reproducible way to obtain ROI-based measure-

ments.16-18 The ADCRatio was calculated by dividing the ADCROI

by the ADCnormal contralateral white matter (NL) obtained from mea-

suring a similar small circular ROI in the contralateral normal

brain.

DSC
DSC was performed by using gradient-echo echo-planar images

with TR � 1000 –1200 ms, TE � 40 –50 ms, matrix � 128 � 128,

flip angle � 60°, section thickness � 5 mm, intersection gap � 0,

sections � 12–18. Multisection image data were acquired every

second for a total of 60 seconds with the contrast injection begin-

ning at 10 seconds. Gadopentetate dimeglumine (Magnevist;

Bayer HealthCare Pharmaceuticals, Wayne, New Jersey) was

power-injected though a peripheral intravenous catheter at doses

standardized by patient body weight (0.2 mL/kg body weight, to a

maximum of 20 mL) at 2–5 mL/s and immediately followed by a

20-mL saline flush at the same rate. No preload contrast was

administered.

The DSC data were transferred along with the anatomic data

to an off-line workstation (Advantage Workstation) and were an-

alyzed by using commercial software (FuncTool 4.6). T2*-

weighted signal intensity–time curves were derived on a voxel-by-

voxel basis. Post hoc correction for leakage was performed by

using �-variate curve fitting to approximate the curve without

recirculation and leakage.19 Cerebral blood volume maps were

calculated, coregistered with the contrast T1-weighted images,

and displayed as overlays. ROI analysis for CBV was performed in

a manner similar to that of ADC. A single contrast section con-

taining the maximum diameter of the enhancing lesion was se-

lected, and an ROI was drawn around the entire enhancing lesion.

Areas of hemorrhage, blood vessels, susceptibility artifacts, and

cystic or necrotic change were excluded. The control CBVNL was

initially placed in the normal white matter contralateral to the

enhancing lesion. The relative CBV of the lesion (rCBVLesion) was

calculated by dividing the CBVLesion, drawn around the entire

enhancing lesion on a single section, by the CBVNL. Next, 4 small

(approximately 0.5 mm2) circular ROIs were drawn in the en-

hancing lesion, transferred to the CBV map, adjusted as necessary

to target the areas with the visually highest CBV, and the ROI with

the maximal CBV abnormality was measured and selected as the

CBVROI. The location of the small ROI for CBV was often the

same as the location of the small ROI for ADC because the 2 were

placed to target different biologic processes. The CBVROI was di-

vided by the CBVNL to yield the relative CBVROI (rCBVROI). The

signal intensity–time curve of the CBVROI was also used to deter-

mine S0 � precontrast baseline signal intensity, Smin � minimum

signal intensity at the peak of contrast bolus, and S1 � end signal

intensity at 60 seconds. These values were then used to calculate

the percentage signal recovery (PSRROI) � (S1 � Smin)/(S0 �

Smin). PSRROI is a measure of permeability influenced by leakage

of contrast and the size of the extravascular space,20 with lower

PSR reflecting higher permeability.

Statistical Analysis
Comparisons between treatment-related change and recurrent

tumor groups were performed by using Wilcoxon rank sum tests.

Optimal threshold values for ADCLesion and rCBVLesion were ob-

tained by area under the curve (AUC) analysis derived from the

receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curves and maximizing

the sum of sensitivity and specificity. Overall survival analysis was

performed by fitting a univariate Cox model to report the hazard

ratio (HR) with P values. Multivariate analysis was not performed

due to the small number of events (treatment-related changes).

Statistical significance was set at P � .05.

To specifically examine patients with possible pseudoprogres-

sion, we performed an analysis for the subset of patients who

developed new and/or increasing enhancing lesions �6 months

(�180 days) after completion of RT. Similar Wilcoxon rank sum

tests and ROC and AUC analyses were performed.

RESULTS
The cohort consisted of patients with HGG with glioblastoma

(n � 55, 80.9%) and anaplastic astrocytoma (n � 13, 19.1%).

MGMT promoter status was known for 31 patients (46%), with

more unmethylated (n � 19, 61%) than methylated (n � 12,

39%) tumors. During follow-up, all patients developed a new

and/or increasing enhancing lesion suspicious for recurrent tu-

mor or treatment-related change and underwent repeat surgery.

The mean interval from the end of RT to the repeat surgery was

6.1 months (range, 0.4 – 40.4 months), with patients undergoing

gross total resection of the entire enhancing lesion (n � 38,

55.9%) or subtotal resection of the enhancing lesion (n � 30,

44.1%). Subsequent histopathology revealed treatment-related

changes (n � 10, 14.7%) or recurrent tumor (n � 58; 85.3%,

consisting of n � 19 tumor only and n � 39 tumor admixed with

necrotizing treatment effects). Of the patients with treatment-

related changes, most had gross total resections (n � 6, 60%). Due

to evolving MR imaging standards of care during the study pe-

riod, all 68 patients underwent DWI and most patients (n � 41,

60.3%) underwent both DWI and DSC.
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DWI
Diffusion analysis showed higher ADCLesion in treatment-related

change (P � .003). An ADCLesion threshold of �0.00149 mm2/s to

optimize both sensitivity and specificity in declaring tumor had

73.7% sensitivity, 70% specificity, and AUC � 0.779. ADCLesion

�0.0016 mm2/s had 94.7% sensitivity and 50% specificity to max-

imize sensitivity for tumor, while ADCLesion �0.00139 mm2/s had

52.6% sensitivity and 90% specificity to maximize specificity.

ROC curves are shown in Fig 2.

DSC
For perfusion, both rCBVLesion (P � .003) and rCBVROI (P �

.011) were lower in treatment-related change. An optimized

rCBVLesion threshold of �1.27 had 86.5% sensitivity and 83.3%

specificity with AUC � 0.863 to declare tumor. This AUC was not

significantly better than the best AUC derived from DWI, with

P � .36. With a commonly applied threshold �1.75,9,21,22

rCBVLesion had 56.8% sensitivity and 83.3% specificity. An opti-

mized rCBVROI of �1.74 showed 91.9% sensitivity and 66.7%

specificity with AUC � 0.797. Results are summarized in Table 1

and Fig 3.

DWI and DSC
An analysis was performed for the subset of patients (n � 41) with

both DWI and DSC data. Using ADCLesion �0.00149 mm2/s and

rCBVLesion �1.27 to predict recurrent tumor, we found 51.2%

sensitivity (21/41 recurrent tumors correctly identified) and

100% specificity (8/8 treatment-related changes correctly identi-

fied). This combined model was not sig-

nificantly better than rCBVLesion alone.

Pseudoprogression
For patients (n � 51) who developed

worsening lesions �6 months after RT,

histopathology revealed pseudoprogres-

sion in 8 (15.7%) patients and recurrent

tumor in 43 (84.3%) patients. Due to

low numbers of known MGMT status

(n � 21/51, 41.2%), particularly in the

pseudoprogression group (n � 3), fur-

ther stratification by MGMT status was

not performed.

All patients had DWI available for

analysis, and most (n � 33, 64.7%) had

both DWI and DSC available, though

only half of the patients with pseudopro-

gression (n � 4) had DSC. For DWI,

ADCLesion was higher in pseudoprogression (P � .001), while

ADCROI and ADCRatio were not different (P � .12). The ADCLesion

had an AUC of 0.839, and a threshold of �0.0016 mm2/s showed

63% specificity and 95% sensitivity. Results are summarized in

Table 2 and Fig 4, and ROC curves are shown in Fig 5.

For DSC, rCBVLesion (P � .028) and rCBVROI (P � .032) were

lower for pseudoprogression. The AUC for rCBVLesion was 0.804,

and for rCBVROI, it was 0.795. The best threshold for rCBVLesion

to predict pseudoprogression was �1.07 with 75% specificity and

100% sensitivity, and for rCBVROI, it was �1.74 with 75% speci-

ficity and 92.9% sensitivity.

A subanalysis was performed to evaluate a combined DWI and

DSC model for the patients at risk for pseudoprogression. When

using ADCLesion �0.0016 and rCBVLesion �1.07 to predict recur-

rent tumor, we found 93.1% sensitivity (21/41 recurrent tumors

correctly identified) and 83.3% specificity (5/6 treatment-related

changes correctly identified). This finding was not significantly

better than rCBVLesion alone. Representative T1-weighted imag-

ing, DWI, ADC maps, and rCBV maps for pseudoprogression and

recurrent tumors are shown in Figs 6 and 7.

Survival
For all patients, the predictors of overall survival were rCBVROI

(HR � 1.32, P � .019) and PSRROI (HR � 0.204, P � .036). For

the subset of patients with suspected pseudoprogression present-

ing with enhancing lesions �6 months after completing RT, the

predictors of overall survival were ADCLesion (HR � 5.563, P �

.047), rCBVROI (HR � 1.557, P � .009), and PSRROI (HR �

0.166, P � .04). The other diffusion and perfusion metrics were

not significant (P � .10).

DISCUSSION
We found higher diffusion and lower perfusion values in treat-

ment-related changes than in recurrent tumor in patients with

HGGs as confirmed by histopathology. These results probably

reflect the lower cellularity and vascularity of treatment-related

changes, respectively, and suggest that DWI and DSC are useful

tools in discriminating treatment-related changes from recurrent

FIG 2. ROC curve for all patients.

Table 1: Diffusion and perfusion results in all patientsa

Treatment-Related
Change (Median)

Recurrent
Tumor

(Median) P Value

Survival
Analysis

HR P Value
ADCLesion 0.00159 0.00138 .003b 3.547 .104
ADCROI 0.0012 0.0011 .13 0.437 .352
ADCRatio 1.538 1.471 .37 0.515 .283
rCBVLesion 1.015 1.81 .003b 1.286 .183
rCBVROI 1.7 2.98 .011b 1.316 .019b

PSRROI 0.84 0.85 .53 0.204 .036b

a ADC is reported in mm2/s; rCBV and PSR are unitless.
b Significant values.
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tumor. DSC outperformed DWI in predicting treatment-related

changes, while the combination of DSC and DWI yielded higher

specificity at the expense of lowered sensitivity.

DWI has been shown to be helpful in determining treatment

response, with several studies describing higher mean ADC values

or ADC ratios than those in recurrent tumors.12,23 Other articles

have applied ADC histogram analysis24 and 3-layer patterns of

ADC analysis,25 though these techniques are not commercially

available and have not been incorporated into clinical practice.

ADC may be decreased with treatment-related changes, possibly

due to cellular inflammatory factors and abundant polymorpho-

nuclear lymphocytes.23,25 Our results suggest that these inflam-

matory-related decreases in ADC are less marked than those that

occur in recurrent tumors due to high cellularity.

DSC has also been described as useful for distinguishing treat-

ment-related changes from recurrent tumor.9,26-28 Alterations in

perfusion parameters may occur due to inflammation and vascu-

lar changes, including vascular elongation, aneurysmal forma-

tion, and proliferation of endothelial cells in response to radiation

injury. In patients with glioblastoma with suspected radiation ne-

crosis at a mean of �300 days after RT, Barajas et al26 found lower

rCBV (P � .01) and higher PSR (P � .05) in the necrosis group. In

patients with glioblastoma with suspected pseudoprogression at a

mean of 133 days after RT, Young et al9 reported similar results

with lower rCBV (P � .009) and higher PSR (P � .039). These

studies indicate that despite possible differences in the underlying

pathophysiologic processes for early pseudoprogression and late

radiation necrosis and the very different clinical courses and im-

plications, the 2 entities share common imaging features along a

spectrum of treatment-related changes—and that similarities on

conventional scans may also translate into similarities on ad-

vanced MR imaging by using DSC as well as DWI.

Few studies have examined the combination of DWI and DSC

imaging for distinguishing treatment-related changes and recur-

rent tumor. In 38 patients with primary brain tumor, Fink et al29

reported that rCBV (AUC � 0.917, P � .001) outperformed

ADCRatio (AUC � 0.726, P � .035) in determining postradiation

injury. Patients in their study had a mix of HGGs (n � 20) and

low-grade gliomas (n � 17) as well as an ependymoma, however,

who received a variety of chemotherapy agents and inconsistently

underwent RT (n � 6, no RT). In addition, their median interval

for clinical and radiological follow-up was 17.6 months with a

FIG 3. Box-and-whisker plots for parameters in Table 1.

Table 2: Diffusion and perfusion results in patients <6 months
from RTa

Treatment-Related
Change (Median)

Recurrent
Tumor

(Median) P Value

Survival
Analysis

HR P Value
ADCLesion 0.00162 0.00139 .001b 5.563 .047b

ADCROI 0.0012 0.0011 .128 0.653 .651
ADCRatio 1.585 1.482 .288 0.703 .595
rCBVLesion 0.88 1.76 .028b 1.382 .233
rCBVROI 1.625 2.575 .032b 1.563 .009b

PSRROI 0.80 0.87 .467 0.166 .040b

a ADC is reported in mm2/s; rCBV and PSR are unitless.
b Significant values.
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wide range (1.2–164.5 months), and only 35% were confirmed by

histopathology. A small study of 8 patients with glioma (n � 7,

HGG) by Bobek-Billewicz et al,30 also reported lower rCBV in

radiation injury (median, 13 months; range, 3–70 months) with

insignificant results for ADC probably due to their small cohort.

We used histopathology as the reference standard against

which the imaging results were tested.

Because all patients in this study under-

went gross total or subtotal resections

rather than biopsies, the likelihood of

sampling error was lessened. The power

of our study may have been affected by

the fewer patients (14.7%) determined
to have treatment-related changes at re-
peat surgery. This number probably re-
flects our definition of recurrent tumor
as any amount of tumor at histopatho-
logic analysis, with treatment-related
changes having a relatively conservative
definition as the complete absence of
any identifiable tumor. We did not at-
tempt to stratify by fraction of tumor
versus fraction of treatment-related
changes because there is no standard
definition of how little tumor is permis-
sible to diagnose treatment-related
changes rather than recurrent tumor.
We also did not attempt to distinguish

active (eg, mitotic figures, vascular proliferation, necrosis with
pseudopalisading) and inactive (ie, quiescent) tumor. The litera-
ture definition of treatment-related changes is inconsistently de-
scribed as “necrosis without evidence of tumor,”31 “pure treat-
ment-related necrosis,”32 “�20% . . . neoplasm,”27 “no to
minimal identifiable tumor,”10 “�1% viable tumor,”20 or simply

FIG 4. Box-and-whisker plots for parameters in Table 2.

FIG 5. ROC curve for patients �6 months after RT.
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“at pathologic analysis.”33 Despite these limitations, histopathol-

ogy remains the reference standard and is often considered pref-

erable to clinical and radiologic definitions, which are more sub-

jective and influenced by patient signs, symptoms, medications,

and follow-up.

Both DWI and DSC may be useful in differentiating treat-

ment-related changes from recurrent tumor, with DSC perform-

ing slightly better as a predictor. We found increased specificity

when both ADCLesion and rCBVROI were applied in a combined

model for all patients, though the increase in specificity (100%)

was accompanied by a decrease in sensitivity (51%). While the

clinical dilemma is usually to accurately identify treatment-re-

lated changes, for which the high specificity should be helpful, the

decrease in sensitivity for only an incremental increase in speci-

ficity limits the usefulness of combining the 2 metrics. For the

subgroup of patients at �6 months after RT at risk for pseudo-

progression, the specificity and sensitivity when using both

ADCLesion and rCBVROI were slightly better (but not significantly

better) than rCBVROI alone. Compared with DSC, DWI has the

distinct advantage of widespread adoption into routine imaging

protocols, as well as being a rapid-acquisition, noncontrast tech-

nique with highly reproducible results. We, therefore, suggest that

whenever possible, patients with suspected treatment-related

changes should undergo both DSC and DWI.

A few potential limitations were encountered. First, this was a

retrospective study in which only 60.3% had both DWI and DSC

imaging, which may have decreased our evaluation of the com-

bined diffusion and perfusion model. In addition, fewer patients

had treatment-related changes, and only 4 of 8 patients with pseu-

doprogression had DSC data available for analysis. Despite the

small sample sizes, we detected significant differences in diffusion

and perfusion metrics and suggest that DSC may be a useful tech-

nique for detecting pseudoprogression. Second, there was some

heterogeneity in MR imaging scanner field strengths and contrast

FIG 6. Pseudoprogression. Six months following RT with concomitant and adjuvant temozolomide, this patient with glioblastoma developed a
new heterogeneously enhancing mass lesion in the right posterior temporal lobe on a contrast T1-weighted image (A) with no diffusion
restriction on DWI (B) or ADC (C). ADCLesion � 0.00142 mm2/s. An rCBV map overlaid on a contrast T1-weighted image (D) shows no increase in
perfusion. rCBVLesion � 1.41. Repeat surgery confirmed treatment-related changes.
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injection rates that may have affected DSC perfusion time curves,

though such variability was minimized by standardized scan pa-

rameters, contrast dose, and postprocessing techniques. Third,

there may have been a clinical bias to preferentially recommend

surgery for patients with large enhancing lesions, mass effect,

and/or worsening signs/symptoms. Patients who have treatment-

related changes, particularly pseudoprogression, are more likely

to be asymptomatic8 and therefore more likely to undergo fol-

low-up rather than repeat surgery. While this outcome may have

decreased the power of our results, we still found significant re-

sults for both DWI and DSC. Fourth, �50% of our patients had

known MGMT status, which was still emerging as the standard of

care during the time of the study. Because studies have shown

positive correlations between MGMT status and pseudoprogres-

sion,8,11 this correlation is an attractive area for future study.

Fifth, we used two 2D-ROI measurements that encompassed the

entire lesion and targeted the areas of maximal abnormality.

These techniques are rapid, reproducible, robust by using com-

mercial software, and are commonly used in clinical practice.17,18

Although some authors have implemented 3D volumetric mea-

surements,34 these tools often require additional technical exper-

tise and are not widely available.

CONCLUSIONS
DWI and DSC may be helpful in differentiating treatment-related

changes and recurrent HGGs. We found that DSC may outper-

form DWI alone and in combination to predict treatment-related

changes as distinguished from recurrent tumor. We suggest that

both DSC and DWI be used to improve specificity.

Disclosures: Alisa J. Prager—RELATED: Grant: Memorial Sloan Kettering Cancer Cen-
ter Medical Student Summer Fellowship Research Program.* Antonio Omuro—

FIG 7. Recurrent tumor. Five months later after RT with concomitant and adjuvant temozolomide, this patient with glioblastoma developed a
new heterogeneously enhancing mass lesion in the left occipital lobe on a contrast T1-weighted image (A) with heterogeneously increased signal
on DWI (B) and decreased ADC (C). ADCLesion � 0.00123 mm2/s. rCBV map (D) shows hyperperfusion. rCBVLesion � 2.78. Repeat surgery
confirmed recurrent tumor.
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ORIGINAL RESEARCH
BRAIN

Discrimination of Tumorous Intracerebral Hemorrhage from
Benign Causes Using CT Densitometry

X Y.S. Choi, T.H. Rim, S.S. Ahn, and S.-K. Lee

ABSTRACT

BACKGROUND AND PURPOSE: Differentiation of tumorous intracerebral hemorrhage from benign etiology is critical in initial treatment
plan and prognosis. Our aim was to investigate the diagnostic value of CT densitometry to discriminate tumorous and nontumorous causes
of acute intracerebral hemorrhage.

MATERIALS AND METHODS: This retrospective study included 110 patients with acute intracerebral hemorrhage classified into 5 groups:
primary intracerebral hemorrhage without (group 1) or with antithrombotics (group 2) and secondary intracerebral hemorrhage with vascular
malformation (group 3), brain metastases (group 4), or primary brain tumors (group 5). The 5 groups were dichotomized into tumorous (groups 4
and 5) and nontumorous intracerebral hemorrhage (groups 1–3). Histogram parameters of hematoma attenuation on nonenhanced CT were
compared among the groups and between tumorous and nontumorous intracerebral hemorrhages. With receiver operating characteristic
analysis, optimal cutoffs and area under the curve were calculated for discriminating tumorous and nontumorous intracerebral hemorrhages.

RESULTS: Histogram analysis of acute intracerebral hemorrhage attenuation showed that group 1 had higher mean, 5th, 25th, 50th, and
75th percentile values than groups 4 and 5 and higher minimum and 5th percentile values than group 2. Group 3 had higher 5th percentile
values than groups 4 and 5. After dichotomization, all histogram parameters except maximum and kurtosis were different between
tumorous and nontumorous intracerebral hemorrhages, with tumors having lower cumulative histogram parameters and positive skew-
ness. In receiver operating characteristic analysis, 5th and 25th percentile values showed the highest diagnostic performance for discrim-
inating tumorous and nontumorous intracerebral hemorrhages, with 0.81 area under the curve, cutoffs of 34 HU and 44 HU, sensitivities of
65.6% and 70.0%, and specificities of 85.0% and 80.0%, respectively.

CONCLUSIONS: CT densitometry of intracerebral hemorrhage on nonenhanced CT might be useful for discriminating tumorous and
nontumorous causes of acute intracerebral hemorrhage.

ABBREVIATIONS: ICH � intracerebral hemorrhage; NECT � nonenhanced CT

The incidence of intracerebral hemorrhage (ICH) is 10 –20

cases per 100,000 worldwide.1-3 ICH has a high mortality rate

with case-fatality rates of 34.6% at 7 days and 59.0% at 1 year.4

Intracerebral hemorrhage is classified as either primary or sec-

ondary on the basis of the underlying cause of bleeding. Primary

ICH accounts for 78%– 88% of ICH cases and is caused by spon-

taneous rupture of small vessels associated with chronic hyperten-

sion or amyloid angiopathy.5 Secondary ICH can occur in associ-

ation with vascular malformations or tumors.1 Tumors account

for 10% of all spontaneous ICH cases.6,7 Earlier discrimination of

tumorous etiology from nontumorous causes of acute ICH might

be helpful to determine appropriate imaging follow-up and avoid

delays in long-term management of tumorous ICH, though acute

management would not differ.

Nonenhanced CT (NECT) is the standard investigation tool for

acute ICH. Because most patients with ICH with tumors have a solid

enhancing portion, contrast-enhanced CT or contrast-enhanced

MR imaging are indicated when secondary ICH with tumor is sus-

pected.8-10 However, enhancement of secondary ICH can be ob-

scured by surrounding high attenuation or various T1 signal inten-

sities from hematoma; these make diagnosis of secondary ICH

difficult.10-12 Dual-energy CT offers better differentiation between

ICH of tumor and nontumor etiology because of better visualization
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of the enhancing lesion within a high-attenuation hemorrhage.13,14

However, dual-energy CT is less available than single-energy CT.

Thus, a more practical tool with widespread availability in the emer-

gency setting is necessary for early and better discrimination of acute

ICH from tumorous-versus-nontumorous causes.

We hypothesized that the attenuation of tumorous ICH differs

from that of nontumorous ICH on NECT with the presence of

solid lesions. We investigated the diagnostic value of CT densi-

tometry of acute ICH to discriminate tumorous and nontumor-

ous causes of acute ICH.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
This retrospective study was approved by our institutional review

board, which waived the requirement for informed consent.

Patient Selection
From November 2005 through September 2013, 289 patients with

acute subcortical or lobar hemorrhage were reviewed. The study

population enrollment process is summarized in Fig 1. Inclusion

criteria were the following: 1) acute single subcortical or lobar

ICH, 2) available preoperative NECT acquired within 24 hours

after symptom onset, 3) no known brain pathology with hemor-

rhage risk such as AVM or brain tumor, and 4) pathologically or

clinically confirmed causes of acute ICH. Nonpathologically

proved cases were confirmed by imaging follow-up (eg, complete

disappearance of the hematoma without an underlying lesion on

follow-up imaging in cases of primary ICH; vascular malforma-

tion confirmed on follow-up CTA, MRA, or conventional angiog-

raphy in cases of secondary ICH with vascular malformation; and

serial growing of the mass or enhancing tumor tissue on fol-

low-up imaging in cases of secondary ICH with tumor). Patients

with initial outpatient NECT images

were included if they met the inclusion

criteria and had images of adequate

quality. To include clinically confusing

patients only, we excluded patients with

clinical or NECT imaging findings im-

plicating certain underlying causes of

ICH, either primary or secondary. Ex-

clusion criteria consisted of intraven-

tricular hemorrhage or SAH as a main

component of intracranial hemorrhage
(n � 39), traumatic ICH (n � 83), or
hemorrhagic transformation of acute
infarction (n � 12), and patients with
definitive tumorous ICH with gross cys-
tic or solid portions (n � 14) or multiple
hemorrhagic lesions (n � 12).9,15 Addi-
tionally, we also excluded cases of uncer-
tain-cause ICH in patients who were ei-
ther not sufficiently followed up with
imaging or whose condition was not
pathologically proved and could not be
retrospectively classified as tumorous or
nontumorous ICH (n � 13). Patients
with initial outpatient NECT images of
inadequate image quality were also ex-
cluded (n � 6).

The study cohort of 110 patients was classified into 5 groups

according to underlying causes and antithrombotic medication

status: 1) primary ICH and not taking antithrombotics; 2) pri-

mary ICH with antithrombotic use within 3 months before the

CT scan; 3) secondary ICH due to vascular malformation such as

AVM, cavernous angioma, or dural arteriovenous fistula; 4) sec-

ondary ICH due to brain metastases; and 5) secondary ICH due to

primary brain tumors.

These 5 groups were later combined and dichotomized into

patients with nontumorous ICH (groups 1, 2, and 3) and patients

with tumorous ICH (groups 4 and 5).

Image Acquisition and Analysis
Among the 110 patients, the CT scans of 67 were obtained in our

hospital. CT examinations were performed with voltage from 100

to 120 kV and current from 130 to 250 mA. CT scans of the other

43 patients were performed at other hospitals, with voltage from

100 to 120 kV and current from 100 to 300 mA.

Image analysis was by consensus by 2 neuroradiologists (Y.S.C.,

with 6 years of experience in brain CT reading; and S.-K.L., with 24

years of experience in brain CT reading) who were blinded to the

clinical information. An ROI was drawn on all NECT axial images

containing the entire ICH volume by using a semiautomatic method,

with thresholding of Hounsfield unit values as described elsewhere16

and depicted in Fig 2. For drawing ROIs, a lower limit of 25–40 HU

and an upper limit of 130 HU were used as thresholds. For ICH

adjacent to the skull, skull stripping was performed before drawing

the ROI by masking pixels higher than 130 HU. Image analysis used

the Medical Image Processing, Analysis, and Visualization software

package (Version 7.0; National Institutes of Health, Bethesda,

Maryland).

FIG 1. Flowchart of study population enrollment. IVH indicates intraventricular hemorrhage.
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Statistical Analysis
Demographic data were compared among the 5 groups by using

1-way analysis of variance for continuous data and a �2 test for

categoric data. Histogram parameters were extracted from

Hounsfield unit values of ROIs, which were minimum, 5th, 25th,

50th, 75th, 95th percentiles, maximum values, skewness, and kur-

tosis. Histogram parameters were compared among the 5 groups

by using 1-way analysis of variance with post hoc pair-wise com-

parison with Bonferroni correction of P values. To confirm the as-

sociation between hematoma attenuation and time interval from

symptom onset to CT scan, we used multivariate linear regression

after adjusting for possible confounders, including age and sex.

Histogram parameters were compared by t test or nonpara-

metric Wilcoxon rank sum test between tumorous and nontu-

morous ICHs after dichotomization of the study population ac-

cording to the results of the Shapiro-Wilk test for normalized

distribution.

Receiver operating characteristic analysis was performed to

determine the optimal cutoff values for histogram parameters to

discriminate tumorous and nontumorous ICHs. The optimal

cutoff value was determined by maximizing the Youden index

and calculating the area under the curve. All calculated P values

were 2-sided, and results were considered significant if the P value

was �.05. We performed statistical analysis with STATA 12.1

(StataCorp, College Station, Texas).

RESULTS
Study Population
Demographic data of the study population are in Table 1. Among

the 110 study patients (mean age, 53.4 years; range, 2.7– 88.1

years), 64 had primary ICH and were classified in groups 1 or 2.

Thirteen of 64 were classified as group 2, consisting of 6 patients

taking warfarin, 5 taking aspirin, and 2 taking clopidogrel. Among

46 patients with secondary ICH, 26 were classified into group 3

with vascular malformation (AVM, n � 21; cavernous angioma,

n � 2; and dural AVF, n � 3), 12 were classified into group 4 with

brain metastasis (hepatocellular carcinoma, n � 7; lung cancer,

n � 3; breast cancer, n � 1; thyroid cancer, n � 1), and 8 were

classified into group 5 with primary brain tumors (glioblastoma,

n � 6; anaplastic astrocytoma, n � 1; and ependymoma, n � 1).

Eighty-two of 110 cases were nonpathologically confirmed by

complete disappearance of the hematoma in cases of primary ICH

(n � 57); follow-up by CTA, MRA, or conventional angiography

in cases of secondary ICH with vascular malformation (n � 18);

and serial growing of the mass or enhancing tumor on follow-up

imaging in cases of secondary ICH with tumor (n � 7).

Ages were significantly different among the 5 groups (P � .01),

and patients in group 3 were significantly younger than those in the

other 4 groups in post hoc pair-wise comparison. Sex and time inter-

val from symptom onset to CT were not significantly different.

Histogram Analysis of ICH Attenuation
Comparisons of histogram parameters among the 5 groups are listed

in Table 2 and Fig 3, and representative cases of histogram analysis in

tumorous and nontumorous ICH are shown in Fig 2. No significant

correlation was observed between histogram parameters and symp-

tom onset–CT time interval within 24 hours. In histogram analysis of

FIG 2. Representative cases of semiautomatic segmentation of tu-
morous (A and B) and nontumorous (C and D) ICHs and their relative
frequency histogram of hematoma attenuation (E). ICH was seg-
mented with a semiautomatic method based on a voxel-intensity
threshold of 40 –130 HU. On histogram analysis, the 5th and 25th
percentile values were 26 HU and 38 HU in tumorous ICHs and 40 HU
and 65 HU in nontumorous ICHs, respectively, and were discriminated
correctly by using our histogram analysis.

Table 1: Demographic data of study population (n � 110)

Parameter

Nontumorous ICH (n = 90) Tumorous ICH (n = 20)

P Valuea

Primary ICH (n = 64) Secondary ICH (n = 46)

Without
Antithrombotics

(n = 51)

With
Antithrombotics

(n = 13)

Vascular
Malformation

(n = 26)
Metastasis

(n = 12)

Primary
Brain Tumor

(n = 8)
Age (year) 57.0 � 20.4 66.8 � 11.7 31.0 � 20.9 56.8 � 14.9 47.9 � 20.9 �.01
Gender (M:F) 29:22 8:5 14:12 9:3 4:4 .75
Onset–CT interval time (hours) 10.0 � 8.2 15.2 � 7.1 8.5 � 7.8 7.0 � 6.4 9.5 � 7.1 .08

a Difference among the 5 groups tested by 1-way analysis of variance or �2 test.
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ICH attenuation, group 1 was significantly higher than group 4 with

brain metastasis and group 5 with primary brain tumor in the 5th,

25th, 50th, and 75th percentile values. Group 1 was also significantly

higher than group 4 in the 95th percentile value. For primary ICH,

group 2, with patients taking antithrombotic medication, was signif-

icantly lower than group 1 for the minimum and 5th percentile val-

ues. Five of 13 patients of group 2 showed blood-fluid levels within

the ICH, and all 5 of these patients were on warfarin. Group 3, with

patients with vascular malformations, was significantly higher than

groups 4 and 5 for 5th percentile values and was higher than group 5

for 25th and 50th percentile values. Maximum values were not sig-

nificantly different among the 5 groups. Group 5 showed signifi-

cantly higher kurtosis than groups 1 and 3. Groups 1, 2, and 3 showed

negative skewness, and groups 4 and 5 showed positive skewness with

significant differences.

After dichotomization into tumorous and nontumorous

ICHs, all histogram parameters except maximum value and kur-

tosis were significantly different between tumorous and nontu-

morous ICHs (Fig 4). Tumorous ICH had lower cumulative his-

togram parameters and was positively skewed.

Receiver Operating Characteristic Analysis
In receiver operating characteristic analysis (Table 3), all pre-

sumptive parameters distinguishing tumorous and nontumorous

Table 2: Differences in histogram parameters for ICH attenuation among the 5 groups

Parameter
Primary ICH without

Antithrombotics (n = 51)
Primary ICH with

Antithrombotics (n = 13)
Vascular

Malformation (n = 26)
Metastasis

(n = 12)
Primary Brain
Tumor (n = 8) P Valuea

Mean 57.31 � 7.40 52.64 � 7.35 54.12 � 6.96 46.94 � 9.07 45.08 � 10.34 �.01
Minimum 21.65 � 9.65 11.69 � 9.52 18.62 � 7.05 14.83 � 8.50 9.00 � 5.29 �.01
Percentiles

5th 37.73 � 6.70 30.38 � 7.38 35.56 � 5.53 28.50 � 6.26 26.38 � 6.50 �.01
25th 49.47 � 8.36 42.77 � 9.14 45.85 � 7.05 38.58 � 8.50 34.38 � 8.00 �.01
50th 58.78 � 8.46 54.00 � 8.71 55.35 � 8.31 47.42 � 10.32 44.38 � 11.65 �.01
75th 65.73 � 7.42 62.92 � 6.71 62.65 � 7.95 55.00 � 10.57 54.13 � 14.88 �.01
95th 73.02 � 7.02 71.15 � 5.51 70.00 � 7.38 64.58 � 9.02 67.25 � 11.65 �.01

Maximum 99.33 � 16.46 104.69 � 17.67 94.31 � 18.47 92.08 � 14.05 122.00 � 65.95 .29
Skewness �0.32 � 0.35 �0.18 � 0.50 �0.13 � 0.56 0.05 � 0.47 0.63 � 0.66 �.01
Kurtosis 2.64 � 0.52 2.95 � 0.96 3.00 � 2.11 2.96 � 1.21 4.11 � 2.47 �.01

a Difference among the 5 groups tested using 1-way analysis of variance before pair-wise comparison.

FIG 3. Differences among the 5 groups in histogram parameters of ICH attenuation are list on the x-axis of each boxplot: 1) primary ICH without
antithrombotics, 2) primary ICH with antithrombotics, 3) secondary ICH due to vascular malformation, 4) secondary ICH due to brain metastasis,
and 5) secondary ICH due to primary brain tumor.
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ICHs showed good diagnostic performance with area under the

curve values above 0.7 (Fig 5). The 5th and 25th percentile values

showed the highest diagnostic performance with area under the

curve values of 0.81 and optimal cutoff values at 34 HU and 44

HU, respectively, with 65.6% sensitivity and 85.0% specificity for

the 5th percentile value and 70.0% sensitivity and 80.0% specific-

ity for the 25th percentile value. The receiver operating character-

istic curve of 5th and 25th percentile values showed no significant

differences after adjusting for symptom onset to CT time interval,

with age and sex as covariates.

DISCUSSION
For acute ICH, we investigated the ability of CT densitometry to

discriminate between tumors and nontumorous causes of ICH. With

NECT only, tumorous and nontumorous ICHs were differentiated

with good diagnostic performance by using histogram analysis of

acute ICH attenuation. Among the examined histogram parameters,

the 25th and 5th percentile values had excellent diagnostic value with

area under the curve values above 0.8. The study population was

confined to patients with lobar ICH, in whom secondary ICH is rel-

atively frequent and primary lobar ICH is not negligible, accounting

for 15%–25% of hypertensive spontaneous ICH,1,17 making deter-

mining a treatment strategy difficult.

Maximum value, unlike the other parameters, was not signifi-

cantly different among the 5 groups and had poor diagnostic value.

This result was because we set an upper limit of 130 HU for thresh-

olding to draw an ROI; maximum values were fixed at 130 HU in case

of hematomas adjacent to the skull causing partial volume artifacts.

However, these pixels with partial volume artifacts account for a rel-

atively small portion of the hematoma, so the other histogram pa-

rameters minimized this problem. Groups showing high attenuation

by cumulative histogram parameters, such as groups 1 and 3, showed

relatively lower kurtosis. This result might be because highly at-

tenuated acute hematoma had considerable interspersed low-

attenuated voxels that were counted on voxelwise histogram

analysis. In this context, the higher kurtosis with wider vari-

ance seen for group 5 might be attributable to a higher but

variable proportion of tumor tissue with lower attenuation

within the hematoma. After dichotomization, a higher trend

for kurtosis was observed for tumorous than for nontumorous

ICH, though this result was not significant.

FIG 4. Differences in histogram parameters of ICH attenuation in tumor and nontumorous ICHs. All histogram parameters except maximum
value and kurtosis were significantly different between tumorous and nontumorous ICHs. Tumors had lower cumulative histogram parameters
and positive skewness. NT indicates nontumorous ICHs; T, tumorous ICHs.

Table 3: Diagnostic performance of ICH attenuation histogram
parameters for discriminating tumor and nontumorous ICHs

Parameter
Az

Value 95% CI
Cutoff
Valuea

Sensitivity
(%)

Specificity
(%)

Minimum 0.71 0.59–0.84 17 62.2 85.0
Percentiles

5th 0.81 0.72–0.91 34 65.6 85.0
25th 0.81 0.71–0.92 44 70.0 80.0
50th 0.78 0.66–0.89 53 65.6 75.0
75th 0.74 0.60–0.87 60 72.2 65.0
95th 0.69 0.54–0.84 63 90.0 45.0

Mean 0.78 0.66–0.90 49.11 81.1 65.0
Skewness 0.78 0.67–0.88 �0.02 75.0 25.0

Note:—Az indicates area under the receiver operating characteristic curve.
a Determined by maximizing the Youden index.
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As shown in Fig 2, tumorous ICH showed a higher relative fre-

quency of hematoma attenuation at lower Hounsfield unit values

than nontumorous ICH, leading to positive skewness and relatively

lower Hounsfield unit values of tumorous ICHs for all cumulative

histogram parameters except the maximum value. One possible ex-

planation for this trend is that a solid tumor lesion within the hema-

toma might be clustered at lower Hounsfield unit values, though

solid tumor lesions are difficult to detect by visual inspection after

excluding patients with definitive tumorous ICH with gross cystic

and solid lesions. Our receiver operating characteristic analysis

showed the 5th and 25th percentile values to be the best parameters

for differentiating the attenuation of hematomas between tumorous

and nontumorous ICHs. We propose that histogram analysis is a

useful tool for detecting hidden solid tumor lesions within acute

ICH, which might be helpful in establishing appropriate imaging

follow-up and avoiding delays in long-term management of tumor-

ous ICHs. Vascular malformation, another common cause of sec-

ondary ICH,6,7 showed relatively higher attenuation, similar to that

of primary ICH, and thus could be discriminated from tumorous

ICH. One explanation for this result is that rupture of abnormal

vessels is the main pathophysiology of acute bleeding. Therefore, as

in primary ICH, a solid lesion occupies a

smaller proportion in vascular malforma-

tions than in tumors.

In the primary ICH group com-

posed of groups 1 and 2, hematoma

attenuation was lower in group 2 with

antithrombotics, though this result

was significant only for the minimum

and 5th percentile values. Five of 13 pa-

tients with antithrombotic medication

showed blood-fluid levels in our study,

and all 5 were on anticoagulants (warfa-

rin). Lower attenuation at minimum

and 5th percentile values might be be-

cause of this fluid-blood interface,

which has been reported to result from

uncondensed blood and can be seen in

acute ICH of patients treated with anti-

coagulants within the first 12 hours.18,19

The lower and heterogeneous attenuation

of primary ICH in patients treated with

antithrombotics made differentiating pri-

mary ICH from tumorous ICH difficult.

Therefore, clinicians should consider the

possibility of misdiagnosis when examin-

ing acute ICH in patients with antithrom-

botic medication. In patients treated with

anticoagulants, the fluid-blood interface

uniquely seen in these patients might be

helpful in diagnosis.

In routine clinical settings, prognosis

and management of secondary ICH de-

pend on the underlying etiology of ICH,

while those of primary ICH depend on he-

matoma growth, initial ICH volume, and

expansion into the ventricles.20 Contrast-enhanced CT or MR imag-

ing is performed when secondary ICH, especially tumorous ICH, is

suspected. NECT is often undertaken serially to confirm resolution

of primary ICH. However, high attenuation on CT and varying T1

intensity on MR imaging for acute hematoma can mask enhancing

lesions of ICH on CT and MR imaging.11,12 Previous studies13,14

showed that dual-energy CT improves detection of enhancement

within highly attenuated hemorrhage, but dual-energy CT or even

single-energy contrast-enhanced CT and MR imaging are not always

used as the initial imaging technique in patients with acute ICH.

Serial follow-up with NECT takes time to confirm complete ICH

resolution and might cause diagnostic delay. Being suspicious of tu-

mor bleeding before complete ICH resolution might be helpful in

determining appropriate imaging follow-up strategies and avoiding

delays in long-term management of tumorous ICH, though

acute management would not differ. In this context, our study

has value in that NECT is a standard technique initially per-

formed on patients with acute ICH in routine clinical settings.

To our knowledge, this is the first study investigating the use of

NECT for discriminating tumorous and nontumorous ICHs

by using CT densitometry.

FIG 5. Receiver operating characteristic curves of histogram parameters for discrimination of
tumor and nontumorous ICHs.
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This study had several limitations. First, the CT protocols were

heterogeneous because we included CT scans obtained at other hos-

pitals in the study population. The voltage used in CT scans obtained

at other hospitals was similar to that used for CT at our hospital,

which was from 100 to 120 kV. The heterogeneous CT protocols

probably did not affect our results because attenuation of a lesion

changes depending on the voltage used in CT, and attenuation of the

lesions would be similar if the voltages used in CT are similar. In

addition, attenuation of solid lesions and hemorrhage does not

change substantially as voltage increases, in contrast to the attenua-

tion of iodine and calcification.13 A second limitation was that the

ROIs in our study were subjectively drawn and could be regarded as

cumbersome. However, semiautomatic methods of Hounsfield unit

value thresholding has been used in previous studies16,21 and par-

tially mitigated this limitation. In our experience, it took, on average,

8–10 minutes for an experienced neuroradiologist to segment and

analyze a hematoma. Third, only a small number of patients with

tumorous ICHs (groups 4 and 5) were included. In addition, the

heterogeneity of primary malignancies in group 4 (secondary ICH

with brain metastasis) is related to the heterogeneous cellularity of

brain metastasis. Hence, it is likely for hypercellular brain me-

tastasis to cause less low attenuation in hematomas and false-

negatives in the histogram analysis we proposed. This small

number and heterogeneity of patients resulted from the strict

exclusion criteria, including multiple hemorrhagic lesions,

gross solid or cystic lesions, and the initial CT scan obtained

�24 hours after symptom onset because we tried to include

clinically confusing cases only. Nonetheless, the strict exclu-

sion criteria can also be a limitation of our study because this

study does not reflect the unselected patients who present with

acute ICH in the emergency department. Fourth, the number

of patients taking antithrombotic medications was relatively

small, confined to the primary ICH group. Subsequently, the

effect of antithrombotic medication was not fully stratified in

all groups. This grouping was because all patients with second-

ary ICH taking antithrombotic medication were excluded due

to other exclusion criteria. Nonetheless, patients taking anti-

thrombotic medication tended to have lower attenuation in

acute primary ICH in our study. If this is the case for tumorous

ICH, attenuation of tumor ICH with antithrombotic medica-

tion would be more likely opposite of expectations for primary

ICH; thus, antithrombotic medication would not affect the

diagnostic performance of CT densitometry. However, the

subgroup of patients taking antithrombotic medications in-

cluded patients with both antiplatelets and anticoagulants,

which also can be a limitation of our study. Patients treated

with anticoagulants are more prone to have unclotted compo-

nents in their hematomas, which might have contributed more

to the lower hematoma attenuation, than patients taking anti-

platelets.22,23 Fifth, no validation has been performed in this

study, which needs further investigation.

CONCLUSIONS
We investigated the diagnostic value of CT densitometry for dis-

criminating tumors and nontumorous causes of acute ICH. His-

togram parameters for acute ICH attenuation were significantly

different for tumorous and nontumorous ICHs. The 5th and 25th

percentile values showed the highest diagnostic performance,

with area under the curve values above 0.8, sensitivities of 65.6%

and 70.0%, and specificities of 85.0% and 80.0%, respectively. CT

densitometry of acute ICH on NECT was a useful tool for discrim-

inating tumorous and nontumorous ICH in patients with acute

ICHs of unclear origin.
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Dilated Perivascular Spaces in the Basal Ganglia Are a
Biomarker of Small-Vessel Disease in a Very Elderly Population

with Dementia
T.P. Hansen, J. Cain, O. Thomas, and A. Jackson

ABSTRACT

BACKGROUND AND PURPOSE: Dilated perivascular spaces have been shown to be a specific biomarker of cerebral small-vessel disease
in young patients with dementia. Our aim was to examine the discriminative power of dilated cerebral perivascular spaces as biomarkers
of small-vessel disease in a very elderly population of patients with dementia.

MATERIALS AND METHODS: We studied healthy volunteers (n � 65; mean age, 78 � 5.6 years) and subjects with vascular dementia (n �

39; mean age, 76.9 � 7.7 years) and Alzheimer disease (n � 47; mean age, 74.1 � 8.5 years). We compared white matter hyperintensity and
2 semiquantitative perivascular space scoring systems (perivascular space-1 and perivascular space-2). Intra- and interobserver agreement
was assessed by using a weighted Cohen � statistic. Multinomial regression modeling was used to assess the discriminative power of
imaging features to distinguish clinical groups.

RESULTS: White matter hyperintensity scores were higher in vascular dementia than in Alzheimer disease (P � .05) or healthy volunteers
(P � .01). The perivascular space-1 score was higher in vascular dementia and Alzheimer disease than in healthy volunteers (P � .01). The
perivascular space-2 score in the centrum semiovale showed no intergroup differences. However, perivascular space-2 in the basal ganglia
was higher in vascular dementia than in Alzheimer disease (P � .05) or healthy volunteers (P � .001) and higher in Alzheimer disease than
in healthy volunteers (P � .001). Modeling of dementia versus healthy volunteers, Alzheimer disease versus healthy volunteers, and vascular
dementia against Alzheimer disease demonstrated perivascular space-2basal ganglia as the only imaging parameter with independent signif-
icant discriminative power (P � .01, P � .01, and P � .05) with areas under the receiver operating characteristic curve of 0.855, 0.774, and 0.71,
respectively. Modeling of vascular dementia versus healthy volunteers showed that perivascular space-2basal ganglia (P � .01) and the
modified Scheltens score (P � .05) contributed significant, independent discriminatory power, accounting for 34% and 13% of the variance
in the model respectively.

CONCLUSIONS: Dilated perivascular spaces remain a valuable biomarker of small-vessel disease in an elderly population.

ABBREVIATIONS: AD � Alzheimer disease; BG � basal ganglia; CSOV � centrum semiovale; Norm � healthy volunteers; PVS � dilated perivascular spaces; ROC �
receiver operating characteristic; SVD � small-vessel disease; VaD � vascular dementia

Alzheimer disease (AD) and vascular dementia (VaD) account

for approximately 80% of dementias.1 They can occur sepa-

rately but are more likely to coexist with increasing age.2 Vascular

dementia is multifactorial in nature and may result from throm-

botic or embolic large-vessel occlusion with consequent cortical

infarction or, more commonly, cerebral small-vessel disease

(SVD) with ischemic injury to deep brain structures and cerebral

white matter.3,4 While segmental infarction and hemorrhages can

be identified on MR imaging, there is a pressing need for reliable

biomarkers of SVD.5 Potential imaging biomarkers include deep

white matter hyperintensities, dilated perivascular spaces (PVS),

lacunar stroke, cerebral microbleeds, and cerebral atrophy.5

Histologically, PVS are a feature of moderate-to-severe SVD.6

Imaging studies have shown them to be highly discriminative for

diseases associated with SVD, including lacunar stroke,7 treat-

ment-resistant late-onset depression,8 and vascular dementia.6 In

each of these cases, PVS provided greater discriminative power

than deep white matter hyperintensity scores. A study of 32

healthy elderly subjects also showed that PVS scoring correlated

with Framingham stroke risk when deep white matter hyperin-

tensity scores did not.9

This study builds on previous studies of PVS in young patients
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with dementia6 and older patients with lacunar stroke.7 Both SVD

and imaging features of vascular disease are increasingly common

with advanced age and are commonly found in healthy subjects

and in patients with primary neurodegenerative disorders such as

AD. These findings are reflected with the scoring systems used by

previous authors. Patankar et al,6 working in young patients with

early-onset dementia, used a scoring system designed to detect

early SVD on the basis of the presence of small numbers of PVS in

the basal ganglia, with higher scores corresponding to both an

increased number and location farther from the brain surface. In

elderly individuals, PVS throughout the basal ganglia are increas-

ingly common so that the discriminatory power of this scoring

system is likely to be reduced. Consequently, Doubal et al,7 com-

paring PVS in older patients with lacunar and cortical stroke, used

a scoring system based on the maximum number of PVS in any

single axial section through the basal ganglia and centrum

semiovale.

In this study, we examined the utility of PVS and deep white

matter hyperintensities as biomarkers of SVD in a very elderly

population and compared the discriminative power of the previ-

ously described PVS scoring systems to discriminate AD from

VaD.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
The South Manchester local research ethics committee approved

the project, and all subjects gave informed consent. Consent was

gained with the help of caregivers for those lacking full capacity.

Patient Selection
We recruited 3 groups of subjects: 1) AD, 2) VaD, and 3) healthy

age-matched controls (Norm). Specialists in geriatric psychiatry

performed clinical recruitment across Greater Manchester, and

all patients satisfied the criteria for dementia in the Diagnostic and

Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders, 4th ed. Patients with Alz-

heimer disease fulfilled the National Institute of Neurologic and

Communicative Disorders and Stroke–Alzheimer disease and Re-

lated Disorders Association criteria,10 and patients with vascular

dementia fulfilled the National Institute of Neurologic Disorders

and Stroke–Association Internationale pour la Recherche et

l’Enseignement en Neurosciences criteria for vascular demen-

tia.11 Those with mixed AD and VaD and those receiving antico-

agulant treatment were excluded.12

Control Subjects
Control subjects were recruited from the general practices at

which patients were registered. They were matched for age, sex,

and socioeconomic status. Control subjects with significant cog-

nitive abnormalities were excluded (see below). To avoid selec-

tion bias, we did not include vascular risk factors in the inclusion/

exclusion criteria.

Exclusion Criteria
Patients scoring �10 (severe dementia) on Mini-Mental State Ex-

aminations were excluded because they were considered unlikely

to have the capacity to give consent for the study. Controls with a

diagnosis of dementia or with Mini-Mental State Examinations

scores of �24 were excluded because they may have had underly-

ing dementia or other cognitive impairment. In addition, follow-

ing MR imaging, controls with evidence of silent infarction dem-

onstrated on T1 and FLAIR images were excluded from the study.

Neuroimaging
All subjects were scanned by using a 1.5T whole-body scanner

with a birdcage head coil receiver (ACS-NT, Power Track 6000

gradient subsystem; Philips Healthcare, Best, the Netherlands).

Sequences included the following: 1) 3D volume fluid-attenuated

inversion recovery (TR/TE/T1 � 11,000/140/2600 ms, section

thickness � 3.0 mm), and 2) 3D volume T1-weighted inversion

recovery (TR/TE/T1 � 6850/18/300 ms, section thickness � 3.0

mm). For all sequences, the matrix was 256 � 256, and the FOV

was 230 � 230 mm.

Images were transferred to a stand-alone Macintosh per-

sonal computer (Apple, Cupertino, California) workstation

and viewed by using a clinical workstation application (OsiriX,

http://www.osirix-viewer.com). 13

Image Analysis
White matter lesions were scored by using a modified Sheltens

score previously validated in our laboratory.14 The independent

scoring of the putamen and globus pallidus was replaced with a

composite score for the lentiform nucleus on the basis of poor

reproducibility and interrater agreement (Table 1). Scoring was

performed by an experienced neuroradiologist (A.J.) by using T1

inversion recovery and FLAIR images.

Axial T1 inversion recovery images were used to visualize di-

lated PVS. Although most studies use heavily T2-weighted im-

ages, previous reports have demonstrated high conspicuity of PVS

by using this very heavily T1-weighted sequence.6,8 Two previ-

ously described scoring systems were used. The first, described by

Patankar et al in 2005,6 counts total PVS with a total score of 5 in

Table 1: Modified version of Scheltens scoring scheme used in the
study

Subscale Range of Scores Definition of Scores
1) Periventricular

Frontal 0/1/2 0 � absent
Occipital 0/1/2 1 � 5 mm
Bands on lateral

ventricle
0/1/2 2 � 5 and �10 mm

Subtotal score �6
2) Deep white matter

Frontal 0/1/2/3/4/5/6
Parietal 0/1/2/3/4/5/6
Occipital 0/1/2/3/4/5/6
Temporal 0/1/2/3/4/5/6 0 � none
Subtotal score 0–24 1 �3 mm, n � 5

3) Basal ganglia 2 � 3 mm, n � 5
Caudate 0/1/2/3/4/5/6 3 � 4–10 mm, n � 5
Lentiform nucleus 0/1/2/3/4/5/6 4 � 4–10 mm, n � 6
Thalamus 0/1/2/3/4/5/6 5 � 11 mm, n � 1
Subtotal score 0–18 6 � confluent

4) Subtentorial
Cerebellum 0/1/2/3/4/5/6
Mesencephalon 0/1/2/3/4/5/6
Medulla 0/1/2/3/4/5/6
Pons 0/1/2/3/4/5/6
Subtotal score 0–24

Total score 0–72
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the basal ganglia (BG; PVS-1BG) and a total score of 2 in the

centrum semiovale (CSOV; PVS-1CSOV). In the CSOV, 0 indi-

cated none; 1, �5 per side; and 2, �5 on 1 or both sides. In the

basal ganglia, 0 indicated PVS present only in the substantia in-

nominata and �5 PVS on either side; 1, PVS only in the substantia

innominata but �5 dilated on either side; 2, 0 –5 PVS in the len-

tiform nucleus on either side; 3, 5–10 PVS in the lentiform or 0 –5

in the caudate nucleus on either side; 4, �10 in the lentiform

nucleus and �5 in the caudate nucleus on either side; 5, �10 in

the lentiform nucleus and �5 in the caudate nucleus on either

side. Care was taken to ensure that PVS were not counted twice by

following their continuity through sections. PVS-1BG and PVS-

1CSOV were combined to create a cumulative score (PVS-1).

The second scoring system was adapted from Doubal et al,

2010.7 The BG (PVS-2BG) and CSOV (PVS-2CSOV) were scored

separately; then, the scores were combined to produce a total

score (PVS-2). In each structure, the section with most PVS visi-

ble was selected and the number was counted on the side of the

brain with the greatest number. Scores were as follows; 0 � no

PVS, 1 � 1–10, 2 � 11–20, 3 � 21–30, 4 � 31– 40, and so on. The

original Doubal score had 3 � 21– 40, and 4 (�40 PVS) was the

maximum score (Fig 1).

Inter- and Intraobserver Variation Studies
An initial inter- and intraobserver variation study was performed

to assess the reliability of each component of the scoring systems.

All subjects with dementia (47 with AD

and 39 with VaD) and the first 31 healthy

control subjects, selected by the recruit-

ment date, were included in the interob-

server study (n � 117). All cases were

scored in random order by 3 experienced

neuroradiologists. One observer (A.J.)

then repeated the scoring on all cases with

7 days between the sessions. The study as-

sessed all components of the modified

Scheltens score (Table 1)14 and the 2 pre-

viously described scoring systems for the presence of dilated

PVS.6,7

Statistical Analysis
Statistical analyses were performed in SPSS, Version 20.0 (IBM,

Armonk, New York) and InStat (GraphPad Software, San Diego,

California). Inter- and intraobserver agreements were assessed by

using a weighted Cohen � statistic. Standard definitions for the

interpretation of the � statistic were adopted. The agreement

strength was defined as very good, � � 0.81–1.00; good, � �

0.61– 0.80; moderate, � � 0.41– 0.60; fair, � � 0.21– 0.40; and

poor, � � 0.20. Tests for group differences used ANOVA for

scalar variables with post hoc tests for between-group differences

by using the Tamahane test, with significance adjusted to P � .01

to compensate for type 1 effects. Correlations among imaging

variables were assessed by using the Spearman rank correlation

coefficient.

Four data models were constructed to assess the contribution of

imaging features to the separation of individuals with dementia from

controls, those with VaD from controls, those with AD from con-

trols, and those with AD from those with VaD. Data were standard-

ized for each scenario to produce z scores. Multinomial logistic

regression modeling was performed in Wizard Pro (http://wizard.

evanmiller.org/), treating diagnosis as the outcome class (1 � AD,

2 � VaD, and 3 � Norm). Imaging biomarker scores were entered as

covariates in the model if they showed a correlation with diagnosis at

a significance of �.05. Variables were then sequentially removed

from the model on the basis of the significance of their contribution

to the model until all remaining variables were significant at the P �

.05 level. Patient age and sex were entered as covariates in the model.

Receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curves were generated by

using the classifier for each model and the area under the ROC curve,

and the observed sensitivity and specificity and positive and negative

predictive values were calculated.

RESULTS
The final study group consisted of 151 subjects; 47 with AD (mean

age, 74.1 � 8.5 years), 39 with VaD (mean age, 76.9 � 7.7 years),

and 65 Norm (mean age, 78 � 5.6 years). Demographic and im-

aging biomarker data are shown in Table 2. Inter- and intraob-

server variation studies showed good to very good agreement for

modified Scheltens, PVS-1, and PVS-2 scores (Table 3).

The modified Scheltens score was higher in VaD than in AD

(P � .01) or Norm (P � .01), but there was no significant differ-

ence between AD and Norm (Fig 2A).

The PVS-1 score was higher in VaD and AD than in Norm

FIG 1. Images show dilated perivascular spaces in the basal ganglia corresponding to PVS-2BG
scores of 1– 4.

Table 2: Demographic and imaging biomarker data for individual
diagnostic groupsa

Group Healthy AD VaD
No. 65 47 39
Age (yr) 78 (5.6) 74.1 (8.5) 76.9 (7.7)
Modified Scheltens score 12.50 (2.5) 13.16 (2.34) 22.76 (2.84)
PVS-1 5.87 (0.21) 6.03 (0.14) 6.34 (0.16)
PVS-2BG 2.1 (0.5) 2.22 (0.09) 2.471 (0.87)
PVS-2CSOV 2.51 (0.13) 2.61 (0.10) 2.53 (0.15)

a Data are mean values (SD).

Table 3: Inter- and intraobserver variation for PVS scoresa

Modified
Scheltens

Score PVS-1 PVS-2 PVS-2BG

Interobserver Agreement
Rater 1 vs 2 0.82 0.79 0.92 0.91
Rater 1 vs 3 0.91 0.84 0.89 0.86
Rater 2 vs 3 0.88 0.82 0.83 0.90

Intraobserver agreement
Rater 1 0.82 0.87 0.92 0.90
Rater 2 0.86 0.96 0.84 0.86

a Data represent weighted Cohen � statistics. All ratings were very good, except 0.70,
which as good.
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(P � .01). The PVS-2 score in the centrum semiovale showed no

intergroup differences. However, PVS-2 in the basal ganglia was

higher in VaD than in AD (P � .05) or in Norm (P � .001) and

higher in AD than in Norm (P � .001, Fig 2B).

There were strong correlations among the modified Scheltens

score, PVS-1 (� � 0.334, P � .001), and PVS-2 (� � 0.347, P �

.001) and between PVS-1 and PVS-2 (� � 0.374, P � .001).

Results from multinomial regression modeling are summa-

rized in Table 4. PVS-2BG was the only imaging parameter with

independent significant discriminative power (P � .001) to

distinguish patients with dementia (VaD and AD combined)

from healthy controls. The area under the ROC curve was

0.855.

Modeling of AD against Norm also demonstrated PVS-2BG

as the only imaging parameter with independent significant

discriminative power (P � .01) with an area under the ROC

curve of 0.774. Modeling of VaD against Norm showed that

PVS-2BG (P � .01) and the modified Scheltens score (P � .05)

contributed significant, independent discriminatory power,

accounting for 34% and 13% of the variance in the model,

respectively. The resulting model produced an area under the

ROC of 0.93. Finally, modeling of VaD against AD demon-

strated PVS-2BG as the only imaging parameter with indepen-

dent significant discriminative power (P � .05), with an area

under the ROC curve of 0.71.

DISCUSSION
The presence of dilated PVS, particularly in the basal ganglia, is

a cardinal component of the histologic features of SVD.6 Visu-

alization of PVS by using MR imaging has been shown to cor-

relate with a number of clinical features characterized by SVD,

including VaD in a population with early-onset,6 treatment

resistance in late-onset depression,8 lacunar stroke syn-

drome,15 and high stroke risk in healthy individuals.9 Further-

more, PVS appear more specific for SVD and have greater dis-

criminative power than the severity of associated white matter

hyperintensities in all these cases. PVS dilation has been quan-

tified by using semiquantitative scoring systems, of which 2

have been described. The first, designed to identify early mild-

moderate SVD, is based on the presence and location of small

numbers of PVS in the basal ganglia, recognizing that PVS in

the lentiform nucleus are an early sign of SVD and that the

presence of PVS deeper along the path of the striothalamic

FIG 2. A, Boxplot shows the Scheltens white matter scores for the 3
subject groups. B, Boxplot shows the PVS-2BG scores for the basal
ganglia in the 3 subject groups.

Table 4: Results of the multinomial linear regression for each of the 4 scenariosa

Model Healthy vs Dementia Healthy vs AD Healthy vs VaD AD vs VaD
Variables entered in the
model

PVS-1 PVS-1 PVS-1 PVS-1
PVS-2BG PVS-2BG PVS-2BG PVS-2BG

Modified Scheltens Modified Scheltens Modified Scheltens Modified Scheltens
Variables included in the
model

PVS-2BG PVS-2BG PVS-2BG PVS-2BG

Modified Scheltens Modified Scheltens Modified Scheltens Modified Scheltens
PVS-2BG z score/� coefficient
(significance)

�3.074/�1.094 (�.001) �3.161/�1.002 (�.01) �2.623/�1.956 (�.01) 2.212/0.757 (�.05)

Modified Scheltens z score/
� coefficient (significance)

�1.928/�1.221 (NS) �1.82/�0.951 (NS) �2.537/�2.727 (�.05) 1.674/0.498 (NS)

Area under ROC curve 0.855 0.774 0.928 0.7135
Sensitivity (%) 94.1 78.9 91.8 65.3
Specificity (%) 71.1 73.6 84.6 71.4
Positive predictive value (%) 83.1 75.0 83.8 80.0
Negative predictive value (%) 88.9 77.8 91.7 54.1

Note:—NS indicates not significant.
a Diagnoses were treated as categories (AD � 1, VaD � 2, and Healthy � 3). Patient age and sex were entered as covariates in each model. All imaging variables were standardized
by calculation of z scores (�/standard error) and were entered into the model if they showed a baseline correlation with the diagnosis with significance � .05. Individual z score,
� coefficients, and significance are given for each imaging variable in the final model.
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arteries indicates increased severity.6 The second is based on

the observation that in more severe SVD, extensive PVS in the

basal ganglia are common, making the first scoring system

insensitive to differences between patient groups, especially in

older individuals. This scoring system simply counts the num-

ber of PVS in the basal ganglia and centrum semiovale on the

most severely affected side of the most severely affected

section.7

In this study, we have examined the discriminative power of

deep white matter hyperintensities and PVS scoring systems to

separate elderly patients with clinical VaD from healthy controls

and patients with AD. Before the study, we had hypothesized that

the diagnostic specificity of PVS seen in a young population with

dementia15 would be lost in older patients with increasing fre-

quency of incidental SVD in asymptomatic subjects5,7,9 and in

those with AD.3,16-18 In fact, we have shown that PVS scores retain

significant discriminative power to distinguish VaD, AD, and

healthy subjects and explain a greater component of the variation

between groups than white matter hyperintensity scores. Despite

close correlations between PVS-1 and PVS-2 scores, PVS-2 was

the more powerful discriminant, and the PVS-1 displayed no in-

dependent significant discriminative power.

The identification of PVS-2BG as a powerful discriminator

among groups in elderly patients with dementia, providing

greater discriminative power than the severity of white matter

hyperintensity, is initially counterintuitive. The perception

that vascular dementia would be associated with increased

white matter injury appears to be supported by the observed

data with higher white matter hyperintensity scores in the vas-

cular dementia group. There is, however, no observed group

difference in white matter hyperintensity scores between

healthy controls and those with AD, both showing values sim-

ilar to those observed in healthy elderly subjects in previous

studies.2 In contrast, there is clear evidence of significantly

increased numbers of dilated perivascular spaces in the basal

ganglia in both AD and, to a more significant extent, in VaD.

Dilation of perivascular spaces is a primary histologic feature

of small-vessel disease and has been shown in previous studies

to be a more discriminative indicator of the presence of small

vessel disease in a number of disease states.6,8 In contrast, al-

though deep white matter hyperintensities clearly correlate

with the presence of small-vessel disease, a number of other

etiologic factors may also be implicated in their production.

An alternative consideration is that the discriminative

power of the white matter scoring system will depend on the

sensitivity to change over any given portion of the disease pro-

cess. Observations of deep white matter hyperintensity in nor-

mal aging and neurodegenerative diseases demonstrate a pre-

dilection for lesions in the deep hemispheric white matter,

whereas in subcortical vascular dementia, the frequency of

white matter lesions in the basal ganglia and brain stem is

significantly higher.2,5 Deep white matter hyperintensity ac-

counts for a maximum of only 24/72 on the Scheltens score,14

whereas the average Scheltens score in patients with VaD in the

current study was �22. Furthermore, increases in the deep

white matter hyperintensity score depend on the development

of large or confluent lesions and can be insensitive to the pres-

ence of numerous lesions, each �1 cm in diameter.14 It may be

that in the presence of extensive deep white matter lesions such

as those occurring with advancing age, the Scheltens score be-

comes less sensitive to increases in severity.

CONCLUSIONS
In summary, these findings indicate that PVS dilation remains a

useful biomarker of SVD even in an elderly population and dem-

onstrates greater specificity for discrimination among VaD, AD,

and healthy individuals than white matter scoring schemes. Our

findings also indicate that the PVS-2BG scoring scheme is prefer-

able in an elderly population.
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Increased Number of White Matter Lesions in Patients with
Familial Cerebral Cavernous Malformations

M.J. Golden, L.A. Morrison, H. Kim, and B.L. Hart

ABSTRACT

BACKGROUND AND PURPOSE: Familial cerebral cavernous malformations, an autosomal dominant disorder, result in excess morbidity
and mortality in affected patients. The disorder is most prevalent in the Southwest United States, where the affected families are most
often carriers of the CCM1-KRIT1 Common Hispanic Mutation. The brain and spinal cord parenchyma in these individuals is usually affected
by multiple cavernous malformations. Previous studies have shown abnormalities of endothelial cell junctions and the blood-brain barrier in
cerebral cavernous malformations. Endothelial cell abnormalities have also been described in pathologic studies of white matter hyperintensities.
We compared the prevalence of white matter hyperintensities in a population with known familial cerebral cavernous malformations.

MATERIALS AND METHODS: We examined 191 subjects with familial cerebral cavernous malformations who were enrolled into an
institutional review board–approved study. All carry the same Common Hispanic Mutation in the CCM1 gene. Each subject underwent 3T MR
imaging, including gradient recalled-echo, SWI, and FLAIR sequences. The number of cavernous malformations and the number of nonhemor-
rhagic white matter hyperintensities were counted. Subjects older than 60 years of age were excluded due to the high prevalence of white matter
lesions in this population, and children younger than 6 were excluded due to potential sedation requirements. Logistic regression analysis was
performed to determine the prevalence of abnormal white matter hyperintensities in those with familial cerebral cavernous malformations
compared with healthy controls or those with sporadic cerebral cavernous malformation within the familial cerebral cavernous malformations
group; it was also performed to evaluate the associations between abnormal white matter hyperintensities and age, sex, headaches, thyroid
disease, diabetes, hypertension, hyperlipidemia, seizure history, or modified Rankin Scale score.

RESULTS: Familial CCM1 carriers have a higher prevalence of abnormal white matter hyperintensities (15.4%) compared with both control
populations (2.1% and 2.5%, respectively) (P � .05). Logistic regression showed no statistical association with sex, headaches, hyperlipid-
emia, hypertension, thyroid disease, seizure history, number of cerebral cavernous malformations, or modified Rankin Scale score among
those with familial cerebral cavernous malformation. An expected correlation with age was shown.

CONCLUSIONS: Familial CCM1 carriers have not only an increased number of cerebral cavernous malformations but also an increased
number of white matter T2 hyperintensities, spatially distinct from cerebral cavernous malformations, which exceeded that of a healthy
population. Clinical findings did not explain the association with abnormal white matter hyperintensities in the familial cerebral cavernous
malformation population. To our knowledge, these relationships have not been previously reported. This finding suggests an additional
manifestation of endothelial abnormalities in this population.

ABBREVIATIONS: CCM � cerebral cavernous malformation; fCCM � familial cerebral cavernous malformations; WMHI � white matter hyperintensities

Familial cerebral cavernous malformations (fCCM) constitute

an autosomal dominant disorder with variable penetrance.1
This condition occurs throughout the world but is especially

prevalent in the Southwestern United States.2,3 Repeated hemor-

rhages cause significant morbidity and mortality in affected indi-
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viduals and families. Patients present with hemorrhage, seizures,

headaches, and/or focal neurologic deficits, and some patients

ultimately die from associated complications.

Imaging evaluation of these patients often focuses on the pres-

ence, location, and size of the vascular malformations.2,4 Blood-

breakdown products within the cerebral cavernous malforma-

tions (CCMs) are best evaluated with susceptibility-sensitive MR

imaging, specifically SWI and T2 gradient recalled-echo se-

quences. However, FLAIR and T2-weighted sequences sometimes

disclose additional findings. We have noted an unexpected num-

ber of T2 white matter hyperintensities (WMHI) in some of these

patients (Figs 1 and 2). Although such WMHI are generally con-

sidered nonspecific on MR imaging, the association of WMHI

with a wide variety of conditions with small-vessel disease raised

the question of their significance in familial CCM. We tested the

hypothesis that increased WM lesions are present in patients with

fCCM. We compared the prevalence of T2 WHMI in patients

with fCCM with those in a healthy control group and with pa-

tients with sporadic CCMs and evaluated whether confounding

factors related to small-vessel disease could explain this

association.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
All parts of this study were performed with institutional review

board approval. After informed consent, 191 subjects were en-

rolled into an ongoing study of fCCM with the Common His-

panic Mutation (Q455X mutation) recruited as part of the Brain

Vascular Malformation Consortium CCM Project.5 Brain MR

imaging at 3T was performed on all subjects, including T2 gradi-

ent recalled-echo, T2 FSE (both with 3-mm section thickness),

SWI (1.5-mm section thickness), and FLAIR imaging (4-mm sec-

tion thickness). CCMs were counted and characterized on the

SWI and gradient recalled-echo sequences by a neuroradiologist

with extensive CCM research experience as part of the overall

study plan. Children younger than of 6 years of age were not

eligible to participate in this study due to the potential need for

sedation for MR imaging.

WMHI were counted on the FLAIR sequences, with concur-

rent reference to T2 sequences. All subjects older than 60 years of

age (28 total) were excluded from this retrospective review of

white matter lesions, given the known high correlation of WMHI

with advancing age.6,7 One subject was excluded because the

study MR imaging was terminated before FLAIR imaging; 149

subjects remained (56 male, 93 female; 6 –59 years of age). There is

no universally accepted measure of a “normal” number of white

matter changes. They are known to increase with age; indeed, age

is the strongest factor associated with WMHI. A common rule of

thumb is that 1 WMHI per decade of life is considered unremark-

able.8 Guidelines for normal or unremarkable WMHI become

less useful with increasing patient age. For purposes of this study,

the number of WMHI was considered abnormally high if there

were �5, or unusually large or confluent lesions were seen in any

individual younger than 40 years of age, or �10 lesions were seen

in anyone between 40 and 60 years of age.

A control group of 47 healthy volunteers younger than 60

years of age who gave informed consent and were carefully

screened to eliminate a history of disease were evaluated for

WMHI. This control population was evaluated on the same 3T

magnet, and demographics closely resembled those of the fCCM

population.

Additionally, a group of 39 patients younger than 60 years of

FIG 1. FLAIR images obtained in a 39-year-old patient with fCCM
demonstrate a large number of WMHI. Also note the CCM in the right
parietal lobe.

FIG 2. FLAIR images from this 26-year-old patient show numerous
WMHI in addition to the CCM located in the posterior left frontal
lobe.
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age (including both 3T and 1.5T MR imaging, part of an institu-

tional review board–approved study) was identified as having

sporadic CCMs; each patient had only 1 lesion present in the

brain and lacked clinical or family history evidence of fCCM.

Any patient with multiple CCMs was excluded from this con-

trol group because this finding was suspicious for a familial

pattern of CCMs (Common Hispanic Mutation or otherwise).

FLAIR imaging was then evaluated, and abnormal white mat-

ter lesions were counted.

For the control groups, all FLAIR images were reviewed by a

neuroradiology fellow and the same neuroradiologist who origi-

nally read the fCCM MR imaging studies. Infrequent differences

were resolved by a consensus read. The prevalence of abnormal

WMHI in patients with fCCM was compared with that in the 2

control groups by using logistic regression to account for age and

sex.

Descriptive statistics, including proportions for categoric vari-

ables and means, SDs, ranges, and interquartile ranges for contin-

uous variables, were computed. Logistic regression analysis was

preformed to evaluate whether the abnormal status of WMHI

differed between patients with fCCM and the 2 control groups

while adjusting for age and sex; results are reported as odds ratios

with associated 95% confidence intervals. Among patients with

fCCM only, the Fisher exact test (categoric variable) or Wilcoxon

rank sum test (continuous variable) was performed to compare

the univariate association of abnormal WMHI with the number

of CCMs, age, sex, hyperlipidemia (physician diagnosed or taking

medication), hypertension (physician diagnosed or the subject

taking medications at the initial examination9), headaches, sei-

zures, thyroid disease, diabetes, and modified Rankin Scale score

as a measure of overall neurologic disability. The distribution of

CCM and WMHI lesions is heavily right-skewed; thus, values

were log-transformed before parametric analysis to avoid the ef-

fects of overly influential observations. Clinical factors found to

have a P � .10 in univariate analysis were tested in a multivariate

logistic regression model adjusting for age and sex. All P values

reported are 2-sided, and we considered P � .05 to be statistically

significant.

RESULTS
Twenty-three of 149 (15.4%) patients in the fCCM group (mean

age, 33.1 years; range, 6 –59 years) had an abnormal number of

WMHI. Healthy control subjects (mean age, 31.3 years; range,

21– 46) had a prevalence of 2.1% (1/48) (Table 1). Patients with

sporadic CCM (mean age, 28.1 years; range, 4 –56 years) had

white matter abnormalities at a prevalence of 2.5% (1/39). Thus,

the prevalence of abnormal WMHI was significantly higher in the

fCCM group compared with either control group (1-sided P �

.05).

The prevalence of abnormal WMHI in the healthy control

group was nearly identical to the sporadic CCM rate. These 2

populations were then pooled together and compared with the

fCCM population. The age and sex distribution were similar be-

tween the groups, but logistic regression was further used to eval-

uate the rate of abnormal WMHI between the fCCM and the

pooled control group to correct for sex and age. The odds ratio of

patients with fCCM having abnormal quantities of WMHI was

8.3 (95% CI, 1.03– 66.9) compared with the combined group, and

it was statistically significant (P � .05).

Second, we evaluated potential clinical factors within the

fCCM group that could explain the increased prevalence of ab-

normal WMHI (Table 2). No statistically significant association

was found with sex (P � .11), headaches (P � 1.00), seizure

(P � .49), thyroid disease (P � .40), hyperlipidemia (P � .06),

diabetes (P � 1.00), or hypertension (P � .10). Age did dem-

onstrate a positive association (P � .01), an expected result.

We found no association of abnormal WMHI with neurologic

disability as measured by the modified Rankin Scale score

(P � .33).

Table 1: Frequency distribution of WHMI in patients with fCCM
WMHI No. Frequency %

0 88 59%
1 14 9%
2 10 7%
3–10 20 13%
11–20 3 2%
21–30 5 3%
31–40 5 3%
41–50 2 1%
51� 2 1%

Table 2: Association of abnormal WMHI and characteristics in 149
patients with fCCMa

fCCM Characteristic

Abnormal
WMHI
(n = 23)

Normal
WMHI

(n = 126) P Value
Sex (No.) (%)

Female 18 (78) 75 (60) .11
Male 5 (22) 51 (40)

Age (yr) (mean) (SD) 23 (41) 32 (16) .01
Headaches (No.) (%)

Yes 15 (65) 79 (64) 1.00
No 8 (35) 45 (36)

Seizures (No.) (%)
Yes 11 (48) 48 (39) .49
No 12 (52) 76 (61)

Thyroid (No.) (%)
Yes 3 (13) 9 (7) .40
No 20 (87) 115 (93)

Diabetes (No.) (%)
Yes 2 (9) 12 (10) 1.00
No 21 (91) 112 (90)

Hyperlipidemia (No.) (%)
Yes 7 (30) 17 (13) .06
No 16 (70) 109 (87)

Hypertension (No.) (%)
Yes 6 (26) 15 (12) .10
No 17 (74) 109 (88)

Modified Rankin Scale (No.) (%)
0 4 (17) 46 (37) .33
1 10 (44) 37 (30)
2 7 (30) 27 (22)
3 2 (9) 11 (9)
4 0 (0) 2 (2)

CCM lesions
Median (IQR) 29 (29) 11 (39) .08
Mean (SD) 60 (122) 42 (96)

Note:—IQR indicates interquartile range.
a Note that some numbers for characteristics do not add up to column totals due to
missing data.
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The patients with fCCM with abnormal WMHI tended to have

a greater number of CCM lesions, though this was not statistically

significant (P � .08). Including age in a logistic regression model

explains away the association between WMHI and the number of

CCMs (P � .98), likely because both WMHI and CCM lesions are

strongly correlated with increasing age. A multivariable logistic

regression model with hyperlipidemia, hypertension, number of

CCMs, age, and sex as predictors of abnormal WMHI status

yielded no statistically significant associations.

DISCUSSION
Our study showed a significant increase in WMHI in patients with

fCCM compared with healthy controls and with patients with

sporadic CCM, which, to the best of our knowledge, has not been

previously reported. Bright spots on T2-weighted MR images

have been an uncertainty in brain imaging since the inception of

MR imaging. This challenge is reflected in the various terms that

have been used such as white matter hyperintensities (a purely

descriptive term), leukoaraiosis, chronic microvascular changes,

chronic microangiopathy, white matter changes of aging, and un-

identified bright objects. Such lesions are known to correlate with

patient age and can additionally be caused by demyelination,

edema, and gliosis, including causes of microvascular change such

as hypertension, lupus erythematosus, migraines, seizures, or

other vasculopathies. FLAIR hyperintensities may sometimes ac-

company perivascular spaces. Although some of the WMHI in

this study could be associated with perivascular spaces, typical

radially oriented perivascular spaces were generally distinguish-

able by using both FSE T2 and FLAIR on the 3T system. More-

over, changes associated with perivascular spaces are likely to af-

fect all groups in the study to a similar degree. Considerable

research has been done on the significance of WMHI in the elderly

population. Volumetric measurements have often been used in

research studies of elderly patients, in whom the T2 changes are

frequently confluent. The presence of focal WMHI in a young or

middle-aged population is a common finding in the routine clin-

ical practice of radiology.

Interpretation of the literature on this finding is challenging

because of the varying technical factors used in different reports,

including field strength and MR imaging sequences used, as well

as varying subject ages; such factors are not always specified in the

literature. The frequency of WMHI varies widely in the literature,

but several authors reported a rate between 0.5% and 5% for a

young healthy population.10,11 We were able to use a control

group of healthy volunteers who were scanned on the same MR

imaging system as our fCCM study group, avoiding some of the

technical limitations of historical controls. The findings of the

additional control group from clinical studies of patients with

sporadic CCM appeared very similar to those of the healthy con-

trol group, despite a mix of 3T and 1.5T studies. Both groups thus

appear very similar to those in literature reports of healthy sub-

jects, but our study confers the added advantage of clearly defined

and comparable technical factors.

A variety of pathologic correlates likely exist for the T2 hyper-

intensities seen on MR imaging. However, we examined possible

causes of microvascular changes for association with abnormal

WMHI within the fCCM group, and none were found to be sig-

nificantly associated with abnormal WMHI status. Seizure disor-

ders are reported to be associated with increased numbers of

WMHI,12-14 and seizures are common complications of CCMs.

However, the prevalence of WMHI within the fCCM group was

nearly identical for those with and without seizure history.

Hypertension and hyperlipidemia were both present at higher

frequencies in patients with fCCM with abnormal WMHI but

were not found to be significant predictors of abnormal WMHI

status in either univariate or multivariate analysis. Both of these

variables were derived from patient self-reports of either physi-

cian diagnosis or the patient taking medications for these condi-

tions. We did not have detailed information available on the

length of the diagnosis or the details of treatment, which may have

limited our ability to detect significant associations with these

clinically important variables.

Although we could not find an explanation for the increased

prevalence of abnormal WMHI with typical clinical factors of

microvascular changes, it is well-known that patients with fCCM

have underlying endothelial dysfunction.15-17 Additionally,

CCMs demonstrate abnormal ultrastructural characteristics,18

and this abnormal physiology is known to result in a compro-

mised blood-brain barrier.19 In vivo human permeability studies

have shown that the transfer rate (influx constant) is increased in

CCMs.20 Reviews of neuropathologic information about WMHI

in older individuals (not those with fCCM) have shown structural

abnormalities and compromise of the blood-brain barrier.21 The

influx constant has also been shown to be increased in nonspecific

WMHI in brain white matter in permeability studies of subjects

with vascular cognitive impairment.20 Endothelial abnormalities

caused by the mutations in fCCM may be a factor in WMHI seen

in patients with fCCM.

The increased prevalence of WMHI in fCCM is modest and is

not clearly correlated with the number of CCM lesions, especially

after accounting for age. Moreover, we did not find a correlation

of WMHI with disability as measured by the modified Rankin

Scale score. Our definition of abnormal WMHI served as a prag-

matic and conservative measure for this study. Although we have

not observed T2 WMHI to precede the formation of CCMs, a

causal relationship cannot be excluded, and further longitudinal

studies will be needed. It is possible that endothelial abnormalities

in fCCM predispose to a higher risk of WMHI when combined

with other, more common risk factors for microvascular disease.

Clinically, when unexpected numbers of WMHI are observed in

patients with fCCM, common causes such as hypertension should

be considered. If such factors are not found, however, it appears

that the fCCM condition itself may be associated with increased

WMHI.

The results of our study, combined with historical studies, lead

us to hypothesize that underlying endothelial abnormalities in the

fCCM population could result in increased permeability with re-

sultant increased hemorrhage, new lesion formation of cerebral

cavernous malformations, and increased formation of WMHI.

These 2 separate findings may be different manifestations of a

common underlying process. Future neuropathologic studies

and/or in vivo permeability studies will offer further insight into

the mechanisms for these findings.
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CONCLUSIONS
Subjects with fCCM have an increased prevalence of abnormal

WMHI compared with healthy control populations and those

with sporadic CCMs. Additionally, no single clinical factor could

be associated with patients with fCCM. We found no association

between abnormal WMHI and sex, hypertension, headache, thy-

roid disease, seizures, diabetes or hyperlipidemia, number of

CCMs, or modified Rankin Scale scores among patients with

fCCM. CCMs and WMHI may be separate and distinct outcomes

of underlying endothelial dysfunction in patients with fCCM.
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Pituitary-Targeted Dynamic Contrast-Enhanced Multisection
CT for Detecting MR Imaging–Occult Functional Pituitary

Microadenoma
M. Kinoshita, H. Tanaka, H. Arita, Y. Goto, S. Oshino, Y. Watanabe, T. Yoshimine, and Y. Saitoh

ABSTRACT

BACKGROUND AND PURPOSE: Although resection of a tumor by trans-sphenoidal surgery is considered the criterion standard for
successful surgical treatment of functional pituitary microadenoma, MR imaging occasionally fails to visualize and identify the tumor and
supplementary imaging modalities are necessary. We tested the possibility of dynamic contrast-enhanced multisection CT of the pituitary
gland accompanying image reconstruction of contrast agent dynamics to identify the localizations of microadenomas and compared the
diagnostic performance with conventional pituitary-targeted MR imaging.

MATERIALS AND METHODS: Twenty-eight patients with surgically confirmed functional pituitary microadenomas (including growth
hormone–, adrenocorticotropic hormone–, and prolactin-secreting adenomas) who underwent pituitary-targeted dynamic contrast-
enhanced multisection CT were retrospectively investigated. We undertook image reconstruction of the dynamics of the contrast agent around
the pituitary gland in a voxelwise manner, visualizing any abnormality and enabling qualification of contrast dynamics within the tumor.

RESULTS: Fifteen cases were correctly diagnosed by MR imaging, while dynamic contrast-enhanced multisection CT correctly diagnosed 26 cases.
The accuracy of localization was markedly better for adrenocorticotropic hormone–secreting microadenomas, increasing from 32% on MR imaging to
85% by dynamic contrast-enhanced multisection CT. Compared with the normal pituitary gland, adrenocorticotropic hormone–secreting adenoma
showed the least difference in contrast enhancement of the different functional microadenomas. Images acquired at 45–60 seconds after
contrast agent injection showed the largest difference in contrast enhancement between an adenoma and the normal pituitary gland.

CONCLUSIONS: Dynamic contrast-enhanced multisection CT combined with image reconstruction of the contrast-enhanced dynamics
holds promise in detecting MR imaging– occult pituitary microadenomas.

ABBREVIATIONS: ACTH � adrenocorticotropic hormone; AUC � area under the curve; DCE � dynamic contrast-enhanced; MCT � multisection CT; PRL �
prolactin; rAUC � relative AUC

Pituitary microadenoma often shows uncontrolled production

of pituitary hormones and causes endocrine disorders such as

Cushing disease, acromegaly, and hyperprolactinemia. Although

pharmacotherapy has recently played a more pivotal role in treat-

ing functional pituitary microadenoma,1,2 resection of the tumor

by trans-sphenoidal surgery is still considered the criterion stan-

dard.3 Because these tumors tend to be relatively small, precise

preoperative identification of a microadenoma is one of the cru-

cial elements for successful surgical treatment of this disease.4

MR imaging with or without contrast agent is most commonly

used for this purpose, and dynamic contrast-enhanced techniques

are sometimes applied for better tumor visualization.5,6 Moreover,

the magnetic field strength typically applied in MR imaging has re-

cently increased from 1.5T to 3T, and clearer imaging of microad-

enomas has thus been anticipated.4 Such effort, however, often fails

to correctly depict the microadenoma, and other modalities such as

methionine positron-emission tomography have been suggested to

meet this need.4 Methionine PET does indeed hold promise for the

visualization of microadenoma but is not yet widely clinically avail-

able, and a more clinically accessible technique is necessary for better

visualization of this entity. The present study investigated the possi-
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bility of dynamic contrast-enhanced multisection CT (DCE-MCT)

of the pituitary gland accompanying image reconstruction of con-

trast agent dynamics to identify the location of a microadenoma and

compared the diagnostic performance with conventional pituitary-

targeted MR imaging.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Patient Characteristics
The selected patients for this study consisted of a consecutive series of

all those with endocrinopathy treated by surgery who had undergone

both pituitary-targeted dynamic contrast-enhanced multisection CT

and MR imaging as presurgical studies. As a result, pituitary-targeted

DCE-MCT was performed for 28 patients with functional pituitary

microadenoma at Osaka University Hospital between 2004 and 2014

as a preoperative assessment. Patient characteristics are shown in

On-line Table 1. The underlying pathology was adrenocorticotropic

hormone (ACTH)-secreting adenoma in 13 cases, growth hormone–

secreting adenoma in 6, and prolactin (PRL)-secreting adenoma in 9.

The institutional review board of the local ethics committee ap-

proved research use of the collected data (institutional review board

number: 12491), and written consent was waived for this study.

Preoperative MR Imaging
MR imaging was performed at either 1.5T (Signa Genesis/Excite;

GE Healthcare, Milwaukee, Wisconsin; or Magnetom Vision

Plus; Siemens, Erlangen, Germany) or 3T (Signa HDxt; GE

Healthcare; or Achieva/Ingenia; Philips Healthcare, Best, the

Netherlands). Six patients were scanned at 1.5T; and 22, at 3T.

Standard T1- and T2-weighted images and gadolinium-enhanced

T1-weighted images targeting the pituitary gland were obtained.

The dynamic contrast-enhanced technique was not included for

MR imaging in the current study. Axial, coronal, and sagittal im-

ages were routinely obtained for gadolinium-enhanced T1-

weighted imaging. Section thickness was 3 mm, with section spac-

ing ranging from 0.3 to 0.6 mm. Detailed parameters for MR

imaging are listed in On-line Table 2. The final diagnostic report

from board-certified neuroradiologists was referenced for defin-

ing the tumor location. The surgeons (M.K., S.O., Y.S.) and the

first author (M.K.) confirmed the radiologists’ official report by

observing the actual MR imaging.

Preoperative Dynamic Contrast-Enhanced
Multisection CT
Pituitary-targeted dynamic contrast-enhanced multisection CT

was performed by using either a Discovery CT750 HD, Light-

Speed Ultra, or LightSpeed VCT system (GE Healthcare). A sche-

matic presentation of the protocol is provided in Fig 1. One hun-

dred milliliters of 300-mg I/mL contrast agent was injected

intravenously with an injection rate of 5 mL/s, and MCT was

acquired at 30, 45, 60, and 90 seconds after contrast agent injec-

tion. MCT was acquired at 60, 90, 120, and 150 seconds after

contrast agent injection for 2 cases and at 40, 80, and 120 seconds

for 1 case for technical reasons (On-line Table 1). Approximately

3 seconds were required to acquire each phase in a gapless 3D

volume. Subsequently, pituitary-targeted axial images were re-

constructed at a special resolution of 0.3/0.3/0.6 mm with no sec-

tion gap.

Image Reconstruction of Contrast Agent Dynamics and
Statistical Analysis
The dynamics of the contrast agent around the pituitary gland

were calculated by summation of the acquired multiphase MCT

in a voxelwise manner by using software developed in-house on

Matlab (MathWorks, Natick, Massachusetts). An ROI was placed

preoperatively at the normal pituitary gland and the suspected

adenoma by the first author (M.K.) on the reconstructed area

under the curve (AUC) images without referring to MR imaging,

followed by calculation of ROI statistics. A paired t test, 2-way

analysis of variance, or 1-way ANOVA with a Tukey multiple

comparison test was performed by using GraphPad Prism soft-

ware, Version 5.0 (GraphPad Software, San Diego, California).

Trans-Sphenoidal Surgery and Verification of the
Adenoma
Judgment of tumor location was preoperatively performed by us-

ing both MR imaging and DCE-MCT with AUC-reconstructed

images. When MR imaging and DCE-MCT led to conflicting re-

sults, a surgical approach to the tumor was planned so that both

sides within the sella turcica could be explored. Endoscope-as-

sisted trans-sphenoidal surgery was performed in all cases by 3

neurosurgeons specializing in pituitary surgery (M.K., S.O., Y.S.).

Histologic or endocrinologic confirmation was undertaken to

confirm the presence or absence of a hormone-secreting func-

tional adenoma at the surgical location.

RESULTS
Diagnostic Efficacy of MR Imaging and DCE-MCT for
Functional Pituitary Microadenoma
Representative cases are shown in Figs 1 and 2. Figure 1 shows a

case of PRL-secreting microadenoma. Contrast-enhanced MR

imaging failed to identify tumor within the sella turcica, while

FIG 1. Schematic presentation for DCE-MCT image acquisition and
reconstruction. DCE-MCT was performed at 30, 45, 60, and 90 sec-
onds after contrast agent injection. Subsequently, the “AUC image”
was reconstructed in 3D. A representative case of a PRL-secreting
pituitary microadenoma (case 20) is illustrated. The red arrows indi-
cate the microadenoma, which was confirmed by surgical removal of
the lesion.
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DCE-MCT clearly showed decreased and delayed contrast en-

hancement on the left side of the pituitary gland. Abnormal con-

trast agent dynamics were much more easily appreciated on the

reconstructed AUC image. Figure 2 shows a case of ACTH-secret-

ing microadenoma. Contrast-enhanced MR imaging again failed

to identify the presence of tumor, while DCE-MCT along with the

reconstructed AUC image clearly suggested a lesion located on the

right side of the pituitary gland. Diagnostic performances of MR

imaging and DCE-MCT for each type of functional pituitary mi-

croadenoma are listed in the Table and On-line Table 1. Overall,

15 of the 28 cases were correctly diagnosed by MR imaging, while

DCE-MCT correctly diagnosed 26 cases (Table). The accuracy of

location prediction was markedly improved for ACTH-secreting

microadenoma, increasing from 32% (4/13) with MR imaging to

85% (11/13) with DCE-MCT.

Comparison of Contrast-Enhancement Dynamics
between the Normal Pituitary Gland and a Functional
Pituitary Microadenoma by DCE-MCT
The dynamics of contrast enhancement were compared between

the normal pituitary gland and a functional pituitary microad-

enoma by looking into differences in the AUC retrieved by DCE-

MCT. ROIs were placed on either the

normal-appearing pituitary gland or the

adenoma, the locations of which were

confirmed postoperatively. AUC was

significantly decreased in the microad-

enoma compared with the normal pitu-

itary gland (Fig 3A). Relative AUC

(rAUC) was subsequently calculated for

each lesion, as rAUC � AUCadenoma/

AUCpituitary. When contrast-enhanced

dynamics are equal between the ade-

noma and the normal pituitary gland,

the rAUC will thus be 1. Fig 3B shows

that ACTH-secreting adenomas pre-

sented with a significantly higher rAUC

compared with PRL-secreting adeno-

mas, and the rAUC of ACTH-secreting

adenoma was close to 1. A trend was also

seen for the growth hormone–secreting

adenoma to show lower rAUC than the

ACTH-secreting adenoma. These re-

sults suggest that the contrast-enhanced

dynamics of ACTH-secreting microad-

enomas are relatively similar to those of

the normal pituitary gland compared

with PRL- or growth hormone–secret-

ing microadenomas. This finding was

also confirmed by analyzing the ratio of contrast enhancement

compared with the normal pituitary gland in each phase during

DCE-MCT. The ACTH-secreting adenoma showed the least con-

trast-enhancement differences compared with the normal pitu-

itary gland (Fig 3C). These differences were significant (P � .01,

2-way ANOVA). In addition, the time phase that showed the larg-

est difference in contrast enhancement between the adenoma and

the normal pituitary gland was 45– 60 seconds after contrast agent

injection, irrespective of the secreted hormone.

DISCUSSION
Successful surgical treatment of functional pituitary microad-

enoma largely relies on accurate identification of the tumor

within the sella turcica.4 These relatively small tumors represent a

challenge to both neuroradiologists and neurosurgeons in locat-

ing them, resulting in a greater potential for insufficient treatment

of the lesion. The criterion standard technique used for lesion

localization is MR imaging,5-7 and some clinical investigations

have suggested contrast-enhanced CT,8,9 super-selective ve-

nous sampling of pituitary hormone levels,10-12 and methio-

nine PET4 as useful modalities to supplement MR imaging

findings. The clinical values of these additional presurgical

studies, however, remain undetermined, and conflicting re-

sults have been reported. For example, one report has claimed

that venous sampling of ACTH at the inferior petrosal sinus is

informative for determining adenoma location,12 while others

have reported results to the contrary.11 Methionine PET has

also been proposed as a promising imaging technique to iden-

tify MR imaging– occult ACTH-secreting microadenomas. MR

imaging–registered methionine PET was previously reported

FIG 2. A representative case of ACTH-secreting pituitary microadenoma. DCE-MCT analysis
of an ACTH-secreting pituitary microadenoma (case 12) is presented. Abnormal contrast
agent dynamics are observed on the right side of the pituitary gland, though no abnormality
is evident on MR imaging. The red arrows indicate the microadenoma, which was confirmed
by surgical removal of the lesion. The blue arrows indicate a normal pituitary gland.

Comparison of MRI and CT for correct localization diagnosis of
functional microadenomas

Hormone
Secreted

No. of
Cases

Correct Diagnosis
by MRI

Correct Diagnosis
by CT

ACTH 13 4 11
GH 6 6 6
PRL 9 5 9
Total 28 15 26

Note:—GH indicates growth hormone.
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as showing superb performance in detecting ACTH-secreting

microadenomas, of which identification was significantly dif-

ficult by using MR imaging alone.4 The availability of methio-

nine PET, however, remains limited, and more extensive stud-

ies are required to confirm the clinical value of methionine

PET for diagnosing functional microadenoma.

MR imaging shows several technical limitations in elucidating

the presence of microadenoma. The above-mentioned small size

of the tumor is one. To guarantee sufficient image quality, we

usually select a section thickness of 3 mm for pituitary imaging.

Given the sizes of microadenomas, which are �10 mm, there is a

high chance of overlooking the lesion. In addition to the problem

of size, pituitary adenoma imaging by using a contrast agent

largely relies on the adenomas showing much less contrast en-

hancement than the normal pituitary gland. As Fig 3B suggests, an

ACTH-secreting microadenoma, in particular, shows contrast-

enhanced dynamics similar to that of the normal pituitary gland,

which seems likely to contribute to failed detection of the lesion

on MR imaging. Although the dynamic contrast-enhanced tech-

nique is often applied on MR imaging to overcome this issue,

scanning time usually required to obtain each dynamic phase

ranges from 20 to 30 seconds6 or is shortened into 12–20 seconds

in some cases, but it is not possible to obtain a gapless 3D image as

in MCT. Figure 3C, in particular, highlights this problem. The

most suitable time phase to obtain sufficient contrast between an

adenoma and the normal pituitary gland is 45– 60 seconds after

contrast agent injection. This adenoma/normal pituitary gland

contrast will rapidly diminish within the subsequent 30 seconds.

Both spatial and temporal resolution must, therefore, be suffi-

ciently high to visualize the presence of the adenoma.

The proposed CT-based imaging technique has the potential

to overcome these technical difficulties associated with MR imag-

ing, mainly due to the superior temporal resolution of CT com-

pared with MR imaging. Each phase of MCT can be acquired in a

full 3D image within 3 seconds, which provides satisfactory spatial

and temporal resolution. The idea of using DCE-MCT for mi-

croadenoma detection has been proposed before.8,9 To better vi-

sualize contrast-enhancement dynamics in a voxelwise manner,

the present study applied image reconstruction. The resulting

AUC images provided intuitive images for clinicians to identify

lesions with abnormal contrast-enhancement dynamics.

Limitations of the current study should be mentioned. First,

this study was not a direct comparison between DCE–MR imag-

ing and DCE-MCT. The patient cohort for this study did not have

DCE–MR imaging as presurgical imaging for pituitary microad-

enomas. Further study is necessary to critically evaluate the clin-

ical value of DCE-MCT with an image-reconstruction technique

compared with conventional DCE–MR imaging. Another con-

cern is the MR image quality of the current study. Previous studies

reported exhibiting 66%–100% sensitivity in detecting ACTH-

secreting microadenoma6,7 with the aid of DCE–MR imaging.

The sensitivity of the current study for detecting ACTH-secreting

microadenomas was as low as 32%, which may suggest that MR

images of the current study might have been suboptimized com-

pared with the past literature reports. In addition, although it is

intriguing to contemplate why ACTH-secreting microadenomas

show different contrast-enhanced dynamics compared with other

functional microadenomas as shown in Fig 3C, the pathology of

the blood supply to microadenomas is unfortunately not yet well-

understood, making it difficult to reach any conclusive argument

on this matter.

In summary, the present results show that DCE-MCT images

along with AUC images can help identify microadenomas and

improve the overall detection of those lesions compared with MR

imaging alone. Although this study was not a direct comparison

between DCE–MR imaging and DCE-MCT, it seems valid to con-

clude that DCE-MCT is a noninvasive diagnostic technique,

which, along with the reported AUC reconstruction method,

FIG 3. Contrast agent dynamics of pituitary microadenomas assessed by AUC. A, Adenomas show significantly lower AUC compared with the
normal pituitary gland (P � .0001, paired t test). B, ACTH-secreting pituitary microadenomas show significantly higher rAUC compared with
PRL-secreting microadenomas (P � .05, 1-way ANOVA with a Tukey multiple comparison), suggesting that contrast agent dynamics within
ACTH-secreting microadenomas are similar to those of the normal pituitary gland. GH indicates growth hormone. C, The ratio of CT values of
adenomas to those of the normal pituitary gland (tumor/node ratio [T/n ratio]) is plotted as a function of the time phase during DCE-MCT.
Twenty-three cases in which CT acquisition was performed at 30, 45, 60, and 90 seconds were collected. The most significant drop was observed
at 45– 60 seconds, irrespective of the secreted hormone. In addition, ACTH-secreting adenomas showed the highest tumor/node ratio among
the 3 hormones, indicating the least contrast between the adenoma and normal pituitary gland (2-way ANOVA, P � .01).
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could be recommended as a supplementary diagnostic technique

for MR imaging– occult functional microadenoma.

CONCLUSIONS
Dynamic contrast-enhanced multisection CT combined with im-

age reconstruction of the contrast-enhanced dynamics holds

promise in detecting MR imaging– occult pituitary microad-

enoma. Because surgical outcomes are highly reliant on accurate

preoperative identification of the adenoma, the proposed tech-

nique should contribute to better surgical outcomes for func-

tional pituitary microadenomas.
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CLINICAL REPORT
BRAIN

Clinical Utility of Arterial Spin-Labeling as a Confirmatory Test
for Suspected Brain Death

K.M. Kang, T.J. Yun, B.-W. Yoon, B.S. Jeon, S.H. Choi, J.-h. Kim, J.E. Kim, C.-H. Sohn, and M.H. Han

ABSTRACT

SUMMARY: Diagnosis of brain death is made on the basis of 3 essential findings: coma, absence of brain stem reflexes, and apnea.
Although confirmatory tests are not mandatory in most situations, additional testing may be necessary to declare brain death in patients
in whom results of specific components of clinical testing cannot be reliably evaluated. Recently, arterial spin-labeling has been incorpo-
rated as part of MR imaging to evaluate cerebral perfusion. Advantages of arterial spin-labeling include being completely noninvasive and
providing information about absolute CBF. We retrospectively reviewed arterial spin-labeling findings according to the following modified
criteria based on previously established confirmatory tests to determine brain death: 1) extremely decreased perfusion in the whole brain,
2) bright vessel signal intensity around the entry of the carotid artery to the skull, 3) patent external carotid circulation, and 4) “hollow skull
sign” in a series of 5 patients. Arterial spin-labeling findings satisfied the criteria for brain death in all patients. Arterial spin-labeling imaging
has the potential to be a completely noninvasive confirmatory test to provide additional information to assist in the diagnosis of brain
death.

ABBREVIATION: ASL � arterial spin-labeling

Brain death is defined as irreversible loss of brain and brain

stem function. The diagnosis of brain death is made on the

basis of 3 essential findings: coma, absence of brain stem reflexes,

and apnea.1 Sometimes it is very difficult to make the clinical

diagnosis, however, due to confounding factors such as uncertain

reliability of neurologic examination or an inability to use the

apnea test.2 For example, patients with trauma to the eyes or ears,

neuromuscular paralysis, or heavy sedation may not be amenable

to appropriate neurologic assessment. In addition, patients who

are carbon dioxide retainers cannot undergo an apnea test.3 In

these cases, additional confirmatory tests are helpful to determine

the diagnosis. Confirmatory tests for brain death can be divided

into those that demonstrate loss of bioelectrical activity and those

that show absence of CBF. As a test to demonstrate the loss of

bioelectrical activity, electroencephalography is used in many

countries and remains one of the most well-validated confirma-

tory tests.1 Although electroencephalography is sensitive to hypo-

thermia, drugs, or extreme hypotension and confounding arti-

facts can appear in the environment of the intensive care unit

because of the presence of multiple devices, this technique is still

used extensively as a confirmatory test to diagnose brain death.1,2

Another category of confirmatory test involves demonstrating

the absence of CBF.3 Bernat4 emphasized that the surest way to

demonstrate irreversible global loss of clinical brain function is to

show complete absence of intracranial blood flow. Cerebral an-

giography was the first technique used to demonstrate the absence

of intracranial circulation distal to the intracranial portions of the

internal carotid and vertebral arteries in brain death.5 Other tech-

niques used to determine the absence of CBF include cerebral

intravenous DSA, intravenous radionuclide angiography, SPECT,

echoencephalography, measurement of arm-to-retina circulation

time, ophthalmic artery pressure measurement, xenon-enhanced

CT, MRA, CTA, CT perfusion, and transcranial Doppler sonog-

raphy.6 The preferred confirmatory test for CBF is angiography or

a radiotracer method.2,3 However, cerebral angiography is inva-

sive with the risk of vessel injury. Furthermore, both angiography

and radiotracer methods require not only an injection of exoge-

nous material such as contrast media or radioisotopes but also

additional exposure to radiation.

Arterial spin-labeling (ASL) is a noninvasive MR imaging
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method to evaluate cerebral perfusion that does not require injec-

tion of any exogenous contrast agent or tracers.7 Instead, it uses

endogenous arterial water labeled by radiofrequency pulses as a

freely diffusible tracer. Therefore, there is no radiation exposure

with ASL. In addition, ASL is beneficial in terms of resource allo-

cation compared with DSC or radionuclide scans because it has

lower cost and is time-efficient. Furthermore, because ASL can

provide information regarding CBF values noninvasively, it is

quite appropriate for the unique clinical setting of suspected brain

death, in which the patient’s family frequently refuses any addi-

tional invasive examinations. One case has been previously re-

ported on the use of ASL to evaluate brain death.8 The purpose of

this study was to investigate the potential of ASL as a confirmatory

test to determine brain death.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Case Series
This retrospective study was approved by our institutional review

board. Informed consent was waived. After reviewing our radiol-

ogy data base from June 2010 to April 2014, we identified 5 pa-

tients with clinically diagnosed brain death who underwent ASL

MR imaging. These 5 patients (3 men and 2 women; median age,

60 years; range, 48 –75 years) form the basis of this study, though

a case report based on 1 of these 5 subjects was published previ-

ously.8 The brain deaths occurred following the return of sponta-

neous circulation after cardiac arrest (n � 2), large cerebral in-

farction (n � 1), encephalitis (n � 1), and systemic lupus

erythematous encephalopathy (n � 1).

The diagnosis of brain death was made on the basis of 3 clinical

findings: coma (with a known cause), absence of brain stem re-

flexes, and apnea.2 These 3 clinical findings need to be present to

make the definitive diagnosis. The brain death diagnosis was

made by at least 2 neurologists according to criteria established by

local law. The prerequisites to determine brain death were an

irreversible and proximate cause of coma; deep coma without

spontaneous respiration; and no evidence of a neurologic state

that could mimic brain death, including drug intoxication or poi-

soning, use of sedatives, metabolic or endocrine abnormalities,

hypothermia, and shock. Furthermore, there was no return of the

above neurologic functions after 6 hours of observation. In addi-

tion, all patients showed generalized continuous low-voltage

background activity on electroencephalography.

All patients were clinically brain dead

before acquisition of MR imaging. Even

though the patients were already diag-

nosed as being brain dead by clinical cri-

teria, the physicians requested MR im-

aging to determine the irreversible cause

of coma and to evaluate the features of

brain parenchyma, intracranial arteries,
and perfusion. The mean interval be-
tween ASL imaging and brain death in
the 5 patients was 3 days (range, 1–7
days). All patients underwent MR imag-
ing on a 1.5T unit (Signa HDTx; GE
Healthcare, Milwaukee, Wisconsin) by
using an 8-channel head coil to acquire
ASL perfusion MR imaging. MR imag-

ing sequences including T1WI, T2WI, FLAIR, DWI (b factors, 0
and 1000 mm/s2), and ASL were acquired. The ASL protocol ap-
plied was as follows: ASL sequence parameters: TR, 4225 ms; TE,
9.9 ms; FOV, 24 � 24 cm2; section thickness, 5 mm; NEX, 3; and
number of interleaved sections, 32. Pseudocontinuous spin-label-
ing for 1.5 seconds before a post-spin-labeling delay of 1.5 seconds
was applied. Three of the 5 patients underwent 3D TOF MRA,
whereas 2 patients underwent contrast-enhanced MRA with sub-
sequent maximum-intensity-projection reconstruction during
the MR imaging examination. Specific parameters for MR imag-
ing sequences are provided in the On-line Table.

Two neuroradiologists (K.M.K. and T.J.Y., with 6 and 12 years
of experience in neuroradiology, respectively) reviewed the ASL
images with consensus. The ASL findings for diagnosing the ab-
sence of CBF were made on the basis of the findings from previous
studies by using reference standard tests, radionuclide scans, and
cerebral angiography.3,9-16 The ASL findings used to assess the
absence of intracranial blood flow were the following: 1) ex-
tremely decreased perfusion in the whole brain, 2) bright vessel
signal intensity around the entry of the carotid artery to the skull
suggesting flow stagnation, and 3) patent external carotid circu-
lation corresponding to the findings of brain death on conven-
tional angiography.3 In addition, we reviewed the “hollow skull
sign,” which was defined as a finding of extremely impaired cere-
bral perfusion with preserved perfusion in the distribution of the
external carotid artery on ASL images. The finding was modified
from the hollow skull sign described in scintigraphy for the diag-
nosis of brain death.10,12,16,17

Figure 1 shows representative images of each criterion.
All images were spatially normalized to the ethnicity-specific

T1 template before determining CBF by using SPM5 software
(http://www.fil.ion.ucl.ac.uk/spm/software/spm5) and custom
scripts in Matlab 7.6.0, R2008 (MathWorks, Natick, Massachu-
setts). CBF values were measured in ethnicity-specific volume of
interest for whole-brain parenchyma by a neuroradiologist
(T.J.Y., with 12 years of experience in neuroradiology).18-20

Extremely impaired perfusion was detected in the whole brain
in all 5 cases. In addition, bright signal intensity was observed at
the cavernous or petrous ICA levels in all cases. The bright signal
intensity occurred at the unilateral petrous ICA in 2 patients and
at the bilateral cavernous or petrous ICAs in 3 patients. In con-
trast, perfusion supplied by the external carotid artery branches

FIG 1. Representative arterial spin-labeling images for each criterion: extremely decreased per-
fusion in the whole brain (asterisk, A); patent external carotid circulation and the hollow skull sign
(arrows, B), and bright vessel signal intensity around the entry of the carotid artery to the skull
(arrows, C). The darker signal intensity in the bilateral parieto-occipital lobes seems to be due to
the long transit time exceeding that of the postlabeling decay. Scale units: mL � 100 g�1 �
min�1.
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was normal in all cases. In addition, the hollow skull sign was seen
in all patients on ASL. No intracranial arterial flow was detected
on MRA in 3 patients (Table). The CBF values for the whole-brain
parenchyma ranged from 6.9 to 10.0 mL � 100 g�1 � min�1,
with a mean value of 8.0 � 1.3 mL � 100 g�1 � min�1, and all
CBF values were �15 mL � 100 g�1 � min�1 (Table). Represen-
tative MR images, including ASL in patients who were brain dead,
are shown in Figs 2 and 3. ASL and MRA images of a healthy
subject and a patient who was brain dead or with cardiac arrest are
shown in Fig 4.

DISCUSSION
Brain death is a clinical diagnosis based on neurologic assessment

and confirmatory tests conducted according to the situation. In

our study, all brain death cases showed severe compromise in the

intracranial circulation and patent external carotid artery perfu-

sion. Very bright vessel signal intensity in the ICA around the

entry of carotid artery to the skull without signal intensity in the

intracerebral circulation was also observed. This “bright vessel

signal” represents labeled blood with a notable transit delay, pre-

sumably secondary to elevated intracranial pressure, especially

when relatively normal external carotid artery blood flow is seen.

This finding corresponds to visualizing the extracranial ICA with

no visualization of the anterior circulation beyond the level of the

supraclinoid ICAs on conventional angiography.3 In cases of pa-

tients showing unilateral bright vessel signals, there had been

chronic occlusion in the contralateral ICA. Therefore, we assume

that the bright vessel signal around the entry of the carotid artery

to the skull might not be seen in cases of chronic stenoses in the

bilateral ICAs.

According to the criteria we used, ASL revealed the absence of

CBF in brain death by both visual and quantitative analysis. Be-

cause the absence of CBF is generally accepted as a definite sign of

brain death,3,5,11,12,16 ASL has the potential to be a noninvasive

and reliable confirmatory test for diagnosing brain death. How-

ever, the assessment of criteria should be performed carefully and

strictly. If either the absence of intracranial flow or the preserva-

tion of extracranial flow is not observed, then the case should not

be diagnosed as brain death. We had a 20-year-old female patient

who experienced cardiac arrest during an MR imaging examina-

tion. Because the patient had a myocardial infarction after acqui-

ASL findings in 5 patients in whom brain death was diagnosed

Case
Age
(yr) Sex Causes

ASL Findings

CBF
(Mean � SD,

mL × 100 g−1 × min−1) MRA

Extremely Decreased
Perfusion in the

Whole Brain

Bright Vessel Signal Intensity
around the Entry of Carotid

Artery to the Skull
(� Level)

External
Carotid

Circulation

Hollow
Skull
Sign

1 71 M Cardiac arrest � �, Rt petrous ICA � � 10.0 � 2.3 NV
2 60 M Cardiac arrest � �, Bilateral cavernous ICAs � � 8.5 � 3.2 NA
3 75 F Cerebral infarction � �, Lt petrous ICA � � 7.0 � 4.5 NV
4 50 M Encephalitis � �, Rt cavernous ICA and Lt petrous ICA � � 7.5 � 6.4 NV
5 48 F SLE encephalopathy � �, Rt petrous ICA and Lt cavernous ICA � � 6.9 � 2.8 NA

Note:—Lt indicates left; NA, not available; NV, no visualization of intracranial arterial flow; Rt, right; SLE, systemic lupus erythematous; �, present.

FIG 2. Representative MR imaging and arterial spin-labeling images in a 50-year-old man with brain death. Sagittal T1WI (A) shows tonsillar
impaction in the foramen magnum. Axial T2WI (B) reveals gyral swelling with decreased ventricle size, and DWI (C) shows diffuse hyperintensity
involving the whole brain. Contrast-enhanced MRA (D) shows an abrupt cutoff in the bilateral ICAs around the entries of carotid arteries to
the skull (arrowheads, D) and the absence of intracranial arterial flow. The ASL images (E–H) satisfy all ASL criteria supporting brain death:
extremely decreased perfusion in the whole brain (asterisk, F), bright signal intensity in the ICA around the entry of the carotid artery into
the skull suggesting flow stagnation (arrows, G), and patent external carotid circulation and the hollow skull sign (arrowheads, E). Scale units:
mL � 100 g�1 � min�1.
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FIG 3. Representative arterial spin-labeling images in a 75-year-old woman with brain death following an infarct. The images in the upper row
were acquired when the patient was admitted with an infarct. The images in the lower row were acquired when the patient was declared
brain dead. T2WI (A) shows hyperintense parenchymal swelling in the left MCA territory, and DWI (B) demonstrates increased signal
intensity in the corresponding area. TOF MRA (C) reveals total occlusion in the left proximal MCA (arrowhead). The patient also had
chronic stenosis in the right proximal ICA. Although cerebral perfusion is severely impaired in the left MCA territory on the ASL image (D),
the CBF values in other areas of the brain are preserved. T2WI (E) and DWI (F) performed shortly after the diagnosis of brain death depict
diffuse gyral swelling and diffusion hyperintensity, respectively, in the whole brain. TOF MRA (G) shows an abrupt cutoff of the left distal
ICA (arrowhead) and absence of intracranial vessels. ASL image (H) demonstrates markedly decreased CBF in the whole brain. Scale units:
mL � 100 g�1 � min�1.

FIG 4. Representative arterial spin-labeling images in a healthy subject, a patient with brain death, and a patient who had cardiac arrest during
an MR imaging examination. These figures show representative ASL and MRA images in a 46-year-old woman as a healthy subject (upper row),
a 75-year-old woman with brain death (middle row), and a 20-year-old woman who had sudden cardiac arrest just before the acquisition of ASL
images during an MR imaging examination (bottom row). ASL images from the patient with brain death show extremely impaired brain perfusion
in the whole brain, bright vessel signal intensity around the level of entry of the carotid artery to the skull (arrowhead), and patent
external carotid circulation (arrows) compared with the ASL images from the healthy subject. An MRA image in the patient with brain
death (right column of middle row) shows an abrupt cutoff in the left distal ICA (arrow). Although the ASL images from the patient with
cardiac arrest also show extremely impaired brain perfusion in the whole brain, there is neither bright vessel signal intensity around the
entry of carotid artery to the skull nor patent external carotid circulation. Even though TOF MRA acquired just before the cardiac arrest
had normal findings, acquisition of contrast-enhanced MRA after cardiac arrest failed. Scale units: mL � 100 g�1 � min�1. NA indicates not
available.
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sition of TOF intracranial MRA, the intracranial MRA findings

were normal. However, ASL images acquired immediately after

the myocardial infarction showed extremely impaired extracra-

nial flow and extremely decreased CBF calculated at 8.62 mL �

100 g�1 � min�1, resulting from severely impaired cardiac out-

put (Fig 4). The ASL findings of this patient and patients with

brain death were different in that external carotid artery perfusion

was always preserved in brain death. In addition, insufficient la-

beling of arterial flow caused by atherosclerosis or stent placement

at the level of labeling might prevent demonstrating signals for

both intracranial and extracranial flow on ASL. Therefore, both

intracranial circulatory cessation and preserved external carotid

artery perfusion are necessary to determine the cessation of intra-

cranial flow in cases of brain death.

In contrast to other perfusion techniques, including dynamic

susceptibility contrast MR perfusion and SPECT, ASL provides an

absolute CBF value. In the present study, the CBF values in the

whole brain parenchyma ranged from 6.9 to 10.0 mL � 100 g�1 �

min�1. Even though there is no established threshold or CBF

cutoff that defines brain death, according to several reports, min-

imal CBF in viable brain is 15 mL � 100 g�1 � min�1.21-25 Al-

though quantifying CBF with ASL could help reveal the lack of

CBF in cases of brain death, a postlabel delay of 1.5 seconds used

in our study might be relatively short in the setting of markedly

prolonged transit.26,27 In such cases, one should use caution in

applying absolute quantitative CBF values across practice settings.

Using a multidelay longer postlabel decay time may be helpful in

overcoming this limitation.26,27 Furthermore, there is no well-

defined threshold or CBF cutoff that defines irreversible and/or

definite brain death. Future work may further explore such a pos-

sible threshold.

In our study, we observed the hollow skull sign with ASL in all

patients with brain death. The hollow skull sign was originally a

scintigraphic finding to confirm brain death.12 Now, it serves as a

secondary sign of brain death. Among scintigraphic examinations

for brain death, SPECT imaging provides information additional

to that of planar imaging.18 SPECT imaging has some benefit for

differentiating scalp, parotid, or neck muscle uptake from brain

uptake. In addition, evaluation of the posterior fossa is better with

SPECT imaging than with planar imaging because of its tomo-

graphic nature. Furthermore, ASL provides not only the same

advantages as SPECT without injecting exogenous material, it

also has other potential advantages such as resource allocation,

lower cost, and time-efficiency compared with DSC and radionu-

clide scans. Therefore, ASL seems to be a promising method to

replace scintigraphic methods.

The concept of brain death is often difficult for families to

accept when dealing with a tragic loss. Grieving family members

are understandably occasionally against any invasive test to con-

firm brain death. Hence, easily applied clinical tools that help a

patient’s kin understand brain death are needed. In our study, we

introduced 4 ASL findings to determine brain death. These find-

ings are fairly straightforward features to interpret. We think that

applying ASL in cases of suspected brain death can help family

members accept the grave condition of the patient so that they

might be approached about possible organ donation before organ

viability becomes a concern.

Our study had several limitations. First, there is selection bias

because this is a clinical report for a case series of patients with

known brain death. Future studies need to be performed prospec-

tively to determine diagnostic accuracy and clinical effectiveness.

Second, only a limited number of patients with brain death were

evaluated. Thus, we could not perform a statistical analysis to

investigate the diagnostic accuracy of ASL to determine brain

death. Perfect diagnostic accuracy is an essential prerequisite as a

brain death diagnostic tool because the presence of a false-positive

case would be unacceptable. Further studies with a larger sample

size and a prospective design are required to validate whether ASL

imaging could be used to determine brain death. Third, ASL re-

quires transfer of a critically ill patient to the MR imaging scanner.

Its lack of portability is a major limitation of ASL as a confirma-

tory test for brain death. Finally, a postlabel delay of 1.5 seconds

used in our study might be relatively short in the setting of se-

verely impaired cerebral perfusion.

CONCLUSIONS
ASL imaging has the potential to serve as a noninvasive confirma-

tory test to provide additional information to assist in the diagno-

sis of brain death.
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ORIGINAL RESEARCH
FUNCTIONAL

Disrupted Resting-State Functional Connectivity in Progressive
Supranuclear Palsy

M.C. Piattella, F. Tona, M. Bologna, E. Sbardella, A. Formica, N. Petsas, N. Filippini, A. Berardelli, and P. Pantano

ABSTRACT

BACKGROUND AND PURPOSE: Studies on functional connectivity in progressive supranuclear palsy have been restricted to the thala-
mus and midbrain tegmentum. The present study aims to evaluate functional connectivity abnormalities of the subcortical structures in
these patients. Functional connectivity will be correlated with motor and nonmotor symptoms of the disease.

MATERIALS AND METHODS: Nineteen patients with progressive supranuclear palsy (mean age, 70.93 � 5.19 years) and 12 age-matched
healthy subjects (mean age, 69.17 � 5.20 years) underwent multimodal MR imaging, including fMRI at rest, 3D T1-weighted imaging, and DTI.
fMRI data were processed with fMRI of the Brain Software Library tools by using the dorsal midbrain tegmentum, thalamus, caudate
nucleus, putamen, and pallidum as seed regions.

RESULTS: Patients had lower functional connectivity than healthy subjects in all 5 resting-state networks, mainly involving the basal
ganglia, thalamus, anterior cingulate, dorsolateral prefrontal and temporo-occipital cortices, supramarginal gyrus, supplementary motor
area, and cerebellum. Compared with healthy subjects, patients also displayed subcortical atrophy and DTI abnormalities. Decreased
thalamic functional connectivity correlated with clinical scores, as assessed by the Hoehn and Yahr Scale and by the bulbar and mentation
subitems of the Progressive Supranuclear Palsy Rating Scale. Decreased pallidum functional connectivity correlated with lower Mini-
Mental State Examination scores; decreased functional connectivity in the dorsal midbrain tegmentum network correlated with lower
scores in the Frontal Assessment Battery.

CONCLUSIONS: The present study demonstrates a widespread disruption of cortical-subcortical connectivity in progressive supranu-
clear palsy and provides further insight into the pathophysiologic mechanisms of motor and cognitive impairment in this condition.

ABBREVIATIONS: ACC � anterior cingulate cortex; DLPF � dorsolateral prefrontal cortex; dMT � dorsal midbrain tegmentum; FA � fractional anisotropy; FC �
functional connectivity; MD � mean diffusivity; PSP � progressive supranuclear palsy; SMA � supplementary motor area

Progressive supranuclear palsy (PSP) is one of the most com-

mon forms of atypical parkinsonism, characterized by early-

onset postural instability, falls, and oculomotor abnormalities.

Patients with PSP often have cognitive impairment, involving

frontal executive functions and language, and behavioral symp-

toms, including apathy and social withdrawal or disinhibition.1,2

The pathologic changes in PSP include neuronal degeneration

and � immune-reactive depositions in the basal ganglia, dien-

cephalon, brain stem, and cerebellum, with limited involvement

of the neocortex.3

MR imaging has detected several structural changes in PSP,

which mainly involve the midbrain, thalamus, basal ganglia, fron-

tal cortex, and white matter bundles, reflecting the underlying

neurodegenerative processes present in this condition.4-7 How-

ever, the relationship between brain abnormalities and clinical

manifestations is still unclear.

The resting-state fMRI technique is a method used to investi-

gate spontaneous neuronal activity at rest.8 Spontaneous neuro-

nal activity is identified by slow fluctuations in the blood oxygen

level– dependent signal and is represented by spatial maps of cor-

relations of these blood oxygen level– dependent signal fluctua-

tions within anatomically separate brain regions, also defined as

maps of functional connectivity (FC).8 FC in PSP has previously

been explored in 2 studies with a limited focus on the thalamus9

and dorsal midbrain tegmentum (dMT) regions.10 Both studies

reported functional disconnection between each of these struc-
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tures and some cortical, subcortical, and cerebellar sites.9,10 It is

unknown whether FC abnormalities also affect other key subcor-

tical areas in PSP.3 Owing to the widespread degeneration of sub-

cortical structures in PSP,3 the FC of the caudate nucleus, puta-

men, and pallidum may also be affected in this condition. Due to

the basal ganglia involvement in motor and cognitive functions,

through the parallel interconnections with the frontal cortex,11,12

understanding FC abnormalities of the caudate nucleus, puta-

men, and pallidum in PSP would provide further information on

the pathophysiologic mechanisms of the disease. To achieve this

goal, we evaluated the FC from the caudate, putamen, and palli-

dum nuclei, in addition to the thalamus and dMT. The ultimate

aim of this article was to investigate possible correlations between

cortical-subcortical network disruption and clinical scores of dis-

ease severity.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Subjects
We enrolled 19 patients who were diagnosed with PSP (9 women;

mean age, 70.93 � 5.19 years) according to the National Institute

for Neurological Disorders and Society for PSP criteria13 and were

consecutively referred to the Department of Neurology and Psy-

chiatry at the Sapienza University of Rome, between January 2011

and October 2012. All the patients were clinically classified as

having Richardson syndrome, one of the subtypes of PSP,1,14

by experienced neurologists (A.B. and M.B.). Exclusion criteria

were other neurologic, psychiatric, and systemic diseases and gen-

eral contraindications to MR imaging. Patients were clinically

evaluated (by A.F.) by using the Unified Parkinson’s Disease

Rating Scale,15 the Frontal Assessment Battery,16 the Hoehn and

Yahr Scale,17 the Mini-Mental State Examination,18 and the PSP

Rating Scale and its subscales.19 All patients also underwent a

multimodal MR imaging study (by M.C.P. and F.T.), which in-

cluded resting-state fMRI, diffusion tensor imaging, and volu-

metric imaging. Twelve healthy subjects (9 women; mean age,

69.17 � 5.20 years) with no history of neurologic or psychiatric

disease at the time of the examination constituted the control

group.

Participants provided their written informed consent. The

study protocol was approved by the institutional review board of

Sapienza University of Rome and complied with the Health In-

surance Portability and Accountability Act.

MR Imaging Acquisition
A standardized protocol was performed on a 3T scanner (Magne-

tom Verio; Siemens, Erlangen, Germany). The 12-channel head

coil of the manufacturer designed for parallel imaging (general-

ized autocalibrating partially parallel acquisitions) was used for

signal reception. A multiplanar T1-weighted localizer with sec-

tion orientation parallel to the subcallosal line was acquired at the

beginning of each MR imaging examination. The MR imaging

protocol included the following sequences for all the subjects: 1)

blood oxygen level– dependent single-shot echo-planar images

(TR � 3000 ms, TE � 30 ms, flip angle � 89°, FOV � 192,

matrix � 64 � 64, 50 axial sections 3-mm -thick, no gap, 120

volumes, acquisition time � 6 minutes 11 seconds), with all pa-

tients and healthy subjects being instructed to close their eyes and

stay awake during the resting-state fMRI acquisitions; 2) DTI ac-

quired with a single-shot echo-planar spin-echo sequence with 30

directions (TR � 12,200 ms, TE � 94 ms, FOV � 192 mm, ma-

trix � 96 � 96, b � 0 and 1000 s/mm2, 72 axial sections 2-mm-

thick, no gap, acquisition time � 13 minutes 15 seconds); 3) a

high-resolution 3D T1-weighted MPRAGE sequence (TR � 1900

ms, TE � 2.93 ms, flip angle � 9 °, FOV � 260 mm, matrix �

256 � 256, 176 sagittal sections 1-mm-thick, no gap, acquisition

time � 3 minutes 48 seconds); and 4) dual turbo spin-echo, pro-

ton-attenuation, and T2-weighted images (TR � 3320 ms, TE �

10/103 ms, FOV � 220 mm, matrix � 384 � 384, 25 axial sections

4-mm-thick, 30% gap). The dual turbo spin-echo sequences were

obtained to exclude subjects with brain alterations due to con-

comitant diseases.

Image Processing and Data Analysis
Data analysis was carried out by using the fMRI of the Brain Soft-

ware Library (FSL), Version 4.1.9 (http://www.fmrib.ox.ac.uk/fsl).

Preprocessing. Single-subject preprocessing and group analysis

were performed by using the fMRI Expert Analysis Tool, Version

5.98, part of FSL (http://fsl.fmrib.ox.ac.uk/fsl/fslwiki/FEAT). The

first 3 volumes of the 120 resting-state blood oxygen level– depen-

dent volumes were discarded to obtain a steady-state of the blood

oxygen level– dependent signal. In brief, preprocessing consisted

of head-motion correction, brain extraction, spatial smoothing

by using a Gaussian kernel of full width at half maximum of 5

mm, and high-pass temporal filtering equivalent to a period of

100 seconds. Functional data were registered to structural images

(within-subject) and Montreal Neurological Institute standard

space (to allow higher level group comparisons) by using the

FMRIB Linear Image Registration Tool (http://www.fmrib.

ox.ac.uk/) and Nonlinear Image Registration Tool (http://fsl.

fmrib.ox.ac.uk/fsl/fslwiki/FNIRT) and then were optimized by

using a boundary-based registration approach.20

Functional Connectivity (Seed Description, Time-Series Extrac-
tion, and Higher Level Analysis). Individual seed-ROI masks of the

thalami, caudate, putamen, and pallidum nuclei were obtained from

each subject’s high-resolution T1-weighted structural scan by us-

ing FMRIB’s Integrated Registration and Segmentation Tool

(http://fsl.fmrib.ox.ac.uk/fsl/fslwiki/FIRST),21 an automatic sub-

cortical segmentation program. Each image was visually in-

spected in the coronal plane to ensure accuracy. Left and right

masks of each of the 4 nuclei of interest (thalamus, caudate, pu-

tamen, and pallidum) were merged to obtain a single bilateral

mask. In addition, a 4-mm-radius spheric ROI was placed on the

dMT; it was centered according to the coordinates (5, �15, �8) of

a previous study.10 Each ROI was registered to functional coordi-

nate space and was used to extract the related time course after

having preprocessed the raw fMRI data. Time-series were aver-

aged across all voxels for each seed ROI. Each time-series was

separately fed into the fMRI Expert Analysis Tool and produced

individual participant-level correlation maps of all voxels that

were positively or negatively correlated with each of the seeds.

Afterward, higher level (group level) analysis was performed by

using FMRIB’s Local Analysis of Mixed Effects (http://fsl.

fmrib.ox.ac.uk/fsl/fslwiki/FEAT).22 The general linear model was
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applied to test for group averages and differences between the 2

groups (patients and controls) by using a 2-sample unpaired t test.

The Z-statistic images were thresholded by using clusters deter-

mined by Z � 2.3, and a whole-brain family-wise-error-corrected

cluster significance threshold of P � .05 was applied to the super-

threshold clusters. Anatomic localization of significant clusters

was established according to the Harvard-Oxford Structural At-

las, the Juelich histologic atlas, and the Oxford Thalamic Connec-

tivity Probability Atlas included in the FSL (http://www.

fmrib.ox.ac.uk/fsl/data/atlas-descriptions.html).

Nuisance Signal Regression and Covariates of No Interest In-
cluded in the Model. To account for potential indeterminate

noise,23,24 we also identified seeds of CSF and white matter on

each individual functional EPI, and their time courses were added

as covariates of no interest (nuisance) into each of the seed-ROI

voxelwise correlation analyses to remove nonneural contribu-

tions to the blood oxygen level– dependent signal and thus en-

hance specificity. Similarly, the age of the study participants and

volumes of the specific seeds were entered as nuisance covariates.

Finally, structural maps were used as additional covariates on a

voxel-by-voxel basis to account for potential gray matter differ-

ences. Very briefly, GM images of each subject were extracted by

using FMRIB’s Integrated Registration and Segmentation Tool,21

registered in standard space, smoothed to match the fMRI data,

demeaned within each group, and added to the model used to

analyze fMRI data.

To visualize a unique image common to areas of functional

abnormalities shared by the 5 maps of FC, we first performed a

transformation of between-group difference maps in binary data;

then, we performed a voxel-by-voxel sum of the 5 binarized maps.

In the final image, we attributed a different color to each voxel

value (range, 0 –5). Finally, parameter estimates in individual

functional connectivity maps, within a group mask of each of the

5 functional connectivity maps, were used to correlate functional

connectivity with both clinical scores and structural damage

(brain volumes and DTI parameters) in the patient group.

Structural MR Imaging. T1 3D images were processed by using

SIENA/X (part of FSL), a fully automated and accurate method for

measuring cross-sectional changes in brain volume.25 This auto-

mated method also provided values of normalized cortical volume.

Subcortical volumes (ie, the caudate, putamen, pallidum, thala-

mus nuclei, and the brain stem) were estimated through FMRIB’s

Integrated Registration and Segmentation Tool.21 Subcortical vol-

umes were corrected for individual differences in intracranial volume

by an individual scale factor obtained by SIENA/X.

Diffusion MR Imaging. Eddy current correction was used to pre-

process raw DTI images to correct for distortions due to the gra-

dient directions applied. Subsequently, DTIFit, part of FMRIB’s

Diffusion Toolbox (http://fsl.fmrib.ox.ac.uk/fsl/fsl-4.1.9/fdt/fdt_

dtifit.html), was used to fit a diffusion tensor model at each voxel

and generate fractional anisotropy (FA), mean diffusivity (MD),

axial diffusivity, and radial diffusivity maps. Axial diffusivity was

calculated from the eigenvalues in the principal direction of water

flow (�1). The 2 minor axes (�2 and �3) were averaged to com-

pute radial diffusivity. The average of all 3 (�1, �2, and �3) eigen-

values was used to calculate MD. Briefly, MD and FA are mainly

affected by myelin content and, to a lesser extent, FA, by axonal

attenuation,26 while axial diffusivity and radial diffusivity are con-

sidered measures of axonal and myelin integrity, respectively.27

Voxelwise statistical analysis of FA, MD, radial diffusivity, and

axial diffusivity data was performed by using a Tract-Based Spatial

Statistics tool (http://fsl.fmrib.ox.ac.uk/fsl/fslwiki/TBSS).27

All diffusion and FA maps of patient and healthy subject co-

horts were first aligned into a common space by using the Non-

linear Image Registration Tool. The most representative diffusion

maps were selected automatically as the target, and diffusion

maps of all subjects were nonlinearly registered to this. Following

this step, all images were transformed into Montreal Neurological

Institute standard space. The mean FA image was generated and

thinned to create a mean FA skeleton, which represents the cen-

ters of all tracts common to the subjects. Each subject’s aligned FA

data were then projected onto this skeleton, and the resulting data

were fed into voxelwise general linear modeling cross-subject sta-

tistics. We used a threshold of 0.2 for creation of a mean FA skel-

eton to include the major WM tracts but exclude peripheral tracts,

which may cause significant intersubject variability and/or partial

volume effects with GM and CSF. A voxel-by-voxel permutation

nonparametric test (5000 permutations) was used to assess

group-related differences by using threshold-free cluster en-

hancement, which avoids using an arbitrary threshold for the

initial cluster formation.28 In addition to FA data, MD, axial dif-

fusivity, and radial diffusivity were also analyzed by using Tract-

Based Spatial Statistics in an analogous fashion. The results were

corrected for multiple comparisons and reported at a significance

level of P � .05.

Statistical Analysis
The statistical analysis was performed by using SPSS software,

Version 16.0 (IBM, Armonk, New York). All values are reported

as mean � SD or median and range as appropriate. Unpaired t

tests and �2 tests were used to evaluate any differences between

groups, after Bonferroni correction for multiple comparisons.

Correlations between clinical and radiologic variables were in-

vestigated by backward stepwise regression.

RESULTS
Demographic, clinical, and radiologic characteristics of the 19

patients with PSP are shown in Table 1. There were no statistically

significant differences in age and sex distribution between pa-

tients and healthy subjects (Table 1).

Functional Connectivity
The dMT, thalamus, caudate, putamen, and pallidum were cho-

sen as ROIs in both patients and healthy subjects, and the FC

patterns were identified in each region (Fig 1). Patients with PSP

had lower FC than healthy subjects in all 5 functional connectivity

maps (Fig. 2).

FC in the dMT functional connectivity map was significantly

reduced in the left dorsolateral prefrontal cortex (DLPF) and su-

pramarginal gyrus, as well as in the pregenual anterior cingulate

cortex, bilaterally.

FC in the thalamic functional connectivity map was decreased

in the basal ganglia and thalamus, dorsolateral prefrontal cortex,
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anterior cingulate cortex (ACC), sup-

plementary motor area (SMA), and pre-

central gyrus, bilaterally, and in the left

temporo-occipital cortex and left cere-

bellar Crus I.

FC in the caudate nucleus functional

connectivity map was significantly lower

in clusters located in the thalamus and

caudate, ACC, and pre-SMA, bilaterally,

and in the left DLPF and temporo-occipi-

tal cortex; FC was also decreased in the

posterior lobe of the cerebellum (Crus I,

lobules VI, VIIb, VIIIa, VIIIb, IX).

FC in the putamen functional connec-

tivity map was significantly reduced in the

thalamus and caudate, ACC, SMA, post-

central and supramarginal gyri, precu-

neus, and temporo-occipital and occipital

cortices, bilaterally; the cerebellum was

also bilaterally affected (Crus I, Crus II,

lobules VI, VIIb, VIIIa, VIIIb, IX).

Finally, FC in the pallidum func-

tional connectivity map was reduced in

the basal ganglia and thalamus, DLPF,

ACC and SMA, supramarginal gyrus,

precuneus, temporo-occipital and oc-

cipital cortices, bilaterally, and in the

cerebellum (Crus I, lobules VI, VIIb,

VIIIa) bilaterally, though to a greater de-

gree on the right side.

To identify common brain areas hav-

ing reduced FC across all 5 functional

connectivity maps, we overlapped re-

sults obtained from each map separately

(Fig 3). We obtained images showing

voxels of significantly decreased FC in 4

results (located in the thalamus, cau-

date, and ACC, bilaterally, and the left

DLPF and temporo-occipital cortex)

and in 3 results (located in the left supra-

marginal gyrus and in the SMA and cer-

ebellar Crus I, lobules VI, VIIb and

VIIIb, bilaterally). No focus of decreased

FC in any of the 5 functional maps was

identified.

Structural Damage
Patients with PSP had significantly

lower subcortical structure volumes

than healthy subjects, whereas no signif-

icant difference emerged between the 2

groups in cerebral cortex volumes (Ta-

ble 1).

Patients also had significantly lower

mean FA and significantly higher

MD, radial diffusivity, and axial diffu-

sivity values than healthy subjects (Ta-

ble 1).

FIG 1. Maps of functional connectivity obtained from 5 seeds, ie, the dorsal midbrain tegmentum
(yellow), thalamus (red), caudate (pink), putamen (green), and pallidum (blue)—in 12 healthy sub-
jects (1-sample t test, P � .05, corrected for family-wise error). The images are presented accord-
ing to radiologic orientation.

Table 1: Clinical and radiologic characteristics of 19 patients with PSP and of 12 healthy subjects
Healthy Subjectsa

(n = 12)
Patients with PSPa

(n = 19) P Valueb

Age (yr) 69.172 � 5.201 70.933 � 5.196 .356
Male/femalec 3/9 10/9 .158
UPDRS – 27.625 � 17.952 NA
FAB – 11.187 � 3.799 NA
H&Y – 2.9 � 1.065 NA
MMSE 29.135 � 0.8 24.325 � 3.886 NA
PSPRS – 35.823 � 16.994 NA

History – 7.706 � 3.820 NA
Mentation – 3.647 � 2.597 NA
Bulbar – 3.117 � 1.996 NA
Ocular – 7.706 � 2.932 NA
Limb – 4.176 � 3.486 NA
Gait – 9.235 � 5.750 NA

Thalamus V (mm3) 9.483 � 0.840 8.005 � 0.657 �.0001d

Caudate V (mm3) 4.380 � 0.373 3.962 � 0.477 .015
Putamen V (mm3) 5.992 � 0.472 4.835 � 0.575 �.0001d

Pallidum V (mm3) 2.404 � 0.472 1.857 � 0.293 .0004d

Brain stem V (mm3) 14.906 � 1.652 12.618 � 1.603 .0006d

Intracranial V (mm3) 1620.661 � 163.482 1549.769 � 114.184 .165
Cortical V (mm3) 600.423 � 41.923 576.789 � 49.823 .167
Mean FA 0.508 � 0.019 0.441 � 0.030 �.0001d

Mean MD (mm � sec�2) � 10�3 0.689 � 0.026 0.762 � 0.030 �.0001d

Mean RD (mm � sec�2) � 10�3 0.478 � 0.029 0.561 � 0.034 �.0001d

Mean AD (mm � sec�2) � 10�3 1.049 � 0.032 1.154 � 0.056 �.0001d

Note:—UPDRS indicates Unified Parkinson’s Disease Rating Scale; FAB, Frontal Assessment Battery; H&Y, Hoehn and
Yahr Scale; MMSE, Mini-Mental State Examination; PSPRS, PSP Rating Scale; V, volume (left and right values of subcor-
tical volumes are averaged); RD, radial diffusivity; AD, axial diffusivity; –, not available; NA � not applicable.
a Values are reported as mean � SD.
b Differences between groups were assessed by t test.
c Differences between groups were assessed by �2.
d Statistically significant values after Bonferroni correction for multiple comparisons.
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Correlation Analysis
FC estimates did not correlate with regional subcortical volumes

and DTI parameters. The correlation analysis between the param-

eter estimates of FC within each of the 5 functional connectivity

maps and clinical measures, as assessed by the Unified Parkin-

son’s Disease Rating Scale, Frontal Assessment Battery, Hoehn

and Yahr scale, Mini-Mental State Examination, and PSP Rating

Scale and its subscales, yielded significant results (Table 2). Esti-

mates of thalamic FC were inversely correlated with the Hoehn

and Yahr Scale and the bulbar and mentation subitems of the PSP

Rating Scale scores (P � .05). Estimates

of pallidum FC were directly correlated

with Mini-Mental State Examination

scores (P � .03), and estimates of the

dMT FC were directly correlated with

Frontal Assessment Battery scores (P �

.04). Overall, these results indicated that

decreased FC was associated with more

severe manifestations of the disease.

Conversely, regional subcortical vol-

umes and DTI parameters did not cor-

relate with clinical scores of disease

severity.

DISCUSSION
The main finding of this study is that all

the networks we evaluated— dMT, thal-

amus, caudate, putamen, and palli-

dum— exhibited lower FC in patients

with PSP than in healthy subjects in sev-

eral subcortical and cortical areas. Cor-

tical disconnection mainly involved the

frontal cortex (DLPF, ACC, SMA, pre-

central gyrus) and parietal (supramar-

ginal gyrus and precuneus), temporal,

and occipital cortices; the basal gan-

glia, thalamus, and cerebellum were

also affected. Disruption of specific

brain regions (ie, the thalamus, cau-

date, ACC, SMA, and cerebellum on

both sides and the DLPF, temporo-oc-

cipital cortex, and supramarginal gyrus

on the left side) was a common finding

in the various functional connectivity

maps analyzed.

Following a previous observation by

Gardner et al,10 who first found reduced

dMT FC in the cerebellum, thalamus,

striatum, and frontal and parietal corti-

ces in patients with PSP, in the present

study, we provide further evidence

showing that FC in the dMT functional

connectivity map is reduced in the left

DLPF and supramarginal gyrus and in

the pregenual anterior cingulated cor-

tex, bilaterally. Moreover, in the present

study, we did not find any region of en-

hanced dMT FC, which is in keeping

with previous results.10 With regard to thalamic FC, we con-

firmed the reduced connectivity in the premotor cortex, SMA,

thalamus, basal ganglia, and cerebellum previously described by

Whitwell et al9 in patients with PSP. Unlike us, however, they did

not detect decreased FC in the ACC and found increased FC in

regions surrounding the perisylvian fissure.9 These discrepancies

between the 2 studies are likely due to differences in the method-

ology used for the data analysis or in the selection of patients or

both.

FIG 2. Differences between 19 patients with progressive supranuclear palsy and 12 healthy sub-
jects in functional connectivity obtained from 5 seeds (2-sample t test, P � .05, corrected for
family-wise error). Patients with PSP had significantly lower FC than healthy subjects in all 5 FC
maps—that is, the dorsal midbrain tegmentum (yellow), thalamus (red), caudate (pink), putamen
(green), and pallidum (blue). The images are presented according to radiologic orientation.

FIG 3. Images showing common areas of functional abnormalities shared by the 5 maps of FC.
Different colors show the number of abnormal FC maps: in yellow, voxels of decreased FC in 4
maps; and in orange, voxels of decreased FC in 3 maps. Voxels of decreased FC in 2 maps are not
shown. No focus of decreased FC in any of the 5 maps was identified. The images are presented
according to radiologic orientation.
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With respect to the previous studies,9,10 we evaluated FC also

from the caudate nucleus, putamen, and pallidum and found that

functional disruption was a consistent finding in PSP and exten-

sively involved multiple subcortical and cortical areas. The thala-

mus, caudate, ACC, DLPF, and SMA are part of the parallel cir-

cuits that connect the basal ganglia and frontal cortex and are

implicated in motor and cognitive functions,29,30 with the puta-

men mainly being connected to motor cortical areas12 and the

caudate nucleus mainly being involved in cognitive frontal cir-

cuits.30 The decrease in thalamic FC we observed in all the func-

tional connectivity maps, with the exception of the dMT, high-

lights the key role of the thalamus, which is an important

integration center of networks related to emotional, cognitive,

and motor functions31 in the pathophysiology of PSP. We also

observed that the FC was abnormal in a specific region of the ACC

in all the functional connectivity maps, with the exception of the

dMT. This finding supports the concept of an overlap between

different domains (ie, motor, cognitive, and emotional functions

in the ACC).30,32 The DLPF, which plays a key role in executive

functions,33 was disconnected from the thalamus and pallidum

bilaterally and from the dMT and caudate on the left side alone.

This asymmetric FC likely reflects hemispheric functional special-

ization in executive functions between the left and right DLPF.34

Last, the SMA was disconnected in the putamen, pallidum, and

thalamic functional connectivity maps, while a region in the me-

dial superior frontal cortex corresponding to the pre-SMA35 was

disconnected in the caudate functional connectivity map. The

functional alterations we observed are in agreement with ana-

tomic interconnections among the putamen, SMA, and motor

cortices on 1 side and among the caudate, pre-SMA, and prefron-

tal cortex on the other side.35,36

In addition to areas belonging to the subcortical-frontal cir-

cuits, the decrease in FC was consistently observed in the cerebel-

lum and in the left temporo-occipital cortex and supramarginal

gyrus, thereby suggesting a functional involvement of connec-

tions between basal ganglia and cortical areas other than frontal

ones in the pathophysiology of PSP. The basal ganglia receives

projections from widespread regions of the cerebral cortex, in-

cluding the parietal and temporal lobes.37 Furthermore, although

the main interactions between the basal ganglia– cortical and cer-

ebellum-cortical loops occur largely at the cortical level,33 recent

evidence points to direct connections between the cerebellum and

basal ganglia.38,39

In this study, patients with PSP displayed a gray matter volume

decrease in subcortical structures and DTI abnormalities in white

matter compared with healthy subjects, which is in keeping with

the results of previous studies.5-7 These structural abnormalities

did not correlate with FC. Although it is commonly assumed that

FC reflects structural connectivity, the relationship between the 2

is rather complex40: FC can be observed, for example, between

regions with no or few anatomic connections, owing to the dy-

namic reorganization capabilities of functional connections in the

brain.41

Regarding the clinical impact of MR imaging structural abnor-

malities, previous studies that investigated possible relationships

between cerebral atrophy measurements and disease severity gen-

erally failed to detect a significant correlation.5,9 There are few

reports of correlations between regional measurements of DTI

parameters and clinical scores.42 In the present study, neither re-

gional brain volumes nor mean DTI metrics correlated with the

clinical severity of patients with PSP. These observations suggest

that the severity of clinical impairment may be due to a functional

disruption of subcortical-cortical circuits rather than to structural

abnormalities. To evaluate the effects of functional abnormalities

on clinical severity, we investigated a possible correlation between

disease severity clinical scores and parameter estimates of FC. We

observed that thalamic FC was associated with both motor and

cognitive abnormalities, as shown by correlations with Hoehn

and Yahr Scale scores and with the bulbar and mentation sub-

items of the PSP Rating Scale; the pallidum FC correlated with the

Mini-Mental State Examination and the dMT FC correlated with

Frontal Assessment Battery changes. This latter finding is in keep-

ing with the significant relationship between FC of the dMT net-

work and the severity of cognitive impairment, found by Gardner

et al.10 The present observations suggest that FC abnormalities in

PSP might be developed as surrogate biomarkers of motor and

cognitive abnormalities in PSP.

This study has certain limitations. First, we used a seed-based

analysis, which is intrinsically flawed from a methodologic point

of view owing to the a priori choice of the brain areas to correlate

with the rest of the brain.8 Second, the seeds of our study included

each of the 5 subcortical structures as a whole, with no distinction

being made between the various components and nuclei. This

drawback is related to the spatial resolution of the blood oxygen

level– dependent images, which is insufficient to yield a reliable

parcellation. Third, because we studied a homogeneous group of

patients affected by Richardson syndrome,1 and not by other PSP

subtypes, the conclusion of our study cannot be extended to other

subtypes of PSP. Last, we did not perform a follow-up study;

therefore, further investigations are needed to clarify whether FC

abnormalities in PSP are useful measures to predict the clinical

outcome in this condition.

CONCLUSIONS
Our data on PSP clearly point to widespread functional altera-

tions involving 5 different functional connectivity maps. Some of

these abnormalities are strictly correlated with the severity of clin-

ical impairment, suggesting that the characterization of patterns

and dynamics of brain networks may shed light on pathophysio-

logic and clinical changes in patients with PSP.

Disclosures: Nikolaos Petsas—UNRELATED: Consultancy: Federazione Italiana Scle-
rosi Multipla (fellowship).* Patrizia Pantano—UNRELATED: Grants/Grants Pending:
Federazione Italiana Sclerosi Multipla.* *Money paid to the institution.

Table 2: Significant correlations between parameter estimates of
FC maps and clinical scores in patients with PSP

Clinical
Scalesa � P Value 95% CI R2

Thalamus Bulbar �5.89 .04 �11.57 to �0.20 0.19
Thalamus Mentation �8.02 .05 �16.20 to �0.15 0.27
Thalamus H&Y �3.51 .03 �6.60 to �0.40 0.53
Pallidum MMSE 12.23 .03 1.19–23.27 0.52
dMT FAB 42.16 .04 2.24–82.08 0.26

Note:—FAB indicates Frontal Assessment Battery; H&Y, Hoehn and Yahr Scale;
MMSE, Mini-Mental State Examination.
a Bulbar and Mentation are subitems of the PSP Rating Scale.
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ORIGINAL RESEARCH
INTERVENTIONAL

WEB Treatment of Intracranial Aneurysms: Feasibility,
Complications, and 1-Month Safety Results with the WEB DL

and WEB SL/SLS in the French Observatory
L. Pierot, J. Moret, F. Turjman, D. Herbreteau, H. Raoult, X. Barreau, S. Velasco, H. Desal, A.-C. Januel, P. Courtheoux, J.-Y. Gauvrit,

C. Cognard, S. Soize, A. Molyneux, and L. Spelle

ABSTRACT

BACKGROUND AND PURPOSE: Safety analyses in the French Observatory have shown that treatment of intracranial aneurysms by using
flow disruption with the Woven EndoBridge Device (WEB) is safe, with low morbidity and no mortality. The objective of this study was to
analyze treatment feasibility, complications, and safety results in patients treated with the Woven EndoBridge Device Dual-Layer (WEB DL)
and Woven EndoBridge Device Single-Layer/Single-Layer Sphere (WEB SL/SLS) in the French Observatory.

MATERIALS AND METHODS: Patients with bifurcation aneurysms were included in this prospective, multicenter good clinical practices
study. A medical monitor independently analyzed procedural and clinical data. The study started with the WEB DL, and secondarily, the
WEB SL/SLS was authorized in the study.

RESULTS: Between November 2012 and January 2014, 10 French centers included 62 patients with 63 aneurysms. Thirty patients with 31
aneurysms were treated with the WEB DL, and 32 patients with 32 aneurysms, with the WEB SL/SLS. The percentage of anterior commu-
nicating artery aneurysms treated with WEB SL/SLS was significantly higher (37.5%) compared with WEB DL (12.9%) (P � .04). The WEB
SL/SLS was more frequently used in aneurysms of �10 mm than the WEB DL (respectively, 96.9% and 67.7%; P � .002). Morbidity was similar
in both groups (WEB DL, 3.3%; WEB SL/SLS, 3.1%), and mortality was 0.0% in both groups.

CONCLUSIONS: This comparative study shows increased use of WEB treatment in ruptured, small, and anterior communicating artery
aneurysms when using WEB SL/SLS. There was a trend toward fewer thromboembolic complications with the WEB SL/SLS. With both the
WEB DL and WEB SL/SLS, the treatment was safe, with low morbidity and no mortality.

ABBREVIATIONS: AcomA � anterior communicating artery; DL � Dual-Layer; SL � Single-Layer; SLS � Single-Layer Sphere; WEB � Woven EndoBridge Device

Endovascular treatment is the preferred therapeutic option for

ruptured aneurysms that are anatomically suitable for endo-

vascular coil treatment, supported by randomized studies, espe-

cially in locations less suitable for surgery.1,2 It also has an impor-

tant place in the management of unruptured aneurysms that are

judged appropriate for treatment.3 Complex aneurysms (fusi-

form, wide-neck, large, or giant) are often untreatable or difficult

to treat with standard coiling. For these complex cases, endovas-

cular techniques such as balloon-assisted coiling, stent-assisted

coiling, or flow diversion have been used with good results.4-9

Flow disruption is a new endovascular approach, which in-

volves placement of a Woven EndoBridge Device (WEB; Sequent

Medical, Aliso Viejo, California), which modifies the blood flow

at the level of the neck and induces intra-aneurysmal thrombosis.

The WEB was designed initially to treat wide-neck and bifur-

cation aneurysms. The initial clinical results have shown that

treatment is feasible with a low level of complications, low

morbidity, and no mortality.10-14 The device has been progres-

sively developed from a dual-layer version (WEB Dual-Layer

[DL] aneurysm embolization system; Sequent Medical) to sin-

gle-layer versions (WEB Single-Layer [SL] and WEB Single-

Layer Sphere [SLS]).
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The French Observatory is a prospective, multicenter observa-

tional study of consecutive cases, with independent monitoring,

across 10 French centers.

It has 2 major objectives:

1) To carefully evaluate the safety of this treatment with an inde-

pendent assessment of all adverse events and morbidity/

mortality.

2) To evaluate the efficacy of this treatment at 12 and 24 months

with independent core lab adjudication.

Patients treated with both WEB DL and WEB SL/SLS were in-

cluded in the French Observatory. The present analysis reports the

feasibility of treatment, adverse events, and morbidity/mortality at 1

month in patients treated with WEB DL and WEB SL/SLS.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
The study received required national regulatory authorization:

approval from the Reims Institutional Review Board, the Consul-

tative Committee of Information Processing in Health Care Re-

search program, and the National Commission for Data Process-

ing and Freedom. Written informed consent was obtained for all

patients. The study has been declared on Clinicaltrials.gov

(NCT01975233).

Trial Design
The French Observatory is a single-arm, prospective, consecutive,

multicenter, observational, French study confined to the evalua-

tion of WEB treatment for bifurcation aneurysms.

The study protocol had the following inclusion criteria:

● Patients of 18 –75 years of age, able to consent and comply with

30-day, 1-year, and 2-year follow-up.

● Aneurysm status: ruptured (Hunt and Hess 1, 2, or 3), unrup-

tured, and recanalized.

● Aneurysm location: bifurcation aneurysms located at the basi-

lar artery, middle cerebral artery, anterior communicating ar-

tery, and internal carotid artery terminus.

● Aneurysm morphology: able to be treated with available WEB

sizes, and dome-to-neck ratio greater �1.

In each participating institution, the treatment decision and

its technique (surgery or endovascular treatment) were decided

on a case-by-case basis by a local multidisciplinary team, includ-

ing neurosurgeons, neuroanesthesiologists, neurologists, and

neuroradiologists. The selection of aneurysms treated with the

WEB device was performed autonomously in each center by the

interventional neuroradiologists according to the study protocol.

Study follow-up was conducted at 30 days (safety/mRS), 12

months (safety/mRS and imaging per standard of care), and 24

months (safety/mRS and imaging per standard of care). All imag-

ing was evaluated by an independent core lab to assess the ade-

quacy of occlusion.

The study was initiated with the WEB DL device, and an

amendment was approved when the WEB SL and SLS were avail-

able, making these devices usable in the study.

WEB Devices
WEB devices (Figure) are retrievable, electrothermally detach-

able, nitinol braids that are placed within the sac of the aneurysm

to disrupt the flow at the level of the neck and create aneurysmal

thrombosis.

WEB DL, which received CE Mark in 2010, contains a second

nitinol braid that is proximally placed inside the first nitinol braid

and provides a double-layer high-attenuation mesh coverage at

the neck to achieve rapid intraprocedural stasis. The WEB DL is

available in diameters between 5 and 11 mm and heights between

3 and 9 mm and has a barrel shape designed to treat wide-neck

bifurcation aneurysms (ie, the WEB is wider than it is tall). With

the double layers, WEB DL devices contain 216 or 288 total wires,

depending on device size. More important, a given WEB DL con-

tains 2 or 3 different-diameter wires braided into the device in a

proprietary process called MicroBraid (Sequent Medical).

WEB SL and WEB SLS, which received CE Mark in 2013, rep-

resent an evolution of the MicroBraid technology. WEB SL and

SLS are available in an expanded range of diameters between 4 and

11 mm and heights between 3 and 9 mm. Markedly different from

the WEB DL, the WEB SL and SLS devices vary from 144 wires in

4-mm-diameter devices up to 216 wires in 11-mm-diameter de-

vices. With a more spheric shape, WEB SLS is designed to treat

�1.5–2 dome-to-neck-ratio aneurysms and aneurysms with V-

shaped or tapered necks. Unlike the WEB SL, which is available in

multiple heights at any given width, WEB SLSs are singularly

FIGURE. A, WEB DL. B, WEB SL (arrowhead) and SLS (arrow).
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available in sizes between 4 and 11 mm (ie, the heights of WEB

SLSs are slightly less than their diameters due to the inclusion of

the distal and proximal marker recesses). The increasing wire

count in a single, braided layer— combined with multiple wire

diameters—allows the WEB SL and SLS to achieve rapid contrast

stasis and to balance radial force with conformability.15 This uni-

form response may be important clinically in that small and large

WEB devices must have an appropriate radial force to remain where

they are deployed (ie, WEB radial force is greater than the parent

artery blood flow force) but must remain soft enough to conform

safely to the aneurysm (ie, WEB radial force is less than the compres-

sive force on the aneurysm from the subarachnoid space).

Since late 2012, VIA catheters have been available from Se-

quent Medical, designed specifically for the WEB. During 2010

through late 2012, WEB DL 5- to 7-mm diameters were used

primarily with Rebar-27 (Covidien, Irvine, California), and WEB

DL 8- to 11-mm diameters were used with DAC 038 (Stryker,

Fremont, California). From late 2012 to the present, WEB proce-

dures were performed with the VIA-27 (WEB DL 5–7 mm, WEB

SL/SLS 4 –9 mm), VIA-33 (WEB DL 8 –9 mm, WEB SL/SLS 10 –11

mm), and DAC 038 (WEB DL 10 and 11 mm). Taken together,

the WEB SL/SLS and the VIA catheters provide complete systems

for WEB delivery, retrieval, deployment, and detachment in an-

eurysms �3 to �10 mm in diameter.

Procedural Modalities
The treatment of aneurysms with the WEB was performed with

techniques similar to those used in the treatment of aneurysms

with coils (eg, general anesthesia, intraoperative treatment with

intravenous heparin, single or double femoral approach). Pre-,

intra-, and postoperative antiplatelet therapy was managed in

each center as indicated for their standard endovascular treat-

ment with coils (or stent and coils if this approach was a potential

alternative treatment).

After accurate evaluation of aneurysm anatomy (aneurysm

morphology, aneurysm transverse diameter and height, and neck

size) by the treating physician by using MRA and DSA, it was

determined whether the treatment with the WEB was indicated

and device sizing was appropriate.

We usually used a triaxial access: a long introducer sheath

placed in the internal carotid artery or vertebral artery, a distal

access catheter placed in the intracranial portion of the ICA or

vertebral artery, and a microcatheter placed in the aneurysm. The

WEB device chosen according to aneurysm measurements was

then positioned in the aneurysmal sac. A control angiogram was

performed to check the position of the device in the aneurysm and

to evaluate flow stagnation inside the aneurysm. If the position

was not satisfactory, the device was resheathed and repositioned.

If the size was not appropriate, the device was resheathed and

another device was deployed into the aneurysm. When the right-

sized device was correctly positioned, a final DSA run was performed.

Treatment with ancillary devices (balloon, coils, and stent) was au-

thorized if deemed necessary by the treating physician.

Data Collection
Each center completed a patient file with the following data: pa-

tient age and sex; aneurysm status; aneurysm characteristics, in-

cluding location, size, and neck size; date of the procedure; type

of device used (DL or SL/SLS); occurrence of a complications

during or after the procedure; and use of an additional device

during the procedure (coils, remodeling balloons, stents, or

flow diverters). A preoperative Hunt and Hess grade was col-

lected in case of ruptured aneurysms. mRS was collected before

treatment (unruptured/recanalized aneurysms) and at 1

month (all patients).

All adverse events were collected in this good clinical practices

series, even if no specific treatment was needed. Thromboembolic

events were diagnosed intraoperatively by angiography regardless

of type (clotting near the neck of the aneurysm, clotting in the

distal branches, and parent vessel occlusion). Postoperative

thromboembolic events were diagnosed by MR imaging and/or

digital subtraction angiography performed in cases of sudden

neurologic compromise. Intraoperative rupture was diagnosed by

the exit of the tip of the coil or the microcatheter outside the limit

of the aneurysmal sac and/or extravasation of contrast media.

Adverse events were reported even if no clinical modification was

associated with them.

Data Analysis
Clinical data were independently monitored and analyzed includ-

ing all adverse events. Morbidity was defined as mRS of �2 when

the preoperative mRS was �2 (or in case of ruptured aneurysm)

and as an increase of 1 point when the preoperative the mRS was

�2. Population, adverse events, and morbidity/mortality were

compared in the DL and SL/SLS groups.

Statistical Analysis
Continuous variables were described as mean � SD with extreme

values and categoric variables as a number and percentage. Cate-

goric variables and quantitative variables were compared between

patients with WEB DL and WEB SL/SLS devices by using Mann-

Whitney U tests, �2 tests, or Fisher exact tests, as appropriate. A P

value � .05 was considered significant. Analyses were conducted

by using MedCalc statistical software for Windows (Version

11.4.3.0; MedCalc Software, Mariakerke, Belgium).

RESULTS
Population
Patients were included in French Observatory between November

2012 and January 2014.

Thirty patients (women, 23; 76.7%) aged 33–71 years (mean,

55.6 � 8.9 years) with 31 aneurysms were treated with the WEB

DL. Thirty-two patients (women, 16; 50.0%) aged 33–74 years

(mean, 57.4 �10.3 years) with 32 aneurysms were treated with

WEB SL or WEB SLS.

In the DL group, aneurysms were ruptured (2/31, 6.5%), un-

ruptured (26/31, 83.9%), and recanalized (3/31, 9.6%). They were

located on the MCA (19/31, 61.3%), basilar artery (6/31, 19.4%),

ICA terminus (2/31, 6.5%), and anterior communicating artery

(AcomA) (4/31, 12.9%). Aneurysm size was �10 mm in 21/31

aneurysms (67.7%). Neck size was �4 mm in 29/31 aneurysms

(93.5%). Four patients (13.3%) received single (3 patients) or

dual (1 patient) antiplatelet treatment before the procedure. Dur-
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ing the procedure, 22 patients (73.3%) received antiplatelet treat-

ment (single, 14; dual, 8). After the procedure, 26 patients

(86.7%) received antiplatelet treatment (single, 18; dual, 8).

In the SL/SLS group, aneurysms were ruptured (5/32, 15.6%),

unruptured (25/32, 78.1%), and recanalized (2/32, 6.3%). They

were located on the MCA (13/32, 40.6%), basilar artery (3/32,

9.4%), ICA terminus (4/32, 12.5%), and AcomA (12/32, 37.5%).

Aneurysm size was �10 mm in 31/32 aneurysms (96.9%). Neck

size was �4 mm in 28/32 aneurysms (87.5%). Eleven patients

(34.4%) received single (4 patients) or dual (7 patients) antiplate-

let treatment before the procedure. During the procedure, 20 pa-

tients (62.5%) received antiplatelet treatment (single, 12; dual, 8).

After the procedure, 22 patients (68.8%) received antiplatelet

treatment (single, 13; dual, 9).

Patient and aneurysm populations are statistically compared

in the Table.

Treatment Feasibility
Technical success (deployment of the WEB in the target aneu-

rysm) was achieved in 30/31 aneurysms (96.8%) in the DL group

and in 32/32 aneurysms (100.0%) in the SL/SLS group. One treat-

ment failure occurred in the DL group: it was impossible to deploy

the WEB, which was stuck in the microcatheter. The aneurysm

was treated with coils.

Adjunctive Treatments
Adjunctive devices were used in 4/30 aneurysms (13.3%) in the

DL group (coiling in 3 cases and stent placement in 1 case) and in

3/32 aneurysms (9.4%) in the SL/SLS group (coiling in 1 case and

stent placement in 2 cases).

Technical Problems and Adverse Events
Technical problems were encountered in 3/30 patients (9.7%) in the

DL group (detachment problem, 1; WEB protrusion, 1; WEB stuck

in microcatheter, 1) and 2/32 patients (6.3%) in the SL/SLS group

(WEB protrusion, 2). All events were clinically asymptomatic.

Thromboembolic events or any appearance of thrombus was

reported in 7/30 patients (23.3%) in the DL group (with no clin-

ical deficit in 3, transient deficits in 3, and a permanent deficit in

1) and in 3/32 patients (9.4%) in SL/SLS group (with no deficit in

1 and a transient deficit in 2). In both groups, there was no evi-

dence of a statistical relationship between antiplatelet medication

and the occurrence of thromboembolic events.

Intraoperative rupture occurred in 1 patient (3.3%) in the DL

group and zero patients in the SL/SLS group. The intraoperative

rupture was not symptomatic.

One patient (3.3%) had an intracranial hemorrhage 2 days

after WEB DL treatment related to dual antiplatelet therapy with

no clinical worsening.

Statistical comparison for technical complications and adverse

events between the DL and SL/SLS groups is shown in the Table.

Mortality/Morbidity at 1 Month
There was no mortality in the series. One patient in each group

had mRS �2 at 1 month, leading to a morbidity of 3.3% in the DL

group and 3.1% in the SL/SLS group. Morbidity was related to a

thromboembolic event in the DL group and to an increase of a

pre-existing aneurysm mass effect in the SL group.

DISCUSSION
The present analysis shows that indications for the WEB DL and

WEB SL/SLS are slightly different. Fewer thromboembolic com-

plications or any appearance of thrombus was observed after

treatment with the WEB SL/SLS (9.4% versus 23.3% in the DL

group), but with such small numbers, this difference was not sig-

nificant (P � .14). Morbidity was low and similar in both groups,

(3.3% with the WEB DL and 3.1% with the WEB SL/SLS). There

was no mortality.

For similar-sized devices, moving from a dual-layer to a single-

layer device improves the device profile with several potential ad-

vantages, including a decrease in size of the microcatheter used for

the placement of the device and improved navigability of the de-

vice in the microcatheter. Other potential advantages are easier

deployment of the device in the aneurysm sac, better conform-

ability of the device to the aneurysm, and improved retrievability

of the device.

The present analysis shows a change in the way the WEB device

is used. Of note, there was a trend toward an increased percentage

of ruptured aneurysms treated in the cohort, 6.5% with WEB DL

and 15.6% with WEB SL/SLS, though again, the trend was not

significant (P � .42). The use of antiplatelet drugs is not manda-

tory when using this technique, making the WEB potentially suit-

able for use in the treatment of ruptured aneurysms, which pres-

ent difficulties for standard coil treatment or stent-assisted

coiling.16,17 Larger series are needed to determine the exact place

of WEB treatment in the management of ruptured aneurysms.

The percentage of AcomA aneurysms treated with the WEB

SL/SLS was significantly higher (37.5%) in this series compared

Aneurysm characteristics, treatment complications, and
morbidity and mortality in patients treated with WEB DL and
WEB SL (and SLS)

WEB DL WEB SL/SLS P Value
Patients 30 32

Age (mean) (yr) 55.6 � 8.9 57.4 � 10.3 .86
Female 24/30 (80.0%) 16/32 (50.0%) .20

Aneurysms 31 32
Ruptured 2/31 (6.5%) 5/32 (15.6%) .42
AcomA 4/31 (12.9%) 12/32 (37.5%) .04
Aneurysm �10 mm 21/31 (67.7%) 31/32 (96.9%) .002
Neck �4 mm 29/31 (96.5%) 28/32 (87.5%) .67

Antiplatelet treatmenta

Before treatment 4/30 (13.3%) 11/32 (34.4%) .07
During treatment 22/30 (73.3%) 20/32 (62.5%) .42
After treatment 26/30 (86.7%) 22/32 (68.8%) .13

Treatment feasibility 30/31 (96.8%) 32/32 (100.0%) .49
Adjunctive treatment 4/30 (13.3%) 3/32 (9.4%) .70
Adverse events

Device problems 3/30 (10.0%) 2/32 (6.3%) .66
TEb 7/30 (23.3%) 3/32 (9.4%) .17
IOR 1/30 (3.3%) 0/32 (0.0%) .48

Morbidity/mortality
Morbidity 1/30 (3.3%) 1/32 (3.1%) 1
Mortality 0/30 (0.0%) 0/32 (0.0%) 1

Note:—TE indicates thromboembolic event/appearance of thrombus; IOR, intraop-
erative rupture.
a One or 2 medications.
b DL group: no clinical deficit in 3, transient deficits in 3, permanent deficit in 1. SL
group: no deficit in 1, transient deficits in 2.
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with the WEB DL (12.9%) (P � .04). The lower device profile

offered by the WEB SL/SLS is the single most important factor

making it more suitable for aneurysms in this location. Entering

the A1 segment of the anterior cerebral artery with a 0.027- to

0.033-inch microcatheter is not always simple, and the anatomy

of the anterior communicating artery complex is transiently mod-

ified when the microcatheter is in the A1 segment and when the

device is pushed into the microcatheter, making correct position-

ing of the device sometimes more difficult. The improvement of

the WEB SL/SLS device profile consequently makes the procedure

easier and increases the feasibility of treating more wide-neck an-

terior communication artery aneurysms.

In this study, both the WEB DL and WEB SL/SLS devices were

used in predominantly wide-neck aneurysms (respectively, 96.5%

and 87.5%). The WEB SL/SLS was more frequently used in aneu-

rysms of �10 mm than the WEB DL (respectively, 96.9% and

67.7%; P � .002), probably as a result of reduced catheter profile

and better conformability of the device.

Treatment success was high with both the WEB DL and WEB

SL/SLS (respectively, 96.8% and 100.0%). Adjunctive devices

were used in a similar percentage of cases in both the DL and

SL/SLS groups (respectively, 13.3% and 9.4%). Coiling was used

in 3 aneurysms after WEB DL treatment and in 1 aneurysm after

WEB SL/SLS treatment, in case of incomplete treatment with the

WEB. In all these cases, the device was undersized, with inappro-

priate filling of the aneurysm creating 2 different sometimes com-

bined situations: 1) The device was not completely applied against

the aneurysm wall; in this case, it was possible to catheterize the

space between the aneurysm wall and the device and to deploy

some coils. 2) An aneurysm remnant was left in place close to the

neck; in this case, it was possible to fill the aneurysm remnant with

coils by using the remodeling technique.4

Stent placement was used in 1 aneurysm after WEB DL treat-

ment and in 2 aneurysms after WEB SL in case of WEB

protrusion.

Device problems were encountered in a similar percentage of

aneurysms with the WEB DL (10.0%) and WEB SL (6.3%). Fewer

thromboembolic events were reported in the WEB SL/SLS group

(9.4%) than in the WEB DL group (20.0%), but the difference was

not statistically significant (P � .14). This phenomenon probably

has several explanations, including the learning curve with the

WEB device relating singularly to the procedure and WEB sizing

(the WEB DL was used at the beginning of the experience and the

WEB SL/SLS, after the WEB DL) and refinement of the antiplate-

let medication protocol (because antiplatelet treatments were

slightly different between the WEB DL and WEB SL, but not

significantly).17

Very important, the observed clinical morbidity in patients

treated with the WEB DL and WEB SL/SLS was similar and low

with both devices (respectively, 3.3% and 3.1%). Mortality was

0.0% in both groups. Given the population of complex aneu-

rysms treated, regardless of the device used, the treatment is

safe.

This comparative study has some limitations. First, both de-

vices were not used during the same period. The French Observa-

tory started with the WEB DL at the beginning of the clinical

experience with WEB, and the WEB SL/SLS was introduced half-

way through the study. When using the WEB SL/SLS, the physi-

cians were more familiar (learning curve) with flow-disruption

procedures and WEB sizing. Second, both groups are small, with

a small number of patients. This size limits any statistical compar-

ison between the groups, but to date, the French Observatory is

the largest good clinical practices study and the only study in

which patients were treated with both the WEB DL and the WEB

SL/SLS. Third, the number of ruptured aneurysms was not suffi-

cient to perform subgroup analysis of ruptured-versus-unrup-

tured aneurysms. Fourth, because the reason for using the WEB

was not collected in the series, it is not possible to analyze precisely

the framework of situations in which the WEB was used.

CONCLUSIONS
This comparative study suggests that there is increasing use of

flow disruption with the WEB SL/SLS in ruptured, small, and

AcomA aneurysms. With both the WEB DL and the WEB SL/SLS,

treatment is safe, with low morbidity (respectively, 3.3% and

3.1%) and no mortality. The next step is to evaluate the efficacy

of the WEB DL and WEB SL/SLS in terms of protection against

bleeding and rebleeding and the stability of aneurysm

occlusion.
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COMMENTARY

Challenges of the WEB Device for Intracranial Aneurysms:
How to Widen the Spectrum and Compare Favorably

The authors undertook a prospective, multicenter study in-

vestigating the feasibility and safety of a new intra-aneu-

rysmal flow disruptor, the WEB device (Sequent Medical, Aliso

Viejo, California) in a cohort of 63 aneurysms. Two different

models (WB DL and SL/SLS) were used, showing low overall

morbidity and no mortality, with potential superiority of the

newer SL/SLS model.

The authors must be commended for a thorough investigation

of this important device, in which sound and comprehensive data

acquisition during the initial safety and feasibility phase can facil-

itate detailed and longer follow-up studies, which are much

needed for future efficacy interpretation.

The WEB device was primarily developed for treatment of

wide-neck aneurysms, which may not be amenable to stand-

alone coiling or even stent placement plus coiling. The authors

convincingly demonstrated the feasibility of this new tech-

nique in a large subgroup of both ruptured and unruptured

aneurysms, potentially widening the indication for endovascu-

lar treatment. To better understand the applicability of this

new approach, documentation of the degree of immediate oc-

clusion (even with adjunctive treatments) is essential; unfor-

tunately, these results were not included in the current study.

Although a control angiogram was obtained after device place-

ment to determine flow stagnation (or filling adjacent to the

deployed device), only the technical success rate (deployment

of the WEB device in the target aneurysm) was provided. While

analysis of technical feasibility is a prerequisite for any new

technique to be investigated, analysis of success/efficacy will be

the invariable next step to better determine the value of intra-

aneurysmal flow disruption. The authors will continue data

collection up to 24 months after treatment, and we will be

eagerly awaiting any short-term follow-up results on aneurysm

occlusion to compare with their recent retrospective analysis

with an aneurysm occlusion rate of 56.9%.1 We are hopeful

that data acquisition will be continued even beyond this point

because newer data imply increasing relevance of particularly

long-term durability up to 10 years.

A major clinical drawback for more complex endovascular

treatment with stent or flow-diverter placement—apart from a

potential increase in the operative complication rate—is the

frequent necessity for (prolonged and/or double) antiplatelet

treatment. Counteracting the thrombogenic effect of addi-

tional intraluminal devices can significantly increase the risk

profile of any subsequent open surgical procedure, if not pro-

hibiting it all altogether, a clinical dilemma not infrequently

encountered, particularly in patients with ruptured aneurysms

requiring temporary or permanent CSF diversion. If the WEB

device can indeed facilitate the treatment of more wide-neck

aneurysms with fewer parent artery constructs, it will be cru-

cial to see additional data on the actual need for antiplatelet

treatment with the WEB device.

In this study, the incidence of thromboembolic events was

found to be in the range of 9%–23%, depending on the type of

device used and diagnosed by MR imaging and/or DSA. Rou-

tine MR imaging within 24 hours after the procedure in all

patients may clarify the exact rate and type of this particular

complication, also in the context of a particular antiplatelet

regimen. If a much-needed decrease in these events can be

achieved only with an intensification of antiplatelet treatment,

the advantage of this new device may, in part, be limited to the

ascribed ease of use and application. In this regard, the discrep-

ancy in complication rates between the devices used (WEB DL

versus SL/SLS) will also warrant further attention, and the ef-

fect of user experience/efficacy and learning curve will have to

be separated from a device-related risk profile (SL/SLS with

more rapid contrast stasis and a balanced radial force with

conformability).

Reduction of periprocedural complications—independent

from an individual learning curve—and an increase in efficacy

are the basis for offering any new technique to future patients.

This holds true in view of a potentially benign natural course

with smaller, unruptured aneurysms, in which treatment rec-

ommendation must be based on the premise of a particularly

low interventional risk profile with convincing long-term du-

rability. Also, new and convincing evidence from large-vol-

ume, high-competence centers now suggests clinical equipoise

for surgical treatment of anterior circulation aneurysms with
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longer follow-up,2 supported by other centers and data regis-

tries.3,4 With this compelling new technique of intra-aneurys-

mal flow disruption proficiently introduced by the authors,

both the safety and long-term durability will have to compare

favorably with what, for many, is currently considered the gold

standard of treatment for wide-neck (MCA) aneurysms: surgi-

cal clipping.
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ORIGINAL RESEARCH
INTERVENTIONAL

Uncertainty and Agreement Regarding the Role of Flow
Diversion in the Management of Difficult Aneurysms

T.E. Darsaut, J.-C. Gentric, C.M. McDougall, G. Gevry, D. Roy, A. Weill, and J. Raymond

ABSTRACT

BACKGROUND AND PURPOSE: The role of flow diversion in the management of aneurysms remains unknown. We sought to evaluate the
community agreement regarding indications for flow diversion.

MATERIALS AND METHODS: A portfolio of 35 difficult aneurysm cases was sent to 40 clinicians with varying backgrounds and experience.
Responders were asked whether they considered flow diversion a treatment option, whether other options were possible, whether
recruitment in a randomized trial would be considered, and to select their final choice. Agreement was studied by using � statistics.

RESULTS: Decisions for flow diversion were more frequent (n � 300, 39%) than decisions to coil (n � 163, 21.2%), to observe (n � 121, 15.7%),
to occlude the parent vessel (n � 102, 13.2%), or to clip (n � 66, 8.6%). Sidewall aneurysm morphology was associated with flow diversion
as the final choice (P � .001). Interjudge agreement was fair at best (� �0.3) for all cases and all judges, despite high certainty levels (range,
7.2– 8.9 � 2.0 on a 0 –10 scale). Agreement was no better within specialties or with more experience. All patients were judged to have other
treatment options. Judges were willing to offer trial participation in 417 of 741 (56.3%) scenarios, more frequently when the aneurysm was
sidewall (P � .001) or in the anterior circulation (P � .028).

CONCLUSIONS: Individuals did not agree regarding the indications for flow diversion. There is sufficient uncertainty to justify trials
designed to protect patients from the potential risks of premature adoption of an innovation.

ABBREVIATIONS: BST � best standard treatment; CL � confidence level; FD � flow diversion; FIAT � Flow diversion In Aneurysm Treatment; RCT � randomized
controlled trial

Flow diversion (FD) of intracranial aneurysms is an innovative

therapeutic approach.1-3 The introduction of surgical innova-

tions involves a process of trial and error when entering unknown

territory.4 The early adoption of innovations can result in spec-

tacular advances or unexpected complications: FD has been

shown to be capable of arterial reconstruction in patients with

giant aneurysms who previously might have been treated only

with parent vessel occlusion, but FD has also been associated with

the rupture of unruptured aneurysms.5,6 Using flow diversion

also means working with new devices, which may also introduce

unexpected adverse events. For example, embolism of material

used to coat endovascular delivery tools has been implicated in

the occurrence of fatal parenchymal hemorrhages, occurring at a

distance from the aneurysm.7

Although there have been enthusiastic proponents for early

adoption of FD,8-11 others have urged restraint,12,13 at least until

reliable information becomes available. To minimize the poten-

tial harm associated with innovations, progressive steps have re-

cently been proposed, including the careful selection of well-in-

formed participants, when interventions are still considered

“experimental.”14 Important questions that immediately arise are

the following: 1) In what context are these experimental interven-

tions to be offered, care or research? and 2) On what basis will

patients be selected?

The approach regulatory agencies used to approve the first

flow diverters was a registry of consecutive but carefully selected

patients.1 Alternatively, beginning with a randomized trial would

have been a prudent option.12 Long ago, Chalmers15 suggested

that we should “randomize the first patient” to give each patient a

chance to receive the best therapy until the best therapy is identi-
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fied. In these situations, we have proposed care trials.16 The Flow

diversion In Aneurysm Treatment (FIAT) study was conceived

and designed to guide the ethical introduction of FD into daily

clinical management of patients with difficult aneurysms.17 FIAT

is meant to be offered to any patient for whom the use of FD is

contemplated.

Should patients receive FD in the context of a registry or of a

trial? It still remains unclear to whom FD should be offered. By

definition, no one really knows because a proper comparative

evaluation of FD efficacy and safety has yet to be performed for

any group of patients.

To help with this dilemma, we sought to explore the opinions

of clinicians and study agreement within the neurointerventional

community regarding the use of FD. Furthermore, a survey of

opinions may inform trial design considerations.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
This study, which involved anonymous colleagues questioned on

images of anonymous patients, was considered by our institu-

tional review board committee and approval was deemed to not

be required.

Patients
A portfolio of 35 clinical cases of difficult aneurysms was pre-

pared, along with a short clinical vignette, such as the following: a

53-year-old man, 43-mm unruptured cavernous ICA aneurysm,

ophthalmoplegia, passed test balloon occlusion. Respondents

were asked a series of 5 questions: 1) whether they considered FD

(� coils) to be a treatment option; 2) whether there was another

treatment choice they would conceivably offer the patient (re-

spondents could select from the following: i) no, FD � coils only,

ii) coiling � stent placement, iii) parent vessel occlusion � by-

pass, iv) surgical clipping, or v) observation); 3) whether they

would consider offering the patient a randomized trial given a

50% chance of treatment with FD or a 50% chance of “best stan-

dard treatment” (BST), 4) their best final

choice (same options as question 2), and

5) their confidence level regarding their fi-

nal choice on a scale of 0–10 (Fig 1).

All cases were selected either from

the FIAT trial (n � 14), comparing FD

with BST, or were patients treated with

FD outside the randomized controlled

trial (RCT) (n � 21), but raters were not

informed of the source of the cases. All

cases had thus been judged by at least 1

clinician to be a candidate for FD. In re-

ality, 28 of the 35 patients had been

treated with FD. The 7 other patients

had also been judged appropriate for FD

but had been allocated to BST. Our aims

were the following: 1) to ensure that we

had included cases appropriate for flow

diversion, 2) to assess whether other

treatment options would be chosen as

preferable or possible, and 3) to assess

the community willingness to partici-

pate in a trial such as FIAT.

Raters
The e-mailed or paper portfolio (On-line Appendix) was ad-

dressed to 40 clinicians, selected because they had presented or

published on flow diverters or were on a list of potential FIAT

participants, and all received responses were included. We did not

require participants to have performed a minimum number of

FDs. In the end, the survey was independently evaluated by 22

practicing interventionists with the following demographic infor-

mation: 16 radiologists and 6 cross-trained neurosurgeons, able

to deliver surgical and endovascular care. Respondents were from

academic centers in North America (Canada and the United

States) (n � 16) or Europe (n � 6). Clinicians had been in practice

for 0 –5 years (n � 6), 5–10 years (n � 3), or �10 years (n � 13).

Nine judges (41%) had previous experience in �15 patients with

flow diverters. Repeatedly responding to the same questionnaire

can be a painful experience. Four senior raters (with �20 years of

experience), selected on the basis of previous mutual collabora-

tions, were commissioned to respond to the questionnaire twice,

�3 months apart, to generate the intraobserver evaluations.

Statistics
� statistics were calculated by using SPSS software (Version 20;

IBM, Armonk, New York). The � values reflect agreement beyond

chance, with a score of zero no better than flipping a coin, 1

representing perfect agreement, and �1 representing perfect dis-

agreement. � values were interpreted according to Landis and

Koch18: �0.0, poor; 0 – 0.2, slight; 0.21– 0.4, fair; 0.41– 0.6, mod-

erate; 0.61– 0.8, substantial; and 0.81–1.0, almost perfect agree-

ment. Confidence in decision-making along a scale of 0 –10 was

analyzed with ANOVAs. Multiple comparisons among confi-

dence levels according to treatment choices were adjusted accord-

ing to Bonferroni. A Mann-Whitney or Kruskal-Wallis test was

done (according to the number of categories of the independent

FIG 1. Example. One of the 35 cases, corresponding vignette, and survey questions that were
presented to judges is illustrated.
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variable) to compare the distribution of FD choices among differ-

ent groups of aneurysms or patients (extra-/intradural, anterior/

posterior circulation; neck size; randomized in FIAT or not; and

sidewall versus bifurcation versus fusiform aneurysms) or differ-

ent groups of raters (background; FD experience or years of ex-

perience). Exploratory comparisons between proportions of

treatment choices for patients in FIAT or not in FIAT were per-

formed by using �2 tests and among mean confidence levels by

using paired Student t tests. �2 tests were also used to compare

willingness to recruit patients in a RCT, adjusted for multiplicity

according to Bonferroni.

RESULTS
Patient and aneurysm characteristics are presented in Table 1.

Final Management Decisions with Confidence Levels
(Questions 4 and 5)
Of 752 responses (97.7% of 770 possible responses; 2.3% missing

responses) to question 4, which asked clinicians to make a final

choice, decisions to use FD were more frequent (n � 300, 39%)

than decisions to coil (n � 163, 21.2%), to observe (n � 121,

15.7%), to occlude the parent vessel

(n � 102, 13.2%), or to surgically clip

(n � 66, 8.6%).

Clinicians were generally confident

that they had selected the best option

(mean confidence levels [CLs] between

7.2 and 8.9). CLs were not significantly

different for radiologists or surgeons

(P � .09), for more or less experienced

clinicians (P � .22), or for those having

more or less FD experience (P � .11).

CLs varied according to treatment

choices (P � .012); clinicians showed

more confidence when they chose ob-

servation (8.9) than FD (7.7, P � .043).

FD was considered the best option by at

least 1 clinician (minimum � 1, maxi-

mum � 18) for each case, but the same

treatment option was not chosen unan-

imously for any single case. The most

common final choice was different over-

all for patients in FIAT compared with

those patients not randomized to FIAT:

Clinicians favored FD in 36.6% of pa-

tients randomized to FIAT, whereas

42.2% of those not randomized to FIAT

were selected for FD. The main differ-

ence was that responders chose observa-

tion more frequently for patients ran-

domized to FIAT (23.5%) than for the

patients treated outside the trial (11.0%)

(P � .0001). The only characteristic as-

sociated with a FD choice was sidewall

aneurysm morphology (P � .001). For

11 (31%) of 35 cases, FD was selected

most frequently as the best final treat-

ment choice. Ten of 11 (91%) of these

cases were proximal carotid aneurysms (perhaps corresponding

to American on-label use); the other was a 38-mm basilar trunk

sidewall aneurysm (Fig 2).

Interrater agreement regarding the best treatment choice was

“poor” to “slight” for all clinicians (in the range of � � 0.0 – 0.2)

and no better among neurosurgeons or among radiologists or

when responders were experienced or had performed �15 FD

treatments (Table 2). Agreement was no better when answers

were dichotomized (FD versus any other option). Intrarater

agreement at least 3 months apart was better (� � 0.387– 0.634)

(Table 2).

Is FD an Option for This Case? (Question 1)
FD was always an option (mean, 16 � 4 positive responses to

question 1; minimum � 7, maximum � 21 of 22 responders).

Anterior location (P � .025) and sidewall morphology (P � .001)

were aneurysm characteristics associated with considering FD as a

treatment option.

The 2 cases with the highest number of dissenting raters, who

did not consider FD to be an option, were the following: an inci-

FIG 2. Responses to question 4 (best final management choice). FD was commonly selected as
the best final treatment choice for anterior circulation (A, 9-mm asymptomatic paraophthalmic
aneurysm; 10 votes for FD) or sidewall aneurysms (B, 38-mm asymptomatic sidewall basilar trunk
aneurysm; 12 votes for FD).

Table 1: Patient and aneurysm characteristics
All Cases Patients in RCTs Others

Patients (No.) 35 14 21
Male/female 14/21 4/10 10/11
Mean age (yr) 52.4 � 14.5 49.6 � 18.0 54.3 � 11.3

Aneurysms
Mean size (range) (mm) 23.5 � 12.9 (3–55) 22.6 � 9.5 (5–40) 24.1 � 14.8 (3–55)
Anterior circulation 26 (74%) 12 (86%) 14 (67%)

Extradural carotid 10 (29%) 5 (36%) 5 (24%)
Intradural carotid 15 (43%) 7 (50%) 8 (38%)

Posterior circulation 9 (26%) 2 (14%) 7 (33%)
Intradural vertebral 6 (17%) 1 (7%) 5 (24%)
Basilar 3 (9%) 1 (7%) 2 (10%)

Proximala aneurysms 23 (66%) 9 (64%) 14 (66%)
Proximala aneurysms, passed TBO 11 (48%) 3 (33%) 8 (38%)
Sidewall aneurysm 17 (49%) 5 (36%) 12 (57%)
Recurrent aneurysms 5 (14%) 2 (14%) 3 (14%)
Ruptured (recent SAH) 4 (11%) 1 (7%) 3 (14%)
Symptomatic aneurysms 20 (57%) 6 (43%) 14 (67%)

Note:—TBO indicates test balloon occlusion.
a Proximal indicates cavernous, ophthalmic, and intradural vertebral locations.
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dental 20-mm MCA aneurysm in a 56-year-old woman (case 20,

n � 15 negative answers) and a 67-year-old woman with head-

aches and a 38-mm unruptured basilar tip aneurysm (case 10, n �

14). On the other hand, there were 6 cases

for which a single “No, FD is not an op-

tion” response (of 22 raters) was obtained

(Fig 3).

The judgment of whether FD was a

treatment option did not feature signif-

icant agreement for any group of raters

or for any group of patients (Table 3).

For This Patient’s Aneurysm, Are
There Treatment Alternatives?
(Question 2)
Treatment options other than FD were

considered viable by at least some clini-

cians for all 35 cases. The greatest num-

ber of clinicians who judged that FD was

the only possible option was 5 of 22

judges for a blister aneurysm in a 45-

year-old man. All other cases had �4

votes for “FD is the only option,” with

an overall mean of 1.85 judges consider-

ing that FD was the only appropriate

treatment for an aneurysm (Fig 4).

Are Clinicians Willing to Recruit
This Particular Patient in a Trial?
(Question 3)
Respondents were willing to offer trial

participation in 417 of 741 (56.3%) re-

sponses to question 3. The percentage of

positive responses was 60.7% from sur-

geons, 54.6% from radiologists (P �

.146), 52.3% from senior clinicians,

61.2% from junior clinicians (P � .022),

52.9% from clinicians with the largest

FD experience compared with 65.1%

from clinicians with less experience (P �

.016), 52.9% for patients in FIAT, and

58.3% for those not in FIAT (P � .022).

Given the multiplicity of testing, none of

these P values were significant. In 74% of

patients with proposed participation in

question 3, FD was selected as the best

option in question 4. Clinicians not will-

ing to offer participation were more

confident in their treatment choice

(8.7 � 1.3) than clinicians willing to of-

fer participation (7.5 � 1.5, P � .005).

In 4 cases, more than half of the rat-

ers showed willingness to include that

patient in a RCT, all of which featured

aneurysms in ophthalmic or paraoph-

thalmic locations (Fig 5). Interrater agree-

ment regarding recruitment in an RCT

was poor; intrarater agreement was also

low (Table 4). Clinicians were more willing to recruit a patient in an
RCT when the lesion was in the anterior circulation (P � .028) or
when the aneurysm featured a sidewall morphology (P � .001).

FIG 3. Responses to question 1 (Is flow diversion an option?). FD was considered an option by at
least 7 judges in all cases. The cases in which flow diversion was most frequently judged not to be
a viable option were a 20-mm MCA bifurcation aneurysm (A, 15/22 “no” votes) and a 38-mm
basilar tip aneurysm (B, 14/22 “no” votes). The cases in which flow diversion was least frequently
thought not to be an option, with only 1/22 “no” votes each, were a 22-mm ophthalmic segment
aneurysm (C) and a recurrent previously coiled carotid bifurcation aneurysm (D).

Table 2: Inter- and intraobserver agreement regarding question 4 (best final management
choice)

Categoriesa
All Cases
(n = 35)

Patients in RCTs
(n = 14)

Others
(n = 21)

Interobserver agreement
All raters (n � 22) 5 0.219 � 0.017 0.225 � 0.020 0.190 � 0.025

2 0.111 � 0.018 0.151 � 0.036 0.072 � 0.020
Surgeons (n � 6) 5 0.252 � 0.025 0.202 � 0.043 0.271 � 0.033

2 0.114 � 0.084 0.063 � 0.131 0.148 � 0.109
�10 years’ experience (n � 13) 5 0.210 � 0.019 0.203 � 0.030 0.199 � 0.025

2 0.062 � 0.030 0.120 � 0.050 0.024 � 0.038
�15 FD experiences (n � 9) 5 0.182 � 0.029 0.258 � 0.042 0.116 � 0.040

2 0.093 � 0.032 0.201 � 0.055 0.018 � 0.040
Intraobserver agreement

Rater 1 5 0.465 � 0.115 0.432 � 0.162 0.465 � 0.163
2 0.634 � 0.109 0.340 � 0.178 0.463 � 0.195

Rater 2 5 0.387 � 0.112 0.421 � 0.175 0.333 � 0.143
2 0.243 � 0.175 0.176 � 0.272 0.271 � 0.208

Rater 3 5 0.501 � 0.104 0.246 � 0.141 0.629 � 0.124
2 0.382 � 0.114 0.263 � 0.154 0.442 � 0.160

Rater 4 5 0.634 � 0.109 0.509 � 0.178 0.707 � 0.129
2 0.651 � 0.129 0.571 � 0.198 0.712 � 0.153

a The number 5 indicates that answers were treated as 5 categories: FD, coiling, observation, occlusion of the parent
vessel, and surgical clipping. The number 2 indicates that answers were treated as 2 categories: flow diversion versus all
other treatment groups.
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DISCUSSION
The main finding of this survey was that if FD is frequently chosen

as the best option for patients with difficult aneurysms, there was

poor agreement regarding indications. Choices of FD as the best

therapy were more frequent for sidewall and anterior circulation

aneurysms, but the same patients were uniformly considered to

have other treatment options. Substantial variability existed in

deciding how to best manage these patients. Discrepant recom-

mendations were made at the individual level, and clinicians’

decisions did not follow according to their number of years in

practice, specialty backgrounds, or experience with FD. Wide dis-

crepancies were present within all subgroups of decision-makers

and for all sorts of patients. If the best management decision for an

individual patient is the consensus of a panel of clinicians, it ap-

pears reasonable to conclude that for most patients, one decision

cannot rationally be justified over another. Nonetheless, individ-

uals had high confidence levels regarding their treatment choices.

Clinicians were willing to recruit patients in a randomized trial in

half of the cases, but agreement regarding who should be enrolled

was poor.

When reliable evidence is absent, the selection of patients for

an innovative therapy can be based on various considerations.

The first and perhaps most intuitive approach is to restrict the use

of the unproven device to patients for whom conventional op-

tions are (relatively) contraindicated because risks are considered

prohibitive or because efficacy of other management choices is

expected to be low.13,19 One drawback of this strategy is that it is

unlikely to portray the device in a good light because difficult cases

are also more likely to have poor outcomes, compared with “stan-

dard cases.” Furthermore, if access to the device under strict con-

ditions is truly enforced, a proper comparative evaluation cannot

be done when users claim there are no viable alternative treatment

options with which to compare results.20 Here, we see that re-

stricting the use of FD to patients with aneurysms because they

have “no other choice” really applies to very few patients; the

answers to question 2 suggests that FD is rarely the sole possible

treatment option.

Another approach to introducing an innovation is to restrict

early use of the novelty to cases with the best chance of success, as

judged from a priori reasoning, clinical intuition, or animal stud-

ies. In a sense, this is what was done for FD.1 The concept of the

device makes it ideal for sidewall aneurysms. The success of FD

with sidewall aneurysms yet failing in bifurcation or giant fusi-

form aneurysms has been confirmed in animal models.21-23 Early

series and meta-analyses have suggested that FD is associated with

good outcomes in proximal carotid aneurysms; results were not as

good in fusiform or bifurcation aneurysms of the posterior circu-

lation.1,12,24,25 Perhaps most unsurprising, our survey confirms

that anterior circulation and sidewall dispositions are aneurysm

characteristics associated with frequent FD choices. However, 2

major difficulties exist with using this approach to decide who

should receive a new treatment or device. First, comparisons

among different patients treated with the same method cannot pro-

vide the evidence necessary to support treatment decision-making

for individual patients: The fact that FD works better in proximal

carotid compared with basilar aneurysms cannot be used to suggest

that FD should not be performed for basilar aneurysms or should be

used for anterior circulation aneurysms.

To make rational treatment choices based on evidence, we need a

valid comparison among similar patients treated by different treat-

ments, showing better results with FD compared with an alternative.

Second, if a registry of selected patients eligible for standard treat-

ment options is suggested, it remains unclear why FD should be cho-

sen over established alternatives. Although in some cases, authors

claimed patients were “untreatable” by standard means, and even

though in most early series patients and aneurysms were carefully

selected, few patients with aneurysms truly have no other manage-

ment option, as shown by this survey. An

approach that restricts FD use to patients

considered to have the best chance of suc-

cess may not be in the best interest of cur-

rent patients because with narrow selec-

tion, some patients with truly difficult

aneurysms in need of innovative treat-

ments are denied a chance to receive the

novelty. Those with more favorable char-

acteristics for FD, enthusiastically selected

to be offered the new treatment, are ex-

posed to unknown risks but under pres-

sure to accept. These patients, treatable by

other means, may have had as good an

outcome with standard therapy. In our

view, these patients should have been of-

fered participation in a trial comparing the

innovation with standard treatment until

the best treatment is identified.

FIG 4. Responses to question 2 (Any other treatment option?). In all cases, judges were able to
find a viable alternative to flow diversion. The cases with the largest number of votes for “No,
flow diversion only” were a ruptured supraclinoid carotid blister aneurysm (A, 5 votes) and a giant
basilar aneurysm with an associated AVM (B, 4 votes). All other aneurysm-patient combinations
were thought to have �1 treatment option.

Table 3: Interrater agreement regarding question 1 (Is FD an
option in this case?)

All Cases
(n = 35)

Patients in
RCTs (n = 14)

Others
(n = 21)

All raters (n � 22) 0.136 � 0.052 0.162 � 0.070 0.110 � 0.075
Surgeons (n � 6) 0.042 � 0.121 0.013 � 0.147 0.036 � 0.191
�10 years’ experience

(n � 13)
0.070 � 0.070 0.078 � 0.101 0.062 � 0.097

�15 FD experiences
(n � 9)

0.131 � 0.084 0.135 � 0.137 0.128 � 0.106
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A survey of prevalent opinions on treatment choices can be

instructive in the context of a conventional trial: It may help in the

design of the trial, in determining selection criteria, or in fixing

the comparative interventions. It may also instruct the notion of

community equipoise26 and indicate whether a trial is likely to be

successfully completed. For example, answers to question 1 (Is FD

an option for this patient?) could have been used to determine

exclusion criteria had we found patients for whom “no” was a

unanimous answer. In these types of trials, the priority is to come

up with an answer to a precise research question.

In the context of surgical innovations, we believe these notions

need to be revised because they presuppose knowledge that has yet

to be discovered. Looking for agreement before initiating the trial

is putting the cart before the horse. In the absence of reliable

knowledge, on what basis would agreement be constructed? Wait-

ing for agreement regarding indications is at the root of the “it is

always too early until it is too late” phenomenon, leading to de-

cades of medical history in which interventions are practiced

without evidence that they are beneficial.27

Care trials such as FIAT differ from conventional trials.16 In

the presence of little agreement and scant knowledge, they pro-

vide a prudent, orderly way to introduce innovations, to assist in

the care of patients in the presence of uncertainty. They prioritize

the protection of patients being offered promising but unvali-

dated therapies because the unknown implies potential risks.

The trial is constructed on a principle of prudence: Novel ther-

apies should be offered only within the trial until they are

either shown to be beneficial and adopted to replace standard

options or are shown to be harmful and abandoned. With

FIAT, a patient for whom the treating physician considers us-

ing FD is a potential study participant. The treating physician

is asked to select another option (BST), and the patient is allo-

cated to either treatment with FD or BST. Thus, the patient has

a 50% chance of receiving the promising FD, hypothesized but

not yet proved better, but also a balanced 50% chance of re-

ceiving BST and avoiding the potential morbidity that might

arise from using barely tested treatments that may entail

risks.15,28 FIAT also includes a registry for patients with no

other therapeutic option, but as this survey showed, this opt-

out should not need to be used frequently.

Our survey may also inform whether the condition of “clinical

equipoise” exists regarding the use of FD.26 While many clinicians

may believe that equipoise requires an absence of preference or

think that there is no reason to lean toward one treatment or

another in this particular patient, this understanding is both con-

ceptually odd and ethically irrelevant.26 According to Freedman, 26

who introduced and popularized the concept, clinical equipoise oc-

curs when “there is no consensus within the clinical expert com-

munity about the comparative merits of the alternatives to be

tested.” If this survey shows that such a condition is met for FD,

we believe that for a clinician to use FD or any surgical innovation,

the correct approach is to replace the notion of clinical equipoise

with the notion that in the absence of a good exemptive reason, a

clinician should only use an unvalidated intervention within the

context of a declared care trial.16

The widespread discrepancies in management decisions

shown in this survey should provide the evidence for collective

community uncertainty needed to proceed with a trial. The

choices patients and clinicians face are not care versus research.

The use of FD in the care of patients is far from being established

therapy. Controversy also remains regarding coiling or stent-as-

sisted coiling versus open surgery for the treatment of difficult

aneurysms. Randomized clinical trials are required if physicians

want to properly counsel their patients regarding the relative risks

and benefits of potential management options in the future. In the

meantime, a more immediate goal is to enable experimentation

with a promising innovation in the care of patients with difficult

aneurysms while attempting to minimize the risks to patients who

are exposed to the innovation.

FIG 5. Responses to question 2 (Would you recruit this patient in a RCT?). Aneurysm-patient combinations, which more than half of judges were
willing to include in a randomized trial, were all ophthalmic or paraophthalmic: for example, a 22-mm ophthalmic segment in a 57-year-old
patient (A, 18/22 votes for trial participation) and a recurrent giant ophthalmic artery aneurysm in a 37-year-old patient (B, 20/22 votes). The case
with the fewest number of judges willing to randomize was a 16-mm asymptomatic cavernous aneurysm in a 79-year-old patient (C, 4/22 votes).

Table 4: Inter- and intrarater agreement regarding question 3
(Would you recruit this patient in a RCT?)

All Cases
(n = 35)

Patients in
RCTs (n = 14)

Others
(n = 21)

Interrater agreement
All raters (n � 22) 0.162 � 0.023 0.170 � 0.031 0.154 � 0.033
Surgeons (n � 6) 0.190 � 0.062 0.161 � 0.077 0.180 � 0.101
�10 years’ experience

(n � 13)
0.121 � 0.023 0.133 � 0.041 0.109 � 0.030

�15 FD experiences
(n � 9)

0.168 � 0.032 0.179 � 0.058 0.142 � 0.046

Intrarater agreement
Rater 1 0.229 � 0.160 0.263 � 0.154 0.250 � 0.238
Rater 2 0.687 � 0.145 0.625 � 0.240 0.729 � 0.180
Rater 3 0.249 � 0.205 0.440 � 0.305 0.000 � 0.000
Rater 4 0.370 � 0.217 0.264 � 0.313 0.462 � 0.305
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Limitations
There were several limitations of this study. The questionnaire

was submitted to 40 experts. Only 22 answers (55%) were re-

ceived. The responders were not a random sample of a population

of experts, and there is no reason to believe that they are repre-

sentative of such a population, if it could be defined. We can only

conjecture that results reflect the opinions of a self-selected group

of clinicians who took the time and energy to respond. Some

participants had little experience with FD, and one may question

the significance of their opinions. However, agreement among

more experienced participants was equally poor. The portfolio

was artificially constructed. Absolute numbers of choices are

thus not meaningful, but we were careful to present cases that

are currently at least considered for FD. Agreement regarding

particular cases (reliability) does not mean accuracy (in other

words everyone could be wrong). Finally, answering a ques-

tionnaire and caring for real patients represent different con-

texts for decision-making; we can only speculate about how

seriously the responders imagined they were dealing with im-

portant clinical decisions. Clinical decision-making in practice

is rarely performed by a single individual in isolation and typ-

ically takes into consideration opinions from collaborators and

patient preferences.

CONCLUSIONS
Wide variability and poor agreement exist regarding the indica-

tions for FD. This uncertainty should provide ample room for

participation in trials designed to safely introduce promising

technology in the care of patients with difficult aneurysms.
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ORIGINAL RESEARCH
INTERVENTIONAL

Anterior Choroidal Artery Patency and Clinical Follow-Up after
Coverage with the Pipeline Embolization Device

E. Raz, M. Shapiro, T. Becske, D.W. Zumofen, O. Tanweer, M.B. Potts, H.A. Riina, and P.K. Nelson

ABSTRACT

BACKGROUND AND PURPOSE: Endoluminal reconstruction with the Pipeline Embolization Device is an effective treatment option
for select intracranial aneurysms. However, concerns for the patency of eloquent branch arteries covered by the Pipeline Emboli-
zation Device have been raised. We aimed to examine the patency of the anterior choroidal artery and clinical sequelae after ICA
aneurysm treatment.

MATERIALS AND METHODS: We prospectively analyzed all patients among our first 157 patients with ICA aneurysms treated by the
Pipeline Embolization Device who required placement of at least 1 device across the ostium of the anterior choroidal artery. The primary
outcome measure was angiographic patency of the anterior choroidal artery at last follow-up. Age, sex, type of aneurysm, neurologic
examination data, number of Pipeline Embolization Devices used, relationship of the anterior choroidal artery to the aneurysm, and
completeness of aneurysm occlusion on follow-up angiograms were also analyzed.

RESULTS: Twenty-nine aneurysms requiring placement of at least 1 Pipeline Embolization Device (median � 1, range � 1–3) across the
anterior choroidal artery ostium were identified. At angiographic follow-up (mean � 15.1 months; range � 12–39 months), the anterior
choroidal artery remained patent, with antegrade flow in 28/29 aneurysms (96.5%), while 24/29 (82.7%) of the target aneurysms were
angiographically occluded by 1-year follow-up angiography. Anterior choroidal artery occlusion, with retrograde reconstitution of the
vessel, was noted in a single case. A significant correlation between the origin of the anterior choroidal artery from the aneurysm dome and
failure of the aneurysms to occlude following treatment was found.

CONCLUSIONS: After placement of 36 Pipeline Embolization Devices across 29 anterior choroidal arteries (median � 1 device, range �

1–3 devices), 1 of 29 anterior choroidal arteries was found occluded on angiographic follow-up. The vessel occlusion did not result in
persistent clinical sequelae. Coverage of the anterior choroidal artery origin with the Pipeline Embolization Device, hence, may be
considered reasonably safe when deemed necessary for aneurysm treatment.

ABBREVIATIONS: AchoA � anterior choroidal artery; PED � Pipeline Embolization Device

Flow diversion with the Pipeline Embolization Device (PED;

Covidien, Irvine, California) has been shown to be an effective

treatment option for complex intracranial aneurysms of the in-

ternal carotid artery.1-4 Fundamentally, the safety and effective-

ness of the device in the cerebral vasculature depends on its ability

to differentially facilitate aneurysm occlusion without symptom-

atically compromising branch vessel patency. Branch vessel flow

depends on the arterial-venous pressure gradient and composite

impedance of the vascular territory subserved by the branch.5

Although placement of single PEDs across the origins of branch

vessels is not expected to affect vascular resistance in the jailed

(covered) artery,6,7 the intrinsic thrombogenicity of the implant

has caused concern for the patency of jailed branch arteries.5,6,8

Several studies have shown that coverage of the ophthalmic artery

is clinically safe,9,10 but coverage of the anterior choroidal artery

(AchoA) has not yet been systematically evaluated. Several reports

have suggested that �50% compromise of the luminal cross-sec-

tional area is required before flow in branch arteries is diminished

significantly,11,12 reflecting a degree of branch ostial coverage

lower than that expected from deployment of a single PED (be-

tween 18% and 36% surface metal coverage) as determined from

benchtop analysis.13 Even when PEDs are overlapped, metal
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coverage is not reasonably expected to exceed 40% for any 2

devices.14 We therefore hypothesized that coverage of the

AchoA with PED is unlikely to cause occlusion of this eloquent

vessel territory.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
This study was an institutional review board–approved retrospec-

tive analysis of prospectively acquired data. Inclusion criteria

were the following: 1) presence of an intracranial internal carotid

artery aneurysm treated by placement of �1 PED, and 2) coverage

of the AchoA with at least 1 PED.

We recorded the following baseline data: age, sex, neurologic

examination before and after the procedure, location of the aneu-

rysm (according to Shapiro et al15), relationship of the AchoA to

the aneurysm, and the number of PEDs implanted across the or-

igin of the AchoA. At follow-up, the interval from the index pro-

cedure, aneurysm occlusion status, patency of the AchoA, and

neurologic examination findings were recorded. Baseline and fol-

low-up neurologic assessments were performed in a nonblinded

fashion by 2 board-certified neurologists (T.B., M.S.).

Treatment Protocol
Procedures were performed with the patient under general anes-

thesia, typically by using a triaxial system in a fashion previously

described.2 The AchoA was covered by as many PEDs as was

thought necessary to achieve a subjectively satisfactory balance

between treatment of the aneurysm and AchoA coverage, with the

result that in most cases coverage of the AchoA was minimized to

a single device. Neurologic status was assessed before treatment,

immediately after treatment, at discharge, and at follow-up clin-

ical visits.

All patients received dual antiplatelet coverage. During the

intervention, patients additionally underwent anticoagulation by

intravenous boluses of heparin sodium, targeting an increase in

activated coagulation time of twice baseline. Patients continued

with clopidogrel (75 mg daily) and acetylsalicylic acid (325 mg

daily) for a minimum of 180 days after treatment. Antiplatelet

therapy was not explicitly modified from our standard PED–

aneurysm treatment protocol (which uses testing with the

VerifyNow P2Y12 assay [Accumetrics, San Diego, California] to

establish suitable inhibition at the time of treatment). In those

patients in whom the AchoA arose from the aneurysm fundus,

posttreatment heparinization at 500 –700 IU/h was continued for

4 –5 days.

Follow-Up Protocol
As with other patients treated by us with the PED, subjects of this

investigation were scheduled for follow-up clinical and angio-

graphic evaluations at 6 months and 1 and 3 years (�2 months)

postembolization. We evaluated the longest angiographic fol-

low-up when �1 instance of follow-up was available.

Imaging Evaluation
All pre- and posttreatment angiograms were reviewed by 5 neu-

rointerventionalists in consensus (T.B., P.K.N., E.R., M.S.,

D.W.Z.). We carefully evaluated the following: the aneurysm site;

descriptive features of the AchoA, such as hyperplastic variant16

or origin from the aneurysm dome17; occlusion or patency of the

aneurysm; and status of the AchoA at follow-up.

Statistics
The data are expressed as mean � SD or as median and range.

When appropriate, analyses were performed by using a Fisher

exact test. A P value � .05 was considered statistically significant.

RESULTS
Between August 2008 and May 2013, we treated 157 patients with

ICA aneurysms with PED constructs. Of these, 28 patients with 29

ICA aneurysms requiring placement of at least 1 PED across the

origin of the AchoA were identified. None of these patients devel-

oped any sustained postprocedural neurologic deficits. Clinical

and angiographic follow-up data were available for all patients

through at least 1 year. To date, no patient in this cohort has been

lost to follow-up. Baseline demographic and clinical data for the

28 identified patients are shown in Table 1. Eighty-two PEDs were

implanted successfully in this cohort, of which 36 PEDs were

placed across the ostium of the AchoA in developing a therapeutic

construct (mean per aneurysm � 1.24 � 0.57, median � 1,

range � 1–3). The mean time to last angiographic follow-up was

15.1 months with a range of 12–39 months. Representative exam-

ples of pre- and posttreatment angiograms are shown in Figs 1

and 2.

At follow-up, impairment of the AchoA flow was noted in 2

patients. Asymptomatic occlusion of the AchoA occurred in 1

individual (3.4%), who was continued on clopidogrel for 1 year.

In another patient, the angiographic opacification of the AchoA at

follow-up was judged sluggish, secondary to an ostium stenosis.

In the case of AchoA occlusion (Fig 3), the AchoA originated from

the lateral fundus of a large aneurysm, which was covered with 3

PEDs. After treatment, the patient was maintained on heparin,

500 IU/h, for 5 days before being discontinued. Within hours of

stopping heparin, the patient experienced a transient episode (5

minutes) of contralateral weakness and hemianopsia, consistent

with an AchoA syndrome. An urgent angiogram was obtained,

demonstrating occlusion of the aneurysm and the AchoA (Fig 3D)

with collateral reconstitution of the AchoA territory via anasto-

moses with the ipsilateral posterior lateral choroidal and medial

lenticulostriate arteries. The patient had no further symptoms

and was discharged home on postoperative day 9, neurologically

intact. At 6-month and 1-year follow-ups, the aneurysm and

AchoA ostium were fully closed (Fig 3E), with the distal AchoA

collaterally reconstituted through more robust anastomoses with

Table 1: Study populationa

No. or Mean (SD)
Age (yr) 57.6 (13.6)
Sex (M/F) 7/21
Aneurysm side (R/L) 16/13
Aneurysm site

Paraophthalmic 17
PcomA 10
AchoA 1 (2 bystander)
Terminus 1

Note:—R indicates right; L, left; PcomA, posterior communicating artery.
a Our study population included 28 patients with 29 aneurysms, with coverage of the
anterior choroidal artery with at least 1 PED.
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a medial lenticulostriate branch of the right A1 segment (Fig 3F)

and the ipsilateral posterior lateral choroidal artery (Fig 3H). A

comparison of baseline features between patients with impaired

AchoA flow at follow-up and those with normal flow is shown in

Table 2. No occlusion of the AchoA was observed among patients

with double-device coverage (n � 3) or in the other 2 patients with

triple coverage of the AchoA. No clinical signs or symptoms of

AchoA occlusion were present at follow-up in any patients. As of the

time of this writing, no new deficits were noted in the 2 patients with

compromised AchoAs.

The AchoA originated from the aneurysm fundus in 4 aneu-

rysms (Table 3). Two of these included the aforementioned cases

of AchoA occlusion and flow restriction/stenosis. Three of these 4

aneurysms were incompletely occluded at follow-up; this scenario

suggests that persistent runoff into the AchoA may be a potential

contributing factor for incomplete clo-

sure of aneurysms treated with the PED.

DISCUSSION
Minimally porous endoluminal devices

such as the PED have provided a con-

ceptual paradigm shift in the treatment

of cerebral aneurysms.1-4 Nevertheless,

one of the major concerns related to use

of such devices is the risk of potential

critical branch vessel occlusion.18 Vari-

ous in vitro and animal model studies

have attempted to reproduce human in

vivo conditions to explore the effect of

PED placement on covered branch sta-

tus. Jailed lumbar segmental vessels re-

portedly remained patent18,19 following

single-device placement of PEDs within

the rabbit aorta. Histologic evaluation of

PEDs 6 months after implantation has

typically demonstrated near-uniform

neointimal overgrowth of the device,

interrupted by uncovered “pores” at or-

igins of branch vessels.19 This observa-

tion is supported in part by the demon-

stration of persistent patency in most

ophthalmic arteries chronically covered

by single PEDs.2,3,9,10

Furthermore, while Puffer et al10 re-

ported that �25% of ophthalmic arter-

ies covered by PEDs were occluded on

follow-up imaging and �18% were

occluded in the Budapest PED experi-

ence,3 neurologic sequelae of such oph-

thalmic artery occlusion are demonstra-

bly rare. For the ophthalmic artery, the

infrequency of symptomatic occlusions

likely reflects the rich collateral support

available through anastomoses with or-

bital branches of the external carotid ar-

tery; additionally, the cases in which the

ophthalmic artery was occluded serve to

illustrate the potential for use of such devices in facilitating

asymptomatic vascular remodeling in the treatment of complex

aneurysms. Moreover, the apparent infrequency of symptomatic

orbital thromboembolic events following coverage with a PED,1

even in cases in which the artery is incorporated into the target

aneurysm, is reassuring. Nevertheless, the sufficiency of collateral

support for the AchoA20 has been poorly studied and remains

disturbingly unpredictable,21 particularly considering the neuro-

logic eloquence of this vascular territory and the knowledge that

ischemic infarctions due to perforator occlusion have been de-

scribed in other territories.22 Although a role for balloon test oc-

clusion, supplemented by simultaneous angiographic assessment

of collateral support, might be of use in identifying patients in

whom collateral support is immediately sufficient, it is unlikely

that much insight into the consequences of slowly progressive,

FIG 1. Baseline pretreatment digital subtraction angiogram (lateral projection, A) demonstrating a
large dysplastic ICA aneurysm with preserved antegrade flow in the anterior choroidal artery
(white arrows). In an initial posttreatment follow-up angiogram after placement of a PED, unsub-
tracted mask (B) and arterial phase DSA in a lateral projection (C) demonstrate complete occlu-
sion of the aneurysm with preservation of antegrade flow within the anterior choroidal artery
(white arrows). Follow-up DSAs demonstrate reconstruction of the left ICA with smooth uniform
neointimal overgrowth of the minimally porous endoluminal device construct. Eighteen-month
follow-up DSAs (frontal projections) demonstrate a contralateral supply of the left anterior
cerebral artery from the right ICA (D) and persistent occlusion of the left ICA aneurysm (E).

FIG 2. Baseline lateral DSA projection (A) demonstrating a posterior communicating artery an-
eurysm and normal flow in the anterior choroidal artery (white arrows). One-year follow-up
angiography after placement of a PED and coils, unsubtracted mask (B) and DSA (C), confirm
occlusion of the aneurysm with preservation of antegrade flow within the anterior choroidal
artery (white arrows).
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FIG 3. Baseline pretreatment 3D-DSA (A) and lateral projection DSA (B) demonstrating a large anterior choroidal artery aneurysm. Note the
origin of the AchoA from the aneurysm fundus (white arrows in inset, B). Immediate posttreatment images, after placement of PED, unsub-
tracted mask (C) and delayed image DSA (D), demonstrate coverage of the AchoA origin and residual antegrade opacification of the AchoA
territory (white arrows, D). Follow-up angiography (E and F) confirms complete occlusion of the aneurysm and AchoA origin; the AchoA is
opacified retrogradely (white arrows, F). Baseline pretreatment (G) and follow-up (H) DSAs of the left vertebral artery (lateral projections)
demonstrate the collateral opacification of the AchoA through anastomoses with the posterior lateral choroidal artery at follow-up (inset in H,
white arrows; compare with the inset in B), not visualized at baseline (G).
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delayed occlusion of the AchoA for individuals with poor col-

lateral support at the time of treatment would be gained. None

of our patients underwent test occlusion of the AchoA before

treatment.

The present study provides some reassurance that strategically

limited PED coverage of the AchoA is infrequently associated with

symptomatic flow impairment or vessel occlusion. In this series,

no permanent clinical sequelae resulted from coverage of the

AchoA by a PED through a mean of 15.1 months of follow-up. A

single AchoA occlusion was seen. In this patient, transient symp-

toms suggestive of an AchoA syndrome developed on postopera-

tive day 5 following discontinuation of heparin (which had been

continued during a prolonged period specifically to prevent acute

aneurysm thrombosis in this patient). However, the symptoms

regressed spontaneously within minutes, coinciding with angio-

graphically confirmed collateral reconstitution of the occluded

AchoA by mechanisms previously described.16 Another asymp-

tomatic patient was observed at 1 year postprocedure to have

subjectively sluggish antegrade flow within the AchoA, associated

with origin stenosis of the vessel; however, this patient remains

clinically asymptomatic through 3 years. The median number of

PEDs covering the choroidal segment in this series was 1, with

double (n � 3) or triple (n � 3) coverage being the exception. In

1 case of triple coverage, the AchoA and its associated aneurysm

were occluded. In the remaining 2 triple-coverage cases, ante-

grade flow was maintained through the 1-year follow-up angio-

grams. Thus, multidevice coverage may be justified if in the judg-

ment of the operator, such a construct is necessary for aneurysm

treatment (Fig 1).

Although a margin of safety may exist in covering neurologi-

cally eloquent branches such as the AchoA, judicious treatment

should be focused on limiting such coverage. Toward this goal,

the degree of absolute metal coverage may be minimized by stra-

tegic selection of PED size in developing a therapeutic construct.

The functional metal coverage projected by an individual PED

varies substantially depending on its size relative to the parent

vessel, regional curvature, and other conditions of deployment

(with realized values between 18% and 36%). This variation pro-

vides the opportunity to minimize judiciously eloquent branch

coverage.13,14 From this perspective, the porosities of devices cov-

ering the AchoA is likely lower than that expected in a straight-

vessel model, due to the relative oversizing of devices for the cho-

roidal segment to match the diameter of the ICA at the more

proximal landing zone and because the AchoA typically arises

from an outer curvature of the supraclinoid ICA, causing individ-

ual device pores of the PED to be further opened.23

In our cohort, 4 AchoAs originated from the aneurysm fun-

dus. Of these, 2 AchoAs were impaired at follow-up and only 1

aneurysm was angiographically occluded at 1-year follow-up.

These results raise the possibility that persistent runoff into

branches originating from the aneurysm proper may prevent

complete aneurysm obliteration by mechanisms similar to those

responsible for continued patency of normal side branches. In

studies by Raz et al9 and Puffer et al,10 branch origin from the

dome was an independent factor associated with lack of aneurysm

occlusion at follow-up.

We acknowledge the following limitations of this study: First,

the requisite angiographic follow-up was 1 year. Thus, it may be

argued that during a longer term, AchoA occlusion may be un-

derestimated. Also, the small number of patients with 2 or 3 PEDs

across the artery ostium (n � 5) limits the power of analysis cor-

relating PED number and vessel status.

CONCLUSIONS
Our experience demonstrates the overall safety and efficacy of

PED placement across the AchoA, with expectation of a few inci-

dences of postprocedural AchoA occlusion. None of the patients

in the current series reported permanent symptoms related to

AchoA coverage following PED treatment.
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ORIGINAL RESEARCH
INTERVENTIONAL

Prospective Study of Early MRI Appearances following Flow-
Diverting Stent Placement for Intracranial Aneurysms

B.J. McGuinness, S. Memon, and J.K. Hope

ABSTRACT

BACKGROUND AND PURPOSE: MR imaging findings of aneurysm enlargement, aneurysm wall enhancement, perianeurysmal edema, and
embolic phenomena following deployment of flow-diverting stents may be relevant to those patients who subsequently experience
procedure-related intracranial hemorrhage. We sought to document the routine early postoperative MR imaging findings following
flow-diverting stent insertion.

MATERIALS AND METHODS: Patients requiring flow-diverting stent placement for treatment or retreatment of cerebral aneurysms were
prospectively included in the study during a 26-month period. Early postprocedural MR imaging studies were obtained and compared with
preoperative imaging. Patient clinical outcome data were also collected.

RESULTS: There were 34 stent-placement procedures during the study period. Aneurysm mural enhancement and mild new perianeu-
rysmal edema were present in 50% and 14%, respectively. Any DWI lesion was present in 57% of cases. New or possibly new foci of
susceptibility effect were found ipsilateral to the stent and not associated with diffusion restriction in 66% of cases. There were 2 cases
(6%) of parenchymal hemorrhage and 2 major clinical complications (6%) causing permanent morbidity.

CONCLUSIONS: Asymptomatic aneurysm mural enhancement is frequently seen following flow-diverting stent placement and should
not necessarily be interpreted as a sign of impending aneurysm rupture. This finding often persists despite complete aneurysm occlusion.
New small brain parenchymal susceptibility foci following stent placement have not previously been reported, to our knowledge, but were
common in our series.

Following flow-diverting stent placement to treat intracranial

artery aneurysms, complications of delayed aneurysmal and

parenchymal hemorrhage, with or without preceding symptom-

atology, have been described.1-5 Speculation remains regarding

the etiology of both forms of hemorrhage, with an overall hemor-

rhage risk of 7% in reported series.6 Delayed parenchymal hem-

orrhages typically occur on the side of the treated aneurysm and at

an incidence in excess of that expected due to dual antiplatelet

medication alone and from that reported in prior non-flow-di-

verting-stent literature.7,8 MR imaging case reports have identi-

fied perianeurysmal edema, aneurysm expansion, and aneurysm

wall enhancement in symptomatic patients before delayed aneu-

rysm rupture.1,2 It is unknown whether such findings are predic-

tive of subsequent aneurysm rupture. Microembolic change on

diffusion imaging is common following angiographic procedures,

and hemorrhagic transformation of infarcts is one putative cause

of the parenchymal hemorrhages. We sought to document the

routine early postprocedural MR imaging findings following

flow-diverting stent insertion.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Study Population
Local institutional ethics approval was obtained for this study.

Consecutive patients requiring elective flow-diverting stent place-

ment for the treatment of unruptured cerebral aneurysms or re-

treatment of previously ruptured aneurysms were prospectively

included in the study during a 26-month period from January

2012 to March 2014. Acutely ruptured aneurysms were excluded.

Stent-Placement Procedure
Dual antiplatelet medication (300 mg aspirin and 75 mg clopi-

dogrel) was started 5 days before the intervention; then, clopi-

dogrel was continued for 6 months, and aspirin, life-long. All

procedures were performed with the patient under general anes-
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thesia. A 5000-U heparin bolus was given after femoral puncture;

then, smaller boluses were given to keep activated clotting time at 2–3

times the baseline level. Postprocedural heparin was not routinely

administered. Stents deployed were the Pipeline Embolization De-

vice (Covidien, Irvine, California) in all cases except for 2, in which

the Flow-Redirection Endoluminal Device (MicroVention, Tustin,

California) was used. Each stent-placement procedure was per-

formed by 2 of 4 available interventional neuroradiologists with be-

tween 7 and 20 years of experience (ie, 2 operators per case).

Postprocedural MR Imaging
Early postprocedural MR imaging studies were planned between

2 and 10 days post-stent placement. All MR imaging scans were

obtained on a 1.5T unit (Magnetom Avanto; Siemens, Erlangen,

Germany). Scan protocol was sagittal and axial FSE T1, axial and

coronal FSE T2, axial FLAIR, axial DWI, and either gradient-echo

T2* or SWI also in the axial plane. TOF and dynamic contrast-

enhanced MRA (20 mL of gadopentetate dimeglumine, Magnev-

ist; Bayer HealthCare Pharmaceuticals, Wayne, New Jersey) was

performed followed by postcontrast axial FSE.

Image Analysis
Images from the early postprocedural MR imaging were inter-

preted by an experienced neuroradiologist (B.J.M.) and com-

pared with any available prestenting imaging. Doubtful findings

were resolved by consensus read by a second neuroradiologist

(J.K.H.). Aneurysm size, shape, surrounding edema, wall en-

hancement, and the occurrence of parenchymal DWI-positive le-

sions or any other signal disturbance were recorded. Aneurysm

size was considered stable if the maximum single dimension ob-

tained was the same as or within 1 mm of that on the preproce-

dural imaging. Perianeurysmal edema was assessed on T2 and

FLAIR and was defined as mild if �3-mm maximum thickness,

moderate if between 3- and 10-mm thickness, and severe if �10

mm. Aneurysm wall enhancement was defined as a complete rim

of enhancement about the aneurysm wall. Pre-existing T1 short-

ening due to subacute thrombus or coil artifacts was excluded by

reviewing the precontrast T1 scans. Enhancement due to intra-

aneurysmal flow was excluded by assessment of the TOF and con-

trast-enhanced MRA source images. Nodular enhancement was

defined as mural enhancing foci of �2 mm thick interspersed

with thinner linear mural enhancement.

Clinical and Delayed Follow-Up
Clinical data were prospectively recorded as to neurologic symp-

tomatology and clinical complications, at both the time of the

intervention and at follow-up scans. All patients underwent im-

aging (typically MR imaging but occasionally DSA or CTA at the

discretion of the attending interventional neuroradiologist) and

clinical follow-up as per our standard protocol, which is 6

months, 1 year, and 2 years following stent placement.

RESULTS
Study Population and Clinical Presentation
Thirty-four elective flow-diverting stent procedures treating 33

aneurysms in 31 patients were performed during the study period

(2 patients had a single aneurysm retreated with a flow-diverting

stent during the study period, 1 patient had 2 aneurysms on 1

carotid segment treated with a single stent, and 1 patient had a

bilateral paraclinoid aneurysms treated sequentially in 2 proce-

dures). Twenty-seven patients were women, and 4, men, with an

average age of 56 years (range, 42– 81 years). Median aneurysm

pretreatment diameter was 12 mm (mean, 14 mm; range, 5–35

mm). All patients underwent clinical and imaging follow-up be-

tween 6 and 24 months. Eight cases were retreatment of previously

coiled ruptured aneurysms, and the remainder were for unruptured

aneurysms. Overall, 13 patients had coils present in the aneurysm,

either deployed at the time of flow diversion or present from a pre-

vious coiling procedure. A single flow-diverting stent was used in all

cases except for 5 in which between 2 and 4 stents were deployed.

Four of the 26 unruptured aneurysms were symptomatic (2 unilat-

eral headache, 1 headache and sixth cranial nerve palsy, 1 fourth

cranial nerve palsy). Three aneurysms were in the vertebrobasilar

territory with the remainder arising from the carotid artery (3 poste-

rior communicating aneurysms). Four aneurysms were cavernous

carotid with the remainder intradural in location.

Complete early postprocedural MR imaging studies were per-

formed in 24 cases (21 patients and 22 aneurysms). Ten patients

did not meet study imaging inclusion criteria and are excluded

from MR imaging analysis: Four patients did not have MR imag-

ing due to claustrophobia (n � 2) and booking errors (n � 2), 4

patients did not receive contrast during their scans, and 2 patients

had their scans outside the DWI target window (both at day 16).

All patients underwent clinical and delayed imaging follow-up,

and any patient who experienced clinical complications is dis-

cussed in the “Results” section, including any relevant findings

from incomplete MR imaging performed.

Early MR Imaging Findings
Aneurysm mural enhancement was present in 11 of 22 (50%)

aneurysms measuring 1- to 3-mm thick. Three of these showed

nodular wall enhancement, with the remainder being smooth and

linear (Fig 1). Mild (�3 mm) perianeurysmal edema was present

in 3 aneurysms (14%, Fig 2). In all cases, prior imaging showed

that this edema had developed secondary to flow-diverting stent

insertion. Two of these patients re-presented to the hospital with

headaches at days 5 and 23 postoperatively (another patient with-

out perianeurysmal edema re-presented to the hospital with

headache at day 21). Two of these patients with edema were re-

treated in this series in an attempt to promote aneurysm occlu-

sion. None of the patients with perianeurysmal edema had coils

within the treated aneurysm, while 6 of the 11 aneurysms (55%)

with mural enhancement had coils. Aneurysm size was stable or

within 1 mm of pretreatment dimensions in all cases. Any DWI

lesion was present in 13 of 24 cases (57%). Seven cases (30%) had

�5 DWI lesions or any lesion �5 mm. Twenty-one of the 24 cases

had susceptibility-weighted imaging performed, while 3 had gra-

dient-echo T2. New foci of susceptibility effects ipsilateral to the

stent and not associated with diffusion restriction were found in 8

patients (38%) who had susceptibility-weighted sequences per-

formed (Fig 3). A further 28% of these studies (6/21) had suscep-

tibility foci ipsilateral to the stent, which were possibly new but

did not have an earlier comparison SWI sequence. All SWI foci

were �2 mm and not identifiable on any other sequence.
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Clinical Complications
Ten clinical complications occurred in 9 of 34 operations (26%).

Eight of these were transient or resolved with appropriate treat-

ment, and 2 patients (6%) experienced permanent morbidity.

One of these (parenchymal hemorrhage) was disabling (mRS �

3), and the other (ischemic), nondisabling (mRS � 1). There were

no deaths.

There were 3 ischemic and 2 hemorrhagic complications, 3 of

5 cases being transiently symptomatic. Four of these occurred

within 48 hours of stent deployment, and 1 at 2 weeks (pontine

hemorrhage). Two cases (6%) of symptomatic parenchymal hem-

orrhage occurred within the treated vascular territory. One of

these occurred at approximately 6 hours following stent deploy-

ment, resulting in a 4-cm hematoma in the superior left temporal

lobe with associated Sylvian subarachnoid hemorrhage and pro-

ducing expressive and receptive dysphasia. This patient subse-

quently had MR imaging the following day, which showed 2 small

foci of restricted diffusion (�5 mm) remote from the hemorrhage.

No new foci of susceptibility effect were identified remote from the

hemorrhage. This patient was excluded from the early MR imaging

analysis due to not having contrast at the time of her acute scan. The

second case of parenchymal hemorrhage was a 3-mm pontine hem-

orrhage found on CT at 2 weeks’ post-stent deployment when the

patient presented to another institution following a syncope episode

(Fig 4). There were no lasting clinical sequelae, and no clear cause of

the syncope was identified. No DWI or SWI focus was identified at

the site of the hemorrhage on the patient’s preceding early MR im-

aging scan at day 2. Both hemorrhages occurred in the vascular ter-

ritory accessed by the guide catheter, the first case occurring distal to

the stented cavernous carotid aneurysm and the second occurring

proximal to a posterior cerebral artery aneurysm.

Three patients re-presented to the hospital with headaches

without subsequent hemorrhage or neurologic sequelae. One of

these patients re-presented to the hospital with headaches twice

and was retreated with a flow-diverting stent within this series in

an attempt to promote occlusion of the aneurysm. One patient,

who also experienced a transient ischemic deficit, required open

surgical repair of a femoral artery puncture site, with full recovery.

Delayed Imaging Follow-Up
All patients have had between 6- and 24-month follow-up. Imag-

ing follow-up was with contrast-enhanced MRA in all patients

except for 2 in whom CTA was per-

formed. DSA was performed in addition

to these studies in 5 cases. Aneurysm oc-

clusion was complete in 19 of 33 aneu-

rysms (58%) and in 14 of 18 (78%) that

had at least 12 months of follow-up. Of

the 11 aneurysms that showed aneurysm

wall enhancement, 2 have resolved in as-

sociation with aneurysm occlusion, 5

showed stable wall enhancement despite

aneurysm occlusion, 3 showed stable

wall enhancement in the presence of on-

going aneurysm filling, and 1 case with

an occluded aneurysm was not assess-

able because it was followed with CTA.

Of the 3 aneurysms with perianeurysmal

edema, 1 resolved in association with

aneurysm occlusion and reduction in

aneurysm size, 1 is stable with persistent

aneurysm filling, and 1 with an occluded

aneurysm is not assessable due to CTA

follow-up. The areas of new susceptibil-

ity foci on early post-stent-insertion MR

imaging remain unchanged in size,

number, and morphology.

DISCUSSION
Delayed intracranial hemorrhage is now

a well-recognized risk following flow-di-

verting stent placement. However be-

cause the etiology of both forms of hem-

orrhage remain unclear, endovascular

practitioners still have no reliable strate-

gies to minimize this complication. In

patients who re-present to the hospital

with headache or other symptoms be-

fore potential delayed aneurysm rup-

FIG 1. Postcontrast T1-weighted images showing aneurysm mural enhancement following flow-
diverting stent placement. A, Smooth linear wall enhancement in a large left paraclinoid aneu-
rysm. B, Linear wall enhancement along with some central aneurysm luminal filling in a large right
posterior communicating artery aneurysm. C, Nodular wall enhancement of a left paraclinoid
aneurysm.

FIG 2. Development of mild perianeurysmal edema following flow-diverting stent placement. A,
Axial FLAIR imaging before treatment. B, Corresponding FLAIR image following stent placement
shows new perianeurysmal edema.
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ture, there is the opportunity for therapeutic intervention such as

modifying dual antiplatelet medications, inserting an additional

flow-diverting stent, or performing parent artery occlusion. This

study has shown that similar to results in the coiling literature,

aneurysm mural enhancement is frequently seen on MR imaging

in asymptomatic patients who do not proceed to aneurysm rup-

ture.9 Aneurysm wall enhancement is thought to represent an

inflammatory healing response and, when present following

coiling, is usually seen to persist for months to years.9 Such an

inflammatory response can be responsible for optic nerve or

other cranial nerve dysfunction in the absence of aneurysm

enlargement. Our series also shows that it can persist for

months to years following flow diversion despite complete an-

eurysm occlusion.

In the coiling literature, perianeurysmal edema has been ob-

served before treatment in large and often partially thrombosed

aneurysms but also in smaller aneurysms following coiling with

both HydroCoils (MicroVention) and bare platinum coils.9,10

Our study showed that while perianeurysmal edema can occa-

sionally occur following flow diversion, it is usually mild.

There were no cases of delayed aneurysm rupture in our series,

and it is not possible to draw any conclusions about predictive

findings from postprocedural MR imaging for delayed aneurysm

rupture. Previous published case reports of delayed aneurysm

rupture with MR imaging preceding

rupture show findings ranging from

stable aneurysm size and perianeurys-

mal edema but with linear wall en-

hancement to marked aneurysm en-

largement and new brain edema.1,2 On

the basis of our findings and the previ-

ous published literature, aneurysm wall

enhancement is common and should

not be interpreted as a sign of impending

rupture. Perianeurysmal edema is a less

common finding and would be a more

concerning finding, particularly in the

symptomatic patient. Two patients in

this series with perianeurysmal edema

underwent further treatment, one of

which resulted in successful aneurysm

occlusion and resolution of the edema,

while the other aneurysm continues to

fill with stable edema.

Foci of restricted diffusion are known

to be a common finding after aneurysm

embolization and, to a lesser degree,

diagnostic cerebral angiography.11,12

They are also increasingly recognized af-

ter open and endovascular cardiac inter-

ventions.13,14 The degree to which they

are due to gas or thrombotic or other

embolic material is unknown; however,

the use of heparin and air filters has

been shown to reduce their incidence.12

FIG 3. Development of new susceptibility foci in the ipsilateral hemisphere following flow-
diverting stent placement for a right posterior communicating artery aneurysm. Axial SWI (top
row, A–C) obtained 7 days before deployment of a right supraclinoid ICA flow-diverting stent
shows a single susceptibility focus laterally in the superior right parietal lobe (B). Axial SWI
obtained 6 days following stent deployment (bottom row, D–F) shows small new susceptibility
foci in the superior right frontal lobe (D, arrow), superior right parietal lobe (E, arrow) medial to
the pre-existing focus, and in the right occipital pole (F, arrow). The patient had a moderate-sized
posterior communicating artery arising from the aneurysm, approximately co-dominant in size
with the right P1 segment.

FIG 4. Pontine hemorrhage 2 weeks following flow-diverting stent placement for a large left posterior cerebral artery aneurysm in a 52-year-old
man. Axial DWI (A) and SWI (B) performed at 2 days post-stent deployment show 2 small foci of restricted diffusion in the right cerebellar
hemisphere but no signal disturbance in the brain stem. Sagittally reformatted noncontrast CT scan (C) obtained 2 weeks after stent deployment
following a syncopal episode shows a 3-mm pontine hemorrhage (arrow). Axial DWI (D) and SWI (E) performed at 6 months show the
susceptibility effect at the site of the prior pontine hemorrhage.
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Diffusion-positive lesions are mostly asymptomatic, but larger or

more numerous lesions are associated with ischemic symptoms.11

This was confirmed in our study with 2 of the 3 patients who had

ischemic TIA or stroke with MR imaging scans showing a large

number of diffusion lesions. The third patient did not have MR

imaging, but an early CT scan and delayed MR imaging showed

embolic changes that would certainly have been correlated with a

large DWI load. Evidence for procedural techniques that mini-

mize the incidence and number of DWI foci is lacking; such tech-

niques will undoubtedly reduce the procedural risk of clinical

stroke. Adverse long-term neuropsychological outcomes have

been shown with high DWI load following cardiac surgery.

Whether this translates to neuroendovascular treatments is un-

known, and even if it does, it may still be of lower risk than open

neurosurgical alternatives.15,16

There were 2 cases of parenchymal hemorrhage in our series.

The first of these was reasonably typical relative to those previ-

ously reported in the literature. Proposed mechanisms include

unrecognized microwire perforation, hemorrhagic transforma-

tion of an infarct, embolized foreign body material, hemody-

namic changes secondary to the stent, and hyper-response to dual

antiplatelet medication.6,17,18 Our second case of parenchymal

hemorrhage was atypical, given the size, location, and lack of

long-term neurologic morbidity. Most described parenchymal

hemorrhages following flow diversion are supratentorial and re-

sult in a severe clinical deficit.3,5,17 Most interesting, in this case,

we had the opportunity of obtaining MR imaging before the brain

stem hemorrhage, but it did not show a focus of diffusion restric-

tion or susceptibility effect as a clue to the cause of the hemor-

rhage. The only caveat was that DWI can fail to detect a small

brain stem infarct when performed early after the stroke (day 2

postoperative in this case).19

New susceptibility foci, which almost always occurred distally

within the vascular territory being treated with a flow-diverting

stent, were an unexpected finding of this study. There was no

correlation of these foci with areas of restricted diffusion. The case

illustrated in this article (Fig 3) had an earlier comparison MR

imaging that was only 14 days prior, meaning that incidental new

microhemorrhages unrelated to the intervention are an implau-

sible explanation. Potential causes include primary microhemor-

rhages, microhemorrhagic transformation of thromboembolism,

gas embolism, or foreign body embolism. On making the obser-

vation of these new SWI foci, we reviewed our previous 20 elective

non-stent-coiling cases and found the following: Three had defi-

nitely new SWI foci compared with a prior SWI study, 4 had

probable new foci compared with a prior gradient-echo T2 study,

5 had possibly new foci with no old studies, and 8 had no SWI foci

(B.J.M., unpublished data, March 2014). We suspect that this

finding is not unique to flow-diverting stents.

CONCLUSIONS
Asymptomatic aneurysm mural enhancement is frequently seen

following flow-diverting stent placement and should not neces-

sarily be interpreted as a sign of impending aneurysm rupture.

This finding often persists despite complete aneurysm occlusion.

Perianeurysmal edema is less common and, particularly when

symptomatic, is potentially an indication to perform further

treatment. DWI data suggest a comparable embolic risk to that

reported with aneurysm coiling. New small susceptibility foci fol-

lowing stent placement have not been previously reported, to our

knowledge, but were common in our series.
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ORIGINAL RESEARCH
INTERVENTIONAL

Association between Venous Angioarchitectural Features of
Sporadic Brain Arteriovenous Malformations and

Intracranial Hemorrhage
M.D. Alexander, D.L. Cooke, J. Nelson, D.E. Guo, C.F. Dowd, R.T. Higashida, V.V. Halbach, M.T. Lawton, H. Kim, and S.W. Hetts

ABSTRACT

BACKGROUND AND PURPOSE: Intracranial hemorrhage is the most serious outcome for brain arteriovenous malformations. This study
examines associations between venous characteristics of these lesions and intracranial hemorrhage.

MATERIALS AND METHODS: Statistical analysis was performed on a prospectively maintained data base of brain AVMs evaluated at an
academic medical center. DSA, CT, and MR imaging studies were evaluated to classify lesion side, drainage pattern, venous stenosis,
number of draining veins, venous ectasia, and venous reflux. Logistic regression analyses were performed to identify the association of
these angiographic features with intracranial hemorrhage of any age at initial presentation.

RESULTS: Exclusively deep drainage (OR, 3.42; 95% CI, 1.87– 6.26; P � .001) and a single draining vein (OR, 1.98; 95% CI, 1.26 –3.08; P � .002)
were associated with hemorrhage, whereas venous ectasia (OR, 0.52; 95% CI, 0.34 – 0.78; P � .002) was inversely associated with
hemorrhage.

CONCLUSIONS: Analysis of venous characteristics of brain AVMs may help determine their prognosis and thereby identify lesions most
appropriate for treatment.

Arteriovenous malformations are complex lesions that have

variable clinical presentations and prognoses. The most seri-

ous clinical manifestation is intracranial hemorrhage. As such,

identification of patients and their respective lesion characteris-

tics can help target higher risk lesions for which treatment is most

appropriate. The role of venous features in relation to hemor-

rhagic propensity is incompletely understood. The current study

examines the associations among angiographic features of venous

components of arteriovenous malformations and presentation

with intracranial hemorrhage in a large prospectively maintained

cohort.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
The University of California, San Francisco Brain AVM Project

data base is a human research protocol–approved, prospectively

maintained resource that collects demographic, clinical, and im-

aging data for patients diagnosed with arteriovenous malforma-

tions who were evaluated and treated at this institution. This data

base was queried to identify patients with nidal AVMs enrolled

between January 2001 and February 2014. Patients with incom-

plete angiographic records or angiographic characteristics mea-

sured after partial treatment were excluded. Additionally, patients

with vein of Galen malformations, dural arteriovenous fistulas,

non-Galenic pial arteriovenous fistulas, or a hereditary hemor-

rhagic telangiectasia diagnosis were excluded.

For each patient, the earliest cerebral DSA examination was eval-

uated by neurointerventional radiologists (S.W.H., D.L.C., C.F.D.,

R.T.H., V.V.H.), and angioarchitectural features were scored accord-

ing to a structured format based on recommendations from the Joint

Writing Group.1 All patients with an AVM underwent 2D digital

subtraction angiography performed at fast film rates. Initial CT and

MR imaging were also examined by a neurointerventional radiolo-

gist to identify any current or prior intracranial hemorrhage.

General demographic variables were noted. Venous compart-

ment features recorded included lesion side (right, left, midline),

drainage pattern (exclusively deep, not exclusively deep), degree

of venous stenosis (0%–24%, 25%– 49%, 50%–74%, 75%–99%,
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occlusion), number of draining veins (single, multiple), presence

or absence of venous ectasia, and presence or absence of venous

reflux. Venous stenosis was measured as the narrowest diameter

divided by the most proximal measureable portion of the vein.

Occlusion was noted if a blind-ending vein was visualized exiting

the lesion. To identify factors associated with the presence or ab-

sence of intracranial hemorrhage at initial presentation, we per-

formed univariable and multivariable logistic regression analyses,

generating odds ratios and 95% confidence intervals. Variables

that were statistically significant (P � .05) in univariable analysis

were included in the multivariable analysis to assess which venous

compartment features were significant independent predictors of

hemorrhagic presentation. All analyses were performed by using

STATA/SE 12.0 (StataCorp, College Station, Texas).2

RESULTS
Five hundred nineteen patients were evaluated during the study

period. Patient demographics and lesion characteristics are sum-

marized in Table 1. Two hundred twenty-six (43.5%) patients had

intracranial hemorrhage identified on noninvasive imaging. Uni-

variable logistic regression analysis identified exclusively deep ve-

nous drainage (OR, 5.90; P � .001) and a single draining vein

(OR, 3.73; P � .001) as associated with presentation with intra-

cranial hemorrhage. Age at diagnosis per decade (OR, 0.90; P �

.036), AVM size per centimeter (OR, 0.69; P � .001), the presence

of venous ectasia (OR, 0.37; P � .001),

and the presence of venous reflux (OR,

0.46; P � .001) were inversely related to

hemorrhagic presentation. No statistical

significance was observed for biologic

sex, AVM side, or venous stenosis.

A multivariable logistic regression

analysis was performed to evaluate char-

acteristics that were statistically signifi-

cant in the univariable analysis (results

presented in Table 2). Exclusively deep

venous drainage remained the most

strongly predictive characteristic for in-

tracranial hemorrhage (OR, 3.42; 95%

CI, 1.87– 6.26; P � .001). A single drain-

ing vein (OR, 1.98; 95% CI, 1.26 –3.08;

P � .002), venous ectasia (OR, 0.52;

95% CI, 0.34 – 0.78; P � .002), and size

(OR, 0.85; 95% CI, 0.74 – 0.98; P � .025)

also retained statistical significance. Age

at diagnosis (P � .212) and venous re-

flux (P � .798) became nonsignificant in

the multivariable model.

DISCUSSION
Intracranial hemorrhage accounts for

most of the morbidity and mortality

caused by brain AVMs. Natural history

studies have reported markedly different

hemorrhage rates, ranging from 1% to

34% risk of rupture, with multiple pre-

viously identified risk factors affecting

these rates.3 Among these, numerous

angiographic characteristics of the venous components of these mal-

formations have been noted to affect hemorrhage risk. While certain

trends have been identified, disparate results have been reported con-

cerning several venous features. The current study seeks to clarify the

role of such venous characteristics by examining a large prospectively

maintained series of patients that have been uniformly evaluated on

the basis of consensus recommendations.1

Deep venous drainage is the single characteristic most fre-

quently associated with AVM hemorrhage.4-8 The current study

supports this widely reported finding, with exclusively deep

drainage more commonly associated with hemorrhage than ex-

clusively superficial or mixed superficial and deep venous drain-

age. This was the strongest predictor noted in this study. Of note,

the subgroup of AVMs in our cohort with superficial nidus loca-

tion and exclusively deep venous drainage (perhaps implying oc-

clusion of previously extant superficial veins) had a particularly

high frequency of hemorrhagic presentation (OR, 9.12; P � .002).

AVMs with fewer draining veins have shown higher rates of

hemorrhage in prior studies.9-17 Analysis has varied, with some

studies looking at correlations of numbers of draining veins14-17

and other studies categorizing or dichotomizing numbers to com-

pare hemorrhagic risks.9-13 The current study found that lesions

with a single draining vein were more likely to be associated with

hemorrhage at the time of initial clinical presentation. This find-

Table 1: Summary statistics of AVM casesa

Characteristic

Hemorrhage on Noninvasive Imaging

Overall (n = 519)
Nonhemorrhagic

(n = 293 [56%])
Hemorrhagic

(n = 226 [44%])
Age at diagnosis (yr) 36.9 � 17.2 33.5 � 19.0 35.4 � 18.0
Sex

Female 155 (53) 116 (51) 271 (52)
Male 138 (47) 110 (49) 248 (48)

Whiteb

Yes 170 (58) 113 (50) 283 (55)
No 123 (42) 113 (50) 236 (45)

AVM side
Right 135 (46) 105 (46) 240 (46)
Left 146 (50) 105 (46) 251 (48)
Midline 12 (4) 16 (7) 28 (5)

Maximum dimension (cm) 3.28 � 1.58 2.43 � 1.55 2.92 � 1.62
Venous drainage

Not exclusively deep 275 (94) 163 (72) 438 (84)
Exclusively deep 18 (6) 63 (28) 81 (16)

Venous stenosis
0%–24% 125 (43) 112 (50) 237 (46)
25%–49% 54 (18) 38 (17) 92 (18)
50%–74% 73 (25) 38 (17) 111 (21)
75%–99% 34 (12) 30 (13) 64 (12)
100% (occlusion) 7 (2) 8 (4) 15 (3)

Number of draining veins
Single 71 (24%) 123 (54%) 194 (37%)
Multiple 222 (76%) 103 (46%) 325 (63%)

Venous ectasia
Yes 170 (58) 76 (34) 246 (47)
No 123 (42) 150 (66) 273 (53)

Venous reflux
Yes 105 (36) 46 (20) 151 (29)
No 188 (64) 180 (80) 368 (71)

a Values are No. (%) or mean � SD.
b Ethnicity is included as a variable, as other studies have shown statistically significant differences in the rates of AVM
hemorrhage in individuals of different ethnic backgrounds.
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ing has face validity: Fewer draining veins mean fewer potential

routes for egress of blood from an AVM, thus presumably increas-

ing the likelihood of AVM pressurization and rupture when any

given draining vein thromboses.

Venous ectasia has been examined in previous studies, and

there is no consensus on the role of ectasia and the risk of hemor-

rhage. Some studies report increased risk of hemorrhage,8,13,18,19

while other reports suggest no impact12 or a protective role for

ectasia.11,20 This study found that venous ectasia is inversely re-

lated to intracerebral hemorrhage. This finding may reflect an

adaptive mechanism whereby such dysmorphism supports either

a greater efferent capacitance and/or more functional arterializa-

tion of the draining veins. Venous ectasia also appears to develop

with time, with older patients more likely to demonstrate this

feature than younger patients in our cohort.21 In our cohort, ex-

ceedingly few patients with ectasia have experienced repeat hem-

orrhage; we have described one of these patients elsewhere.22

Similar to ectasia, stenosis or occlusion of draining veins has

been examined in prior studies with no resulting consensus. Some

studies report increased risk of hemorrhage,4,9,18,20,23,24 while

other reports suggest no independent effect.11,12,25 Venous steno-

sis offered no predictive value in the current study. Of course,

cerebral veins that are completely thrombosed are not directly

visible on DSA and only inconsistently identifiable on CT and MR

imaging, thus limiting the utility of this measure.

Venous reflux is a less commonly discussed finding but has

been suggested to identify lesions more likely to cause hemor-

rhage, presumably because reflux is an indicator of increased ve-

nous pressure.18,26 However, venous reflux was inversely related

to hemorrhage in univariable analysis in this study. This associa-

tion did not persist in the multivariable model, suggesting inter-

action with other variables.

When considering numerous characteristics, there is potential

for confounding variables. For example, multiple series have

shown that smaller AVMs are more likely to bleed. However,

small AVMs are also likely to have fewer draining veins, which

also carry an increased association with hemorrhagic risk. Simi-

larly, central lesions are more likely to rupture, but these lesions

are also more likely to have deep drain-

ing veins. In the current analysis, age at

diagnosis and the presence of venous re-

flux demonstrated statistical signifi-
cance in univariable analysis, but their
roles were not confirmed in the multi-
variable analysis. Size persisted as a
significant predictor of intracerebral
hemorrhage in multivariable analysis,
though to a lesser degree than singular
venous outflow or deep venous
drainage.

While this study identifies an associ-
ation of venous architectural features
with intracranial hemorrhage, it has sev-
eral limitations. This was a cross-sec-
tional analysis of prospectively enrolled
patients in a robustly designed data base,
but it examined an outcome that oc-
curred contemporaneously with or be-

fore enrollment. Hemorrhagic association was based solely on
imaging features and did not account for clinical features. Fur-

thermore, analysis allowed by this database did not permit differ-

entiation between hemorrhage occurring acutely at the time of

enrollment or evidence of prior hemorrhage noted on noninva-

sive imaging at the time of enrollment. Additionally, the analysis

does not distinguish the hemorrhagic location (eg, intraparen-

chymal versus intraventricular). Furthermore, it is possible that

hemorrhage may alter angioarchitectural features in such a way

that they differ from what would be identified before the

hemorrhage.

Further investigation is warranted for both clinical and angio-

graphic features that can predict AVM hemorrhage, to most ac-

curately stratify hemorrhagic risk and thereby identify patients

most suitable for treatment. This is particularly important be-

cause of the publication of the A Randomized Trial of Unruptured

Brain Arteriovenous Malformations study,27 wherein a relatively

short follow-up of previously unruptured AVMs demonstrated

inferior outcomes for patients who received therapeutic interven-

tions compared with patients who received conservative medical

follow-up.

CONCLUSIONS
Venous factors appear to influence the likelihood that arterio-

venous malformations will present with hemorrhage. Exclusively

deep venous drainage and a single draining vein were associated

with hemorrhage presentation, while venous ectasia was inversely

associated with this presentation. Age at diagnosis and venous

reflux did not retain statistical significance in a multivariable

model. Venous characteristics should be considered when evalu-

ating AVMs and predicting their natural history, thus helping to

determine which lesions may be most appropriate for treatment.
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Quantifying Intracranial Aneurysm Wall Permeability for Risk
Assessment Using Dynamic Contrast-Enhanced MRI:

A Pilot Study
P. Vakil, S.A. Ansari, C.G. Cantrell, C.S. Eddleman, F.H. Dehkordi, J. Vranic, M.C. Hurley, H.H. Batjer, B.R. Bendok, and T.J. Carroll

ABSTRACT

BACKGROUND AND PURPOSE: Pathological changes in the intracranial aneurysm wall may lead to increases in its permeability; however the
clinical significance of such changes has not been explored. The purpose of this pilot study was to quantify intracranial aneurysm wall permeability
(Ktrans, VL) to contrast agent as a measure of aneurysm rupture risk and compare these parameters against other established measures of rupture
risk.WehypothesizedKtrans wouldbeassociatedwithintracranialaneurysmruptureriskasdefinedbyvariousanatomic, imaging,andclinical riskfactors.

MATERIALS AND METHODS: Twenty-seven unruptured intracranial aneurysms in 23 patients were imaged with dynamic contrast-
enhanced MR imaging, and wall permeability parameters (Ktrans, VL) were measured in regions adjacent to the aneurysm wall and along the
paired control MCA by 2 blinded observers. Ktrans and VL were evaluated as markers of rupture risk by comparing them against established
clinical (symptomatic lesions) and anatomic (size, location, morphology, multiplicity) risk metrics.

RESULTS: Interobserver agreement was strong as shown in regression analysis (R2 � 0.84) and intraclass correlation (intraclass correlation
coefficient �0.92), indicating that the Ktrans can be reliably assessed clinically. All intracranial aneurysms had a pronounced increase in wall
permeability compared with the paired healthy MCA (P � .001). Regression analysis demonstrated a significant trend toward an increased
Ktrans with increasing aneurysm size (P � .001). Logistic regression showed that Ktrans also predicted risk in anatomic (P � .02) and combined
anatomic/clinical (P � .03) groups independent of size.

CONCLUSIONS: We report the first evidence of dynamic contrast-enhanced MR imaging–modeled contrast permeability in intracranial
aneurysms. We found that contrastagentpermeabilityacrosstheaneurysmwallcorrelatedsignificantlywithbothaneurysmsizeandsize-independent
anatomic risk factors. In addition, Ktrans was a significant and size-independent predictor of morphologically and clinically defined high-risk aneurysms.

ABBREVIATIONS: DCE � dynamic contrast-enhanced; IA � intracranial aneurysm; ISUIA � International Study of Unruptured Intracranial Aneurysms; Ktrans �
contrast-transfer coefficient; VL � fractional volume of extravascular extracellular space per unit tissue

Intracranial aneurysms (IAs) affect 2%– 6% of the population,

with nearly 30,000 Americans having an aneurysm rupture each

year.1 Aneurysmal subarachnoid hemorrhage has an approximate

50% mortality, with survivors incurring a tremendous personal

and financial burden due to permanent disabilities. Despite the

potential devastating effects of IAs, the universal treatment of un-

ruptured IAs still remains controversial. The largest prospective

study to date on unruptured IAs, the International Study of

Unruptured Intracranial Aneurysms (ISUIA), indicated lower

rupture rates than previously suspected.2 However, multiple sub-

sequent reports challenged these findings,3,4 thus further compli-

cating management decisions. The exact pathogenesis and patho-

evolution of IAs is largely unknown, with only a fraction of IAs

progressing to rupture annually (�2%), suggesting potential dif-

ferences in the pathobiology of ruptured-versus-unruptured IAs.

Aneurysm risk stratification has been attempted by identifying

specific characteristics of ruptured IAs, including size, location,

and morphologic factors (eg, irregular contour5 and daughter

sacs6), but also clinical factors, such as symptomatic lesions, hy-

pertension, smoking, alcohol/drug abuse, and genetic predisposi-

tions to aneurysm formation/rupture. However, without absolute
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risk-stratification parameters for unruptured IAs, patients and

physicians encounter difficult management decisions regarding

the risk-benefit analysis for treatment. Aneurysm size measured

by CTA, MRA, or DSA is the primary imaging marker of rupture

risk and is used for clinical decisions to either treat with coil em-

bolization/microsurgical clipping or offer conservative manage-

ment with routine imaging follow-up evaluations and clinical

risk-factor control.

The pathobiology of IAs and alterations in the aneurysm wall

have been shown to involve a multitude of histopathologic

changes, such as disruption of the internal elastic lamina, smooth-

muscle cell migration, and myointimal hyperplasia leading to ir-

regular surfaces with variable thickness. In fact, direct inspection

of the IA wall during surgery has demonstrated heterogeneous

features, such as thin translucent regions,7 but these are not re-

solved with noninvasive imaging. Noninvasive CT or MR imaging

of the morphologic phenotype of the aneurysm wall may be useful

in assessing IA stability. It is plausible, given the aforementioned

changes in IA wall histology, specifically apoptosis of endothelial

cells, loss of collagen, and remodeling of the extracellular matrix,

that contrast agents could extravasate or permeate these compro-

mised areas into the surrounding CSF. This may be interpreted as

a macroscopic manifestation of microscopic tracer permeability,

which occurs through the capillary bed into tissue. The contrast

agent permeability rate (Ktrans) could then provide a surrogate

measure of vessel wall integrity and focal degradation resulting

from environmental factors such as hemodynamic stresses, typi-

cally assessed with advanced MR imaging acquisitions8 and post-

processing algorithms.9

The purpose of this work was to determine the feasibility of

quantifying aneurysm wall permeability by using widely available

dynamic contrast-enhanced (DCE)–MR imaging. Our goal was

to develop an adjunctive imaging metric to complement existing

anatomic and developing flow-based imaging markers of aneu-

rysm risk (size, location, morphology, computational/4D flow

dynamics). We report the results of a prospective pilot study com-

paring aneurysm wall permeability by using DCE–MR imaging

with anatomic and clinical metrics that predispose IAs to rupture.

We hypothesized that increased IA wall permeability may be as-

sociated with IA size, location, morphology, and multiplicity and

clinically defined high-risk or symptomatic lesions.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Institutional review board approval was provided for patient re-

cruitment and study. Informed consent was acquired, and the

study was conducted according to Health Insurance Portability

and Accountability Act guidelines. Consecutive patients with un-

ruptured IAs reporting for neurosurgical consultation at our

institution between July 2011 and July 2013 were prospectively

recruited to undergo a contrast-enhanced MR imaging examina-

tion, including DCE–MR imaging for kinetic modeling of IA wall

permeability to contrast agent. Patient demographics and clinical

presentations were acquired by using the electronic medical data

base of our institution. Major exclusion criteria were typical con-

traindications to MR imaging: pregnancy, contrast allergy, renal

insufficiency, presence of MR imaging–incompatible implants,

and prior IA treatment.

DCE–MR imaging– derived permeability metrics lack a recog-

nized imaging standard of reference. To place reported permea-

bility values in physiologic perspective, previous studies presented

derived lesion values with a paired internal control, typically

healthy tissue10-12 (expected to have virtually no permeability) or

the choroid plexus13 (lacks a blood-brain barrier, with high con-

trast-uptake rates).14 We followed a similar approach and present

our reported aneurysm wall permeability values with those from

paired healthy proximal segments of the middle cerebral artery

and the choroid plexus.

Imaging Protocol
All patients were scanned on 3T (Magnetom Trio; Siemens, Er-

langen, Germany) or 1.5T (Avanto; Siemens) MR imaging scan-

ners. A 3D time-of-flight MRA sequence was used to localize the

IA. IA wall permeability was measured by using a standard

DCE–MR imaging protocol. DCE–MR images were acquired by

using a standard multiphase 3D gradient-recalled-echo– based

pulse sequence that provided volumetric T1-weighted images ev-

ery 5– 8 seconds after contrast agent injection for approximately

10 minutes. Images were acquired by using the following param-

eters: TR/TE � 2.84/0.8 ms, matrix � 128 � 128 –384 � 384,

FOV � 190 –220 mm, and 24 partitions placed to cover the IA,

resulting in voxel dimensions of 0.58 � 0.58 � 2.0 mm—1.48 �

1.48 � 5.0 mm. Section thickness was adjusted from 5 to 2 mm to

prevent partial volume contamination for smaller aneurysms. A

single dose (0.1-mmol/kg) of T1-shortening contrast agent

(gadopentetate dimeglumine, Magnevist; Bayer HealthCare

Pharmaceuticals, Wayne, New Jersey) was injected during the

DCE acquisition. Precontrast T1 values (T10) of the tissue were

found by using a commonly used multi-flip angle routine (� � 5°,

10°, 12°, 15°, 20°, 25°) to fit the spoiled gradient-echo

equation.15,16

1) S��� � A sin �
1 � exp(�TR/T10)

1 � cos � exp(�TR/T10)
.

Permeability Modeling
The permeability-limited Modified Tofts Model17 quantifies the

kinetics of a tracer leaking through a semipermeable membrane

with the following relationship:

2) C�t� � Ktrans�
0

t

e�kep�t � ��Cp�t�d� � VpCp�t�,

with Ktrans dictating the tracer transfer rate from the intravascular

into the extracellular extravascular space with units of minute�1;

kep � Ktrans/VL in units of minute�1, describing the ratio of the

transfer rate (Ktrans) to the fractional volume of tracer in the ex-

tracellular extravascular space (VL); Cp(t), the intravascular tracer

concentration; and Vp, the fractional plasma volume for each

voxel. C(t) is measured adjacent to the aneurysm wall in the CSF.

A Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm was used to find the Ktrans, VL,

and Vp in Equation 2 that best fits the measured signal C(t) (Fig 1).

Data Analysis and Imaging Evaluation
A neuroradiologist (S.A.A.) classified IA locations (anterior-

versus-posterior circulation as per ISUIA) and smooth-versus-
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irregular morphology (asymmetries, daughter sacs, blebs, or pro-

trusions) and measured size indices, such as dome height, width,

and neck diameter, by using available cross-sectional CTA and 3D

rotational DSA datasets on a multiplanar postprocessing Leon-

ardo workstation (Siemens).

Mean values of Ktrans and VL were calculated in ROIs contain-

ing a minimum of 10 pixels, adjacent to the aneurysm wall. A

neuroradiologist (S.A.) and MR imaging physicist (T.J.C.),

blinded to the patient clinical data and MR imaging results and

each with �10 years of experience in MR image analysis, indepen-

dently placed ROIs on a single section containing the aneurysm

that had the highest permeability values observed (Fig 1D). Scores

from both reviewers were averaged to determine the mean per-

meability for each aneurysm. In the event that there was not sig-

nificant agreement between observers, IA data would be evaluated

independently for each observer. To exclude intraluminal tissue in

Ktrans modeling, we considered only vox-

els with a corresponding Vp smaller than

0.5 (Vp � 0.5) (ie, the DCE signal of the

voxel could not have �50% vascular con-

tamination). Mean Ktrans and VL values

were also measured adjacent to the wall of

a healthy MCA (Fig 1D) and the choroid

plexus in each patient as a paired internal

control. Permeability modeling and anal-

ysis were performed by using in-house

software developed in Matlab (Math-

Works, Natick, Massachusetts).

Statistical Analysis
Interobserver agreement in measured

permeability values was compared by

using the Mann-Whitney U Test for

continuous variables, linear regression,

intraclass correlation statistics, and

Bland-Altman analysis. We compared

average aneurysm Ktrans and VL mea-

surements with those from the paired

control MCA and choroid plexus by us-

ing paired Student t tests to determine

whether our DCE aneurysm measure-

ments were significantly different.

We evaluated wall permeability as a

marker of IA rupture risk by comparing

it against established clinical and ana-

tomic/imaging metrics. First, IAs were

grouped into ISUIA-determined size-

based risk categories (�7, 7–12, 13–24,

and �25 mm) and were compared with

DCE parameters (Ktrans, VL) by using a

regression model. Second, IAs were clas-

sified into high-risk and low-risk catego-

ries by using 2 size-independent risk as-

sessment paradigms. In clinical risk

paradigm A, high-risk aneurysms were

those that presented with neurologic

symptoms relevant to the location of the

aneurysm (headaches, mass effect, cranial neuropathy); asymp-

tomatic aneurysms were low-risk. In risk paradigm B, high-risk

aneurysms had 1 of the following 4 imaging/anatomic properties:

1) multilobulated dome or blebs as defined by DSA or CTA, 2)

patient presenting with multiple IAs, or 3) located in the pos-

terior circulation; all others were defined as low-risk. Size in-

dices were not used to define the risk profile for any aneurysm

in group A or B.

Separate univariate logistic regression analyses were per-

formed for groups A and B. High- and low-risk groups were com-

pared with aneurysm size indices (aspect ratio, maximum IA

dome size, neck diameter) and DCE parameters. Patient demo-

graphics (age/sex), history of hypertension, hyperlipidemia, to-

bacco/alcohol abuse, and statin use have been identified by ISUIA

as clinical risk contributors to IA rupture. These known risk fac-

FIG 1. Aneurysm permeability modeling in a 14-mm right ICA aneurysm. In the IA, the signal time
course from DCE imaging (A) is used to measure the plasma concentration, Cp(t) (red curve, B). The
permeability signal, C(t), is subsequently modeled and fit for every voxel to Equation 2. The signal
from a single voxel selected from the white circled region adjacent to the IA (white diamonds, B)
and fit (yellow curve, B) are shown. The fitting of all voxels derives permeability parameters (Ktrans,
VL, and Vp, C). Note the observed signal next to the aneurysm has nearly 3-fold the signal intensity
as background (BG) enhancement (blue curve, B). ROIs were placed adjacent to a healthy artery
(left panel, D) and the area of highest permeability, next to the IA (right panel, D).
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tors were also subjected to univariate logistic regression analysis.

Candidate variables for multiple logistic regression analysis were

selected on the basis of statistically significant univariable rela-

tionships. Multivariable logistic regression analysis was then per-

formed to evaluate independent predictors of risk in the afore-

mentioned risk paradigms/groups. Significance was defined as

�.05 in all statistical tests.

RESULTS
Patient Demographics
Twenty-five consecutive patients consented to participate in the

study and were scanned. Two patients were excluded for the

following reasons: significant susceptibility artifacts from a

pre-existing intracranial stent (n � 1) and severe patient mo-

tion during the study (n � 1) rendering images nondiagnostic.

In total, 27 aneurysms in 23 patients (mean age, 60.7 	 12.2

years; age range, 30 – 82 years), 13 women (mean age, 58.8 	

12.9 years; range, 30 –76 years) and 10 men (mean age, 63.1 	

11.5 years; range, 39 – 8 years) were included in the study.

There was no significant difference between men and women

in age (P � .42), Ktrans (P � .84), VL (P � .91), or IA size (P �

.65). All IAs were unruptured when imaged. The On-line Table

provides relevant patient demographics, risk factors, and

risk-group assignment. Note that the column labeled “Sx

(Group A)” denotes IAs that are symp-

tomatic and therefore in risk category A.

Three aneurysms in our cohort were

fusiform, and 24 were saccular. To con-

trol for potentially different pathology,

we performed statistical analyses on sac-

cular and fusiform aneurysms sepa-

rately. As a result, fusiform IA imaging

markers were not used for risk analysis.

Imaging Findings
Interobserver agreement in measure-

ments of Ktrans and VL was strong. Inde-

pendent measurements made by 2 observers were not statistically

different from one another (Ktrans, P � .89; VL, P � .86, Mann-

Whitney U Test). Furthermore, intraclass correlation coefficients

between the 2 observers showed strong and highly significant

agreement (Ktrans: intraclass correlation coefficient � 0.93, P �

.001; VL: intraclass correlation coefficient � 0.92, P � .001). In Fig

2, measured Ktrans and VL values from both observers were highly

correlated (Ktrans: R2 � 0.84, slope � 0.92, intercept � 0.007; VL:

R2 � 0.92, slope � 1.08, intercept � �0.013, data not shown),

and Bland-Altman analysis revealed a small mean bias and little

variability over a broad range of values (bias 	 SD: Ktrans �

0.003 	 0.03 minute�1; VL� 0.3% 	 4%, data not shown).

Aneurysms were found to have a broad range of associated

wall permeability values as shown in a series of 3 subjects in Fig 3.

Figure 4 shows a representative case of a 14-mm aneurysm in a

61-year-old man. Initial imaging with DSA and CTA confirmed

the presence of a smooth, regular saccular aneurysm of the poste-

rior communicating artery. At the same time, Ktrans imaging

showed an inhomogeneous presentation of contrast agent leakage

with Ktrans � 0.22 minutes�1 and 0.19 minutes�1 in the anterior

(Fig 4C, top arrow) and posterior (Fig 4C, bottom arrow) walls,

respectively. The patient elected to forgo treatment. Eighteen

months after initial imaging, follow-up CTA was acquired due to

FIG 2. Correlation and Bland-Altman analysis between measured Ktrans values of both observers reveal strong agreement in derived values. VL
is not shown.

FIG 3. DSA and Ktrans permeability images demonstrate a broad distribution of wall permeability
values. Notice the heterogeneity in Ktrans both among subjects and within a single IA.
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symptom onset consistent with SAH. CTA and DSA demon-

strated extensive intracranial bleeding deemed to be resulting

from 2 newly observed daughter sacs coincidental with areas of

prior elevated Ktrans.

DCE Sensitivity to Pathology
We found that the Ktrans associated with saccular aneurysm walls

was larger than values observed in the normal-appearing MCA

(mean, 0.1219 	 0.0130 minutes�1 versus 0.0053 	 0.0007 min-

utes�1, respectively; P � .001) and smaller than values found in

the choroid plexus (mean, 0.4058 	 0.0567 minutes�1; P � .001).

There was a significant difference between saccular IA VL and that

of the parent artery (mean, 13.2% 	 2.3% versus 1.3% 	 0.2%;

P � .0014), but not between IA VL and the choroid plexus

(mean, 13.5% 	 3.7%; P � .85). Fusiform IAs Ktrans (mean,

0.0444 	 0.0065 minutes�1) was significantly larger than that

in healthy vessels (P � .001) and smaller than that in the cho-

roid plexus (P � .035). Similarly, fusiform IA VL (mean, 8.1 	

2.3 minutes�1) was larger than that of healthy vessels (P �

.001) and less, though not significantly, than the VL measured

in the choroid plexus. Fusiform IA Ktrans and VL were smaller

than saccular IA Ktrans and VL, but not significantly (P � .06

and .48, respectively).

Statistical Analysis of Risk
Linear regression analysis demonstrated that mean aneurysm

Ktrans values increased linearly with successively larger aneurysm-

size risk bins (�7, 7–12, 13–24 mm), defined by the ISUIA and

shown in Fig 5. In this regression model, the coefficients increased

linearly for successive size bins (0.075, 0.1205, and 0.1650; P �

.0001; R2 � 0.74). A similar regression model with VL showed no

significant increase between healthy vessels and the �7-mm

group (coefficient � 0.059, P � .11), while the increase for the 7-

to 12-mm and 13- to 24-mm groups was 0.1175 (P � .004) and

0.1958 (P � .001), respectively (R2 � 0.44). A simple linear re-

gression model by using permeability parameters as a response

and size of the IA as a predictor showed that for every millimeter

increase in IA size, the average Ktrans increased by 0.005 min-

utes�1 with a standard error of 0.002 (P � .02). IA size and VL did

not have a significant linear correlation (P � .16). IA neck diam-

eter and aspect ratio did not have a significant correlation with

Ktrans (P � .06 and P � .15, respectively) or VL (P � .37 and .30,

respectively).

The Table shows the results of univariate and multivariate

logistic regression comparing ISUIA-identified clinical risk fac-

tors, aneurysm size, neck, aspect ratio, Ktrans, and VL in their abil-

ity to predict high-risk saccular IAs in groups A, B, and AB (A or

B). Within group A, only size and Ktrans showed significant uni-

variate relationships (P � .05). In all risk-assessment paradigms,

Ktrans had the greatest effect in predicting risk. When risk was

based on anatomic and imaging markers in group B, Ktrans was

both statistically significant and more effective in predicting a

high-risk saccular IA. Most important, when both groups A and B

were combined, then a 0.1-minute�1 increase in Ktrans conferred

a 74.3996 increase in the likelihood that the IA was either symp-

tomatic or had high-risk imaging/anatomic features outlined

above (P � .03), while size had a smaller and statistically insignif-

icant effect (P � .40).

DISCUSSION
We have demonstrated the feasibility of a new imaging marker for

the evaluation of intracranial aneurysms. We found that Ktrans

and VL are elevated from baseline across all aneurysms relative to

FIG 4. The evolution of an untreated posterior communicating artery IA in a 61-year-old man demonstrates that elevated Ktrans at baseline
correlated with bleb formation. Morphologic changes during 1.5 years are observed on CTA (A) and DSA (B); however, DCE–MR imaging
demonstrates 2 regions with high Ktrans (arrows, C) at the time of imaging—apparently correlating with eventual SAH seen on CT (arrows, D).

FIG 5. Mean Ktrans and VL values (black diamonds) increase linearly
with larger ISUIA-determined size/risk bins (�7, 7–12, and 13–24 mm)
as shown in the scatterplot. Note that our cohort did not contain
aneurysms in the �25-mm size/risk bin. The gray circles represent
individual IA permeability values. The black diamonds are the mean
for each size bin.
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normal-appearing arteries. Furthermore, Ktrans correlates posi-

tively with size, morphologic properties, and symptomology. Lo-

gistical regression analysis indicates that Ktrans may be an inde-

pendent indicator of rupture risk.

Aneurysm size is one of the most fundamental indications of

rupture risk, as found by the ISUIA2 and Unruptured Cerebral

Aneurysm Study (UCAS).18 prospective studies, and is frequently

used clinically to determine surgical-versus-medical manage-

ment. Nevertheless, many studies have indicated that various fac-

tors independent of IA size are associated with progressing IA

pathology and rupture, including other anatomic metrics (mor-

phology, location, multiplicity, aspect ratios, and orientation of

the parent artery), clinical risk factors (hypertension, smoking,

alcohol/drug abuse, inherited connective tissue diseases), symp-

tomatology, inflammation (matrix metalloproteinases, macro-

phage infiltration), and hemodynamic flow and stress properties.

In our study, we found that Ktrans was a strong, significant, and

independent determinant of rupture risk based on anatomic and

combined clinical/anatomic high-risk subgroups. Aneurysm size

was only a statistically significant and independent predictor of

rupture risk in the clinically symptomatic subgroup (group A),

intuitively due to the effect of aneurysm size on mass effect, but

not in the high-risk anatomic subgroup (group B). This difference

may indicate that Ktrans provides clinically relevant information

about IA vascular pathology related to high-risk morphologic fea-

tures, location, and multiplicity (vascular wall predisposition to

IA development/progression) that are independent of size.

Whether these results independently confer an increased rupture

risk or define progressive thinning of an aneurysm wall requires

larger prospective patient studies and/or direct intraoperative ob-

servation with histologic samples from surgically harvested tissue.

DCE–MR imaging permeability parameters lack a recognized

standard of reference; however, we were able to provide internal

reference values. In fact, previous studies have paired lesion per-

meability parameters with a paired internal control such as

healthy tissue or the choroid plexus. We followed a similar meth-

odology in our study, and our results closely corroborate the val-

ues reported by other groups for permeability in healthy tissue

(negligible or zero12-14) and Ktrans values ranging from 0.2 to 0.5

minutes�1 in the choroid plexus.15

Relevance to Flow Modeling
Hemodynamic flow patterns play an important role in the forma-

tion, growth, and eventual rupture of aneurysms. As such, ad-

vanced imaging techniques such as 4D-flow12,19 and postprocess-

ing algorithms in computational fluid dynamics20 are active areas

of research. These studies have shown that local variations of he-

modynamic stresses can induce vascular injury,21 causing inflam-

matory responses,22 which, in turn, can lead to internal elastic

lamina and tunica thinning, macrophage infiltration,23,24 and ex-

tracellular matrix remodeling. The net effect is a modification in

wall uniformity and thickness, which is readily visible intraoper-

atively,7 though not easily visualized noninvasively. We see

DCE–MR imaging playing a role complementary to hemody-

namic imaging in this regard. Several studies have already dem-

onstrated that pathologic changes in cervical vessel walls and in-

flammatory factors correlate with changes in Ktrans. For example,

Kerwin et al25 demonstrated that Ktrans, by using DCE–MR imag-

ing, had a strong linear correlation with macrophage infiltration

in carotid atherosclerotic plaques on histopathologic analysis. As

such, DCE–MR imaging may provide important information

about a significant component of aneurysm disease—structural

Results of univariate and multivariate logistic regression of demographic and imaging markers against size-independent risk
paradigmsa

Group A
(High Risk = 7, Low Risk = 17)

Group B
(High Risk = 15, Low Risk = 9)

Group AB
(High Risk = 17, Low Risk = 7)

P Value Coefficient
Standard

Error P Value Coefficient
Standard

Error P Value Coefficient
Standard

Error
Univariate analysis

Sex .4092 �0.7985 0.9675 .5231 0.5596 0.8763 .9395 �0.0690 0.9090
Age .4463 �0.0302 0.0396 .1687 0.0563 0.0409 .9774 �0.0011 0.0401
HTNb (n � 19) .9999 27.4910 3.32E 
 05 .2560 1.1787 1.0377 .1073 1.7272 1.0724
HLD (n � 17) .3205 1.1856 1.1934 .2115 1.1632 0.9309 .3504 0.8910 0.9541
Statins (n � 12) .4784 0.6444 0.9090 .9158 0.0896 0.8473 .8511 0.1699 0.9052
Tobacco

Current use (n � 5) .5526 0.6242 1.0511 .9999 27.93 3.32E 
 05 .9999 27.4937 3.32E 
 05
Past use (n � 11) .4784 0.6444 0.9090 .9158 0.0896 0.8473 .8511 0.1699 0.9052

Alcoholc (n � 3) .8654 0.2231 1.3166 .2897 �1.3863 1.3093 .1620 �1.1856 1.3276
Imaging markers (n � 24)

IA size .0182d 0.2877d 0.1222d .9583 �0.0036 0.0695 .3962 0.0764 0.0900
IA neck .0616 0.5743 0.3072 .6545 �0.1061 0.2370 .5223 0.1880 0.2938
Ktrans .0280d 19.5088d 8.8789d .0243d 23.6481d 10.4975d .0286d 36.5083d 16.6795d

Aspect ratio .1074 1.2814 0.7959 .627 0.2073 0.4266 .4511 0.4385 0.5819
VL .2286 4.5210 3.7548 .4176 3.3395 4.1195 .3632 4.4843 4.9321

Multivariate analysis
IA Size .0337 0.2448 0.1153 .1534 �0.1591 0.1114 .4435 �0.0817 0.1066
Ktrans .1339 18.5544 12.3781 .0231d 33.9634d 14.9545d .0346d 43.0945d 20.3981d

Note:—HTN indicates hypertension; HLD, hyperlipidemia.
a Analysis performed on 24 saccular IAs.
b All patients’ hypertension was under control using medication.
c Current use.
d Significant (P � .05).
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and biologic changes in the wall.25 A future correlation of Ktrans IA

wall permeability with computational fluid dynamics or 4D-flow

MR imaging may assist in identifying focal aneurysm regions of

high risk or stress.

Limitations
Several limitations were identified in this study. Data were col-

lected from a single center, exposing us to biases in the patient

population available at our institution. Furthermore, we were

limited to a sample size of 27 aneurysms in this proof-of-principle

pilot study. In future studies, we expect to follow untreated IAs for

several years and compare DCE metrics of those that progress

against those that remain stable. In the future, larger sample sizes

must be followed for several years to determine whether contrast

agent leakage can be used as an independent or adjunctive predic-

tor of rupture risk.

CONCLUSIONS
In this pilot study, we report the first evidence of DCE–MR imag-

ing–modeled contrast permeability in IAs. We modeled the rate of

contrast agent permeability across the IA wall and found that it

correlated significantly with size-based and size-independent an-

atomic/imaging features and clinical assessments of rupture risk.

In addition, high-risk aneurysms had higher contrast permeabil-

ity rates than lower risk aneurysms. More studies comparing

Ktrans in aneurysms with other clinical and hemodynamic risk

factors and histopathologic correlation will provide greater in-

sight into the clinical interpretation of Ktrans and its reflection on

aneurysm wall pathology.
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ORIGINAL RESEARCH
INTERVENTIONAL

Exploring the Value of Using Color-Coded Quantitative DSA
Evaluation on Bilateral Common Carotid Arteries in Predicting

the Reliability of Intra-Ascending Aorta Flat Detector
CT–CBV Maps

Q. Zhang, R. Xu, Q. Sun, H. Zhang, J. Mao, T. Shan, W. Pan, Y. Deuerling-Zheng, M. Kowarschik, and J. Beilner

ABSTRACT

BACKGROUND AND PURPOSE: Cerebral blood volume, acquired with flat panel detector CT by injecting contrast medium into the ascending
aorta, enabled real-time acquisition of brain functional information with remarkable reduction of contrast medium usage comparing to an
intravenous injection approach. However, individual vasculature and flow variations cause inhomogeneous contrast medium distribution and
unexpected asymmetric perfusion for certain patients even without cerebral circulatory disorders. This work aimed at testing the feasibility of
using color-coded quantitative DSA to predict the reliability of flat panel detector CT–based CBV maps by injecting contrast medium into the
ascending aorta by exploring the correlation between measurements of color-coded quantitative DSA and the symmetry of CBV maps.

MATERIALS AND METHODS: For 12 patients without perfusion-related cerebral abnormities, color-coded quantitative DSA at the aortic
arch and flat panel detector CT– based CBV maps by injecting contrast medium into the ascending aorta were acquired. In color-coded
quantitative DSA, ROIs were defined on the bilateral common carotid arteries. Time-density curves were extracted, and area under the
curve values were calculated. To evaluate brain perfusion symmetry, we defined ROIs on the anterior and middle cerebral artery territories
in CBV maps, and quantitative CBV values were extracted.

RESULTS: Eight patients demonstrated good perfusion symmetry with relative CBV of 0.96 � 0.06, and their relative area under the curve
was found to be 0.99 � 0.02. For the other 4 patients, CBV from the left hemisphere was significantly lower than that from the right with
relative CBV of 0.81 � 0.09. This asymmetric perfusion was confirmed by the color-coded quantitative DSA with relative area under the
curve values of 0.79 � 0.03.

CONCLUSIONS: This preliminary study showed good correlation between relative area under the curve from color-coded quantitative
DSA and relative CBV from CBV maps. Color-coded quantitative DSA potentially helped sort out patients whose vascular anatomy could
support reliable CBV acquisitions of flat detector CT by injecting contrast medium into the ascending aorta.

ABBREVIATIONS: AUC � area under the curve; CCA � common carotid artery; CCQ-DSA � color-coded quantitative DSA; CM � contrast medium; FPCT � flat
panel detector CT; IA-FPCT-CBV � intra-ascending aorta CM injection to acquire FPCT CBV maps; rAUC � relative AUC; rCBV � relative CBV; TDC � time-density curve

Angiographic suites equipped with flat panel detector CT

(FPCT) for clinical imaging practice have been increasingly

accepted during neurointerventions. This technique offers signif-

icant advantages in patient management because the patient does

not have to be transferred between different clinical units for di-

agnosis and treatment, improving clinical workflow and increas-

ing patient safety.1-3 Continuous development in imaging tech-

nology has led to significant improvement of image acquisition

and postprocessing tools in FPCT. Recently, an important brain

perfusion parameter, CBV (milliliter/1000 milliliter), can be ac-

quired by using FPCT. It has been suggested that a color-coded

CBV map, which displays hemodynamic information in the cap-

illary level of the entire brain parenchyma, provides a measure-

ment of regional CBV variations and information on suspected

ischemia, which is of great value for patients with acute ischemic

stroke.4,5 The CBV value measured with this technique has been

validated in a number of clinical studies, proving that the CBV

maps generated from FPCT correlated well with CT perfusion

maps from multisection CT, which were regarded as ground

truth.6-9 This technique offered the possibility of obtaining func-

tional information and assessing the viability of the brain tissue

during interventional procedures.10
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Advancements in protocols of contrast medium (CM) injec-

tion and image acquisition have been further investigated to

achieve an optimized whole-brain CBV map acquisition pipeline

by using FPCT.11-14 A number of studies have demonstrated the

feasibility of obtaining CBV maps via intravenous CM injection

by using FPCT. However, with this injection protocol, the CM

will be diluted during the transit, thus only a small portion of the

injected CM contributed to the formation of CBV maps. In con-

trast, intra-arterial administration has become an attractive

method to increase the CM delivery and efficiency and may pro-

vide a viable approach for reducing the amount of CM used

during FPCT CBV imaging. The feasibility and clinical value of

intra-ascending aorta CM injection to acquire FPCT CBV maps

(IA-FPCT-CBV) have been tested and confirmed; this approach

enabled remarkably reduced CM usage relative to the intravenous

CM injection protocol (350 mg I/mL; total amount, 96 mL; 20%

diluted versus 60 – 80 mL, nondiluted) by using FPCT. Moreover,

the reliability of this intra-arterial injection approach has also

been validated against conventional CT perfusion imaging with

intravenous CM injection.15

However, nonuniform CM distribution could be observed for

a number of patients even without cerebral circulatory disorders,

causing unexpected asymmetric perfusion in 2 hemispheres,

mainly in the territories of the anterior and middle cerebral arter-

ies.15,16 A possible explanation for nonuniform distribution could

be patients’ individual vasculature variations at the aortic arch,

high blood flow speed, and the limited length of the ascending

aorta.

Currently, color-coded quantitative digital subtraction an-

giography (CCQ-DSA) could be generated from a conventional

DSA sequence at no additional radiation exposure or CM use,

which enhanced the recognition of hemodynamic and mor-

phologic findings. This technique provides a means to display

temporal information of contrasted blood flow and attenua-

tion for the duration of the DSA acquisition in a single color-

coded image. Moreover, this image allowed the creation of a

time-density curve (TDC) of a CM bolus in user-defined re-

gions, from which quantitative blood flow information could

be also extracted.17-19

This work aimed at exploring the correlation between measure-

ment of CCQ-DSA on the main feeding arteries and symmetry of

CBV maps and testing the feasibility of using CCQ-DSA to predict

the reliability of IA-FPCT-CBV on a pa-

tient-specific basis before the acquisition.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Patient Selection
From January 2013 to November 2013,

CCQ-DSA at the aortic arch and IA-

FPCT-CBV were acquired for 12 patients

(8 men, 4 women; mean age, 49.3 � 9.4

years) without perfusion-related cerebral

abnormities. Detailed diagnostic and

treatment information of each patient is

listed in Table 1. This study was approved

by the hospital ethics committee.

CCQ-DSA and CBV Map Generation
All patients received intravenous sedation and local anesthesia.

The Seldinger technique was used to place a 5F sheath into the

right femoral artery, and a 5F pigtail catheter was inserted and

located at the ascending aorta. A routine conventional DSA se-

quence (7.5 frames/s) at the aortic arch was then acquired by

using a rotational FPCT system (Artis zeego; Siemens, Erlangen,

Germany). Thirty milliliters of nondiluted CM (350 mg I/mL)

was injected by a power injector (600 psi, Avidia; Imaxeon, Silver-

water, New South Wales, Australia) through the pigtail cathe-

ter at an injection rate of 15 mL/s. With a commercially available

postprocessing software (syngo iFlow; Siemens), this DSA se-

quence was converted to a CCQ-DSA image, which quantitatively

showed the blood flow dynamics.

In addition, a CBV map was acquired by using the same FPCT

system. Twenty milliliters of CM diluted by 76 mL of saline to a

total volume of 96 mL was injected with a rate of 6 mL/s during 16

seconds. The generation of the CBV map consisted of two 3D

image-acquisition steps, including a mask run followed by a fill

run. To ensure maximum brain tissue and intravascular contrast

enhancement, we started the fill run with an 8-second x-ray delay.

During the 3D image acquisition, the C-arm rotated for 200° in 8

seconds, with an angle increment of 0.5°. A total of 397 projection

images were generated with an x-ray dose of 0.36 �Gy/frame. The

reconstruction was performed by using commercially available

software (syngo DynaPBV Neuro; Siemens). The fully automatic

reconstruction algorithm has been extensively described in detail

in another work.20

Quantitative Evaluation
The CCQ-DSA and CBV imaging results were quantitatively re-

viewed by 2 experienced neuroradiologists, respectively.

On the basis of the DSA sequence (Fig 1A), rectangular ROIs

were defined on symmetric bilateral common carotid arteries

(CCAs) on the generated CCQ-DSA image. The ROIs were placed

approximately 8 –10 cm away from the aortic arch, with their sizes

approximately 0.02 cm2. This selected ROI area could completely

cover the artery cross-sections in the radial direction for a short

distance, thus having minimal influence from superimposing ves-

sels (Fig 1B). The corresponding TDCs, determined by the num-

ber and intensity of colored pixels inside the ROI, were extracted

(Fig 1C). The area under curve (AUC) could be calculated from

Table 1: Patient diagnostic and treatment information
Patient

No.
Age
(yr) Sex DSA Diagnosis Treatment

1 35 Female Left internal carotid artery aneurysm Stent-assisted coiling
2 49 Male Left internal carotid artery aneurysm Medication
3 46 Male Sagittal sinus thrombus Medication
4 43 Male Sellar mass –
5 54 Female Subarachnoid hemorrhage Medication
6 47 Male Further investigation needed Medication
7 50 Male Mild stenosis on right vertebral artery –
8 49 Male Further investigation needed –
9 37 Male Further investigation needed Medication
10 67 Male Hemorrhage on left occipital lobe Medication
11 51 Female Further investigation needed –
12 64 Female Glomus jugulare tumor Medication � lumbar puncture
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FIG 1. As an example, in patient 5, a conventional DSA sequence at 5 time instances shows the course of CM passing through the aortic arch and
its major branching arteries (A). In the generated CCQ-DSA image, ROIs are defined on bilateral CCAs as red (ROI-R) and green (ROI-L) rectangles
(B). Corresponding TDCs were extracted from the defined ROI, showing good correlation between the 2 curves (C). On the CBV maps (D), 3
planes were selected (upper panel). The lower panel corresponded to the above planes (left, plane 1; middle, plane 2; right, plane 3), with ROIs
defined in pairs (ROI-R on the right hemisphere and ROI-L on the left hemisphere) on each plane covering characteristic anatomic structures to
examine rCBV on 2 hemispheres: the frontal and parietal lobes in plane 1; frontal lobe and basal ganglia region in plane 2; and temporal lobe in
plane 3.
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the TDC, indicating the amount of contrasted blood flowing

through the selected ROI during the image acquisition. The AUC

of the TDC on the right CCA was regarded as the baseline and was

set as reference value 1, and the AUC of the TDC on the left CCA

was calculated relative to it. Next, the ratio between the AUC

extracted from 2 CCAs, called relative AUC (rAUC), was then

obtained by

1) rAUC � AUC_left CCA/AUC_right CCA,

where AUC_left CCA and AUC_right CCA were the areas calculated

under the TDC profile from the ROI on the left and the right CCA,

respectively.

To evaluate the symmetry of brain perfusion, we selected 3

anatomically characteristic planes crossing the frontal, parietal,

and temporal lobes and basal ganglia regions. Circular ROIs with

an area of approximately 3.0 cm2 were manually defined on axial

planes to cover the anterior and middle cerebral artery territories

of both hemispheres, with major vessels excluded (Fig 1D). A

spatially averaged CBV value in the ROI was extracted, and rela-

tive CBV (rCBV) values were then calculated by

2) rCBV � CBV_left hemisphere/CBV_right hemisphere,

where CBV_left hemisphere and CBV_right hemisphere were the mean

CBV values extracted from the ROIs on the left and the right

hemispheres, respectively. Thus, perfusion symmetry (1.0 for per-

fect symmetry) in different anatomic regions could be quantita-

tively examined.

RESULTS
IA-FPCT-CBV was technically successful, and all the resulting

image quality was adequate for evaluation. No adverse physio-

logic changes caused by CBV map acquisitions were detected for

any patient. From the CCQ-DSA images, AUC values for bilateral

CCA were extracted from the TDC and are summarized in Table

2. Quantitative CBV evaluation results are listed in Table 3.

For patients 1–7 and 12, CCQ-DSA evaluation showed rAUC

values of 0.99 � 0.02. From CBV maps, rCBV was found to be

0.96 � 0.06. An exemplary case (patient 5) was shown in Fig 1.

There was good correlation between the profiles of the TDC ex-

tracted from the 2 ROIs, including the wash-in, wash-out phase;

pulsatile flow pattern; peak intensity; and duration of contrast

enhancement. On the generated CBV maps, correspondence on

the perfusion level on 2 hemispheres was visually evident. Quan-

titative CBV evaluation was performed in 3 planes in the ROIs

defined at the frontal, parietal, and temporal lobes and basal gan-

glia; this evaluation also showed excellent perfusion symmetry for

each pair of ROIs.

In 4 patients (patients 8 –11), inhomogeneous CM distribu-

tion on bilateral CCAs, with an rAUC value of 0.79 � 0.03 could

be observed. Table 3 shows that CBV from the left hemisphere was

significantly lower than that from the right hemisphere in certain

regions for these patients with an rCBV of 0.81 � 0.09. Imaging

results of patient 11 are shown as an exemplary case (Fig 2). Dif-

ferences could be easily detected for TDC comparison. Although

the shape of 2 TDCs remained similar, the magnitude was much

lower for the curve from the left CCA, resulting in an AUC devi-

ation of 24%. Large CBV variations in multiple regions on 2 hemi-

spheres could be also detected by visual inspection on the CBV

Table 2: From the CCQ-DSA images, AUC values calculated for
TDCs extracted from ROIs on bilateral CCAs and the AUC ratio
between left and right sides

Patient No. AUC-ROI-R (Reference) AUC-ROI-L rAUC
1 1 1.02 1.02
2 1 1.01 1.01
3 1 1.01 1.01
4 1 0.98 0.98
5 1 1.01 1.01
6 1 1.03 1.03
7 1 0.98 0.98
8 1 0.76 0.76
9 1 0.83 0.83
10 1 0.80 0.80
11 1 0.76 0.76
12 1 0.97 0.97

Note:—R indicates right; L, left.

Table 3: Quantitative CBV measurement and perfusion symmetry of patients

Planes

Patient No.

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12
Plane 1

ROI1-R 29 26 27 26 16 18 18 20 23 23 26 20
ROI1-L 28 25 27 24 15 19 18 19 19 22 22 18
rCBV 0.97 0.96 1.00 0.92 0.94 1.06 1.00 0.95 0.83 0.96 0.85 0.90
ROI2-R 22 21 23 19 20 20 17 22 25 16 25 17
ROI2-L 23 20 20 17 20 20 17 15 21 14 28 18
rCBV 1.05 0.95 0.87 0.89 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.68 0.84 0.88 0.72 1.06

Plane 2
ROI1-R 14 25 20 19 10 13 16 22 24 15 23 18
ROI1-L 14 23 22 20 10 12 16 20 20 14 16 19
rCBV 1.00 0.92 1.10 1.05 1.00 0.92 1.00 0.91 0.83 0.93 0.70 1.06
ROI2-R 29 27 33 34 14 28 28 35 30 34 33 31
ROI2-L 27 24 31 30 13 26 29 27 23 26 27 28
rCBV 0.93 0.89 0.94 0.88 0.93 0.93 1.04 0.77 0.77 0.76 0.82 0.90

Plane 3
ROI1-R 17 25 24 25 14 21 20 20 20 24 25 23
ROI1-L 17 23 22 23 14 20 19 16 17 20 20 22
rCBV 1.00 0.92 0.92 0.92 1.00 0.95 0.95 0.80 0.85 0.83 0.80 0.96

rCBV with most asymmetry 0.93 0.89 0.87 0.88 0.93 0.92 0.95 0.68a 0.77a 0.76a 0.70a 0.90
a Significant asymmetric perfusion was detected.
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FIG 2. As an example, in patient 11, conventional DSA sequence at 5 time instances shows the course of CM passing through the aortic arch and
its major branching arteries (A). In the generated CCQ-DSA image, ROIs were defined on bilateral CCAs (B). Corresponding TDCs were extracted
from the defined ROIs, showing large deviations in magnitude between the 2 curves (C). CBV maps evidently show low perfusion levels in plane
1 (lower panel, left) in the parietal lobe, in plane 2 (lower panel, middle) in both the frontal lobe and basal ganglia region, and in plane 3 (lower
panel, right) in the temporal lobe (D).
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map. The CBV value in the left hemisphere was significantly lower

than that from the right hemisphere with the maximum CBV

deviation close to 30%. Specifically, a low perfusion level was

mainly detected in plane 1 in the parietal lobe (ROI2), in plane 2

in both the frontal lobe (ROI1) and basal ganglia region (ROI2),

and in plane 3 in the temporal lobe (ROI1).

Asymmetric perfusion between 2 hemispheres may only ap-

pear in some regions. For each patient, the rCBV with the largest

deviation from the perfect symmetry through all the examined

regions was used and scatterplots were created against the rAUC.

In Fig 3, the relationships between rAUC and rCBV were quanti-

fied by linear logistic regression. There was no point lying far from

the cluster of data points or far from the regression line, and the

high correlation (R2 � 0.9188) indicated an approximate linear

relationship between rAUC and rCBV.

DISCUSSION
It has been previously confirmed that CBV maps acquired with

FPCT could obtain functional information of the entire brain

immediately in the angiographic suite for patients undergoing

diagnostic angiography or endovascular treatment. Compared

with CT- and FPCT-based perfusion imaging by using an intra-

venous injection protocol, the IA-FPCT-CBV technique not only

enabled real-time monitoring of the brain function, assessments

of perfusion parameters during an intervention, and direct eval-

uation of the treatment outcome but also achieved significant

reduction of CM dose, thus potentially minimizing the CM-in-

duced side effects.

The major challenge of this intra-arterial injection protocol

was the unexpected asymmetry of perfusion for certain patients

between the left/right hemispheres shown on the generated CBV

map, which may be caused by nonuniform CM distribution. In

fact, for those patients who showed perfusion asymmetry, it could

sometimes be observed that a slightly larger portion of CM from

the catheter tip flowed through the ostium of the brachiocephalic

trunk and then fed into the right CCA and thus the right

hemisphere.

Due to the high complexity of the blood flow and CM distri-

butions during transit, it is challenging for the clinicians to visu-

ally detect and analyze parameters such as AUC on a conventional

monochromatic DSA sequence; this challenge may be an impor-

tant indicator for physiologic variations. The use of CCQ-DSA

with parametric color-coding not only allowed easier visual eval-

uation but also enabled quantification and estimation of the

blood supply to the brain.

In our study, the feasibility of determining CBV symmetry

before the acquisition on the basis of CCQ-DSA assessment was

investigated. With CCQ-DSA, measurement of the AUC of the

TDC in ROIs placed on symmetric CCAs was immediate and

quantitative. The CCQ-DSA was generated from the routinely

acquired DSA sequence on the aortic arch; thus, no additional

CM and x-ray dose was needed. The presented results showed that

on the CBV maps, there were no significant differences in CBV

values from characteristic regions on the left and right hemi-

spheres for 8 patients. For the other 4 patients, the CBV value was

higher on the right hemisphere in �1 examined region. The same

tendency was observed in the AUC measurements of the TDC ex-

tracted from bilateral CCAs. We have shown that there is an almost

linear relationship between rAUC and rCBV with the most asymme-

try, proving that for a specific patient, the use of CCQ-DSA was fea-

sible for predicting whether a reliable IA-FPCT-CBV map could be

generated that correctly reflected the perfusion level without inherent

bias induced by an intra-arterial injection protocol.

Therefore, the combination of CCQ-DSA could help to sort

out patients who are/are not suitable for undergoing IA-FPCT-

CBV acquisitions. For those patients who have shown a large dis-

crepancy of AUC values on the bilateral CCAs, an intravenous

injection protocol is suggested, or other advanced intra-arterial

injection protocols enabling uniform CM distribution need to be

further investigated and developed.

The restrictions and limitations of this study should be also

mentioned. First, a complete bolus transport consisting of

wash-in and wash-out through defined ROIs on CCAs should be

included during image acquisition to ensure a correct AUC cal-

culation and comparison. Therefore, the DSA acquisition time

has to be long enough, typically 8 –10 seconds. Besides, due to the

high flow rate in the CCA, the DSA acquisition frame rate of �7.5

frames/s is suggested to make sure that major flow characteristics

are well-captured. Second, the CCQ-DSA image is based on the

subtraction of a sequence of angiographic images; thus, any pa-

tient motion will cause degradation of image quality and subse-

quent inaccuracies in the quantification results. Therefore, the

patient must be well-stabilized to minimize motion-induced ar-

tifacts during image acquisition. Third, the catheter position

should be carefully controlled with the tip close to the aortic valve.

Otherwise, different CM transport distances may bring deviations

across patients. Fourth, current available technology of angio-

graphic systems allows only CBV measurement. However, it has

been previously demonstrated that cerebral blood flow and cere-

bral perfusion reserve have also been valuable parameters for

achieving comprehensive evaluation on the brain functional

changes. Fifth, the number of patients recruited into this study is

small; hence, the feasibility of this method was only demonstrated

preliminarily.

FIG 3. Linear regression analysis shows that rAUC and rCBV with the
most asymmetry have approximately a linear relationship.
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CONCLUSIONS
IA-FPCT-CBV map acquisition could allow whole-brain perfu-

sion imaging directly in the angiographic suite, but with signifi-

cantly less CM compared with an intravenous-injection protocol.

This preliminary study showed good correlation between the

AUC of the TDC at the CCA from CCQ-DSA images and mea-

surements on CBV maps. CCQ-DSA evaluation may be applied

before the CBV acquisition in clinics, to help decide whether pa-

tients are suitable for undergoing IA-FPCT-CBV acquisitions.
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Assessing Blood Flow in an Intracranial Stent: A Feasibility
Study of MR Angiography Using a Silent Scan after Stent-

Assisted Coil Embolization for Anterior Circulation Aneurysms
X R. Irie, M. Suzuki, M. Yamamoto, N. Takano, Y. Suga, X M. Hori, K. Kamagata, M. Takayama, M. Yoshida, S. Sato, N. Hamasaki,

H. Oishi, and S. Aoki

ABSTRACT

BACKGROUND AND PURPOSE: Blood flow in an intracranial stent cannot be visualized with 3D time-of-flight MR angiography owing to
magnetic susceptibility and radiofrequency shielding. As a novel follow-up tool after stent-assisted coil embolization, we applied MRA by
using a Silent Scan algorithm that contains an ultrashort TE combined with an arterial spin-labeling technique (Silent MRA). The purpose of
this study was to determine whether Silent MRA could visualize flow in an intracranial stent placed in the anterior circulation.

MATERIALS AND METHODS: Nine patients treated with stent-assisted coil embolization for anterior circulation aneurysms underwent
MRAs (Silent MRA and TOF MRA) and x-ray digital subtraction angiography. MRAs were performed in the same session on a 3T unit. Two
neuroradiologists independently reviewed the MRA images and subjectively scored flow in a stent as 1 (not visible) to 4 (excellent) by
referring to the latest x-ray digital subtraction angiography image as a criterion standard.

RESULTS: Both observers gave MRA higher scores than TOF MRA for flow in a stent in all cases. The mean score for Silent MRA was 3.44 �

0.53, and for TOF MRA, it was 1.44 � 0.46 (P � .001).

CONCLUSIONS: Silent MRA was able to visualize flow in an intracranial stent more effectively than TOF MRA. Silent MRA might be useful
for follow-up imaging after stent-assisted coil embolization, though these study results may be only preliminary due to some limitations.

Endovascular therapy for intracranial aneurysms has been

widely used since the International Subarachnoid Aneurysm

Trial.1 The number of cases of coil embolization for aneurysms is

increasing, and the stent-protection technique has widened the

applicability to cases that had been otherwise difficult to treat with

conventional coil embolization.2 Nevertheless, there is a risk of

coil compaction or in-stent restenosis after stent-assisted coil em-

bolization. X-ray digital subtraction angiography is the optimal

technique used to examine these adverse events, and it is com-

monly used as a follow-up tool after using an intracranial stent.

However, DSA presents some unavoidable risks related to the

catheter procedure, radiation, and contrast media.3-5

3D time-of-flight MR angiography is widely used for the as-

sessment of cerebral vascular diseases and has also been examined

as a noninvasive substitute for DSA.6-9 These studies generally

reported difficulty in visualizing flow in a stent with TOF MRA

because of magnetic susceptibility and radiofrequency shielding,

though some beneficial aspects were observed in assessing the

residual lumen of aneurysms. As a novel follow-up tool after

stent-assisted coil embolization, we applied MRA by using a Silent

Scan algorithm (GE Healthcare, Milwaukee, Wisconsin) that con-

tains an ultrashort TE combined with an arterial spin-labeling

technique (Silent MRA). In this situation, visualizing flow means

visualizing arterial geometry and patency. It does not mean di-

rectly visualizing blood flow rate. The purpose of this study was to

determine whether Silent MRA can visualize flow in an intracra-

nial stent placed at the anterior circulation.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Patients treated by stent-assisted coil embolization for unrup-

tured aneurysms in the anterior circulation were examined, and

10 consecutive patients who underwent 2 types of MRAs (Silent

MRA and TOF MRA) from March 1 to June 30, 2014, were in-

cluded in this study. One patient with an anterior communicating

artery aneurysm was excluded because the patient experienced

stent occlusion during the follow-up period. Written informed

consent was not required for this study because of its retrospective

observational design. All 9 patients were treated with Enterprise

VRD (Codman & Shurtleff, Raynham, Massachusetts). Endovas-
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cular therapy and examinations were performed with the follow-

ing angiographic systems: Axiom Artis dTA (Siemens, Erlangen,

Germany) until February 2014 and Artis Q BA Twin (Siemens)

from March 2014 to present. Anatomic outcomes of the aneu-

rysm in the latest DSA were complete occlusion in 5 cases and

neck remnant in 4 cases. Patient data are shown in the Table.

Both MRAs were performed in the same session on a 3T unit

(Discovery MR750w; GE Healthcare). Silent MRA is only appli-

cable to 3T MR imaging. The parameters

for acquisition in the Silent MRA were as

follows: TR/TE, 1116.4/0.016 ms; flip

angle, 5°; FOV, 180 � 180 mm; matrix,

150 � 150; section thickness, 1.2 mm;

NEX, 1.5; bandwidth, �20 kHz; and ac-

quisition time, 7 minutes 40 seconds.

TOF MRA was performed with the fol-

lowing parameters: TR/TE, 19/2.9 ms;

flip angle, 15°; FOV, 200 � 200 mm; ma-

trix, 416 � 192; section thickness, 1.2 mm;

NEX, 1; bandwidth, �41.7 kHz; and

acquisition time, 3 minutes 31 seconds.

Although the details of the Silent Scan al-

gorithm were undisclosed, the arterial

spin-labeling technique is used as a prepa-

ration pulse, and data acquisition is based

on a 3D radial scan.10 In the Silent Scan, a

control image is first scanned before the

labeling pulse, followed by a labeled im-

age. The control and labeled images are

subtracted to yield an angiographic image.

Two neuroradiologists independently

reviewed the MRAs and rated the visual

conditions around the flow in each stent

subjectively on a 4-point scale as follows:

1, not visible (almost no signal in the

stent); 2, poor (structures are slightly

visible but with significant blurring or

artifacts, not diagnostic); 3, good (good-

quality diagnostic information with

minimal blurring or artifacts); or 4, ex-

cellent (excellent-quality diagnostic in-

formation; the shape of depiction is

nearly equal to that of DSA). The scores

of the 2 observers were averaged, and a paired t test was per-

formed in the statistical analysis of the subjective scores for flow in a

stent. The latest DSA image was used as a reference standard. The

average of the interval between the latest DSA and MRAs was 7.33

months (range, 1 day to 15 months), and the interval between the

aneurysm treatment and MRAs was 18.67 months (range, 1 day to 45

months). The level of interobserver agreement in the evaluation was

analyzed by weighted � statistics.

FIG 1. Case 1. A 65-year-old woman with a right paraclinoid internal carotid artery aneurysm was
treated by stent-assisted coil embolization in March 2011. The latest DSA was performed in
February 2013 (A). Silent MRA (B) and TOF MRA (C) were performed in March 2014. The clinoid-
to-terminal segment of the internal carotid artery is covered by a stent (arrowheads). The
anatomic outcome of the aneurysm in DSA is a neck remnant (arrow). Our subjective scores of
Silent MRA are 4 and 3. The scores of TOF MRA are 1 and 1. In this case, the Silent MRA depiction
of the neck remnant is also better than that of TOF MRA.

FIG 2. Case 2. A 75-year-old man with a right anterior choroidal artery aneurysm was treated in June
2010. The latest DSA was performed in December 2012 (A). Silent MRA (B) and TOF MRA (C) were
performed in March 2014. The supraclinoid segment of the internal carotid artery to middle cerebral
artery is covered by a stent (arrowheads). The anatomic outcome of the aneurysm in DSA is complete
occlusion. Our subjective scores of Silent MRA are 4 and 3. The scores of TOF MRA are 2 and 2.

Patient data
Case
No.

Age
(yr) Sex Aneurysm Location Stent Configurationa

Interval between
DSA and MRA

Aneurysm Occlusion
Status

Scores of
Silent MRAb

Scores of
TOF MRAb

1 65 F Rt. ICA paraclinoid Clinoid-terminal 13 mo NR 4/3 1/1
2 75 M Rt. ICA-AchoA Supraclinoid-MCA 15 mo CO 4/3 2/2
3 74 F Rt. ICA paraclinoid Cavernous-supraclinoid 7 mo CO 4/4 1/1
4 59 M Lt. ICA bifurcation Supraclinoid-MCA 1 day CO 3/3 2/1
5 45 F Rt. ICA paraclinoid Cavernous-terminal 7 mo CO 4/4 2/2
6 50 F Rt. ICA paraclinoid Cavernous-terminal 1 day NR 4/3 1/1
7 51 F Lt. ICA cavernous Cavernous-clinoid 12 mo CO 2/3 1/1
8 61 F Rt. ICA-PcomA Supraclinoid-terminal 2 days NR 4/4 2/2
9 64 M Lt. ICA paraclinoid Cavernous-supraclinoid 12 mo NR 3/3 2/1

Note:—AchoA indicates anterior choroidal artery; PcomA, posterior communicating artery; Clinoid, clinoid segment of ICA; terminal, terminal segment of ICA; supraclinoid,
supraclinoid segment of ICA; Cavernous, cavernous segment of ICA; NR, neck remnant; CO, complete occlusion; Rt., right; Lt., left.
a Proximal-distal marker of a stent.
b Scores of observers 1/2.
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RESULTS
The mean score of Silent MRA was 3.44 � 0.53, and for TOF

MRA, it was 1.44 � 0.46 (P � .001). Both observers gave Silent

MRA higher scores than TOF MRA for flow in a stent in all

cases. Interobserver agreement was

good (� � 0.963). Of note, the Silent

MRA depictions of the neck remnant in

4 cases were similar to those of DSA,

while TOF MRA showed only a small

depiction of the neck remnant. Figures

1–5 show the DSA, Silent MRA, and

TOF MRA images for each case, respec-

tively. Silent MRA and TOF MRA im-

ages were processed to maximum inten-

sity projections, and surrounding vessels

were removed to make them similar to

those on DSA.

DISCUSSION
In this study, we found that Silent MRA

was superior to TOF MRA for visualizing

flow in a stent in all 9 observed patients

with anterior circulation aneurysms.

In the anterior circulation, the tor-

tuosity and diameter of the vessel are

different from those in the posterior

circulation. The effect of magnetic sus-

ceptibility by stent or coil may differ be-

tween the anterior and posterior circu-

lations. Thus, we believe that there is a

need to distinguish these regions when

assessing flow in a stent.

The most important characteristic of

a Silent Scan is the ultrashort TE (TE �

0.016 ms). Ultrashort TE imaging can

decrease magnetic susceptibility and vi-

sualize short T2 tissues such as the mus-

culoskeletal system, lung parenchyma,

or carotid plaque.11-13 In Silent MRA,

the ultrashort TE can minimize the

phase dispersion of the labeled blood

flow signal in the voxel space and de-

crease magnetic susceptibility. Accord-

ingly, the artifacts from stents or coils

are diminished; this change enables vi-

sualization of flow in a stent. The effect

of the disturbed flow in TOF MRA may

also decrease. Gönner et al14,15 reported

that ultrashort TE reduced the artifacts

after coiling or stent placement, though

a TE of 2.4 ms was used in that study.

In Silent MRA, the angiographic im-

age is obtained by subtraction of images

scanned before and after labeling. Thus,

static tissue such as a thrombus cannot

be detected in Silent MRA. Conversely,

in TOF MRA, thrombus in a stent might

be detected as a high-signal-intensity

area. Compared with TOF MRA, Silent MRA images are easy to

interpret because they consist of only the labeled blood flow sig-

nal. Takayama et al16 reported that contrast-enhanced MRA is

FIG 3. Case 3. A 74-year-old woman with a right paraclinoid internal carotid artery aneurysm was
treated in October 2013. A DSA image (A) was obtained right after the treatment. Silent MRA (B)
and TOF MRA (C) were performed in May 2014. The cavernous-to-supraclinoid segment of the
internal carotid artery is covered by a stent (arrowheads). The anatomic outcome of the aneu-
rysm in DSA is complete occlusion. Our subjective scores of Silent MRA are 4 and 4. The scores of
TOF MRA are 1 and 1.

FIG 4. Case 6. A 50-year-old woman with a right paraclinoid internal carotid artery aneurysm was
treated in June 2012. Silent MRA (B) and TOF MRA (C) were performed in June 2014, and DSA (A) was
performed the next day. The cavernous-to-terminal segment of the internal carotid artery is
covered by a stent (arrowheads). The anatomic outcome of the aneurysm in DSA is a small
neck remnant (arrow). Our subjective scores of Silent MRA are 4 and 3. The scores of TOF
MRA are 1 and 1.

FIG 5. Case 7. A 51-year-old woman with a left cavernous internal carotid artery aneurysm was
treated in May 2012. The latest DSA was performed in June 2013 (A). Silent MRA (B) and TOF MRA
(C) were performed in June 2014. The cavernous-to-clinoid segment of the internal carotid artery
is covered by a stent (arrowheads). The anatomic outcome of the aneurysm in DSA is complete
occlusion. In this case, the overall image quality of Silent MRA is not good, but visualization of the
flow in a stent is still better than that of TOF MRA. Our subjective scores of Silent MRA are 2 and
3. The scores of TOF MRA are 1 and 1.
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useful when visualizing flow in a stent, though DSA remains a

superior follow-up tool for stent-assisted coil embolization. Also,

while rare, contrast agents might induce serious adverse events

such as anaphylaxis or nephrogenic systemic fibrosis.

There are some limitations to this study. We only examined

flow in a stent, though Mizuki et al17 reported that Silent MRA

was similar to TOF MRA for assessment of flow outside a stent.

Wu et al18 also reported the feasibility of MRA by using arterial

spin-labeling and 3D radial scan data acquisition, which might be

somewhat similar to Silent MRA. The average interval between

MRA and DSA as a standard of reference is quite long (up to 15

months), which limits the validity of this comparison. Thus, MRA

images might not reflect the exact condition of flow in a stent. We

were also unable to compare Silent MRA and contrast-enhanced

MRA. Finally, we included only cases with a closed-cell-design

Enterprise stent in this study. Future studies are required to ex-

amine open-cell-design stents because the stent form might pro-

duce differences in the MRA images.19

These study results may only be preliminary due to the small

number of cases examined, limited to the anterior circulation and

only 1 stent design. For potential replacement of TOF or contrast-

enhanced MRA for aneurysm follow-up imaging after treatment,

one must analyze not only in-stent flow but also aneurysm occlu-

sion status. We have planned a prospective study to define the

situations under which Silent MRA can replace TOF MRA.

CONCLUSIONS
Silent MRA could visualize flow in an intracranial stent at the

anterior circulation more effectively than TOF MRA. Further

studies are required to determine the factors that affect MRA im-

ages and the most appropriate scan parameters to visualize flow in

a stent. Silent MRA might be useful for the follow-up imaging

after stent-assisted coil embolization, though some limitations

remain to be examined.
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The Curved MCA: Influence of Vessel Anatomy on
Recanalization Results of Mechanical Thrombectomy after

Acute Ischemic Stroke
B.J. Schwaiger, A.S. Gersing, C. Zimmer, and S. Prothmann

ABSTRACT

BACKGROUND AND PURPOSE: Vessel anatomy is assumed to influence results of endovascular mechanical thrombectomy using stent
retrievers. The purpose of this study was to analyze the influence of vessel curvature on recanalization results in patients with acute
ischemic stroke caused by large-vessel occlusion.

MATERIALS AND METHODS: In 159 patients (70 � 12.8 years of age; 79 women) treated for acute ischemic stroke after carotid T and/or
MCA occlusion by using stent retrievers, the following angles were measured in standard anteroposterior angiograms to describe vessel
anatomy: first, between the terminal ICA segment and the most downward curved M1 segment conterminous to the proximal face of the
thrombus (ICA/M1 angle); second, between the most proximal M1 segment and the segment immediately conterminous to the thrombus
(M1/M1 angle); and additionally, in patients with distal M1/proximal M2 occlusion, the angle of the last curvature proximal of the thrombus
(M1/M2 angle). Angles of patients with-versus-without successful recanalization were compared.

RESULTS: Patients without successful recanalization (TICI 0 –2a) showed significantly larger ICA/M1 angles (mean, 110°� 23.8° versus 69°�
28.7°, P � .001) and significantly larger M1/M1 angles (56°� 29.2° versus 29°� 26.6°, P � .001) than patients with successful recanalization
(TICI 2b/3). In patients without successful recanalization after a distal M1 or proximal M2 occlusion, the M1/M2 angle was significantly larger
than that in patients with successful recanalization (117° � 34.3° versus 67° � 29.5°, P � .006).

CONCLUSIONS: This retrospective analysis showed that mechanical thrombectomy in the anterior circulation was significantly less often
successful in patients with large vessel angles. Therefore, vessel curvature significantly influences the results of mechanical thrombectomy
with stent retrievers for treatment of acute ischemic stroke. Further work is needed to understand the underlying causality.

ABBREVIATIONS: MT � endovascular mechanical thrombectomy; ROC � receiver operating characteristic

Acute ischemic stroke is one of the leading causes of morbidity

and mortality in industrialized countries.1 While studies sug-

gest that intravenous thrombolysis by using recombinant tissue

plasminogen activator is barely effective in large-vessel occlu-

sions,2-4 recent studies have shown that endovascular mechanical

thrombectomy (MT) by using second-generation devices, known

as stent retrievers, is associated with high recanalization rates and

substantially improved clinical outcome.5-11 However, in approx-

imately 10%–25% of the patients, a successful recanalization

(TICI 2b/3) still cannot be achieved.5-14 Only a couple of technical

factors are understood that may determine the fate of these pa-

tients: First, histologic characteristics of thromboemboli may in-

fluence recanalization results.15 Second, thrombus length has been

identified as a relevant factor.16 A recent study presented contradic-

tory results, reporting that the recanalization success of MT was not

significantly influenced by clot length.17 The exact thrombus loca-

tion, being more proximal or distal within the MCA M1 segment,

was demonstrated to be a significant determinant for clinical out-

come, however not for recanalization success.18

To date, no evidence of vessel anatomy influencing recanali-

zation success exists, though experienced interventionalists re-

port that MT with stent retrievers is less likely to be successful in
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patients with strongly curved vessels. Zhu et al19 reported that

vessel branching and curvature are important determinants of

recanalization success; however, their work was based on indirect

MR imaging findings and focused on thrombectomy by using the

Merci retriever (Concentric Medical, Mountain View, Califor-

nia), a first-generation device, which is now obsolete in most

cases. In a previous study on MT by using the pREset thrombus

retriever (Phenox, Bochum, Germany), we observed that success-

ful recanalization was significantly less likely in patients with

strongly curved MCAs.13 Consequently, in this study, we analyzed

the influence of vessel anatomy, assessed in anteroposterior an-

giograms, on recanalization results in a larger sample size. The

purpose of this study was also to assess information on prognostic

cutoff values and the prevalence of unfavorable MCA anatomy.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Patients, Therapy Strategy, and CT
In the stroke data base of our institution, we identified patients

treated for symptomatic acute ischemic stroke after unilateral oc-

clusion in the anterior circulation by using stent retrievers be-

tween July 2011 and April 2014. We included 159 patients (mean

age, 70 � 12.8 years; 79 women) presenting with 1 of the following

occlusion types: short-segment carotid T (ICA terminus including

proximal MCA) occlusion encompassing only the terminal ICA seg-

ment, isolated M1 segment occlusion, combined occlusion of the M1

and the proximal M2, or isolated proximal M2 occlusion.

Patients with proximal and long-segment ICA occlusion, iso-

lated anterior cerebral artery occlusion, or occlusion of �1 intra-

cranial vessel were excluded as well as patients with other vascular

pathologies such as pre-existing ICA or intracranial stenosis or

dissection, suspected vasculitis, Moyamoya disease, or acute isch-

emic stroke caused by an endovascular procedure. Patients in

whom the occlusion site could not be reached due to proximal

vessel anatomy were excluded from the analysis as well.

There were no exclusion criteria regarding the number of de-

vices used and passages of the thrombus or any demographic or

clinical parameters.

A neurologic deficit of an NIHSS score of �4 was required to

indicate treatment, following the standard operating procedure of

our institution. The NIHSS score was assessed at admission for

baseline evaluation of the patient’s clinical status.

Preinterventionally, IV rtPA was applied within a timeframe of

4.5 hours after observed symptom onset if no contraindications ex-

isted, following the guidelines by the German Society of Neurology.20

Patients received a dose of 0.9-mg rtPA per kilogram of body weight.

Ten percent of the total dose was applied as an immediate loading

dose; then, the remaining 90% was applied during the following

hour, regardless of the starting time of angiography and MT.

MT was performed in patients who presented within a timeframe

of 6 hours after symptom onset. Contraindications for MT were in-

tracranial hemorrhage and infarct demarcation of more than one-

third of the MCA territory in the most recent CT. Patients with

wake-up stroke were included if they presented within 3 hours after

discovery and only if there was no infarct demarcation detected by

noncontrast CT and there was an MTT/CBV mismatch of �30% as

detected by CT perfusion, according to the standard operating pro-

cedure of our institution and recent literature.21-23

Time durations were measured from symptom onset to groin

puncture, from symptom onset to reperfusion or the end of the

procedure in case of unsuccessful recanalization, and from groin

puncture to reperfusion or the end of the procedure, respectively.

All patients underwent CT either on a 64 – or 256 – detector

row CT scanner (Brilliance 64/iCT; Philips Healthcare, Best, the

Netherlands) immediately at admission, to rule out hemorrhage

or infarct demarcation. In addition, CT angiography was per-

formed to verify the occlusion type and to analyze vessel patterns.

A further CT or MR imaging was performed routinely within 24

hours after endovascular treatment or in case of any clinical dete-

rioration. The complete imaging data including angiograms were

re-evaluated for this study by 2 neuroradiologists in a consensus

reading (S.P. and B.J.S.).

Endovascular Treatment and Evaluation
Depending on patient compliance and vigilance, procedures were

performed with the patient under either conscious sedation or

general anesthesia. An 8F guiding catheter (VISTA BRITE TIP;

Cordis, Fremont, California) for cervical access was placed

through a short 8F sheath after the femoral artery was punctured.

By a 3-axial approach, a 0.054-inch intermediate catheter (5MAX;

Penumbra, Alameda, California) containing a 0.021-inch micro-

catheter (Trevo Pro 18; Stryker, Kalamazoo, Michigan) and a

0.014-inch microwire (Traxcess 14; MicroVention, Tustin, Cali-

fornia) was advanced intracranially. The occlusion site was passed

with the microwire and the microcatheter, which was placed as

close as possible to the proximal thrombus face. In this position,

the stent retriever was deployed, covering the proximal and the

distal thrombus borders. After a delay of 5 minutes, the device was

retrieved under constant manual aspiration into the intermediate

catheter. This procedure was repeated until successful recanaliza-

tion was achieved or it was aborted in case of excessive procedural

time and negligible chances for success. In this study, the follow-

ing stent retrievers were used either as a sole device or in combi-

nation with other devices, according to the performing interven-

tionalist’s individual decision: Solitaire FR Revascularization

Device (Covidien, Irvine, California), Trevo and Trevo ProVue

Retriever (Stryker), pREset thrombus retriever, Capture LP

(MindFrame, Irvine, California), Aperio Thrombectomy System

(Acandis, Pforzheim, Germany), and Separator 3D (Penumbra).

Recanalization results were graded in the final angiogram by

using the TICI score. TICI 2b and 3 scores were considered suc-

cessful recanalization.

Perforation, dissection, thrombus dispersion, and focal or dif-

fuse SAH were determined as procedure-related complications.

Stroke-related hemorrhagic events (hemorrhagic infarction and

parenchymal hematoma) were characterized separately, accord-

ing to the methods used in the European Cooperative Acute

Stroke Study trials.24 Complications and hemorrhage were de-

fined as clinically relevant if they were associated with an NIHSS

increase of �4 points.

Vessel Anatomy Evaluation
DSA was performed on a biplanar Allura Xper FD scanner

(Philips Healthcare). For assessment of vessel anatomy, standard
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anteroposterior projections of the final angiograms were analyzed

(Fig 1).

Patients with short-segment carotid T occlusion and proximal

M1 occlusion were summarized as having proximal occlusion, while

patients with terminal M1 or proximal M2 occlusion were summa-

rized as having distal occlusion. Patients with combined proximal

and distal occlusions were assigned to both subgroups.

In patients with a proximal occlusion, we measured 2 angles:

first, the angle between the terminal ICA segment and the most

downward bent M1 segment (Fig 1, subsequently referred to as

the ICA/M1 angle); and second, the angle between the most prox-

imal M1 segment emerging from the carotid T and the M1 seg-

ment immediately conterminous to the proximal thrombus face

(M1/M1 angle).

In patients with a distal occlusion, in addition to these 2 angles,

a third angle was measured between the

vessel segment conterminous to the oc-

clusion site and the segment immedi-

ately proximally adjacent to this (M1/

M2 angle).

In patients with carotid T occlusion

and M1 segment occlusion immediately

adjacent to the carotid T, angle measure-

ments were not possible in preinterven-

tional angiograms due to low vessel con-

trast. Therefore, the frame with the best

vessel contrast was selected from the fi-

nal control angiogram. Thus, correct

measurements were possible even in pa-

tients with incomplete recanalization af-

ter carotid T occlusion (n � 3) or M1

segment occlusions adjacent to the ca-

rotid T (n � 7) due to partially re-estab-

lished vessel contrast in all cases.

All measurements were performed

by using standard PACS tools.

Statistics
In addition to descriptive statistics, the

Fisher exact test was used for categoric

data and the exact Mann-Whitney U

test, for nonparametric testing. The Stu-

dent t test was used for continuous data.

To analyze the influence of the mea-

sured angles on the recanalization re-

sults, we used logistic regression models,

correcting for several covariates. Re-

ceiver operating characteristic (ROC)

analyses were performed, and the areas

under the ROC analysis curves were

used to evaluate the diagnostic perfor-

mance of the measured angles to differ-

entiate patients with-versus-without

successful recanalization. The Youden J

statistic was used to identify the optimal

cutoff values for differentiation of pa-

tients.25 Correlations were analyzed by

the Pearson r. Statistical analyses were

performed by using SPSS, Release 22 (IBM, Armonk, New York)

and were supervised by a statistician.

RESULTS
One hundred fifty-nine patients (mean age, 70 � 12.8 years; 79

women) were included in this study (Table 1). Angle measure-

ments were feasible in final control angiograms of all selected

patients, including those with carotid T occlusions.

The median NIHSS score at admission was 15 (range, 4 –27).

Thirty patients (18.9%) were admitted after presenting with a

wake-up stroke with an unknown time from symptom onset to

reperfusion, while in the remaining patients, the mean time be-

tween observed symptom onset and groin puncture was 230 �

80.0 minutes. In the latter, the exact time was not documented in

21 cases (16.0%), but it definitely ranged within a time window of

FIG 1. First and second columns (patients 1 and 2) show pre- (a) and postprocedural (b) angiograms
of patients with a proximal M1 occlusion as well as schematics of the vessel anatomy (c). The
thrombus site is hatched red and yellow. In patient 1, the ICA/M1 was 53° and the M1/M1 was 18°,
and he was successfully recanalized (TICI 3). Patient 2 presented with an ICA/M1 of 140° and an
M1/M1 of 105°. In this patient, thrombectomy was unsuccessful (TICI 0). Third and fourth columns
(patients 3 and 4) show pre- (a) and postprocedural (b) angiograms of patients with a proximal M2
occlusion as well as vessel schematics (c). While patient 3 presented with an M1/M2 angle of 51°
and was successfully recanalized (TICI 3), in patient 4, an M1/M2 angle of 128° was measured and
thrombectomy was unsuccessful (TICI 1).

Table 1: Epidemiologic, clinical, and technical parameters for all patients and a comparison
between subgroups, depending on recanalization success

Parameter All Patients TICI 0–2a TICI 2b/3 P Value
Group/subgroup size 159 24 (15.1%) 135 (84.9%)
Female sex (No., % of subgroup) 79 (49.7%) 11 (45.8%) 68 (50.4%) .825
Age (yr, mean) 70 � 12.8 70 � 10.7 70 � 13.2 .964
Wake-up (No., % of subgroup) 30 (18.9%) 3 (12.5%) 27 (20%) .572
Time symptom onset to puncture (min, mean)a 230 � 80.0 232 � 82.6 230 � 79.9 .902
Procedure time (min, mean)b 55 � 35.1 69 � 38.2 53 � 34.3 .058
Time onset to recanalization (min, mean)c 285 � 86.9 303 � 96.7 283 � 85.4 .349
NIHSS score at admission (median, range) 15 (4–27) 16 (7–24) 14 (4–27) .198
IV rtPA administered (No., % of subgroup) 112 (70.4%) 15 (62.5%) 97 (71.9%) .345
General anesthesia applied (No., % of subgroup) 127 (79.9%) 20 (83.3%) 107 (79.3%) .787
Passages of device (No., median, range) 2 (1–12) 4 (1–10) 2 (1–12) .008d

�1 Device used (No., % of subgroup) 55 (34.6%) 14 (58.3%) 41 (30%) .011d

a Data missing for 24 patients.
b Data missing for 9 patients.
c Data missing for 21 patients.
d Significant at P � .05.
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6 hours. In addition, no infarct demarcation was shown on the CT

scan immediately before intervention in these patients.

A successful recanalization (TICI 2b/3) was achieved in 135

patients (84.9%) after an average procedure time of 55 � 35.1

minutes. TICI 2b/3 was achieved in 29 patients (90.6%) with a

carotid T occlusion, in 109 patients (87.2%) with a proximal M1

occlusion, and in 28 patients (77.8%) with a distal M1 or proximal

M2 occlusion.

Stent retrievers were used in the following cases: pREset in 91

(57%), Solitaire in 57 (36%), Trevo and Trevo ProVue in 18 (11%),

and others (Capture LP, Aperio, and Separator 3D) in 13 (8%).

MT was performed with the patient under conscious sedation

in 32 patients (20.1%) and general anesthesia in 127 patients

(79.9%). No significant influence of the type of anesthesia on the

recanalization results was found (P � .05). Patients undergoing

general anesthesia had significantly higher NIHSS values than pa-

tients treated under conscious sedation (median, 16; range, 4 –27

versus 11, 5–22; P � .001).

Between subgroups of patients with-versus-without successful

recanalization, there were no significant differences in demo-

graphic parameters, NIHSS score at admission, time between

symptom onset and groin puncture, and procedure time. During

MT or at follow-up imaging, we detected the following proce-

dure-related complications: dispersion of the thrombus in 6 pa-

tients (3.8%), periprocedural perforation of the vessel in 4 pa-

tients (2.5%), and dissection of a vessel in 4 patients (2.5%). A

focal SAH was found in 5 patients (3.1%), while diffuse SAH was

not found in any patients. According to the European Coopera-

tive Acute Stroke Study classification for hemorrhagic events,

there were 10 patients (6.3%) with small petechial hemorrhagic

infarction, 3 patients (1.9%) with more confluent petechial hem-

orrhagic infarction, 5 patients (3.1%) with a parenchymal hema-

toma with a mild space-occupying effect, and 3 patients (1.9%)

with a parenchymal hematoma with a significant space-occupy-

ing effect. This latter parenchymal hematoma only occurred in

patients with large MCA territory infarctions after hemicraniec-

tomy. None of the described procedure-related complications or

hemorrhagic events were associated with an additional relevant

clinical deterioration. There were no significant differences be-

tween patients with-versus-without successful recanalization re-

garding complication rates and hemorrhagic events (P � .05).

One hundred twenty-five patients were assigned to the sub-

group with proximal occlusions. In patients without successful

recanalization (TICI 0 –2a), the ICA/M1 angle was significantly

larger than that in patients with successfully recanalization after

correction for age, sex, and IV rtPA application (mean, 110° �

23.8° versus 69° � 28.7°; P � .001; Table 2). For differentiating

these patients regarding recanalization success, an area under the

receiver operating characteristic analysis curve of 0.87 (P� .001)

was computed for an optimal cutoff of the ICA/M1 angle at 100°

(sensitivity, 0.81; specificity, 0.88; Youden J � 0.69). By analogy,

the M1/M1 angle also differed significantly between patients

without-versus-with successful recanalization after correction for

age, sex, and IV rtPA application (mean, 56°� 29.2° versus 29°�

26.6°; P � .001). For the M1/M1 angle, ROC analysis provided the

corresponding area under the curve of 0.76 (P � .001), with an

optimal cutoff at 36° (sensitivity, 0.75; specificity, 0.65; Youden

J � 0.40).

Between the ICA/M1 angle and the M1/M1 angle, a significant

correlation was found (r � 0.54, P � .001).

Thirty-six patients were assigned to the subgroup with distal

occlusions. In patients without successful recanalization (TICI

0 –2a), the M1/M2 angle was significantly higher than that in pa-

tients with successful recanalization after correction for age

(mean, 117°� 34.3° versus 67°� 29.5°; P � .006; Table 2). Using

ROC analysis, we found an area under the curve of 0.87 (P � .001)

for the ICA/M1 angle, with an optimal cutoff at 97°(sensitivity,

0.78; specificity, 0.86; Youden J � 0.64).

In this subgroup with distal occlusion, no significant differ-

ences were found between patients with-versus-without success-

ful recanalization regarding the proximal angles ICA/M1 and

M1/M1 (P � .05).

After defining an ICA/M1 angle of �100° as a curved MCA, 26

of 125 patients with proximal vessel occlusion were detected

(20.8%; mean age, 70 � 10.4 years; 10 women) who presented

with this curved vessel anatomy. In these patients, TICI 2b/3 was

significantly less often achieved than in patients with a lower

ICA/M1 angle (50.0% versus 97.0%, P � .001).

In the subgroup of patients with distal occlusion, 11 of 36

(30.6%; mean age, 69.82 � 14.2 years; 3 women) had an M1/M2

angle of �97°. Compared with patients with lower M1/M2 angles,

TICI 2b/3 was significantly less often achieved in these patients

(36.4% versus 92.0%, P � .001).

There were no significant differences regarding demographic

parameters between patients with curved (�100° ICA/M1) and

straight (�100° ICA/M1) proximal vessel angles as well as be-

tween patients with curved (�97° M1/M2) and straight (�97°

M1/M2) distal vessel angles.

For the comparison of different stent retrievers, the seldom-

used devices, Capture LP, Aperio, and Separator 3D, were

grouped as “others,” while the most frequently used devices, Sol-

itaire FR, pREset, and Trevo/Trevo ProVue were assessed sepa-

Table 2: Angles, P values, AUCs for ROC analyses, and optimal cutoff values to differentiate TICI subgroups and Youden indices for
different vessel anglesa

Occlusion Pattern
Group

Size Angle
TICI 0–2a

(mean)
TICI 2b/3

(mean) P ROC AUC
Cutoff and

Youden index
Proximal (carotid T or proximal M1 segment) 125 ICA/M1 110 � 23.8 69 � 28.7 .000b .872d 100° (J � 0.69)

125 M1/M1 56 � 29.2 29 � 26.6 .001b .759d 36° (J � 0.40)
Distal (distal M1 or proximal M2 segment) 36 M1/M2 117 � 34.3 67 � 29.5 .006c .865d 97° (J � 0.64)

Note:—AUC indicates area under the curve.
a P values significant at P � .05.
b Corrected for age, sex, and IV rtPA (yes/no).
c Corrected for age.
d Significant at P � .005.
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rately. We analyzed whether one of the devices was used more

frequently in patients who were successfully recanalized despite

the presence of curved vessels. None of the devices were signifi-

cantly over-represented in either subgroup (P � .05). In the whole

study population, none of the devices were associated with a sig-

nificantly better recanalization rate or a significantly elevated

complication rate (P � .05). In patients without successful recan-

alization, significantly more passages were performed and �1 de-

vice was deployed significantly more often than in patients with

successful recanalization (P � .008 and P � .011, respectively).

A strong vessel curvature (ICA/M1 � 100°, M1/M1 � 36°,

M1/M2 � 97°, respectively) was associated with neither a signif-

icantly higher rate of procedure-related complications such as

thrombus dispersion, vessel perforation, or dissection nor hem-

orrhagic events (P � .05, respectively).

In patients with successful recanalization, IV rtPA was not

administered significantly more often than in patients with TICI

0 –2a (71.9% in TICI 2b/3 versus 62.5% in TICI 0 –2a; P � .05).

DISCUSSION
In this study, we have shown that vessel anatomy, in particular the

curvature of the carotid T and the MCA M1 and M2 segments, has

a significant influence on the technical results of MT by using

stent retrievers. Patients without successful recanalization (TICI

0 –2a) had both significantly larger ICA/M1 and M1/M1 angles in

proximal vessel occlusions and significantly larger M1/M2 angles

in distal vessel occlusions.

To our knowledge, this phenomenon has not been described

in detail before. In patients with acute ischemic stroke after MCA

occlusion, Zhu et al19 assessed the clot configuration by using

gradient-echo MR images in axial sections and thus the vessel

anatomy within the occlusion site. However, this method pro-

vides only indirect information on the vessel curvature, and vessel

anatomy proximal to the occlusion site cannot be analyzed.

The relevant geometric details provided by the MCA segment

are direction changes toward superior and inferior. Therefore

MCA angles are visualized and assessed best in anteroposterior

projections.

Furthermore, per se, vascular structures are shown in DSA

most precisely; however, only vessel sections passed by intra-ar-

terial contrast agent are visible. Therefore, a limitation of the tech-

nique used is that we were only able to measure angles including

the most distal vessel segment visualized that was immediately

conterminous to the occlusion site. Clot configuration along its

entire length and vessel anatomy within the occlusion site could

not be analyzed; thus, its influence on recanalization success re-

mains unclear. Further analyses may make use of the microwire

passage as an auxiliary marker for vessel anatomy within the oc-

clusion site, or, more directly, of 3D susceptibility-weighted im-

aging data from patients undergoing MR imaging as a primary

stroke imaging technique.

While vessel anatomy assessment based on anteroposterior

projections remains an approximation, the most precise angle

measurement may be possible in 3D models obtained from CTA.

For this analysis, this method has been tested in a small group of

patients; however, it proved to be impractical due to the compar-

atively low spatial resolution and the poor vessel contrast imme-

diately adjacent to the occlusion site.

Because this is a retrospective analysis, only assumptions can

be made regarding the causal relation between vessel anatomy and

successful recanalization. First, when retracting the stent retriever

toward the distal-access catheter following a strongly curved ves-

sel segment, the stent-like device may diminish its full spatial ex-

tension and thus the grip and interacting forces on the thrombus

may be reduced, an effect that has been described as “taper-

ing.”12,13 Second, strongly curved vessels may increase friction

among the vessel walls, catheters, wires, and device, thus imped-

ing passage and retrieving maneuvers. Third, during the retriev-

ing maneuver, one may observe a change of the vessel anatomy:

When applying traction to the pusher wire to which the stent

retriever is connected, the expanded device transfers this tension

to the vessel anatomy, causing both a folding of vessel segments

proximal and an elongation distal to the deployment site. This

effect may be more prominent in initially already strongly curved

vessels and may increase angles and friction between the throm-

bus and the vessel wall even more.

On the other hand, curved vessels were not associated with a

significantly increased number of periprocedural complications,

such as thrombus dispersion, vessel perforation, or intracranial hem-

orrhage. Therefore, patients with curved vessels apparently do not

have an increased periprocedural risk profile if MT is performed.

Regarding different devices, this study did not show any sig-

nificant superiority of any of the used stent retrievers compared

with other models in patients with curved vessels, even though more

recently developed stent retrievers have been designed to provide

more stability when being retracted around vessel curves and there-

fore are supposed to avoid the “tapering” phenomenon.12,13

Although vessel curvature significantly influences the results

of MT by using stent retrievers, TICI 2b/3 was still achieved in

one-half of patients presenting with curved vessels with proximal

occlusions and approximately one-third of patients with curved

vessels and distal occlusions. Therefore, patients should never be

excluded from MT solely on the basis of their vessel angles. How-

ever, further development and individualized selection of re-

trieval devices regarding vessel anatomy may improve the recan-

alization success in patients with curved vessels. For instance,

more bendable devices with a design advanced from the classic

stent configuration may perform differently.

Additionally, alternative techniques such as the forced-suction

approach, as described in a recent trial, should be assessed in

patients with curved vessels because recanalization rates of up to

95% have been reported for this technique.26 A number of studies

on suction-based approaches have been published recently, show-

ing inconsistent results; however, none of these studies analyzed

vessel anatomy as a factor influencing recanalization success.27-29

Aortic and cervical vessel anatomy may influence recanaliza-

tion results as well. Especially, older patients with a history of

hypertension present with elongated arteries that may impede

catheterization and lengthen the procedure duration. Still, no sig-

nificant influences of age and procedure time on TICI scores were

found. Similarly, neither the type of anesthetic nor the NIHSS

score at admission significantly influenced the recanalization re-

sults. Therefore, we conclude, in this retrospective analysis, that
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any possible influence from those parameters on technical results

of MT was secondary.

This study focused on intracranial vessel anatomy as 1 factor

influencing MT results. It is plausible that other factors (ie,

thrombus composition) have a significant influence as well. These

should be considered and analyzed in further prospective studies.

Overall, MT significantly improved recanalization rates and

clinical outcome in patients with acute ischemic stroke caused by

large-vessel occlusion by using stent retrievers.5-11 However, in

approximately 10%–25% of patients, a successful recanalization

(TICI 2b/3) could not be achieved.5-14 So far, not many factors are

fully understood in determining the recanalization results of these

patients. One significant factor is vessel anatomy, as this retro-

spective study showed.

CONCLUSIONS
In this study, the influence of vessel anatomy, assessed in antero-

posterior angiograms, on recanalization results by using stent re-

trievers in patients with acute ischemic stroke after large-vessel

occlusion was described for the first time. It was shown that pa-

tients with unsuccessful recanalization (TICI 0 –2a) had signifi-

cantly stronger curved carotid Ts, distal M1 segments, and/or

proximal M2 segments than patients with successful recanalization

results (TICI 2b/3). Further experimental work is needed to under-

stand the causality of this finding and to develop and analyze new

treatment strategies and devices for this patient subgroup.
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ORIGINAL RESEARCH
INTERVENTIONAL

Dual-Lumen Balloon Catheters May Improve Liquid
Embolization of Vascular Malformations: An Experimental

Study in Swine
J.C. Gentric, J. Raymond, A. Batista, I. Salazkin, G. Gevry, and T.E. Darsaut

ABSTRACT

BACKGROUND AND PURPOSE: Liquid embolic agents are increasingly used to treat vascular malformations. We sought to assess
embolization with these agents by using a dual-lumen balloon catheter in an experimental setting.

MATERIALS AND METHODS: Eighteen injections of liquid embolic agents were performed in the rete mirabile of swine. We used 3
methods to control liquid embolic agent reflux: 1) dual-lumen balloon-catheter (group A, n � 8); 2) injection of liquid embolic agent after
proximal n-BCA plug formation through a second microcatheter (group B, n � 4); and 3) standard liquid embolic agent injection (group C,
controls, n � 6). The following outcomes were graded by using ordinal scales by angiography, macrophotography, and radiography of retia
after euthanasia: 1) angiographic and pathologic extent of liquid embolic agent embolization of the rete, 2) reflux of liquid embolic agents
in the parent artery, and 3) density of liquid embolic agents in the proximal rete. Technical complications were also recorded. A successful
injection was defined as an embolization that reached the contralateral rete without reflux into proximal external branches. Exact logistic
regression analyses were performed to compare groups.

RESULTS: There were significant differences among groups for reflux (P � .029) and liquid embolic agent density in the proximal rete (P �

.014), while extension to the contralateral rete did not reach statistical significance (P � .07). Injections differed among groups (P � .004),
with dual-lumen balloon-catheter injections more frequently successful compared with control injections (P � .019).

CONCLUSIONS: Dual-lumen balloon catheters allowed better liquid embolic agent injections than standard injections.

ABBREVIATIONS: LEA � liquid embolic agent; PHIL � Precipitating Hydrophobic Injectable Liquid

Ethylene-vinyl alcohol copolymer liquid embolic agents (LEAs)

have changed the management of vascular malformations

such as arteriovenous malformations and dural arteriovenous fis-

tulas.1-4 LEAs such as Onyx (Covidien, Irvine, California) can be

injected through small microcatheters, and on injection, they pre-

cipitate out of the dimethyl-sulfoxide solvent and slowly harden

after coming in contact with blood. These agents are cohesive

rather than adhesive and perhaps better controlled than other

agents such as n-BCA. In many cases, these features (of LEAs such

as Onyx/Phil) may permit longer injections and possibly more

complete embolizations than other LEAs.1

The standard method used to control injections is to slowly

inject the LEA, allowing some reflux for a short plug proximal to

the catheter tip to form and harden, and to wait for the LEA to

preferentially move in an antegrade direction deep into the nidus

of the malformation. One factor potentially limiting the efficacy

of the injection is excessive reflux of LEA back along the catheter,

which can enter and occlude unwanted vessels.5 Additionally, if a

segment of microcatheter that is too long is left in contact with the

LEA for too long, the proximal plug may entrap the catheter tip in

place. Removal of entrapped catheters has led to intracranial hem-

orrhages, leading to an FDA warning regarding this aspect of

treatment with Onyx.6

Several potential solutions to these problems have been pro-

posed. One option is to use 2 microcatheters together: One mi-

crocatheter with a detachable tip is used for the injection of the

LEA, while the other microcatheter is used to deliver n-BCA

quickly, intentionally gluing the detachable portion of the first
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catheter, forming the proximal plug that will prevent reflux of

LEA, and ensuring antegrade embolization of the nidus.7-9 An-

other option is to use a dimethyl-sulfoxide– compatible dual-lu-

men balloon catheter, in which 1 lumen is used to inflate a balloon

and prevent reflux, while the second lumen delivers the embolic

agent (Scepter; MicroVention, Tustin, California).5,10

Animal models may be useful to inform clinical applications of

embolic agents.11-14 We sought to explore whether using a dual-

lumen balloon catheter could improve embolization of the swine

rete (a model often used for experimental AVM emboliza-

tion)12,15,16 and prevent excessive reflux compared with more tra-

ditional techniques. We hypothesized that the use of the balloon

would promote more complete nidus filling with less reflux and

fewer complications than other methods.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Embolization
Protocols for animal experimentation were approved by the In-

stitutional Animal Care Committee in accordance with guidelines

of the Canadian Council on Animal Care. All procedures were

performed in 20- to 25-kg Yorkshire pigs under general anesthe-

sia. Conventional angiography was performed via femoral punc-

ture. Using a coaxial approach, we navigated microcatheters to

the porcine ascending pharyngeal artery, which supplies the rete

mirabile. Animals were randomly allocated to be embolized by

using 1 of 3 treatment options: 1) Group A animals were emboli-

zed by using a dual-lumen balloon catheter (n � 8); 2) group B

animals were embolized by using a 2-microcatheter technique (1

detachable-tip microcatheter was used for LEA injection [Apollo;

Covidien]; the other [Marathon; Covidien] was used for n-BCA

proximal plug formation [n � 4]); and group C were controls

using a single-microcatheter technique (the balloon microcath-

eter, keeping the balloon deflated) (n � 6).

Scepter is a dimethyl-sulfoxide– and Onyx-compatible dou-

ble-lumen balloon catheter. The profile of the Scepter is 2.8F

proximally and 2.1F in its distal seg-

ment, with a working lumen inner di-

ameter of 0.0165 inches. The balloon

catheter is compatible with up to 0.014-

inch guidewires.

Onyx 18 (Covidien) was the LEA

used for 11 injections; a prototype LEA

(Precipitating Hydrophobic Injectable

Liquid [PHIL]; MicroVention) was used

for 7 injections. This liquid embolic

agent, PHIL, is a 2-component system.

The first component is the flushing so-

lution, which is an organic solvent,

dimethyl-sulfoxide, and the second

component is the liquid embolic

agent, a copolymer that is dissolved in

dimethyl-sulfoxide.

All injections were performed in ran-

dom order, either by 2 interventionists

(T.E.D. and J.C.G., 5 years of experience

each) or by the senior author (J.R., 29

years of experience). All injections were

observed by 2 interventionists. Randomization was performed by

flipping a coin for allocation to an experimental group or control

and by trying to balance Onyx and prototype LEA injections (1:1)

for groups A and C. Thus, the number of injections with Onyx

versus PHIL was 4:4 for group A and 3:3 for group C. The number

of injections requiring balloon catheters (groups A and C) and

LEA and the total number of animals were limited by the avail-

ability of material and the total budget for these experiments. Due

to these constraints, the resulting final number of animals per

group was unequal.

After slowly flushing the microcatheter dead space with di-

methyl-sulfoxide and the dimethyl-sulfoxide with the LEA for

2 minutes, we injected the LEA slowly by using fluoroscopic

guidance, attempting to reach the contralateral rete, until re-

flux out of the ascending pharyngeal artery occurred or until

the rete was completely filled. Injections were also stopped when

the embolic material reached the intracranial circulation. After

control angiography, animals were euthanized and the rete mira-

bile was harvested and immersed in 10% formalin for macro-

scopic photography and radiographic and pathologic analyses.

Macroscopic photographs and radiographs of the embolized and

formalin-fixed specimens were used to score the extent of LEA infil-

tration within the rete by using a 4-point scale. Grades were adjudi-

cated by 2 readers (J.R. and J.C.G.) as follows: grade I, �50% of the

ipsilateral rete; grade II, �50% but �100% of the ipsilateral rete;

grade III, complete infiltration through the ipsilateral rete reaching

�50% of the contralateral rete; and grade IV, complete infiltration of

the ipsilateral and �50% of the contralateral rete (Figs 1 and 2). We

studied the reliability of the grading system: Three authors (J.R.,

T.E.D., and J.C.G.) blindly and independently scored a random sam-

ple of 10 rete radiographs from these experiments to provide a mea-

sure of interobserver variability.

Reflux was defined as any retrograde filling of the ascending

pharyngeal artery proximal to the catheter tip and was graded by

FIG 1. Schematics and radiographs demonstrating the different grades of extent of LEA infiltra-
tion through the porcine rete. A and E, Grade I, �50% infiltration of the ipsilateral rete. B and F,
Grade II, �50% but �100% infiltration of the ipsilateral rete. C and G, Grade III, complete infil-
tration through the ipsilateral rete with �50% of the contralateral rete. D and H, Grade IV,
complete infiltration through the ipsilateral and �50% of the contralateral rete.
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using a 3-point scale as follows: grade I, acceptable reflux (limited

to the distal two-thirds of the ascending pharyngeal artery); grade

II, maximal permissible reflux (up to the proximal one-third of

the ascending pharyngeal artery); and grade III, reflux into any

artery other than the ascending pharyngeal, which was considered

unacceptable.

The density of LEAs within the proximal rete mirabile was

scored after microscopic examination by the same raters by using

a 3-point scale, adjudicated as follows: 0, no filling; 1, partial fill-

ing; and 2, total filling of the proximal rete. A successful liquid

embolic injection was defined as an injection that reached an ex-

tent grade of �2 without excessive reflux (a reflux score of �3). In

case of discrepancies between microscopic examination and mac-

rophotographs, a final verdict was established through a consen-

sus session. At the end of each injection and for each microcath-

eter, the amount of traction required to retrieve the catheter was

assessed. Inflated balloon-catheters were deflated under fluoro-

scopic control. The distal tips of all catheters, including the

0.5-mm distal catheter tip of the Scepter balloon, were examined

and photographed by using a stereomicroscope, looking for ad-

herent embolic material or fragments.

Statistics
Groups were compared by exact logis-

tic regression analyses, by using .05 as

the threshold for statistical signifi-

cance. Interobserver agreement in

scoring the extension of rete emboliza-

tion was assessed by using a weighted �

with a 95% confidence interval.17 The �

values were interpreted according to Alt-

man18: �0.20, poor agreement; 0.21–

0.40, fair agreement; 0.41–0.60, moderate

agreement; 0.61–0.80, good agreement;

and 0.81–1.00, very good agreement.

RESULTS
Results are summarized in the Table and

illustrated in Figs 1 and 2.

The extent of rete embolization was

�2 in 8/8 dual-lumen balloon animals

(group A), 3/4 double-microcatheter

animals (group B), and 3/6 single-mi-

crocatheter animals (group C) (P �

.073). There was good (raters 1 versus 3

and 2 versus 3; 70% concordance; � �

0.8 [range, 0.625– 0.975]) to very good

(rater 1 versus 2; 100% concordance;

� � 1) agreement in scoring extension

of embolization between observers. Ex-

cessive (or grade 3) reflux occurred in

4/4 group B and 5/6 group C but only in

2/8 group A animals (P � .029). The

density of LEA differed among groups

(P � .014), with the rete mirabile of the

group A animals found to be more

densely filled than that of controls (P �

.019).

Technical Complications
In 2 injections of the control group, the microcatheter tip was

trapped within the LEA plug. In 2 animals treated by using the

2-microcatheter technique (group B), serious complications

occurred, with extensive reflux (of LEA in 1 case and n-BCA in

the other), leading to inadvertent embolization of branches.

On 2 occasions during LEA embolization, the inflated balloon

moved proximally by approximately 1 cm when the injection

pressure was increased to more completely fill the contralateral

rete. The retrograde balloon movement was controlled by

gently further inflating the balloon. These cases were consid-

ered minor problems. Macroscopic inspection of the micro-

catheters did not reveal any material on balloon surfaces or

catheter tips, but there were a few microscopic particles of the

LEA mixture in 2 cases. There was no instance of spontaneous

balloon deflation, and balloons remained intact in all cases.

The frequency of injections judged to be “successful” differed

among groups (P � .004), with more successful injections in the

dual-lumen-balloon group (group A) animals compared with

controls (group C, P � .019).

FIG 2. Microscopic pathology of the rete mirabile. Three different specimens are shown as
examples of grade 0, no filling (A); grade I, incomplete filling (B); and grade II, complete filling of the
proximal rete (C). (Hematoxylin phloxine saffron stain; original magnification � 50.)

Summary of LEA injections

Group and Injection Reflux Extent Density
Technical

Complications LEA Used
Group A: dual-lumen balloon

catheter
1a 2 3 2 No Onyx 18
2a 1 4 2 No Onyx 18
3a 1 4 2 No PHIL
4a 2 3 1 No PHIL
5a 1 4 2 No PHIL
6 3 3 1 No PHIL
7a 2 3 2 No Onyx 18
8 3 4 2 No Onyx 18

Group B: double-microcatheter
technique

9 3 2 2 No Onyx 18
10 3 3 1 Yes Onyx 18
11 3 4 2 No Onyx 18
12 3 3 2 Yes Onyx 18

Group C: single-microcatheter
(controls)

13 3 1 1 No Onyx 18
14 3 3 1 Yes PHIL
15 3 3 1 No PHIL
16 3 1 0 No Onyx 18
17a 2 4 1 Yes PHIL
18 3 1 1 No Onyx 18

a Denotes a successful injection, defined as an injection with a grade �2 for extent of infiltration without excessive
reflux (reflux score of �3).
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DISCUSSION
The main result of this investigation is that dual-lumen balloon

catheters can be used to allow LEA to more readily reach the

contralateral rete without excessive reflux compared with single-

lumen catheter or 2-microcatheter techniques. The balloon re-

mains intact and can be deflated and retrieved easily at the end of

the injection.

There are several important steps to successful injection of

LEAs, which have been summarized by Weber et al.19 Most oper-

ators used a “push and plug” technique,20 in which after estab-

lishing a small proximal plug of LEA, the operator resumes the

injection, assessing under close fluoroscopic guidance whether

the LEA is moving antegrade to fill the nidus or refluxing proxi-

mally. The operator halted the injection for at least 2 reasons: 1)

Too much reflux threatened to fill an unwanted more proximal

blood vessel, potentially leading to an ischemic insult; or 2) reflux

increased the length of catheter exposed to the solidifying LEA,

which can increase the risk of trapping the catheter. In this work,

the use of a dual-lumen balloon-mounted catheter effectively

mitigated these problems.

The dual-lumen balloon-mounted catheters studied in this

work have already been used in human applications, including

brain arteriovenous malformations and dural arteriovenous fis-

tulas, leading to several early, enthusiastic clinical reports.5,20,21

One potential advantage of the balloon catheter is the ability to

inject LEA, perhaps more safely, in the presence of a high-flow

shunt.9,21,22

To avoid complications, one must pay close attention, none-

theless, to the radiopaque LEA as it progresses from the micro-

catheter; retrograde flow can still occur despite an inflated bal-

loon, and antegrade flow of LEA can still fill potentially dangerous

anastomotic vessels.

Finally, the dual-lumen balloon catheter cannot be navigated

as far distal in the vasculature as a simple microcatheter because it

has a larger outer diameter. If an optimal position cannot be

reached, a more proximal position from which to perform the

injection risks filling of normal vessels “en route” to the nidus,

with potential complications.

Limitations
One important limitation of this study is the small number of

animals; in addition, groups were of unequal sizes, both affecting

the power of statistical analyses. Although the rete mirabile is a

plexiform vascular structure, it does not contain arteriovenous

shunts. The surgical creation of an arteriovenous fistula can make

this model more similar to an AVM.23,24 It is unclear whether

results would have differed if this more complex model had been

used. The persistence of variable antegrade flow from the con-

tralateral ascending pharyngeal artery may have affected the ex-

tension of the embolic agent when injected in the contralateral

rete. In our hands, the surgical creation of a shunt may also intro-

duce variable flow patterns in the model, from one animal to

another. In addition, the shunt may decrease with time in some

animals, making timing of experiments critical.

We have used a simple but subjective grading system, rather

than a previously published, more objective method, to quantify

the extension of LEA embolization.25 Two different LEAs were

used during these experiments, but we think that this had no

important effect on results. The use of the prototype agent PHIL

was balanced among groups (4 of 8 injections for group A; 3 of 6

injections for group C). The rete is also considerably smaller than

many AVMs encountered in patients, and complete occlusion in

this experimental setting is more readily achievable. Injection

times were also shorter than many injections in clinical emboli-

zations, which can reach 45– 60 minutes or more. This shorter

period may not have allowed as much LEA hardening as can

sometimes be required in the clinical setting; therefore, we may

have underestimated the traction forces required for micro-

catheter removal. Other factors important for successful AVM

embolization are not evaluable by using this model, including

navigability of the balloon-catheter through tortuous vascular

structures. The risks of specific complications such as vascular

rupture arising from inflating balloons in dysplastic intracra-

nial AVM feeders could not be assessed. We have not tested, in

this model, other LEAs, such as n-BCA mixed with Lipiodol

(Guerbet, Roissy, France), which cannot be used with the Scep-

ter; the use of these agents may lead to balloon rupture.26

CONCLUSIONS
Balloon catheters may improve the control of LEA embolization

in an animal model of vascular malformation.
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CT Findings in the External Auditory Canal after
Transcanal Surgery

V. Mingkwansook, H.D. Curtin, and H.R. Kelly

ABSTRACT

BACKGROUND AND PURPOSE: Middle ear surgery is often performed through the external auditory canal, and the CT appearance of the
external auditory canal after transcanal middle ear surgery can mimic erosive pathology such as carcinoma, external auditory canal
cholesteatoma, or necrotizing external otitis. We reviewed the CT findings in a group of patients following transcanal surgery to highlight
this potential pitfall in interpretation.

MATERIALS AND METHODS: Twenty-seven temporal bones in 25 patients with a history of a transcanal approach to the middle ear and
available postoperative CT imaging were identified. Images were assessed for changes along or involving the walls of the external auditory
canal, including widening, irregularity, bony defects, and soft tissue opacification.

RESULTS: Osseous changes along the floor of the external auditory canal were demonstrated in 25 of 27 (92.6%) temporal bone CT scans.
Similar changes were present in the superior and anterior walls of the external auditory canal in 21 and 18 temporal bones, respectively. The
anterior wall was the most common site for complete bony defects (10 of 27 temporal bones). The posterior wall was the least often
involved, with osseous changes in 15 of 27 temporal bones and bony defects in 3 cases. Soft tissue thickening was seen most commonly
along the floor. No patient was found to have a superimposed pathologic process of the external auditory canal.

CONCLUSIONS: CT findings in the external auditory canal after transcanal surgery include thinning, irregularity and/or flattening of the
bone, soft tissue thickening, and bony wall defects. Although these changes may be subtle, they may mimic pathology and should be
included in the differential diagnosis of osseous abnormality of the external auditory canal.

ABBREVIATION: EAC � external auditory canal

Middle ear surgery performed through the external auditory

canal (EAC) often involves drilling a portion of the bony

canal wall to provide access and necessary exposure.1-3 In the

absence of associated transmastoid surgery (such as a canal wall

down mastoidectomy), the postoperative status may not be im-

mediately obvious to the interpreting radiologist, and relevant

history may not be provided. On CT, such postoperative changes

in the external canal can mimic bony and soft tissue changes typ-

ically associated with neoplasms, external canal cholesteatoma, or

aggressive infections of the EAC. Prior literature has predomi-

nantly focused on the appearance of the middle ear after sur-

gery.4-11 We describe the CT appearance of the EAC after transca-

nal surgery so that postoperative change can be included in the

differential diagnosis, even in the absence of available history, and

erroneous diagnoses may be avoided.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Patients
This retrospective study was performed in accordance with the

Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act. Twenty-five

patients with a history of transcanal middle ear surgery (including

2 patients with a history of bilateral surgery) and subsequent post-

operative CT imaging were retrospectively identified from an im-

aging data base. Postoperative imaging was performed during a

7-year period from July 2007 to April 2014. Confirmation of tran-

scanal surgery with an operative report and/or clinical surgical

note describing the alterations/drilling of the EAC was necessary

for inclusion. Patients with a history of prior canal wall down

mastoidectomy were excluded, given the distinctive appearance
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of the removal of the posterosuperior wall of the EAC. Patients

with a history of surgery for a primary EAC indication (such as

exostosis removal or repair of EAC stenosis) rather than middle

ear surgery were also excluded. The electronic medical record was

reviewed for otologic history, clinical examination findings, and

operative reports, in addition to demographic data.

CT Technique
All 25 patients underwent dedicated temporal bone CT without

intravenous contrast. Of 27 temporal bones, 19 were imaged on a

40-section multidetector CT scanner (Somatom Sensation; Sie-

mens, Erlangen, Germany). Scanning parameters were 120

kV(peak), 320 mAs at 0.6-mm collimation, and a 0.55 pitch with

helical acquisition extending from just superior to the petrous

ridge through the inferior skull base. In pediatric patients, 120

mAs was used to decrease the radiation dose. Data from each ear

were reconstructed into 0.6 (section thickness) � 0.2 mm (recon-

struction interval) axial images in a bone algorithm at a display

FOV of 100 mm and a matrix of 512 � 512. The technologist then

created standardized axial and coronal reformatted images along

the plane of the lateral semicircular canal at the scanner console by

using the sagittal images as a reference. The remaining 8 of 27

temporal bones were imaged on a digital volume tomography

(conebeam) scanner (3D Accuitomo 170; J. Morita, Osaka, Ja-

pan). Scanning parameters were 90 kVp, 8 mA, 30.8-second rota-

tion time, with a 60 � 60 mm FOV. The raw data voxel size was

0.5 � 0.08 � 0.08 mm, and the same standardized reformatted

images were created in the axial and coronal planes, as described

above.

Image Analysis
The axial and coronal reformatted images from each temporal

bone were reviewed on the PACS of our institution. All CT images

were independently reviewed by 2 neuroradiologists (V.M. with 4

years of experience and board-certified in Thailand; H.R.K. with 7

years of experience with a Certificate of Added Qualification in

neuroradiology). The images were reviewed for cortical change

(including flattening of the floor of the EAC with apparent loss of

the tympanic sulcus, thinning, and/or irregularity), bony defects,

and soft tissue thickening along each EAC wall (anterior, poste-

rior, superior, and inferior). Preoperative imaging was used for

comparison if available. Comparison was also made with the con-

tralateral side if imaged and if asymptomatic by history. A bony

defect was defined as focal discontinuity of the anterior and/or

inferior EAC wall. For the superior and posterior walls, a bony

defect was defined as a loss of the bony plate covering the mastoid

air cells. Measurement of the maximal defect size of each wall was

also performed, by using the axial plane for the anterior and pos-

terior walls and the coronal plane for the superior and inferior

walls. Any soft tissue opacity along the bony EAC walls was also

recorded. The tympanic membrane was also assessed for thicken-

ing and/or calcification. The absence of any ossicles or the pres-

ence of an ossicular prosthesis or both were also recorded. Inter-

observer agreement was calculated by using the � statistic.

Discrepancies were resolved by consensus and with additional

adjudication by an experienced head and neck radiologist

(H.D.C., board-certified, with �30 years of experience and a Cer-

tificate of Added Qualification in neuroradiology).

RESULTS
Of the 25 patients included in the study, 14 were male and 13 were

female, with ages ranging from 8 to 87 years (median age, 47

years). The time interval between operative intervention and CT

ranged from 2 months to 30 years (median interval, 4 years). The

surgical procedure in 25 of the 27 temporal bones was tympano-

plasty, with 7 of these patients also undergoing canal wall up mas-

toidectomy, 4 undergoing additional canaloplasty, and 3 under-

going additional atticotomy. One operation included canal wall

up mastoidectomy and canaloplasty, while a single patient was

status/post transcanal resection of a glomus tympanicum. Other

than this last patient, the indications for surgery included chronic

otitis media, middle ear cholesteatoma, and chronic tympanic

membrane perforation. Indications for imaging (as indicated by

the imaging requisition submitted by the referring surgeon) in-

cluded chronic otitis media, evaluate cholesteatoma (n � 14);

hearing loss with or without additional history of chronic otitis

media included (n � 7); ear pain and drainage (n � 2); tympanic

membrane not visible on examination with external canal steno-

sis, evaluate middle ear involvement (n � 1); possible middle ear

mass on examination (n � 1); otorrhea, evaluate CSF leak (n � 1);

and recurrent pulsatile tinnitus and feeling of blockage in ear,

evaluate recurrent glomus tympanicum (n � 1).

Preoperative imaging was only available for comparison in 4 of

the 25 patients/27 temporal bones. All 27 temporal bones demon-

strated osseous changes along at least 1 wall of the EAC. A wid-

ened appearance of the canal was also observed in all 27 temporal

bones. The most common site for osseous changes in the EAC was

the floor (inferior wall), found in 25 of 27 temporal bones

(92.6%). These changes included mild flattening and/or slight

irregularity with thinning of the floor and loss of the normal tym-

panic sulcus (Fig 1) or more extensive bony irregularity mimick-

ing erosive change (Fig 2). The relatively flat and wide appearance

of the canal with predominant involvement of the EAC floor and

loss of the tympanic sulcus was present in 17 of 25. This was the

most common overall finding in the cohort, seen in 63% of cases

(17 of 27 total temporal bones). In the 8 cases with more extensive

bony irregularity along the floor of the EAC, focal bony defects

were present, ranging from 1 to 8.1 mm (average, 3.3 mm). Sim-

ilar osseous changes were seen in the superior and anterior walls

of the EAC in 21 and 18 temporal bones (77.8% and 66.7%, re-

spectively). The anterior wall was the most common location for

osseous defects, occurring in 10 of 27 temporal bones (37%). The

posterior wall was the least common site for osseous findings,

found in 15 of 27 temporal bones (55.6%), with only 3 (11.1%)

demonstrating osseous defects.

Soft tissue thickening was also most common along the infe-

rior EAC wall, present in 18 of 27 temporal bones (66.7%). Soft

tissue thickening was seen along the anterior, superior, and pos-

terior walls slightly less commonly (14, 12, and 12 temporal

bones, respectively). The presence of soft tissue thickening within

the EAC did not correlate with the time interval from surgery and

was seen in instances of both recent and remote operative

interventions.
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Thickening of the tympanic membrane was also observed in

17 of 27 temporal bones and, in all cases, was associated with prior

tympanoplasty. In 4 of these 17, calcification of the tympanic

membrane was also present. In the remaining cases, no thickening

was demonstrated or the thickness of the tympanic membrane

could not be assessed adequately due to adjacent soft tissue atten-

uation in the external canal or middle ear (3 cases).

In 3 cases, partial ossicular prostheses were in place, with the

stapes present but absence of the malleus and incus in all 3. In 2

cases, total ossicular prostheses were present, with absence of all

ossicles. In 1 case, the incus was not in the normal position and an

osseous structure seen between the stapes and the tympanic mem-

brane was postulated to represent an incus interposition graft. In

the remaining 21 temporal bones, the ossicles were present and no

prostheses were identified.

Interobserver agreement was excellent (� � 0.80; 95% CI, 0.7–

0.9). Discrepancies regarding the presence of bony change and/or

soft tissue attenuation along �1 wall of the EAC involved a miss

by 1 of the 2 readers for all cases.

In 3 of the official radiology reports, the prior surgical history

was not known or postulated by the interpreting radiologist (Fig 3).

In the remaining reports, prior surgery in the external canal was

postulated, though additional differential diagnostic consider-

ations were included in many cases. In these cases, pathologic

processes of the EAC were included in the differential diagnosis,

including cholesteatoma, keratosis obturans, and external otitis.

Although a few patients required additional procedures after

CT for recurrent middle ear disease, none of the patients included

in our study had pathologic findings in the EAC at clinical/surgi-

cal follow-up. Only chronic postoperative changes were observed

in the EAC in all patients by their referring otologists per the

electronic medical record. One patient developed chronic soft

tissue stenosis of the EAC after surgery (Fig 3).

DISCUSSION
The EAC is an S-shaped tubular structure, typically 16 –25 mm in

length and 7–10 mm in diameter, extending from the meatus of

the pinna to the tympanic membrane. The lateral one-third is

fibrocartilaginous, while the medial two-thirds is osseous, formed

by 3 segments of the temporal bone: the squamous, mastoid, and

tympanic segments. There are 2 physiologic narrowings in the

EAC: one at the isthmus (the junction between fibrocartilaginous

and bony portions) and another medially adjacent to the tym-

panic membrane. At the medial end of the EAC is a rise in the floor

of the EAC adjacent to a narrow furrow, the tympanic sulcus.12-14

Surgery is widely used to treat various middle ear condi-

tions, including inflammatory disease, congenital malforma-

tions, trauma, and tumors.4,5 Surgical approaches to the middle

ear through the EAC may involve drilling the bony EAC walls to

provide adequate exposure.1-3 Extensive literature describes the

postoperative appearance of the middle ear after such surger-

ies4-11 and more extensive surgeries involving the external canal,

FIG 1. A 59-year-old woman with history of left chronic otitis media and
recurrent cholesteatoma status/post left-sided transcanal tympano-
plasty. Images were obtained before surgery and 2 years after surgery.
The preoperative coronal image (A) demonstrates the normal curvature
of the walls of the external auditory canal and the normal tympanic
sulcus (arrow), while the postoperative coronal image (B) demonstrates
flattening and smoothing of the superior wall and floor of the external
canal, with loss of the normal tympanic sulcus inferiorly.

FIG 2. A 59-year-old woman with a history of left chronic otitis media
status/post tympanoplasty 8 years before conebeam CT imaging.
Irregularity and loss of the normal bony cortex are demonstrated
along the EAC floor, with a focal bony defect and mild adjacent soft
tissue opacification abutting the tympanic membrane. No active in-
fection or cholesteatoma was present on otologic follow-up.
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such as canal wall down mastoidectomy. We undertook a detailed

description of the CT findings in the EAC after transcanal surgery.

Patients with canal wall down mastoidectomy were excluded. The

surgeries performed included total drum replacement and atti-

cotomy, with changes that are much more subtle than more ex-

tensive tympanomastoid surgeries.

The typical sites for bony removal of the EAC walls at transca-

nal surgery are the anterosuperior and anteroinferior walls (Fig

4), usually with further dissection of the inferior wall.1,2 In our

series, osseous changes were observed along the inferior EAC

margin most frequently, followed by the superior and anterior

walls. The posterior wall was the least commonly observed site for

osseous changes, bony defects, and soft tissue opacity. These find-

ings correlate with the typical surgical approaches and may be

subtle, with only mild bony changes seen. In these cases, we have

found comparison with the contralateral normal side helpful, es-

pecially if preoperative images are not available.

In our experience, postoperative findings in the EAC may

mimic pathologic processes, including cholesteatoma, infection

(including malignant [necrotizing] otitis externa), malignancy,

radiation necrosis, and granulomatosis with polyangiitis (We-

gener granulomatosis). The subtle osseous irregularities may be

misinterpreted if the radiologist is not aware of the typical appear-

ance of the EAC after transcanal surgery and/or does not have the

clinical history at the time of imaging.

At CT, EAC cholesteatoma commonly presents as a soft tissue

mass with associated bony erosion and may be either smooth

or irregular, with intramural bony fragments.14-16 The inferior

and posterior EAC walls are the most common sites of origin of

the soft tissue mass, though they can be circumferential.15 The

amount of soft tissue attenuation material associated with the

osseous changes may be minimal because cholesteatoma extends

under the periosteum. The osseous changes in EAC cholestea-

toma are typically focal, whereas the postoperative changes ob-

served in our cohort typically involved a longer segment of the

EAC margin, though findings may overlap significantly and the

operative history may help distinguish these 2 entities.

Malignant tumors of the EAC are rare, with squamous cell

carcinoma the most common histologic type. The inferior EAC

wall is the most common site of disease, followed by the anterior

and posterior walls.17,18 On CT imaging, EAC squamous cell car-

cinoma commonly presents as a soft tissue mass, usually with

associated bony destruction.14,18 In the early stages, however,

squamous cell carcinoma may be impossible to radiologically dis-

FIG 3. A 51-year-old man with a history of chronic otitis media status/
post left tympanoplasty (with total drum replacement) 6 months be-
fore multidetector row CT imaging. The normal right temporal bone is
shown in the coronal image on the right (A). Coronal image of the left
temporal bone (B) demonstrates soft tissue filling the EAC, with
smooth “erosion” of the anterior and inferior EAC walls. The patient
developed soft tissue stenosis of the EAC postoperatively, related to
a hypersensitivity reaction to antibiotic drops, without infection or
cholesteatoma on clinical follow-up. The interpreting radiologist did
not have the clinical history and interpreted the findings as probable
EAC cholesteatoma.

FIG 4. A 20-year-old woman with a history of bilateral chronic otitis
media status/post right-sided transcanal tympanoplasty 10 years be-
fore conebeam CT. The axial image (A) demonstrates a small bony
defect along the anterior wall, while the coronal image (B) demon-
strates rounded bony change along floor with soft tissue at the base
of the tympanic membrane. No infection or cholesteatoma was pres-
ent at follow-up.
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tinguish from benign disease such as malignant otitis externa and

EAC cholesteatoma.14

Malignant otitis externa is a chronic progressive infection with

extensive involvement of tissues beyond the EAC, typically due to

Pseudomonas aeruginosa infection in elderly patients with diabe-

tes.19 This entity usually begins along the EAC floor at the osseous-

cartilaginous junction as a small area of granulation tissue, followed

by chondritis with subsequent involvement of the adjacent soft tis-

sues beneath the skull base. Unlike chronic postoperative changes, at

CT there are typically edematous changes of the soft tissue surround-

ing the EAC and pinna, with obliteration of the normal fat planes

inferior to the temporal bone and skull base. The CT appearance of

malignant otitis externa may be indistinguishable from malig-

nancy.14,19 The changes beyond the EAC and the clinical history

should distinguish this entity from postoperative changes.

In our study, osseous changes and soft tissue opacity were

most commonly observed along the inferior wall of the EAC in

patients postoperatively, with similar findings less commonly

demonstrated along the other margins of the EAC. The most

common postoperative appearance observed was subtle irregu-

larity and flattening of the external canal, predominantly involv-

ing the floor, with loss of the tympanic sulcus (63%). The poste-

rior canal was the least commonly involved, though osseous

changes were present in 55.6% of the temporal bones. Such find-

ings along any margin of the EAC may be subtle but, when ob-

served, should not necessarily prompt concern for a pathologic

erosive process, particularly after confirmation of the appropriate

surgical history. In other cases, a differential diagnosis may be

appropriate; however, the interpreting radiologist may be the first

to suggest postoperative changes as a possibility and prompt fur-

ther investigation into the clinical history. None of the patients

included in this study had pathologic findings in the EAC on

clinical follow-up, other than chronic postoperative changes such

as granulation tissue and acquired EAC stenosis.

Additional clues to prior transcanal surgery include thicken-

ing and/or calcification of the tympanic membrane, absence of

�1 ossicle, and/or the presence of an ossicular prosthesis. How-

ever, these findings were only present in a minority of the cases in

our cohort.

Limitations to our study include the retrospective design and

the relatively small number of patients. Another possible limita-

tion is that postoperative imaging is usually only performed in

symptomatic patients. However, our sample likely reflects a typi-

cal referral pattern of an otologic practice and the patients most

likely to be seen at temporal bone CT by a radiologist. Preopera-

tive imaging was only available for comparison in 4 of 25 patients.

Lack of preoperative imaging is a common occurrence at a large

referral center where patients may have undergone surgery else-

where. In our series, this was a common reason for lack of preop-

erative imaging. Patients in our cohort were also scanned on ei-

ther multidetector row CT or conebeam CT, and differences

between the 2 techniques could limit the generalizability of our

results. Although conebeam CT has a higher resolution for fine

bony detail, most patients in this cohort were evaluated with mul-

tidetector row CT and this technique is likely sufficient to detect

the bony changes observed in this study.

CONCLUSIONS
CT findings in the EAC after transcanal surgery include smooth

thinning, irregularity and/or focal defects of the bony walls, and

soft tissue thickening. The inferior wall is the most common site

for these postoperative changes; however, any of the margins of

the EAC may be involved. Such changes at CT should not neces-

sarily prompt concern for a pathologic process, and interpreta-

tion should include a thorough review of the clinical examination

and surgical history. Knowledge of this typical postoperative ap-

pearance may help the radiologist suggest prior surgery and avoid

misdiagnosis of external canal disease at CT imaging.
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Predictors of Multigland Disease in Primary
Hyperparathyroidism: A Scoring System with

4D-CT Imaging and Biochemical Markers
A.R. Sepahdari, M. Bahl, A. Harari, H.J. Kim, M.W. Yeh, and J.K. Hoang

ABSTRACT

BACKGROUND AND PURPOSE: Multigland disease represents a challenging group of patients with primary hyperparathyroidism. Addi-
tional lesions may be missed on imaging because they are not considered or are too small to be seen. The aim of this is study was to identify
4D-CT imaging and biochemical predictors of multigland disease.

MATERIALS AND METHODS: This was a retrospective study of 155 patients who underwent 4D-CT and successful surgery with a
biochemical cure that compared patients with multigland and single-gland disease. Variables studied included the size of the largest lesion
on 4D-CT, the number of lesions prospectively identified on 4D-CT, serum calcium levels, serum parathyroid hormone levels, and the
Wisconsin Index (the product of serum calcium and parathyroid hormone levels). Imaging findings and the Wisconsin Index were used to
calculate a composite multigland disease scoring system. We evaluated the predictive value of individual variables and the scoring system
for multigland disease.

RESULTS: Thirty-six patients with multigland disease were compared with 119 patients with single-gland disease. Patients with multigland
disease had significantly lower Wisconsin Index scores, smaller lesion size, and a higher likelihood of having either multiple or zero lesions
identified on 4D-CT (P � .01). Size cutoff of �7 mm had 85% specificity for multigland disease, but including other variables in the
composite multigland disease score improved the specificity. Scores of �4, �5, and 6 had specificities of 81%, 93%, and 98%, respectively.

CONCLUSIONS: The composite multigland disease scoring system based on 4D-CT imaging findings and biochemical data can identify
patients with a high likelihood of multigland disease. Communicating the suspicion for multigland disease in the radiology report could
influence surgical decision-making, particularly when considering re-exploration in a previously operated neck or initial limited neck
exploration.

ABBREVIATIONS: MGD � multigland disease; PTH � parathyroid hormone; ROC � receiver operating characteristic; SGD � single-gland disease; WIN �
Wisconsin Index

Preoperative parathyroid imaging is routinely performed in pa-

tients with primary hyperparathyroidism. In the era of mini-

mally invasive parathyroidectomy, the role of imaging is to local-

ize the parathyroid adenoma with high confidence for surgical

planning. Although primary hyperparathyroidism is most com-

monly caused by a single parathyroid adenoma, 10%–30% of pa-

tients will have multigland disease (MGD) due to parathyroid

hyperplasia or multiple adenomas.1,2 This group represents a

challenge for radiologists and surgeons because these patients

have a much higher frequency of nonlocalizing imaging studies

and failed surgeries.2-4

The technique of multiphase multidetector CT, also known as

4D-CT, may be advantageous in patients with MGD. Several stud-

ies have shown 4D-CT to have higher sensitivity than sonography

and scintigraphy for localizing abnormal parathyroid glands, due

to higher spatial resolution for the detection of small lesions and

an improved ability to visualize adenomas in deep or ectopic lo-

cations.4-7 Selected studies analyzed the subgroup of patients with

MGD and found 4D-CT to be superior to sonography and scin-

tigraphy, but the sensitivity of 4D-CT for MGD (32%–53%) was

still considerably lower compared with single-gland disease

(SGD) (88%–93%).4,5,7,8 None of the studies described charac-

teristics of MGD and SGD or attempted to determine predictors

of MGD.

Some of the barriers to lesion detection on 4D-CT for MGD
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include a smaller size than for SGD and overlooking additional

lesions after detecting the first lesion. The latter pitfall could be

minimized if the radiologist was aware of predictors for MGD that

would lead to a more dedicated search for additional lesions. The

aim of this study was to identify 4D-CT imaging and biochemical

predictors of MGD in patients with primary hyperparathyroid-

ism. Our hypothesis is that the combination of smaller lesion size

on imaging and lower serum biochemical markers can predict

MGD with high specificity.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Study Subjects
We performed a retrospective review of 155 patients from 2 aca-

demic institutions who had 4D-CT studies performed between Oc-

tober 2009 and December 2013 before successful parathyroid sur-

gery. There were 87 patients from institution A (University of

California, Los Angeles) and 68 from institution B (Duke Univer-

sity). Successful surgery was defined as an intraoperative parathyroid

hormone (PTH) drop of �50% and at least 6 months of postopera-

tive eucalcemia. Both institutions obtained institutional review

board approval with a waiver of consent.

For all patients, medical records were reviewed for patient de-

mographics, history of prior surgery, operative notes, pathology

results, imaging findings on 4D-CT, and preoperative serum cal-

cium and PTH levels.

4D-CT Technique

Institution A. Imaging was performed either on a 64 – detector

row scanner (Somatom Definition; Siemens, Erlangen, Germany)

or a 256 – detector row scanner (Somatom Definition Flash; Sie-

mens). Scanning included noncontrast, arterial phase, and de-

layed phase images from the hard palate to the carina. The param-

eters for all 3 phases were the following: section thickness, 0.6 mm;

tube rotation time, 0.5 seconds; pitch factor, 1; FOV, 24 cm; 120

kV(peak); 230 reference milliampere-second with automated

tube current modulation (CARE Dose4D; Siemens). Arterial

phase images were performed 25 seconds following the initiation

of a 100- to 120-mL IV bolus of iohexol, 350-mg iodine/mL (Om-

nipaque; GE Healthcare, Piscataway, New Jersey), injected

through either a 20- or 22-ga antecubital catheter, at either 4 or 3

mL/s. The delayed phase was acquired 30 seconds after the arterial

phase ended. All images were reconstructed at 1-mm section

thickness in the axial, coronal, and sagittal planes and sent to the

PACS.

Institution B. Imaging was performed by using a 64 – detector

row CT scanner (750 HD; GE Healthcare, Milwaukee, Wisconsin)

with 3 imaging phases. Scanning included noncontrast, arterial

phase, and delayed phase images. The noncontrast phase covered

only the thyroid gland (z-axis from the hyoid bone to the clavic-

ular heads) to reduce radiation exposure. The 2 contrast-en-

hanced phases were scanned from the angle of the mandible to the

carina. The parameters for all 3 phases were the following:

0.625-mm section thickness; tube rotation time, 0.4 seconds;

pitch factor, 0.516:1; FOV, 20 cm; 120 kVp; and automatic tube

current modulation. Tube current modulation (mA Modulation;

GE Healthcare) was used with a noise index of 8, minimum 100

mA, and maximum 500 mA for the nonenhanced and delayed

phases and 700 mA for the arterial phase. Arterial phase images

were obtained 25 seconds following initiation of an injection of 75

mL of intravenous iopamidol (Isovue 300; Bracco, Princeton,

New Jersey) through a 20-ga antecubital catheter at a rate of 4

mL/s, followed by a 25-mL saline chaser. The delayed phase was

acquired 80 seconds from the start of the injection. Before Sep-

tember 2012, studies were performed with only arterial and de-

layed phases.9 Reformatted images were sent to a PACS as 2.5-

mm-thick contiguous images in the axial plane for all 3 phases,

and 2.5-mm-thick images in the coronal and sagittal planes in the

arterial and delayed phases.

Lesion Localization
All parathyroid lesions were classified as correctly or incorrectly

localized on 4D-CT by correlating the operative notes with the

original radiology reports and using anatomic landmarks re-

ported in both the operative and radiology reports. Radiology

reports were generated by 2 board-certified neuroradiologists (9

and 12 years’ experience in CT interpretation). Sensitivities for le-

sion localization were based on these original radiology reports. If

surgically confirmed lesions were missed on 4D-CT, the images were

rereviewed by the 2 radiologists with knowledge of the surgical find-

ings to determine whether lesions could be seen in retrospect.

Predictors of Multigland Disease
4D-CT imaging and biochemical predictors of MGD were pro-

posed on the basis of prior surgical literature.10,11 4D-CT imaging

predictors were the number of lesions identified on the original

radiology report and lesion size (maximum diameter in any

plane). If multiple candidates were seen on 4D-CT, lesion size was

represented by the largest prospectively identified lesion. Bio-

chemical predictors were serum calcium levels (milligram/decili-

ter), serum PTH levels (picogram/milliliter), and the Wisconsin

Index (WIN). The WIN is the product of the serum calcium levels

(milligram/deciliter) and PTH levels (picogram/milliliter) and

was shown to help discriminate MGD and SGD in a prior study.10

A composite MGD score was derived on the basis of 4D-CT

imaging and biochemical data of lesion size on 4D-CT, number of

prospectively detected lesions on 4D-CT, and the WIN. Each vari-

able contributed up to 2 points to the MGD scores (Table 1). The

cutoff values used to assign points in the score were based on prior

literature for lesion size and ranges of biochemical markers.10,12 A

Table 1: MGD scoresa

Criterion Scoring
No. of candidate lesions

identified on 4D-CT
Single lesion: 0
Multiple lesions: 2
No lesions: 2

Maximum diameter of largest
lesion on 4D-CT

�13 mm: 0
7–13 mm: 1
�7 mm or no lesion identified: 2

WIN �1600: 0
800–1600: 1
�800: 2

Note:—WIN indicates serum calcium level (milligram/deciliter) � serum parathyroid
hormone level (picogram/milliliter).
a The composite MGD score includes all 3 components in the Table and ranges from
0 to 6. The 4D-CT MGD score does not include the Wisconsin Index and ranges from
0 to 4.
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second scoring system, the 4D-CT MGD score, was based on only the

4D-CT imaging variables of lesion size and the number of prospec-

tively detected lesions on 4D-CT. The composite MGD score ranged

from 0 to 6. The 4D-CT MGD score ranged from 0 to 4. For both

scoring systems, a higher score more strongly favored MGD.

Data Analysis
The characteristics of MGD were compared with those of SGD for

individual variables and the scoring system. The Fisher exact test

was used to assess differences in patients with MGD and SGD for

categoric data. The Student t test was used to assess differences

between MGD and SGD for continuous variables. Receiver oper-

ating characteristic (ROC) analysis was performed to determine

the sensitivity and specificity of each feature for predicting MGD.

P values of �.05 were the threshold used for statistical significance

for all tests. The data were entered into an Excel spreadsheet (2007

version; Microsoft, Redmond, Washington). Statistical analyses

were performed by using SAS Enterprise (Version 4.2; SAS Insti-

tute, Cary, North Carolina).

RESULTS
Study Subjects
Of the 155 patients, 36 had MGD (23 from institution A and 13

from institution B) and 119 had SGD (64 from institution A and

55 from institution B) (Table 2). There were 97 abnormal glands

in patients with MGD, resulting in 216 abnormal glands in this

study. The mean gland size was 11 � 6 mm, and the median size

was 10 mm (interquartile range, 7–13).

Prior parathyroid surgery had been performed in 9 (25%) pa-

tients with MGD and 34 (29%) with SGD. The leading cause of

persistent or recurrent hyperparathyroidism in our group was a

missed single adenoma. The Fisher exact test showed no signifi-

cant difference between MGD and SGD with respect to whether

prior surgery had been performed (P � .83).

Lesion Localization
Of the 97 abnormal glands seen in 36 patients with MGD, 53

(55%) were identified prospectively and an additional 9 (9%)

could be identified in retrospect. The others could not be detected

even with knowledge of the surgical findings. Institution A pro-

spectively identified 55% (36/65) of abnormal glands in the set-

ting of MGD. Institution B prospectively identified 53% (17/32)

of abnormal glands in the setting of MGD. The sensitivity of de-

tecting all MGD lesions in a patient was 35% (8/23) for Institution

A and 31% (4/13) for Institution B.

Of abnormal glands in patients with SGD, 95% (113/119) were

identified prospectively. Institution A prospectively identified

95% (62/65) of glands with SGD. Institution B prospectively iden-

tified 94% (51/54) of glands with SGD. Of the 6 abnormal glands

in SGD that were not identified prospectively, 4 could be identi-

fied in retrospect. The missed lesions not seen in retrospect were

typically juxtathyroid in location. It is not clear whether they were

not seen due to the small size or poor contrast between the ade-

noma and surrounding tissues.

Predictors of Multigland Disease
MGD had a smaller mean lesion size of 9 mm compared with 12

mm for SGD (P � .002). The WIN was lower for MGD at 1005

compared with 1357 for SGD (P � .01). Statistically significant

differences were also seen for the number of lesions identified

prospectively (P � .001) and serum PTH levels (P � .02).

Despite significant differences between MGD and SGD with

respect to multiple continuous variables, ROC analyses of each of

these individual variables did not find clinically useful cutoff val-

Table 2: Characteristics of patients with MGD and SGDa

All subjects MGD SGD P Value
No. of patients 155 36 119
No. of glands 216 97 119
Mean age (yr) 60 (range, 14–88) 59 60
Female 108 (67%) 25 (69%) 83 (70%)
4D-CT characteristics

Mean size of abnormal glands (mm) 10.9 (5.9) 8.8 (4.0) 11.7 (6.4) .002
Median size of abnormal glands (mm) (IQR) 10 (7–13) 8 (6–11) 11 (7–13)
No. �10 mm (%) 79 (37%) 39 (64%) 40 (34%)
No. �7 mm (%) 30 (14%) 19 (31%) 11 (9%)
No. �13 mm (%) 39 (18%) 6 (10%) 33 (28%)

Prospectively detected lesions
1 100 10b 90 �.001
�2 46 20 26
None 9 6 3

Biochemical markers
Serum calcium level (mg/dL) 11.0 (0.7) 10.8 (0.4) 11.1 (0.7) .07
Serum parathyroid hormone level (pg/mL) 117 (69) 92 (44) 122 (73) .02
WIN 1279 (744) 1005 (501) 1357 (783) .01

MGD scores
Composite MGD score 2.6 (1.6) 4.1 (1.4) 2.2 (1.4) �.001
4D-CT MGD score 1.6 (1.4) 2.9 (1.1) 1.2 (1.2) �.001

4D-CT sensitivity based on original radiology reports
Detection of lesions 167 (77%) 53 (55%) 114 (95%)
Detection of all lesions in individual patients 126 (81%) 12 (33%) 114 (95%)

Note:—IQR indicates interquartile range.
a Values are expressed as mean (SD) except as specified.
b Twenty-five patients with MGD showed multiple lesions, and 5 showed single lesions after rereview of imaging studies following surgery.
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ues. Areas under the ROC curves were �0.66 (Fig 1A, -B). Pro-

spective identification of either multiple or no abnormal glands

(rather than a single gland) was 76% sensitive and 72% specific for

MGD. Using the median lesion size of �10 mm as a size cutoff was

only 64% sensitive and 61% specific for MGD.

Cutoff values of 7 and 13 mm used for the scoring systems had

higher specificity for MGD and SGD, respectively. A lesion size of

�7 mm had a high specificity of 85% for MGD. Conversely, a

lesion size of �13 mm had a high specificity for SGD of 85%. The

�7 and �13 mm cutoff values both had a low sensitivity of 31%.

A WIN of �661 had 90% specificity for MGD but only 26% sen-

sitivity. Similarly, a WIN of �1629 had 91% specificity for SGD

but only 23% sensitivity.

The mean composite MGD score

was significantly higher for MGD at 4.1

compared with 2.2 for SGD (P � .001),

with an improved area under the ROC

curve of 0.82 (Fig 1C). 4D-CT MGD

scores were similarly strongly predictive

of MGD (P � .001), with an area under

the ROC curve of 0.83 (Fig 1D). In the

subset of patients without a history of

prior surgery, the mean composite

MGD score was 4.4 in MGD and 2.4 in

SGD (P � .001), while the mean 4D-CT

MGD score was 3.1 in MGD and 1.6 in

SGD (P � .001). The sensitivities, spec-

ificities, and positive predictive values

for MGD versus SGD based on the com-

posite MGD and 4D-CT MGD scores

are shown in Tables 3 and 4. High com-

posite MGD scores of �4, �5, and 6 had

specificities of 81%, 93%, and 98%, re-

spectively, for predicting MGD.

Figures 2 and 3 illustrate how the mul-

tifactorial composite MGD score can

guide interpretation. Figure 2 shows an

example of MGD in the setting of only a single prospectively identi-

fied lesion, but with a composite MGD score of 4 due to small lesion

size and mild biochemical disease. Figure 3 shows an example of SGD

in the setting of multiple candidate lesions but a low MGD score of 2.

DISCUSSION
Identifying cases of MGD preoperatively is an important role of para-

thyroid imaging when considering whether to offer minimally inva-

sive parathyroidectomy rather than traditional bilateral neck explo-

ration as an initial operation. In potential reoperation cases, MGD

poses particular challenges due to distorted anatomy and scar tissue,

and appropriate preoperative suspicion is essential in guiding surgi-

cal decision-making and preoperative counseling. Although prior

studies using 4D-CT have described a range of sensitivities and spec-

ificities for MGD, typically superior to scintigraphy and sonography,

no existing studies compare the imaging characteristics of MGD and

SGD on 4D-CT.4-8,13 In this study, we found that a size threshold of

�7 mm on 4D-CT favors MGD over SGD, but additional imaging

and biochemical data can be used to calculate MGD scores and iden-

tify a subset of patients with a high likelihood of MGD.

In clinical practice, radiologists will first suspect MGD on the

basis of detection of �1 candidate lesion for hyperplastic glands

or adenoma. Our study found that identifying multiple lesions on

4D-CT is neither sensitive nor specific for MGD. Almost one-

quarter of patients with MGD only had 1 gland seen prospectively

(false-negative), while more than one-quarter of patients with

SGD had additional less suspicious candidate lesions (false-posi-

tive). Thus, the sign of multiple lesions is not sufficient to guide

clinical decision-making, and additional criteria are needed for

the radiologist to call MGD with confidence.

Another imaging sign of MGD on 4D-CT is smaller lesion size

than that in SGD, which corroborates previous reports based on

pathology findings.10 A single cutoff value based on the mean or

FIG 1. Receiver operating characteristic curves showing performance in predicting MGD for the
largest lesion size (A), Wisconsin Index (B), the composite MGD score (C), and the 4D-CT MGD
score (D).

Table 3: Performance of the composite MGD score for predicting
MGD on the basis of the size of the largest lesion, the number
of lesions prospectively identified, and the Wisconsin Indexa

MGD Score
No. of

Patients Sensitivity Specificity
Positive

Predictive Value
�1 35 100% 9% 24%
�2 33 94% 36% 30%
�3 31 89% 64% 43%
�4 24 69% 81% 51%
�5 15 43% 93% 65%
6 7 20% 98% 70%

a There were no patients with scores of zero. One patient did not have recent
serologic data.

Table 4: Performance of the 4D-CT MGD score for predicting
MGD, based on the size of largest lesion and the number of
lesions prospectively identified

MGD Score
No. of

Patients Sensitivity Specificity
Positive

Predictive Value
0 36 100% 0% 23%
�1 35 97% 31% 30%
�2 32 89% 68% 46%
�3 23 64% 81% 50%
4 14 39% 96% 74%
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median lesion size was not helpful, but categorization of lesions by

�7 and �13 mm had higher specificity (85%) for predicting and

excluding MGD, respectively. Using size alone is limited for pre-

dicting MGD in most patients, however, who have lesions be-

tween 7 and 13 mm. Our MGD prediction model improves the

ability to predict MGD in more patients by using size in combi-

nation with other variables. Our study

found that composite MGD scores of

�4, �5, and 6 had specificities of 81%,

93%, and 98%, respectively, and could

be applied to more patients than a size

cutoff of �7 mm. The composite MGD

score was also an improvement over

biochemical data alone. The cutoff val-

ues for WIN that were required to

achieve high specificity for either MGD

or SGD resulted in very low sensitivities.

The sensitivities for predicting MGD

were low for composite MGD scores �4,

but the scoring system does not aim to

detect all patients with MGD. The pri-

mary aim is to identify a subset of pa-

tients in whom MGD should be sus-

pected. One clinical implication to the

radiologist is that a higher composite

MGD score may prompt the radiologist

to search for additional lesions after the

first lesion is found, thereby avoiding

“satisfaction of search” errors. However,

the radiologist should be aware that even

on detailed review, it may not be possi-

ble to see the additional lesions; a third

of MGD lesions in our study could not

be seen on 4D-CT, even with knowledge

of the surgical findings. In the setting in

which there is a single lesion but a high

composite MGD score (ie, small lesion

and relatively low serum PTH and cal-

cium levels), the radiologist should still

communicate the increased probability

of MGD. The surgeon can use this infor-

mation to counsel the patient about

parathyroidectomy. Conversely, when

�1 lesion is seen in a patient with a low

composite MGD score (ie, a large lesion

and high serum PTH and calcium lev-

els), additional smaller lesions can be re-

ported as much less suspicious if they are

not clearly abnormal.

Previous clinical models for MGD

have also emphasized the value of high

specificity rather than high sensitivity.10,14

Kebebew et al14 proposed a multifactorial

model based on serum calcium levels, se-

rum PTH levels, and concordant-versus-

discordant results of sonography and

scintigraphy. Mazeh et al10 proposed a

multifactorial model for predicting MGD with high specificity, by

using a combination of WIN and the weight of the resected parathy-

roid lesion. Our scoring system offers advantages over these mod-

els, which did not include imaging signs and were only helpful to

the surgeon for decision-making after imaging was complete, or

intraoperatively.

FIG 2. A 78-year-old woman with multigland disease, with a single small candidate lesion. A, Axial
noncontrast CT just inferior to the thyroid gland shows a 6-mm nodule just deep to the strap
muscles on the right (arrow). B, Axial arterial phase CT scan shows intense enhancement of this
nodule. The serum calcium level was 10.1, and the serum parathyroid hormone level was 76.
Despite identification of only a single lesion with 4D-CT, the composite MGD score was 4, and the
probability of multigland disease was moderate. Surgical exploration revealed hyperplasia of the
gland seen here and also hyperplastic bilateral superior parathyroid glands, neither of which could
be seen even in retrospect.

FIG 3. A 67-year-old woman with single-gland disease with multiple prospective candidate
lesions. A, Coronal arterial phase CT image shows an intensely enhancing nodule in an orthotopic
left inferior gland location (long arrow), measuring 20 mm in diameter. B, Coronal arterial phase
CT image posterior to A, viewed in the same window width/level, shows ovoid nodular lesions in
the orthotopic right and left superior positions (short arrows). Despite appropriate location and
shape, these lesions show less intense enhancement than is typical of parathyroid adenoma. The
serum calcium level is 11.7, and the serum parathyroid hormone level is 211. Despite the presence
of multiple candidate lesions, the composite MGD score is only 2 and the findings are predictive
of single-gland disease.
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We proposed 2 scoring systems to predict MGD and found

both to have similar results in predicting it. For the radiologist, the

4D-CT MGD score has the advantage of using only imaging find-

ings, but the composite MGD score may be more reproducible

and reliable. This possibility is because the 4D-CT MGD score is

based on only 2 sets of data, lesion size and the ability to visualize

additional lesions. The latter characteristic may be interpreted

with high interobserver variability because the second lesion may

be overlooked if not suspected. In contrast, lesion size and bio-

chemical markers are objective criteria.

There were several limitations to this study. First, this was a

retrospective study from 2 academic institutions with 2 different

neuroradiologists interpreting the original 4D-CT examinations.

There were minor technical differences between the acquisition

and reconstruction parameters from the 2 institutions, but imag-

ing protocols were alike with regard to the number of phases

acquired and timing of the arterial phase, which we believe are the

most important controllable factors. Both institutions achieved

similar interpretation accuracy for both SGD and MGD, which is

reassuring for confirming the external validity of the data. Second,

the characteristics of the lesions were based on the original radi-

ology reports. We did not re-interpret the imaging because we

thought there would be recall bias. The fact that we did not re-

interpret the imaging studies under blinded conditions is poten-

tially a confounding factor because the original radiology reports

were often influenced by clinical information such as surgical his-

tory and data from previous sonography and scintigraphy results.

However, the use of the original reports is, to some extent, a

strength of this study because it reflects the performance of

4D-CT under true clinical conditions. A third potential limitation

is the heterogeneity of the study group with respect to whether

prior surgery was performed. In theory, there may be differences

between patients undergoing initial surgery and those undergoing

a reoperation with respect to the presence of MGD, particularly

because undertreated MGD is a cause of failed parathyroidec-

tomy. However, these differences did not appear to be a con-

founding factor in our study. Patients undergoing reoperation

were distributed between SGD and MGD in a proportion similar

to that of patients undergoing initial exploration, and a missed

single adenoma was the leading cause of recurrent/persistent hy-

perparathyroidism in our group, which was in keeping with find-

ings in the existing literature.15,16 Given the importance of deter-

mining the probability of MGD in the setting of a potential

reoperation, it is essential to include these patients in the analysis.

CONCLUSIONS
4D-CT imaging findings of lesion size and the number of lesions

detected can be combined with biochemical data to calculate a

composite MGD score. The scoring system can help determine

the overall probability of MGD, even if only 1 lesion is detected,

and can identify a subset of patients with a high likelihood of

MGD. Communicating the suspicion for MGD in the radiology

report could influence surgical decision-making, particularly

when considering re-exploration in a previously operated neck or

initial limited neck exploration.
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Postoperative Intraspinal Subdural Collections after Pediatric
Posterior Fossa Tumor Resection: Incidence, Imaging, and

Clinical Features
J.H. Harreld, N. Mohammed, G. Goldsberry, X. Li, Y. Li, F. Boop, and Z. Patay

ABSTRACT

BACKGROUND AND PURPOSE: Postoperative intraspinal subdural collections in children after posterior fossa tumor resection may
temporarily hinder metastasis detection by MR imaging or CSF analysis, potentially impacting therapy. We investigated the incidence,
imaging and clinical features, predisposing factors, and time course of these collections after posterior fossa tumor resection.

MATERIALS AND METHODS: Retrospective review of postoperative spine MRI in 243 children (5.5 � 4.6 years of age) from our clinical
data base postresection of posterior fossa tumors from October 1994 to August 2010 yielded 37 (6.0 � 4.8 years of age) subjects positive
for postoperative intraspinal subdural collections. Their extent and signal properties were recorded for postoperative (37/37), preopera-
tive (15/37), and follow-up spine (35/37) MRI. Risk factors were compared with age-matched internal controls (n � 37, 5.9 � 4.5 years of age).
Associations of histology, hydrocephalus and cerebellar tonsillar herniation, and postoperative intracranial subdural collections with
postoperative intraspinal subdural collections were assessed by the Fisher exact test or �2 test. The association between preoperative
tumor volume and postoperative intraspinal subdural collections was assessed by the Wilcoxon rank sum test.

RESULTS: The overall incidence of postoperative intraspinal subdural collections was 37/243 (15.2%), greatest �7 days postoperatively
(36%); 97% were seen 0 – 41 days postoperatively (12.9 � 11.0 days). They were T2 hyperintense and isointense to CSF on T1WI, homoge-
neously enhanced, and resolved on follow-up MR imaging (35/35). None were symptomatic. They were associated with intracranial
subdural collections (P � .0011) and preoperative tonsillar herniation (P � .0228).

CONCLUSIONS: Postoperative intraspinal subdural collections are infrequent and clinically silent, resolve spontaneously, and have a
distinctive appearance. Preoperative tonsillar herniation appears to be a predisposing factor. In this series, repeat MR imaging by 4 weeks
documented improvement or resolution of these collections in 88%.

ABBREVIATIONS: PISC � postoperative intraspinal subdural collections; PISC� � positive for postoperative intraspinal subdural collections; POD � postopera-
tive day

The importance of MR imaging for the diagnosis of leptomen-

ingeal metastasis in children with posterior fossa tumors, crit-

ical for risk stratification and treatment,1 is well-recognized. MR

imaging detects leptomeningeal metastasis in up to 50% of those

with false-negative CSF examination findings, which may occur

in up to 45% of initial lumbar punctures,2 and findings on MR

imaging correlate better with survival than CSF results.2-4 Al-

though preoperative brain and spine MR imaging are optimal,

neurosurgical urgency may dictate deferral until the postopera-

tive period, or repeat spine imaging may be necessary to exclude

leptomeningeal metastasis postoperatively. A few case reports and

small series have described spinal subdural collections and en-

hancement on postoperative myelography and MR imaging.5-8

These findings were further investigated in a larger series by War-

muth-Metz et al,9 who described such findings in children after

posterior fossa (7/45) but not supratentorial (0/8) tumor resec-

tion. However, due to the limited availability of follow-up imag-

ing, the natural history could not be established.
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At St. Jude Children’s Research Hospital, enrollment of pa-

tients with posterior fossa tumors on long-term therapeutic pro-

tocols confers the advantage of follow-up imaging availability.

Because most arrive postoperatively and undergo subsequent me-

tastasis-screening MR imaging according to our imaging proto-

cols before enrollment, we see a number of postoperative intraspi-

nal subdural collections (PISC). While these collections do not

indicate metastasis,6,7,9 they may be misinterpreted by radiolo-

gists unfamiliar with their appearance, prompt neurosurgical

consult, or hinder metastasis detection in the critical postopera-

tive staging period. We therefore investigated the incidence, im-

aging and clinical features and course, and associated potentially

predisposing factors in patients with PISC after suboccipital tu-

mor resection in a large pediatric cohort.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Study Population
A retrospective Health Insurance Portability and Accountability

Act– compliant, institutional review board–approved clinical

data base search conducted with a waiver of consent yielded 304

subjects who underwent resection of posterior fossa tumors be-

tween October 1994 and August 2010. Of these, 243 subjects (age

range, 1 month to 20 years; mean age, 5.5 � 4.6 years; 40.3%

female; 139 medulloblastomas, 69 ependymomas, 15 atypical

teratoid rhabdoid tumors, 5 astrocytomas, 3 glioblastomas, 3 glio-

mas, 1 medullomyoblastoma, 1 primitive neuroectodermal tu-

mor, 7 rhabdoid tumors) had available postoperative spine MR

imaging of sufficient diagnostic quality for detection of PISC. MR

imaging review yielded 37 subjects with evidence of PISC (age

range, 6 months to 16 years; mean, 6.0 � 4.8 years; 37.8% female;

24 medulloblastomas, 7 ependymomas, 2 astrocytomas, 4 atypical

teratoid rhabdoid tumors). Medical records were reviewed for

CSF findings and for evidence of neurologic signs and symptoms

related to irritation or compression of intraspinal neural struc-

tures at the time of MR imaging. To exclude the influence of age,

we then established an age-matched internal control group nega-

tive for PISC (n � 37; age range, 5 months to 16.6 years; mean,

5.9 � 4.5 years; 35% female; 27 medulloblastomas, 8 ependymo-

mas, 2 atypical teratoid rhabdoid tumors) for comparative risk

factor analysis.

Spine MR Imaging Analysis
Spine MR imaging techniques varied due to the 16-year study

time span and multi-institutional imaging protocols. All spine

MRIs were performed for metastasis screening and included post-

contrast T1WI. All MRIs were reviewed by a board-certified neu-

roradiologist with a Certificate of Added Qualification (J.H.H.,

with 4.5 years’ experience interpreting pediatric spine MR imag-

ing). A second board-certified neuroradiologist (Z.P., with 18

years’ experience interpreting pediatric spine MR imaging) re-

viewed all MRI in the final cohort (those positive for postopera-

tive subdural collections [PISC�] and controls negative for post-

operative subdural collection), equivocal cases, and those

ultimately excluded for technical reasons. Differences were re-

solved in consensus. Both reviewers were blinded to pathology

and radiology reports. MRIs of subjects deemed PISC� on the

first postoperative MR imaging or on any MR imaging �30 days

after surgery were followed until they were negative for PISC.

Time from surgery to spine MR imaging was recorded for all

examinations. The presence, location (cervical, thoracic, lumbo-

sacral), extent (expressed in number of spinal segments), maxi-

mum thickness, and signal properties of PISC were assessed on

sagittal postcontrast T1WI (37/37 subjects positive for PISC), pre-

contrast T1WI (13/37) and T2WI (20/37) on postoperative MRIs,

and subsequent follow-up spine MRIs in 35/37 subjects positive

for PISC; follow-up spine MRIs were unavailable in 2/37 subjects

positive for PISC. Signal on T1WI and T2WI was defined as isoin-

tense, hyperintense, or hypointense to CSF in the perimedullary

subarachnoid space. Preoperative spine MRIs available in 15/37

subjects positive for PISC were assessed for the presence of sub-

dural collections. Original reports from referring institutions

were subsequently reviewed.

Brain MR Imaging Analysis
Preoperative brain MRIs of all subjects were evaluated for the

location (fourth ventricle or not) and size of the posterior fossa

tumor and for hydrocephalus by both subjective assessment and

Evans index �90th percentile.10 Tonsillar herniation was defined

as �5-mm protrusion of the cerebellar tonsils below the foramen

magnum. Incomplete preoperative brain imaging for 1 subject

positive for PISC precluded evaluation for tonsillar herniation or

Evans index. Tumor volumes were calculated, per ellipsoid vol-

ume, as

V �
4

3
� �

L

2
�

W

2
�

H

2
.

Postoperative brain imaging, CT in 1 subject and MRI in 36/37

subjects, were evaluated for intracranial subdural collections (su-

pratentorial or infratentorial) as visualized on T1WI without (36/

36) and with contrast (31/36), T2WI (35/36), noncontrast FLAIR

(26/36), and contrast-enhanced FLAIR (18/36) images. Intracra-

nial subdural collections were subjectively graded as nonexistent

(0), mild (1), moderate (2), or large (3).

Statistical Analysis
Statistical analyses were performed by using SAS 9.3 software

(SAS Institute, Cary, North Carolina). Associations of PISC with

tumor histology and grade of intracranial subdural collection

were assessed by the Fisher exact test. Association of PISC with

tumor volume was evaluated by the Wilcoxon rank sum test. The

associations of PISC with tumor location, subjective assessment

of hydrocephalus, Evans index �90th percentile, and the presence

of tonsillar herniation and intracranial subdural collection were

evaluated by the �2 test. Age and time from surgery to MR imag-

ing were compared between all subjects positive and negative for

postoperative subdural collections by the Wilcoxon rank sum

test. P � .05 was considered statistically significant.

RESULTS
The overall incidence of PISC was 37/243 (15.2%). In the overall

cohort, subjects positive for PISC were imaged earlier (18 � 26

days postoperatively) than those without PISC (30 � 32 days

postoperatively) (P � .0005), and the incidence rate of PISC fell

from 36% for subjects imaged up to 7 days after surgery to 8% in
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those imaged after postoperative day (POD) 28 (Table). There

was no association of PISC with age (P � .5033).

Compared with controls, subjects positive for PISC did not

differ significantly in age (P � .9957) or time from surgery to MR

imaging (P � .0723). There was no association between PISC and

tumor histology (P � .4573). Chart review yielded no neurologic

signs or symptoms related to irritation or compression of in-

traspinal neural structures contemporaneous with the diagnosis

of PISC.

Time to Appearance
The time from posterior fossa surgery to the first postoperative

MR imaging revealing PISC ranged from 0 to 41 days (mean, 15 �

17 days) in 36/37 (97%) subjects and was 137 days in a single

subject (On-line Table). The time from posterior fossa surgery to

the first postoperative MR imaging (mean, 17.6 � 10.8 days) was

1– 49 days in controls. Two subjects with PISC 27 days postoper-

atively had earlier negative MRI findings on PODs 11 and 20,

respectively. No subdural collections were visible on preoperative

MRI available in 15/37 subjects positive for PISC.

Time to Resolution
Further follow-up MRIs were available in 35/37 subjects positive

for PISC. In 34 subjects, MR imaging demonstrated resolution of

PISC between 8 and 472 days (108.2 � 123.4 days) postopera-

tively, which was 3– 441 days (95 � 119.5 days) after the first

PISC� MR imaging. In another subject who had residual unre-

sectable ependymoma at the foramen magnum and was diag-

nosed with PISC on POD 137, PISC persisted on MR imaging 325

days postoperatively. Resolution was documented 5.9 years after

surgery, at which time the primary tumor had decreased in size so

that the foramen magnum was patent. Otherwise, PISC had re-

solved in 100% of subjects re-imaged �57 days after the initial

PISC� MR imaging and had resolved in 12/17 (70.5%) subjects

re-imaged between 3 and 28 days after the initial PISC� MR

imaging (On-line Table).

Three subjects with PISC diagnosed 1, 12, and 27 days after

surgery had persistent but decreased collections on follow-up MR

imaging 17, 6, and 28 days later (PODs 18, 18, and 55), respec-

tively (On-line Table); all had resolved on repeat MR images ob-

tained 35, 84, and 30 days later (PODs 53, 102, and 85), respec-

tively. In 1 subject with PISC 3 days after surgery, PISC persisted at

17 days, with no further follow-up.

Location and Size
Two subjects were excluded from location and size analysis due to

imaging limited to the cervical and thoracolumbar spine, respec-

tively, precluding full analysis despite demonstrating PISC. Sub-

dural collections were most frequently thoracic (33/35), followed

by lumbosacral (29/35) and cervical (27/35). PISC spanned an

average of 18.8 � 8.7 vertebral bodies at initial diagnosis, and

except for a single subject with only ventral collections, all were

both dorsal and ventral. PISC measured up to 0.46 � 0.1 mm in

thickness ventrally and 0.43 � 0.21 mm dorsally, with maximal

thickness most frequently at lumbar levels ventrally (19/35) and

dorsally (18/35).

Imaging Characteristics
PISC were isointense to CSF on noncontrast T1WI (13/13) (Fig

1), hyperintense (19/20) more frequently than isointense to CSF

(1/20) on T2WI, and most frequently hyperintense (enhancing)

on postcontrast T1WI (36/37), on which they were most readily

visualized (Figs 1 and 2). PISC were isointense to CSF on postcon-

trast T1WI in 1 subject. They were lobulated on sagittal postcon-

trast T1WI and T2WI and on axial imaging when available (Fig 2).

No hematocrit levels were observed. There was no evidence of

associated cord deformity or signal abnormality suggestive of

compression in any subject, though prominent lumbar PISC

often caused central crowding of the cauda equina without com-

pression (Fig 2).

Associated Imaging Findings
PISC were not associated with preoperative hydrocephalus by ei-

ther subjective assessment (P � .0749) or by Evans index �90%

(P � .7222). There was no significant relationship between either

tumor volume (P � .8797) or fourth ventricular location (P �

.3594) and the development of PISC.

PISC were significantly associated with preoperative cerebellar

tonsillar herniation (P � .0228) and with both the presence (P �

.0011) and magnitude (P � .0071) of postoperative intracranial

subdural collections; 91.89% of patients with PISC had intracra-

nial subdural collections, compared with 59.46% of controls. In-

tracranial collections were most frequently mild in both subjects

positive for PISC (67.57%) and control subjects (43.24%). Intra-

cranial collections were more frequently associated with tonsillar

herniation in subjects positive for PISC than in controls (P �

.0116).

Correlation with CSF
CSF was obtained an average of 5 days (�13 days) after the first

postoperative MR imaging in 29/37 subjects, 146 days later in 1

subject, 392 days later in another, and unavailable in 6/37. Seven

subjects had spinal metastases visible on PISC� MR imaging; CSF

was positive in 2/7, both medulloblastomas. In 1 case, metastases

were questionable until resolution of PISC. In another, metastases

were previously diagnosed on preoperative MR imaging; CSF was

negative for metastases.

In another medulloblastoma case, PISC� MR imaging and

same-day CSF were negative for metastasis, despite CSF positive

for metastasis 2 days later. Fluid color was not recorded.

Six subjects underwent lumbar puncture immediately follow-

ing PISC� MR imaging negative for metastasis. Collected fluid

was yellow (xanthochromic) in 2/6 and negative for malignant

cells in 6/6.

Percentage risk of PISC in entire cohort (n � 243) by number of
days from PFS to MRI

PFS to
MRI (days) PISC+

Total No.
Subjects % PISC+

0–7 15 42 36%
8–14 6 44 14%
15–21 6 48 13%
22–28 5 43 11%
�28 5 66 8%

Note:—PFS indicates posterior fossa surgery.
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Diagnosis
PISC were correctly identified on 23/23 MRIs interpreted by ra-

diologists employed by St. Jude Children’s Research Hospital, a

pediatric cancer specialty hospital. Two PISC� examinations

performed at St. Jude were interpreted by locum tenens radiolo-

gists; PISC were incorrectly interpreted as potential metastases in

both instances. Of 12 examinations performed and interpreted at

outside referring institutions, PISC were

missed in 3, misinterpreted as contrast

leakage in 1, misinterpreted as metasta-

sis or potential metastasis in 4, and cor-

rectly diagnosed in 4/12. Thus, of 14

examinations interpreted by nonspe-

cialized radiologists, only 4 (28.6%)

were correctly interpreted as PISC, and

6/14 (42.9%) were misinterpreted as

metastasis or potential metastasis.

DISCUSSION
Enhancing spinal subdural collections

have been described in 15.5%–23% of

children after posterior fossa surgery,7,9

but descriptions of associated factors

and natural history have been limited

due to sample size and follow-up limita-

tions. In this study, we found PISC in 37

(15.2%) of 243 children imaged after

posterior fossa surgery, similar to the

15.5% frequency described by War-

muth-Metz et al.9 PISC were associated

with both intracranial subdural collec-

tions and tonsillar herniation. Although

relief of increased intracranial pressure

as evidenced by preoperative obstructive

hydrocephalus has been suggested as a

mechanism,9 we found no association of

PISC with hydrocephalus either by sub-

jective assessment or by the Evans

index.10

PISC appeared as late as �20 days

postoperatively, resolved as early as 8

days after surgery, and had resolved in

most (70.5%) subjects imaged up to 28

days after initial PISC� MR imaging.

The incidence of PISC is greatest, 36% in

this series, within 1 week after surgery

and drops precipitously thereafter. In

a single subject with unresectable

ependymoma partially obstructing the

foramen magnum and leptomeningeal

metastasis, PISC persisted for at least

325 days; resolution was documented 5

years after surgery, at which time the pri-

mary tumor had decreased in size so that

the foramen magnum was again patent.

Although the collections were fre-

quently large, significantly effacing CSF,

there was no imaging or clinical evi-

dence of compression of spinal neural elements. However, PISC

did partially obscure metastases in at least 1 case, resulting in a

questionable diagnosis, and may have been sampled rather than

CSF to give a false-negative CSF result on lumbar puncture in at

least 1 patient who had positive lumbar puncture findings 2 days

later. Xanthochromic fluid sampled in 2 additional subjects may

FIG 1. PISC (arrows) appear isointense to CSF on T1WI (A) and enhance on postcontrast T1WI (B).
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also have been subdural rather than CSF.11 Although even lumbar

punctures performed under ideal conditions may be falsely neg-

ative in up to 45%,2 these observations suggest that PISC may

render the diagnosis of metastasis more challenging on both MR

imaging and CSF examinations; this problem potentially results

in incorrect risk stratification and treatment of the primary pa-

thology. Of equal importance is the potential for misdiagnosis of

PISC as metastasis by radiologists unfamiliar with this phenome-

non, as occurred in 42.9% of spine MRI interpreted by nonspe-

cialized radiologists in this series, potentially resulting in unnec-

FIG 2. PISC filling the spinal canal appear mildly hyperintense to CSF (asterisk) on sagittal T2WI (A) and enhance on postcontrast T1WI (B), POD
10. PISC centrally displace the cauda equina on axial T2WI (C) and postcontrast T1WI (D) in another subject, POD 12. Festooned, enhancing PISC
persist on postcontrast T1WI (E) in another subject on POD 41.
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essarily aggressive therapy and attendant increases in associated

risks.

Thirty-six of 37 (97.3%) PISC were homogeneously hyperin-

tense on postcontrast T1WI in this series, a characteristic finding.

Although most subjects had only high-resolution postcontrast

MR imaging as per our institutional leptomeningeal metastasis

screening protocol, isointensity to CSF on noncontrast T1WI

confirmed enhancement in 13/37, consistent with findings in

prior reports.6,7,9 Despite this enhancement, the subdural loca-

tion and lobulated appearance readily distinguish PISC from lep-

tomeningeal metastases, which are subarachnoid in location and

typically nodular, though they may diffusely “sugarcoat” the spi-

nal cord.1

The appearance of PISC is similar to that of spinal subdural

collections in patients with spontaneous intracranial hypoten-

sion, including a “festooned” appearance on axial imaging due to

attachments spanning the “subdural” zone (Fig 2), supporting

decreased CSF pressure as a common mechanism.12-14 The

Monro-Kellie hypothesis, which states that the sum of volumes of

intracranial blood, CSF, and tissue must remain constant in an

intact cranium, is generally invoked to explain the intracranial

subdural collections as compensating for low CSF volumes in

spontaneous intracranial hypotension or for sudden loss of intra-

cranial volume postoperatively.12,14-18 This hypothesis has been

extended to account for intraspinal subdural collections in spon-

taneous intracranial hypotension and after posterior fossa

surgery.9,19

It has been suggested that microtears in the arachnoid layer

due to low CSF pressure and retraction of the arachnoid from the

dura permit leakage of CSF into the subdural space;18-20 however,

such freely communicating CSF collections, termed “hygromas,”

do not demonstrate the enhancement observed in PISC.6,9,11,21

PISC are more consistent with subdural effusions, which are en-

capsulated collections of protein-rich, xanthochromatic fluid not

in communication with the subarachnoid space; enhancement

differentiates them from hygromas.21 In actuality, there is no true

“subdural space”; subdural effusions form within a relatively

weak vascularized fibroblast cell layer, known as the “dural bor-

der” cell layer, at the interface of the dura and arachnoid lay-

ers,13,14,21 due to negative hydrostatic pressure inducing vasodi-

lation and increased permeability in the dural border cell layer,

with leakage of plasma and contrast resulting in enhancing sub-

dural effusions.6,9,11

Of all subjects with intracranial subdural collections, cerebel-

lar tonsillar herniation was more frequent in those with PISC, an

association not previously described. We therefore hypothesize

that sequestration of the intraspinal and intracranial spaces,

rather than increased intracranial pressure alone, predisposes pa-

tients with tonsillar herniation to PISC via relatively increased

intraspinal pressure via a “ball valve” mechanism, followed by an

abrupt postoperative pressure decrease. The requirement for

compartmental sequestration could explain the absence of PISC

in children with supratentorial tumors, which are less commonly

associated with tonsillar herniation, though intracranial subdural

collections may be present within the same supratentorial com-

partment postshunting or after decompressive craniotomy.17,18

Limitations of this study include irregular timing of follow-up

spine MRI, occurring up to �1 year after diagnosis of PISC, lim-

iting precise evaluation of the natural history. However, nearly all

patients in this series, the largest to date, had follow-up imaging

documenting resolution of PISC, and it would be difficult to jus-

tify administering contrast and anesthesia to asymptomatic pa-

tients for MR imaging for this purpose prospectively. Formal neu-

rologic examinations were not performed because the patients

were asymptomatic. CSF pressure measurements are not rou-

tinely obtained at lumbar puncture for metastasis detection at St.

Jude Children’s Research Hospital, precluding correlation with

PISC. Although xanthochromic and false-negative fluid was ob-

tained at lumbar puncture in 3 subjects, subdural fluid was not

intentionally sampled; this sampling could be informative in fu-

ture studies.

CONCLUSIONS
Enhancing postoperative intraspinal subdural effusions occurred

in 15.2% of children after posterior fossa tumor resection in this

series, resolved spontaneously without neurologic sequelae, and

had a characteristic appearance. Abrupt postoperative relief of

excessive intraspinal pressure caused by spinal sequestration by

tonsillar herniation is the proposed etiology. Preoperative spine

MR imaging is ideal, but not always possible. Because time is of

the essence for establishing a diagnosis of metastasis, delaying

postoperative imaging, as previously suggested,6 is not advised

because PISC occur infrequently and metastases may be visible

despite PISC. However, we do recommend that if subdural col-

lections are detected, MR imaging with contrast be repeated as

late as clinically tolerated to re-evaluate leptomeningeal metasta-

sis and potentially confounding lumbar PISC before lumbar

puncture. In this series, repeat MR imaging documented im-

provement or resolution of PISC in 88% by 4 weeks.
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Incidence of Inadvertent Intravascular Injection during CT
Fluoroscopy–Guided Epidural Steroid Injections

X P.G. Kranz, T.J. Amrhein, and L. Gray

ABSTRACT

BACKGROUND AND PURPOSE: Inadvertent intravascular injection during epidural steroid injection can result in complications and has
been investigated previously with conventional fluoroscopy, but not CT fluoroscopy. The purpose of this study was to determine the
incidence of intravascular injections recognized during CT fluoroscopy– guided epidural steroid injection.

MATERIALS AND METHODS: We retrospectively reviewed 575 consecutive CT fluoroscopy– guided epidural steroid injections. Proce-
dures were assessed to determine the incidence of intravascular injection. Cases positive for intravascular injection were classified on the
basis of anatomic location, distance from the needle tip, washout pattern, and presence of combined epidural and vascular injection. Cases
were also graded as either venous or arterial by using a 5-point scale.

RESULTS: Intravascular injection was observed in 26% of cervical transforaminal epidural steroid injections (7/27), 9% of cervical inter-
laminar epidural steroid injections (4/47), 8% of lumbar transforaminal epidural steroid injections (22/275), and 2% of lumbar interlaminar
epidural steroid injections (4/222). Vessels were most commonly identified close to the needle, but in 30% of cases, they were visualized
in the anterior paraspinal soft tissues remote from the needle. Washout was most commonly delayed (86%), though rapid washout
occurred in 14% of cases. Simultaneous epidural and vascular injections occurred in 32% of cases. Most visualized vessels were venous, but
2 cases were classified as probably arterial.

CONCLUSIONS: Intravascular injections can be detected with CT fluoroscopy. The incidence in our study was similar to that in previous
reports using conventional fluoroscopy. Technical factors such as the “double-tap” on CT fluoroscopy following contrast injection,
assessment for discordance between injected and visualized contrast volume, and maintenance of an appropriate FOV facilitate the
detection of such events.

ABBREVIATIONS: CTF � CT fluoroscopy; ESI � epidural steroid injection; ILESI � interlaminar epidural steroid injection; TFESI � transforaminal epidural steroid
injection

Epidural steroid injections (ESIs) are a commonly performed

intervention for patients with degenerative conditions of the

spine.1 Recent attention to rare but potentially catastrophic side

effects associated with ESIs has resulted in an increased focus on

maximizing the safety of these injections.2,3 It is thought that most

severe adverse events are vascular, the result of either embolic

phenomena during injection of particulate steroid into arteries

that supply the spinal cord or brain, or direct vascular injury dur-

ing needle placement.4

The incidence of unintended intravascular needle placement

during procedures performed with conventional fluoroscopy has

been previously reported in multiple investigations.5-9 Several

authors have advocated that real-time fluoroscopy or digital

subtraction angiography be used when epidural injections are

performed, to maximize the detection of intravascular injec-

tions.10-12 However, CT fluoroscopy (CTF) guidance, which does

not use real-time fluoroscopy or DSA but does offer superior

contrast resolution compared with fluoroscopy, has been increas-

ingly used by some practitioners when performing epidural injec-

tions because it provides the benefits of cross-sectional needle

localization and improved visualization of soft-tissue struc-

tures.13,14 The ability to detect intravascular injections by using

CT guidance has not been previously reported, to our knowledge.

Nevertheless, it has been assumed by some authors to be inferior

to conventional fluoroscopy in this respect.15-17

The purpose of this investigation was to report the incidence

of intravascular injections detected during CTF-guided epidural
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steroid injections. Additionally, we sought to characterize the ap-

pearance of intravascular injections to guide proceduralists unac-

customed to observing these injections with CT.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
All consecutive CTF-guided ESIs performed by a single procedur-

alist at 1 outpatient facility during an 18-month period (January

2013 to June 2014) were retrospectively reviewed. The procedur-

alist was a board-certified radiologist who holds a Certificate of

Added Qualification in neuroradiology and has 7 years’ experi-

ence performing injections under CTF guidance. The investiga-

tion was approved by our local institutional review board and is

compliant with Health Insurance Portability and Accountability

Act regulations.

Cases were identified by review of departmental procedure

schedules and were considered on a per-injection basis (ie, if pa-

tients underwent �1 injection in a single visit, each individual

injection was considered a separate case for data analysis).

Injection Technique
Injections were performed by using intermittent CTF on a single

CT scanner (LightSpeed 16; GE Healthcare, Milwaukee, Wiscon-

sin), equipped with a foot pedal used to trigger acquisition of a set

of 3 consecutive fluoroscopic images, using a peak voltage of 120

kV(peak) and a section thickness of 2.5 mm. The tube current and

display FOV were selected by the radiologist on a case-by-case

basis, depending on the age and body habitus of the patient and

the complexity of the local anatomy. In general, the tube current

was typically set at 20 – 60 mA for lumbar injections and approx-

imately 50% higher for cervical injections. The display FOV was

selected to encompass, at minimum, the skin surface of the back

to the anterior margin of the vertebral body.

Contrast was used for all injections before injection of steroid.

For lumbar injections, undiluted iopamidol containing 200-

mg/mL iodine was used (Isovue-M 200; Bracco, Princeton, New

Jersey). For cervical injections, a 50% dilution of iopamidol with

preservative-free sterile saline was used to achieve a final iodine

concentration of 100-mg/mL iodine.18 The injected contrast vol-

ume was approximately 0.2– 0.4 mL for the first injection. Repeat

injections using larger volumes of contrast (0.5–1.0 mL) were used if

the first injection was not sufficient due to either poor visualization or

suspected vascular washout. After contrast injection, 2 sets of fluoro-

scopic images were obtained by using a “double-tap” approach,

whereby the foot pedal was pressed immediately following the injec-

tion to determine the initial contrast pattern and again 2–3 seconds

later to obtain a delayed image to evaluate contrast washout. A 22-ga

Quincke Point Spinal Needle (BD Medical, Franklin Lakes, New Jer-

sey) was used for all injections. If blood flash was seen in the needle

hub, the needle was repositioned before contrast injection. For trans-

foraminal epidural steroid injections (TFESIs), care was taken to po-

sition the needle as far posterior in the neural foramen as possible. An

anesthetic test dose was performed during cervical TFESI.19 Proce-

dures were otherwise performed as previously described.13,20,21

Image Analysis
All consecutive cases of ESIs performed during the study time

range were reviewed on a PACS by the radiologist who performed

the procedures to identify cases of unintended intravascular in-

jection. Images obtained after contrast injection were compared

with preinjection images at the same level to ensure that attenua-

tion related to osseous structures was not misinterpreted as vas-

cular contrast. Findings of cases were considered positive if there

was either direct visualization of vascular structures or if there was

little-to-no contrast visualized after contrast injection, after

checking to ensure the absence of a leak from the connector tub-

ing. Cases that demonstrated intravascular injection were then

independently reviewed and confirmed by a second board-certi-

fied radiologist who holds a Certificate of Added Qualification in

neuroradiology and who has 4 years’ experience performing in-

jections under CT fluoroscopy.

Both readers then classified the intravascular contrast in cases

positive for it according to its location relative to the spinal canal,

distance from the needle tip, and washout pattern. The location of

the contrast was categorized into 5 predetermined anatomic regions,

as depicted in Fig 1. Multiple locations could be assigned per injec-

tion if intravascular contrast was identified in �1 zone simultane-

ously. The rate of contrast washout was assessed by comparing the

immediate CTF image with the delayed image and was classified as

one of the following: no washout, rapid washout, or delayed washout.

“Rapid washout” was defined as a case in which there was complete

FIG 1. Classification scheme for the location of visualized vessels seen
during inadvertent intravascular injection in the lumbar (A) and cervi-
cal (B) spine. Regions include the following: posterior paraspinal soft
tissues (zone 1), spinal canal (zone 2), foraminal region (zone 3), verte-
bral body (zone 4), and anterior paraspinal soft tissues (zone 5).

Table 1: Assessment criteria for vessel type seen during intravascular injection
Score Vessel Suggestive Features

5 Definite vein Flow into a specific, anatomically identifiable venous structure
4 Probable vein Flow into region of known venous structure, flow predominantly away from spinal canal, delayed washout
3 Indeterminate Not meeting criteria for other categories
2 Probable artery Flow into region of known arterial structure, flow predominantly toward the spinal canal, rapid washout
1 Definite artery Flow into a specific, anatomically identifiable arterial structure
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absence of contrast on the immediate im-

age or there was markedly less contrast

than expected given the volume injected.

“Delayed washout” was defined as a case

of vascular opacification in which dense

intravascular contrast was seen on the im-
mediate image but it decreased or disap-
peared on the delayed postinjection im-
ages. Distance from the needle tip to the
opacified vessel was assigned to 1 of 4 cat-
egories: �1 cm from needle tip to the ves-
sel, �1 cm, both �1 cm and �1 cm, or
vessel not seen due to immediate washout.
Cases positive for intravascular injection
were also classified as showing either vas-
cular opacification alone or simultaneous
vascular and epidural contrast.

The readers also attempted to classify
the opacified vessel as either venous or ar-
terial and provided a confidence level for
this assessment based on criteria set forth
in the 5-point scale shown in Table 1.
Cases in which the readers disagreed were
rereviewed by both readers, and a consen-
sus score was determined. Other patient
characteristics, including age and sex, were

also recorded. For data analysis, sacral TFESIs were included with
lumbar injections.

Statistical Analysis
Statistical analyses were performed by using commercially avail-

able software (GraphPad Prism 6 software, Version 6.0b; Graph-

Pad Software, San Diego, California). The Mann-Whitney U test

was used to compare differences in age among groups. The Fisher

exact test was used to compare differences in sex. P values � .05

were considered statistically significant.

RESULTS
Subject Characteristics
A total of 575 consecutive epidural injections were identified dur-

ing the study period. These included 275 lumbar transforaminal

injections, 222 lumbar interlaminar injections, 47 cervical inter-

laminar injections, 27 cervical transforaminal injections, 3 tho-

racic transforaminal injections, and 1 thoracic interlaminar injec-

tion performed during 390 individual patient encounters. The

mean patient age for all injections was 63.5 years (range, 22–92

years). Forty-three percent of injections were performed on male

patients, and 57%, on female patients. All injections were techni-

cally successful. In all cases in which intravascular injection was

identified during the procedure, the needle could be repositioned

and the subsequent steroid injection was performed successfully.

There were no major complications in any subject.

Incidence of Intravascular Injections
Intravascular injection was observed in 26% of cervical TFESIs

(7/27), 9% of cervical interlaminar epidural steroid injections

(ILESIs) (4/47), 8% of lumbar TFESIs (22/275), and 2% of lumbar

FIG 2. Intravascular injection during lumbar TFESI. Preinjection (A), immediate postinjection (B),
and delayed postinjection (C) images demonstrate a vessel in the left foraminal zone (arrow) that
washes out on the delayed image.

FIG 3. A case of intravascular injection is demonstrated on preinjec-
tion (A), immediate postinjection (B), first delayed (C) images, and an
additional delayed (D) image. On the immediate postinjection image,
contrast is seen in the ascending lumbar vein (arrow) and the inferior
vena cava (arrowhead). There is washout of contrast from the inferior
vena cava on the first delayed image and from the ascending lumbar
vein on the second delayed image.

Table 2: Frequency of intravascular injection by anatomic zonea

Injection Type

Anatomic Zone of Identified Vessel

No. of Injections1 2 3 4 5 0
Lumbar ILESI 25% 100% 25% 0% 0% 0% 4
Lumbar TFESI 14% 18% 86% 5% 36% 0% 22
Cervical ILESI 0% 100% 50% 0% 50% 0% 4
Cervical TFESI 29% 0% 71% 0% 14% 14% 7

a Percentages across each injection type may sum to �100% because vessels may be visualized in �1 location simul-
taneously.
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ILESIs (4/222). No cases of intravascular injection were identified

during thoracic epidural injections; however, the study popula-

tion included only 3 thoracic TFESIs and 1 thoracic ILESI, limit-

ing conclusions regarding incidence, given the small number of

cases. The overall rate of intravascular injection for all cases was

6% (37/575). No difference in age (P � .83) or sex (P � .17) was

observed among patients with intravascular injection detected

compared with those without.

Characteristics of Observed Intravascular Injections
The locations of vessels identified during intravascular injections

are reported in Table 2. The most common location of vessels

observed during TFESI was in the foraminal region (zone 3), with

86% and 71% of TFESIs positive for intravascular injections in the

lumbar and cervical regions, respectively, showing vascular opaci-

fication in this region (Fig 2). For cases positive for intravascular

injection during ILESI, the spinal canal (region 2) was the most

commonly observed location of vascular opacification, seen in

100% of both cervical and lumbar injections. In 46% of cases

(17/37), vessels were seen in �1 region simultaneously. Of note,

30% of cases showed vascular opacification in the anterior para-

spinal soft tissues (zone 5) (Fig 3), including 1 case of a lumbar

transforaminal injection in which this was the only location where

contrast was seen.

Data related to the distance from the needle tip, combined

epidural and vascular injection, washout pattern, and suspected

vessel type are reported in Table 3. Most commonly, vessels were

seen simultaneously at both �1 cm and �1 cm from the needle

tip (62% of cases) (Fig 4). However, in 2 cases (5%), vessels were

only seen �1 cm from the needle tip. In 1 case, immediate wash-

out of contrast resulted in no vessel or epidural contrast being

seen despite contrast injection (Fig 5).

Simultaneous epidural and vascular injections were observed

in 32% (12/37) with positive results.

Washout of contrast between the initial image and the delayed

image was seen in all positive cases. Most commonly, the washout

pattern was delayed (86%, 32/37 cases) (Fig 6). However, rapid

washout was observed in 14% (5/37) of cases, indicating rapid

flow within the vessel.

Most cases were classified as “definitely venous” or “probably

venous,” with these 2 categories accounting for 84% of all recog-

nized vascular injections. Four cases (11%) were classified as in-

determinate. Two cases (5%) of probable arterial injection were

identified, both of which occurred during cervical transforaminal

injections.

DISCUSSION
Our investigation demonstrates that intravascular injections can

be recognized during CTF-guided epidural injections. We found

that intravascular injections were identified most commonly dur-

ing cervical transforaminal injections, in which they were ob-

served in more than one-quarter of cases. Overall the detection

rates for intravascular injections in our study are comparable with

or, in some cases, slightly greater than rates previously reported by

investigators using conventional fluoroscopy. These findings are

important in that they directly contradict claims that the cross-

sectional nature of CT imaging precludes detection of intravascu-

lar injections.15-17

Although the incidence of unintended intravascular injections

during CTF-guided epidural injections has not been previously

reported, to our knowledge, recognition of intravascular injection

during fluoroscopically guided procedures by using live fluoros-

copy or DSA has received considerable attention in the literature.

In a prospective study of 2145 transforaminal injections per-

formed by using live fluoroscopy, Nahm et al5 found an incidence

of intravascular injection of 20.6% in the cervical region and 6.1%

FIG 4. Intravascular contrast seen both close to and more remote from the needle tip. Preinjection (A), immediate postinjection (B), and delayed
postinjection (C) images show intravascular contrast at the needle tip (arrowhead) and further away (arrows) in the sacral epidural venous
plexus. Note that these vessels are not seen on the delayed washout image. No epidural contrast is seen.

Table 3: Characteristics of identified vascular injections
n %

Distance from needle tip to vessel
�1 cm only 11 30%
�1 cm only 2 5%
Both �1 cm and �1 cm 23 62%
Immediate washout (vessel not seen) 1 3%

Combined epidural injection
Vascular only 25 68%
Epidural � vascular 12 32%

Washout pattern
None 0 0%
Delayed 32 86%
Immediate 5 14%

Vessel type
Definite venous (n � 5) 4 11%
Probable venous (n � 4) 27 73%
Indeterminate (n � 3) 4 11%
Probable arterial (n � 2) 2 5%
Definite arterial (n � 1) 0 0%
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in the lumbar region. Furman et al6 found a similar rate of 19.4%

of intravascular injections in a prospective study of 504 cervical

TFESIs. In a separate study of 671 lumbar TFESIs, Furman et al7

found a rate of intravascular injection of 11.2%. A recently pub-

lished prospective investigation by El Abd et al9 of 41 cervical and
113 lumbar transforaminal injections found an incidence of in-
travascular injection of 17% during cervical injections and

15% during lumbar injections when live
fluoroscopy was used. Our study found
generally higher rates of detection of in-
travascular injections during cervical
TFESIs (26%); our rate of intravascular
injections during lumbar TFESIs (8%)
was in the middle of the range of rates
reported by other authors.

Relatively less attention has been
given in the literature to rates of intra-
vascular injection during ILESI. This
may reflect the overall lower incidence
of vascular events with this approach
and a belief that this approach is less
likely to result in a neurologic deficit,
given the distance from the radiculom-
edullary arteries that supply the spinal
cord. Although rare, catastrophic out-
comes presumed to be vascular in nature
have been reported following cervical
ILESI.22 At minimum, injection into
veins during ILESI may decrease the ef-
fectiveness of the injection due to de-
creased epidural deposition of medica-
tion.23 In a retrospective review of
complications associated with �10,000
injections, Manchikanti et al24 reported
intravascular injections during 4.2% of
cervical and 0.5% of lumbar epidural in-
jections. Although our study involved
considerably fewer patients, our detec-
tion rates of intravascular injection dur-
ing cervical (9%) and lumbar (2%)
ILESI were higher (Fig 7).

DSA has been advocated by some au-
thors as a way to increase detection of
intravascular injection into small arter-
ies, leading to criticism of injections per-
formed without DSA, including those
performed by using CTF. Data regard-
ing the actual clinical impact of DSA
on rates of catastrophic complications,
however, is lacking. Nevertheless, sev-
eral authors have reported cases of intra-
vascular injections identified with DSA
that were missed with live fluoros-
copy.25-27 One prospective investigation
found that the use of digital subtraction
angiography identified an additional
2.25% of cases of vascular injections that
would not have been recognized by

blood flash, aspiration, or live fluoroscopy, though this study did
not specify whether the additional injections identified were ve-
nous or arterial.9 A separate investigation by McLean et al28 re-
ported much higher rates of intravascular injections seen with
DSA compared with live fluoroscopy (32.8% versus 17.9%).
However, none of the recognized cases in the study, including
those seen with both live fluoroscopy and DSA, were judged arte-

FIG 5. Immediate contrast washout. Preinjection (A), immediate postinjection (B), and delayed
postinjection (C) images obtained after injection of 1.0-mL contrast. Neither vascular nor epidural
contrast is seen. A preceding injection with 0.2-mL contrast showed similar negative findings, and
images obtained cranial and caudal to the needle tip showed no contrast (images not shown).

FIG 6. Delayed contrast washout pattern. Preinjection (A), immediate postinjection (B), and de-
layed postinjection (C) images demonstrate intravascular contrast (arrows) that progressively
washes out on delayed images. After needle repositioning (D), re-injection of contrast shows only
epidural contrast spread.
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rial. Moreover, reliance on DSA does not preclude the possibility
of intra-arterial injection and does not guarantee the absence of
significant vascular complications.29 Consequently, there is dis-
agreement regarding the role of DSA when performing epidural
injections, and this topic is the subject of ongoing, often vigorous
debate.30,31

Although most vascular injections are most likely venous,
most reported studies either do not or are not able to definitively
distinguish venous from arterial injections.5 In our study, 2 of the
37 cases with positive results were categorized as probably arterial
in nature. Although the temporal and inherent spatial resolutions
of CT are inferior to those of DSA, the superior contrast resolu-
tion of CT allows the detection of small vessels and lets the oper-
ator better judge discordance between the volume of injected con-
trast and the amount of visualized contrast. In our experience,
these factors contribute to the detection of small, rapidly flowing
vessels, such as arteries, on CT.

Recognition of simultaneous intravascular and epidural injec-
tions is potentially important because proceduralists are more
likely to miss a vascular injection if an expected epidural contrast
pattern is simultaneously visualized.32 Previous investigations
have reported rates of simultaneous epidural and intravascular
injection by using live fluoroscopy of between 15% and 19%.8,33

In our study, we observed simultaneous epidural and intravascu-

lar injection (Fig 8) at much higher rates (32%) than commonly
reported with conventional fluoroscopy.

Despite the successful identification of cases in which vessels
were directly visualized at the same time as epidural contrast in
our study, we recognize that the cross-sectional nature of CT may
impose some limitations as well. For example, purely intravascu-
lar injections into vessels that run in the craniocaudal direction
(and therefore outside the axial scan plane) would typically be
recognized with CTF by the absence of epidural contrast after
injection, even if the vessel is not directly seen. However, when
simultaneous epidural and intravascular injection occurs involv-
ing a vessel oriented in the craniocaudal direction, it is relatively
more difficult to recognize, and these injections could potentially
be missed in some cases. Nevertheless, our data suggest that the
overall rate for detecting intravascular injections, including those
that occur concurrently with epidural injections, is not degraded
to a major extent by this potential scenario.

Our investigation indicates that attention to several technical
aspects of CTF-guided injections can be helpful in facilitating rec-
ognition of intravascular injections. First, the use of double-tap
intermittent CTF immediately after injection and again 2–3 sec-
onds later to evaluate washout is critical. Washout of vascular
contrast was present in all cases, and in most cases, the washout
pattern was delayed. If the immediate postinjection image is not

obtained, the vessel may never be iden-
tified because it will be absent on more
delayed images. Although the double-
tap technique may require a few addi-
tional CTF images, the overall increase
in dose from these images would be neg-
ligible in light of the low tube current
and narrow collimation associated with
CTF imaging, and any minimal dose in-
crease would be outweighed by the po-
tential safety benefits of identifying in-
travascular injections. Additionally, it is
very important for proceduralists to be-
gin by injecting only a relatively small
amount of contrast. This helps prevent

FIG 7. Intravascular injection during cervical ILESI. Preinjection (A), immediate postinjection (B),
and delayed postinjection (C) images demonstrate a vessel in the left neural foramen (arrowhead)
that washes out on the delayed image.

FIG 8. Simultaneous epidural and intravascular injection. Preinjection (A), immediate postinjection (B), and delayed postinjection (C) images
demonstrate a vessel extending into the anterior paraspinal soft tissues (arrowhead) that washes out on the delayed image. Epidural contrast
in the neural foramen (arrow) persists on the delayed image. Note that there is contrast in the epidural space of the spinal canal on the
preinjection image due to prior injection at an adjacent level.
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the vessel from being obscured if there is simultaneous epidural
and vascular injection. Proceduralists should also become com-
fortable with the expected degree of epidural opacification rela-
tive to the contrast volume they inject. In some cases, vascular
injections will be detected by the absence of expected epidural
contrast despite increasing volumes of injected contrast. At the
greatest extreme, total or near-total absence of epidural contrast
during active injection (assuming intact connector tubing and
verification that contrast is actually in the syringe) should indicate
that the needle tip is within a high-flow vessel or possibly a vessel
running perpendicular to the plane of the image. Finally, the dis-
play FOV should be adjusted to include sufficient surrounding
soft-tissue structures, including those anterior to the vertebral
body, because our data indicate that in some cases, the vessels
being opacified with contrast may be remote from the needle tip
or even in larger vessels such as the inferior vena cava.

There are several limitations to this investigation. First, and
perhaps most important, one can never be sure that all blood
vessels, including small-caliber vessels such as radiculomedullary
arteries, will be detected when injections are performed under
CTF guidance. The ability of CTF to detect some intravascular
needle placements, then, should by no means be construed as a
guarantee that all intravascular needle placements would be de-
tected. This caveat, however, is also true of injections performed
with any imaging technique, including live fluoroscopy and DSA.
Additional measures to help mitigate the risk of a vascular event,
including the use of nonparticulate steroid and/or an anesthetic
test dose, should be considered, particularly for injections with
higher risk, such as cervical TFESIs. Second, we compared rates of
intravascular injection in our study with previously reported rates
with fluoroscopy. Although our data suggest that the rates of de-
tection are generally similar, they do not establish the superiority
of one technique versus another, because no direct comparison
between modalities was made in this study. The ideal comparison
would involve the simultaneous use of CT and fluoroscopy to
assess individual injections. Newer technologies such as flat panel
CT could potentially facilitate direct comparisons of this type.

Identification of intravascular injection may be related to, but
is not the same as, avoidance of significant clinical complications
during epidural injections. Because most identified injections are
venous and therefore unlikely to result in spinal cord injury or
stroke, emphasis should be placed on identifying those techniques
that actually reduce complication rates in the clinical setting. Dog-
matic assertions or prohibitions regarding the advisability of various
injection techniques should be approached cautiously in the absence
of such data. Finally, this was a retrospective investigation of a single
operator with relatively small numbers of some subtypes of injec-
tions. Larger, prospective patient cohorts with multiple procedural-
ists would be desirable for future investigations.

CONCLUSIONS
Our investigation demonstrates that intravascular injections can

be detected with CT fluoroscopy during epidural injections. Rates

of detection of intravascular injection in our study were similar to

or greater than rates previously reported for injections performed

under conventional fluoroscopy. Technical factors such as the

double-tap on CTF following contrast injection, assessment for

discordance between the volume of injected contrast and the ex-

pected degree of epidural opacification, and maintenance of an

appropriate FOV facilitate the detection of such events.
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Validation of Multisociety Combined Task Force Definitions of
Abnormal Disk Morphology

C.H. Cho, L. Hsu, M.L. Ferrone, D.A. Leonard, M.B. Harris, A.A. Zamani, and C.M. Bono

ABSTRACT

BACKGROUND AND PURPOSE: The multisociety task force descriptively defined abnormal lumbar disk morphology. We aimed to use
their definitions to provide a higher level of evidence for the validation of MR imaging in the evaluation of this pathology in patients who
have undergone diskectomy by retrospectively classifying their preoperative MRI.

MATERIALS AND METHODS: This retrospective, institutional review board–approved study included 54 of 86 consecutive patients (47
men; average age, 44 years) enrolled in an ongoing prospective trial of surgically treated lumbar disk herniation who had preoperative MRI
and documented intraoperative classification of the abnormal disk as protrusion, extrusion, or sequestration by the treating surgeon.
Preoperative MRI was classified by 2 blinded radiologists; discrepancies were resolved by a third reader. Statistical analysis of interobserver
agreement and imaging compared with surgical findings was performed.

RESULTS: The readers disagreed on only 1 of the 54 cases. The third reader resolved the disagreement. Eight protrusions and 46 extrusions
were found on imaging, with no sequestrations. At surgery, there were 13 protrusions and 40 extrusions, with 2 of the extrusions also
containing sequestrations; the remaining case had only sequestration. There were 16 discrepancies between imaging and surgery, resulting
in 70% agreement.

CONCLUSIONS: This study, which was intended to validate the multisociety combined task force definitions of abnormal disk morphology by
using MR imaging with a surgical criterion standard, found 70% agreement between imaging diagnosis and surgical findings. Although reasonable,
this finding highlights differences that often exist between intraoperative and preoperative imaging findings of lumbar disk herniation.

MR imaging of the lumbar spine with defined specific MR

images has gained acceptance as the standard of care for the

evaluation of degenerative disk disease.1 However, the interpreta-

tion of these images continues to have much variability. An effort

to standardize image reporting brought together multiple na-

tional medical societies including the North American Spine So-

ciety, American Society of Spine Radiology, and American Society

of Neuroradiology. They produced and then updated a consensus

document for image descriptions.2

One segment of the consensus document focuses on the mor-

phology of the lumbar disk as it relates to the location of abnormal

disk content with respect to the outer annulus.2 MR imaging stud-

ies evaluating the interobserver and intraobserver reliability of

disk morphology by using the definition of the consensus docu-

ment have been performed.3-5 However, these studies lacked

analysis of surgical findings for correlation with a criterion stan-

dard and, as such, do not provide the highest level of diagnostic

evidence.

This study retrospectively classified MR imaging findings in a

cohort of consecutive patients with surgically treated disk herni-

ation by using the descriptive definition of abnormal lumbar disk

morphology of the multisociety task force, with the aim of pro-

viding a high level of evidence for validation of MR imaging by

using the combined task force definitions.2

MATERIALS AND METHODS
A retrospective review was performed, with approval from the

institutional review board of the study site, of the records of 86

consecutive patients (47 men, 39 women; average age, 44 years)

who were enrolled between August 2009 and October 2013 in an

ongoing prospective clinical trial evaluating the outcomes of sin-
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gle-level lumbar diskectomy. Inclusion criteria for entry into the

prospective study were the presence of a symptomatic single-level

lumbar disk herniation, failure of nonoperative treatment, pri-

mary radicular pain, and no prior lumbar surgery. Included in

prospective data collection was documentation of the intraoper-

ative classification of the herniation as a protrusion, extrusion, or

sequestration. For the current study, the intraoperative findings

were used as the diagnostic criterion standard because the sur-

geon is looking directly at the anatomy of the patient. These find-

ings have been used as such in numerous other studies.6,7 With

continued improvement in imaging, the depiction of a patient’s

anatomy is becoming clearer and more accurate and is approach-

ing equivalence to looking at it.

Surgical cases were from the clinical practice of 3 attending

orthopedic spine surgeons from a single institution. Surgeons re-

corded operative findings that included classifying the disk herni-

ation as a protrusion, extrusion, or sequestration intraoperatively.

In the operative field, the outer margin of the annulus was visually

identified. A defect of the annulus with disk material outside the

annulus was classified as “extrusion.” If there were no defect and

no disk material outside the annulus, the classification of “pro-

trusion” was made. “Sequestration” was determined if there

was disk material separate from the annular defect with no visible

attachment to the parent disk.

Of the 86 patients, 1 patient had no disk herniation noted

during surgery, which was presumed to mean the disk had re-

sorbed between imaging and surgery, and 3 patients had incom-

plete surgical data sheets. These cases were excluded. Of the re-

maining 82 cases, 54 had presurgical MR images accessible by the

PACS of the study institution, so these 54 cases were included in

the present study.

In preparation for the current analysis, a summary sheet (On-

line Appendix 1) was created and reviewed by 3 board-certified

neuroradiologists, each with a minimum of 15 years of practice

experience and a combined average of �26 years, based on the

previously described multisociety task force definitions.2 Sample

cases from daily practice were used in a face-to-face setting to

confirm the understanding of the summary sheet definitions be-

fore data collection.

The MR imaging of each subject (mean, 81 � 75 days before

surgery) was reviewed by 2 board-certified radiologists who were

blinded to the patient medical history and operative findings. In

the evaluation, the disk level with the most substantial abnormal-

ity was classified as a protrusion, extrusion, or sequestration by

using both axial and sagittal images. Classifications were confined

to a single disk. In cases in which �1 disk level had abnormalities,

only the more severe level was selected. In 1 case in which there

was nearly equivalent severity at 2 disk levels, the surgical level was

provided to the readers to create a final, imaging-based classifica-

tion that could be compared with the surgical classification. Any

discrepancy between the 2 readers was resolved by a third blinded

reader, and a majority consensus evaluation became the final im-

aging interpretation. Of note, many of the MR images were from

different, outside, referring hospitals. However, all cases included

sagittal T1- and sagittal and axial T2-weighed images.

Most important, while the surgeons did have the MR imaging

available at the time of surgery, they did not have the findings as

decided by the study radiologists. Additionally, the surgeons were

instructed to make their classifications solely on the basis of their

intraoperative observations. While having the MR imaging avail-

able to surgeons may have been a potential source of bias, sur-

geons always use MR imaging to plan for their surgery; thus, in

practice, surgeons also have that potential source of bias. Research

must be applicable to practice, and blinding surgeons to MR im-

aging would not mimic practice.

All statistical analyses were performed by using STATA/SE

13.1 (StataCorp, College Station, Texas). Agreement between im-

aging and surgical classifications was calculated by using the Co-

hen �, as was agreement between imaging assessments. The

weighted � was not used because disk herniations do not always

progress in a standardized manner. A standard 2 � 2 table was

used to determine sensitivity, specificity, and predictive values.

RESULTS
Imaging Findings
Of the 54 cases, the 2 readers disagreed in 3. One case had a final

diagnosis discrepancy between protrusion and extrusion based on

all images. In the other 2 cases, there was a disagreement on disk

description as protrusion or extrusion on the axial plane, but both

readers described an extrusion on the sagittal images. Thus, the

final diagnosis of extrusion was the same for these 2 cases. All

discrepancies were resolved by the third reader. Overall, 53 of 54

cases showed agreement in the final diagnosis between readers.

Interobserver agreement between the 2 readers was 98% with a �

of 0.93. There were 8 protrusions, 46 extrusions, and no seques-

trations based on imaging findings.

Surgical Findings
Of the 54 surgical cases with MR images, there were 13 protru-

sions and 40 extrusions, with 2 of the extrusions each occurring in

addition to sequestrations. The 1 remaining case had only seques-

tration and no extrusion.

Imaging and Surgical Agreement
Four cases with an imaging diagnosis of protrusion were found to

be extrusions in surgery. Nine cases with imaging diagnoses of

extrusion were found to be protrusions in surgery. Whereas im-

aging data did not reveal any cases of sequestration, in 2 cases with

imaging diagnoses of extrusion, surgery showed both extrusion

and sequestration; these were considered discrepancies between

imaging and surgical findings. In another case, imaging showed

extrusion while surgery showed sequestration only. The total

number of discrepancies was 16, calculated as an overall agree-

ment of 70% (� � 0.19). Table 1 lists all the discrepancy cases and

gives descriptions of the imaging findings.

Sensitivity and specificity of detection of a ruptured annulus

were 0.90 and 0.31, respectively (Table 2). The positive predictive

value was 0.80, while the negative predictive value was 0.50.

DISCUSSION
Prior studies evaluating imaging interpretation of lumbar disk

abnormalities have shown moderate interobserver agreement and

substantial intraobserver agreement in cohorts of asymptomatic

volunteers and symptomatic patients.3 One study included expe-
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rienced readers in a single academic institution; interpretation

included descriptions of normal and bulge as well as protrusion

and extrusion, with the most common discrepancy occurring be-

tween normal and bulge.3 Another study, by using readers from 1

academic center with a prestudy effort to define the review crite-

ria, found near-perfect interreader agreement (summary � �

0.81) for normal/bulge, protrusion, and extrusion/sequestration

categories.4 Other reports replicating conditions close to those of

clinical practice by using radiologists from different hospitals with

no prior set diagnostic criteria or training showed only moderate

interobserver agreement for herniation and fair-to-moderate

agreement for disk contour.5 Most important, all of the above

studies lacked a surgical criterion standard.

In the current study, substantial effort was made to decrease

interobserver variability, because the primary goal was to evaluate

the correlation with surgical findings. Before data collection, the 3

readers discussed the nomenclature by using daily clinical cases

from the previous few months. There was extensive discussion

about the definitions of protrusion and extrusion, especially on

the sagittal images. In the end, the critical point of interpretation

among the readers was the exact location of the outer annulus

insertion on the vertebral body, which was crucial in discriminat-

ing protrusion from extrusion. To better understand this anat-

omy, the readers reviewed studies in the literature, including

pathologic and traumatic conditions, in terms of how they affect

the outer annulus insertion site and how it is localized above the

bony endplate on the sagittal view.8-11 These studies showed that

the insertion of the annulus is beyond the bone edge of the disk;

this finding creates discrepancies among readers on the insertion

site. With this understanding, we went back to the protrusion

definition from the combined task force report2 and noted that

the insertion site of the annulus cannot be greater than the max-

imum height of the disk space in the sagittal plane. For unifor-

mity, we therefore decided to use the disk space height to define

the difference between protrusion and extrusion. Thus, any disk

morphology less than the maximum sagittal disk height was des-

ignated as protrusion. This distinction is depicted in On-line Ap-

pendix 2.

After this effort to optimize uniform understanding and

agreement of the definitions among the radiologists, there was

consensus in the final imaging diagnosis of 53 of 54 cases (agree-

ment, 98%; � � 0.93). If the 2 other cases of discrepancy in the

axial or sagittal description (which did not affect the final diagno-

sis) are included, the agreement was 51 of 54, or 94%. These values

are at least as good as, if not better than, those previously reported.

Initially the surgical level was not provided to the readers be-

cause transitional vertebral levels may have directed the attention

to an incorrect surgical level by causing the readers to number the

vertebrae differently. Thus, the readers were instructed to report

the most severe disk level during the imaging analysis. In 1 case,

L5-S1 had moderate central protrusion and L4-L5 had a small

foraminal protrusion. The latter, despite appearing less severe,

was in fact at the symptomatic level of radiculopathy. In this case,

the correct level was indicated to the readers at the time of imaging

data collection and before the analysis.

Table 1: Discrepancy cases between imaging and surgery, with a description of the imaging findings

No.
Disk
Level Imaging Surgical Description

1 4/5 Extrusion Protrusion On sagittal images, the height of the abnormal disk is slightly greater than the disk height
2 2/3 Extrusion Extrusion and

sequestration
Although imaging suggests a sequestered fragment, there is a thin continuity between the

disk fragments visible on MR imaging (Fig 1)
3 4/5 Extrusion Protrusion On sagittal images, the height of the abnormal disk is slightly greater and very close in

distance to the maximum disk height
4 4/5 Extrusion Protrusion On sagittal images, the height of the abnormal disk is very close in distance to the maximum

disk height (Fig 2)
5 4/5 Extrusion Extrusion and

sequestration
Sagittal images show a connection between disk fragments

6 4/5 Extrusion Protrusion On sagittal images, the abnormal disk appears contained by the outer annulus, but the
height of the annulus is slightly greater than the disk height

7 4/5 Extrusion Protrusion On sagittal images, the height of the abnormal disk is slightly greater than the disk height
8 5/1 Extrusion Protrusion On sagittal images, the height of the abnormal disk is slightly greater than the disk height
9 5/1 Protrusion Extrusion On the sagittal view, the low signal of the disk and annulus is very difficult to differentiate

(Fig 3)
10 4/5 Extrusion Protrusion On sagittal images, the height of the abnormal disk is very similar to the disk height
11 4/5 Protrusion Extrusion On the sagittal view, the low signal of the disk and annulus is very difficult to differentiate
12 4/5 Protrusion Extrusion On sagittal images, the entire annulus is not clearly defined
13 5/1 Protrusion Extrusion On sagittal images, the abnormal disk height is similar to the maximum disk height
14 4/5 Extrusion Protrusion On sagittal images, the abnormal disk height is slightly greater than the maximum disk height
15 5/1 Extrusion Protrusion On the sagittal view, abnormal disk height is much greater than the normal disk height and

the outer annulus appears disrupted; in retrospect, the diagnosis is still extrusion
by imaging criteria (Fig 4)

16 4/5 Extrusion Sequestration Imaging shows a thin connection between the parent disk and disk the fragment

Table 2: 2 � 2 contingency table for a ruptured-versus-intact
annulus as determined surgically and on imaging

Imaging
Assessment

Surgical Assessment

Totals

(Criterion Standard)

Annulus
Ruptureda

Intact
Annulusb

Annulus ruptureda 37 9 41
Intact annulusb 4 4 13
Totals 46 8 54

a Extrusions and sequestrations.
b Protrusions only.
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Overall, our accuracy measurements indicate that imaging is

better at determining when the annulus is ruptured than it is at

determining that the annulus is intact. Analysis of the discrepan-

cies between imaging and surgery (Table 1) showed the following

3 observations: 1) When the height of the abnormal disk material

on the sagittal plane is very close to the maximum height of the

normal disk, it becomes difficult to differentiate protrusion

from extrusion on imaging (Fig 2). 2) When the disk signal is

low on all MR images, differentiation of an abnormal disk from

the outer annulus becomes challenging and a small extruded

disk cannot be differentiated from a contained (protruded)

disk (Fig 3). 3) In differentiating extrusion from sequestration,

imaging clearly shows a thin connecting tissue, which, by def-

inition, is considered extrusion (Fig 1). The thin connecting

tissue that defines a herniation as an extrusion can be clearly

shown on imaging yet not observed in surgery, because the thin

sliver of tissue may be very difficult to discern. All discrepancy

cases are shown in On-line Appendix 3.

We believe that the effect of variation in imaging parameters

on discrepant classifications was minimal in this study. Of the 16

cases with discrepancies, though the magnet strength is not noted

in all, most appear to have been performed with at least 1.5T. The

TR ranged from 3000 to 5760 ms (a single case at 1000 ms); TE,

from 90 to 148 ms; section thickness, between 4 and 5 mm (a

single case at 3.6 mm); the FOV, from 24 to 30 cm; and the

acquisition matrix, between 256 and 512 (a single case, 240 �

175). The overall range of imaging parameters of all these cases

is within the standard for achieving high-quality images, which

are also in agreement visually as determined by 2 experienced

neuroradiologists. With most of the imaging findings being

obvious, ultimately we neither think that these discrepancies

are due to slight differences in imaging parameters nor believe

that variation in imaging parameters compromises the pur-

pose of this study.

Given that at surgery a defect in the posterior annulus differ-

entiates extrusion from protrusion while in imaging it is the rela-

tive size of the herniated disk versus the height of base of the

annulus that differentiates the 2 categories, it is somewhat surpris-

ing that surgery and radiology agree so often. While the approach

is different on imaging versus during surgery, the goal in both

cases is to determine whether the annulus is ruptured. Because

this can be directly observed intraoperatively, surgical standing

has been used as the criterion standard, but advancements in

imaging can perhaps better define the outer annulus and an-

FIG 1. Case 2. Sagittal T2-weighted image shows a thin connection
(arrow) between the level of abnormal disk and the disk fragment.
With imaging, this is classified as extrusion. However, it was classified
intraoperatively as extrusion and sequestration.

FIG 2. Case 4. Sagittal T2-weighted image shows the height of the
abnormal disk herniation (bold arrows) compared with the disk height
(thin arrows). By imaging, this is classified as extrusion. However, it
was classified intraoperatively as protrusion.
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nular defects. This change would allow a truer imaging predic-

tion of surgical findings. Imaging needs to be better defined so

that it can more accurately and more directly determine the

presence or lack of an annular defect instead of relying on

morphology to provide clues as to the presence or lack of said

defect. As imaging improves and this definition becomes pos-

sible, it could enable better correlation of symptoms of a disk

herniation to the type of herniation and prediction of surgical-

versus-nonoperative outcomes for any given patient on the

basis of their MR imaging.

This study has a number of limitations. The time between

imaging and surgery was 81 days on the average, so progression or

resorption of the disk herniation could have occurred from the

time of imaging to surgery. One example of this is case 15 (Fig 4),

which, on imaging, was classified as an extrusion but was intra-

operatively classified as a protrusion. In addition, the number of

cases of sequestration was small, thereby limiting conclusions

from analysis of this category. In addition, despite the reasonable

(70%) agreement between the imaging diagnosis and surgical

findings, the probability of the calculated agreement occurring by

chance was high owing to the distribution of classifications, which

were mostly extrusions. This is reflected in the low � of 0.19.

Despite this high probability, we think that the study is represen-

tative of actual practice, and increasing the sample size would not

have significantly altered the pathology distribution. Addition-

ally, agreement on a surgical classification is generally moderate at

best.12 For disk classification, the agreement on the difference

between protrusion and extrusion/sequestration would likely be

good, but the agreement on the difference between extrusion and

sequestration would likely be moderate at best. However, due to

the pathology distribution and our resulting focus on the distinc-

tion between protrusion and sequestration/extrusion rather than

the distinction between sequestration and extrusion, the effect

of this limitation is unlikely to be substantial.

CONCLUSIONS
In this study, which was intended to validate the multisociety

combined task force definitions of abnormal disk morphology

by using MR imaging with a surgical criterion standard, there

was 70% agreement between the imaging diagnosis and surgi-

cal findings. Common trends for the discrepancy are de-

scribed. Future effort may yield better agreement between sur-

geons and radiologists as to how they describe disk herniation

and abnormalities.
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Trevo® XP ProVue Retrievers

See package insert for complete indications, 
complications, warnings, and instructions 
for use.

INDICATIONS FOR USE
The Trevo Retriever is intended to restore blood flow in
the neurovasculature by removing thrombus in patients 
experiencing ischemic stroke within 8 hours of symptom 
onset. Patients who are ineligible for intravenous tissue
plasminogen activator (IV t-PA) or who fail IV t-PA therapy
are candidates for treatment.

COMPLICATIONS
Procedures requiring percutaneous catheter introduction
should not be attempted by physicians unfamiliar with
possible complications which may occur during or after 
the procedure. Possible complications include, but are
not limited to, the following: air embolism; hematoma or
hemorrhage at puncture site; infection; distal embolization;
pain/headache; vessel spasm, thrombosis, dissection, or 
perforation; emboli; acute occlusion; ischemia; intracranial 
hemorrhage; false aneurysm formation; neurological
deficits including stroke; and death.

COMPATIBILITY
3x20 mm retrievers are compatible with 
Trevo® Pro 14 Microcatheters (REF 90231)
and Trevo® Pro 18 Microcatheters (REF 90238).
4x20 mm retrievers are compatible with 
Trevo® Pro 18 Microcatheters (REF 90238). Compatibility 
of the Retriever with other microcatheters has not been 
established. Performance of the Retriever device may be 
impacted if a different microcatheter is used. 
The Merci® Balloon Guide Catheters are recommended
 for use during thrombus removal procedures.
Retrievers are compatible with the
Abbott Vascular DOC® Guide Wire Extension (REF 22260)

WARNINGS
• Contents supplied STERILE, using an ethylene oxide (EO)

process.Nonpyrogenic.

• To reduce risk of vessel damage, adhere to the following
recommendations:

– Take care to appropriately size Retriever to vessel
diameter at intended site of deployment.

– Do not perform more than six (6) retrieval attempts in
same vessel using Retriever devices.

– Maintain Retriever position in vessel when removing
or exchanging Microcatheter.

• To reduce risk of kinking/fracture, adhere to the following
recommendations:

– Immediately after unsheathing Retriever, position
Microcatheter tip marker just proximal to shaped
section. Maintain Microcatheter tip marker just
proximal to shaped section of Retriever during
manipulation and withdrawal.

– Do not rotate or torque Retriever.

– Use caution when passing Retriever through stented
arteries.

• Do not resterilize and reuse. Structural integrity and/or 
function may be impaired by reuse or cleaning.

• The Retriever is a delicate instrument and should be
handled carefully. Before use and when possible during
procedure, inspect device carefully for damage. Do not
use a device that shows signs of damage. Damage
may prevent device from functioning and may cause
complications.

• Do not advance or withdraw Retriever against resistance
or significant vasospasm. Moving or torquing device
against resistance or significant vasospasm may result in 
damage to vessel or device. Assess cause of resistance 
using fluoroscopy and if needed resheath the device to
withdraw.

• If Retriever is difficult to withdraw from the vessel, do
not torque Retriever. Advance Microcatheter distally,
gently pull Retriever back into Microcatheter, and
remove Retriever and Microcatheter as a unit. If undue
resistance is met when withdrawing the Retriever into
the Microcatheter, consider extending the Retriever
using the Abbott Vascular DOC guidewire extension
(REF 22260) so that the Microcatheter can be exchanged
for a larger diameter catheter such as a DAC® catheter. 
Gently withdraw the Retriever into the larger diameter 
catheter.

• Administer anti-coagulation and anti-platelet 
medications per standard institutional guidelines.

PRECAUTIONS
• Prescription only – device restricted to use by or on order 

of a physician.

• Store in cool, dry, dark place.

• Do not use open or damaged packages.

• Use by “Use By” date.

• Exposure to temperatures above 54°C (130°F) may 
damage device and accessories. Do not autoclave.

• Do not expose Retriever to solvents.

• Use Retriever in conjunction with fluoroscopic 
visualization and proper anti-coagulation agents.

• To prevent thrombus formation and contrast media 
crystal formation, maintain a constant infusion of 
appropriate flush solution between guide catheter and 
Microcatheter and between Microcatheter and Retriever 
or guidewire.

• Do not attach a torque device to the shaped proximal 
end of DOC® Compatible Retriever. Damage may occur, 
preventing ability to attach DOC® Guide Wire Extension.
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Stroke: Our Only Focus. Our Ongoing Promise.

Stent Retrievers:
The evidence is clear 
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Stent retrievers ± IV-tPA gave patients up to 3x higher likelihood 

of an mRS 0-2 at 90 days than IV-tPA alone1,2,3,4

Trial Number of Patients
Statistically Superior Result 
for Endovascular Therapy

MR CLEAN1 500

ESCAPE2 316

EXTEND-IA3 70

SWIFT PRIME4 196

1. O.A. Berkhemer et al. A Randomized Trial for Intraarterial Treatment for Acute Ischemic Stroke. N Eng J Med  December 2014.

2. M. Goyal et al. Randomized Assessment of Rapid Endovascular Treatment of Ischemic Stroke. N Eng J Med  published on February 11, 2015.

3. B.C.V. Campbell et al. Endovascular Therapy for Ischemic Stroke with Perfusion-Imaging Selection. N Eng J Med  published on February 11, 2015. 

4. Results of the SWIFT PRIME Trial were presented by Dr. Jeffrey Saver at the International Stroke Conference in Nashville, TN on Wednesday, February 11, 2015.



Pipeline™ Flex Embolization Device
The Next Advancement in Flow Diversion

CLINICALLY PROVEN BRAID.
0% RECURRENCE 
up to 5 years in PUFs1-3 

DELIVERY REDEFINED.
Full resheathability and instant
braid release for accurate
placement without
torqueing

The Pipeline™ Flex embolization device should be used only by physicians trained in percutaneous, intravascular techniques and procedures at medical facilities with the appropriate fluoroscopy equipment. 
Indications for Use: The Pipeline™ Flex embolization device is indicated for the endovascular treatment of adults (22 years of age or older) with large or giant wide-necked intracranial aneurysms 
(IAs) in the internal carotid artery from the petrous to the superior hypophyseal segments. CAUTION: Federal (USA) law restricts this device to sale, distribution and use by or on the order of a physician. 
Indications, contraindications, warnings and instructions for use can be found in the product labeling supplied with each device. Contraindications: The use of the Pipeline™ Flex embolization device 
is contraindicated for patients with any of the following conditions: 1) Patients with active bacterial infection. 2) Patients in whom dual antiplatelet therapy (aspirin and clopidogrel) is contraindicated. 
3) Patients who have not received dual antiplatelet agents prior to the procedure. 4) Patients in whom a pre-existing stent is in place in the parent artery at the target aneurysm location. Warnings: 1) 
Resheathing of the Pipeline™ Flex embolization device more than 2 full cycles may cause damage to the distal or proximal ends of the braid. 2) Persons with known allergy to platinum or cobalt/chromium 
alloy (including the major elements platinum, cobalt, chromium, nickel, molybdenum or tungsten) may suffer an allergic reaction to the Pipeline™ Flex embolization device implant. 3) Person with 
known allergy to tin, silver, stainless steel or silicone elastomer may suffer an allergic reaction to the Pipeline™ Flex embolization device delivery system. 4) Do not reprocess or resterilize. Reprocessing 
and resterilization increase the risk of patient infection and compromised device performance. 5) Delayed rupture may occur with large and giant aneurysms. 6) Placement of multiple Pipeline™ Flex 
embolization devices may increase the risk of ischemic complications. REFERENCES 1. Becske T, Kallmes DF, Saatci I, et al. Pipeline for Uncoilable or Failed Aneurysms: Results from a Multicenter Clinical 
trial. Radiology. June 2013. 2. IntrePED Presentation by Dr. David Kallmes, SNIS Conference, July 28, 2013. This device should be used only by physicians trained in percutaneous, intravascular techniques 
and procedures at medical facilities with the appropriate fluoroscopy equipment. The Pipeline™ Flex embolization device should be used by physicians who have received the appropriate training for this 
device. Indications for Use: The Pipeline™ Flex embolization device is intended for endovascular embolization of cerebral aneurysms. 3. Data on file and PUFs 5 year results to be presented at ISC 2015.
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